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PREFACE.

The grammatical compendium of which this is a translation

is current among the pandits of the North-west provinces, and of

most of the other provinces of India. The translation is one of a

series of attempts to encourage and facilitate the interchange of

ideas between the pandits and the senior English students of the

Government Colleges. How different the arrangement of a Sans-

krit treatise on Grammar is from that of an English treatise on

the subject, may be inferred from the facts stated in the subjoined

extract from the preface to the Hindi version of the same com-

pendium.

The groundwork of the grammatical literature of the Sanskrit

is comprised in Panini’s eight Lectures, entitled “ The Ashtddh-

ydyi.” Each of the lectures. is divided into four sections, and each

section into a number of sutras, or succinct aphorisms. On these

Mr. Colebrooke remarks:—“The studied brevity of the Pdniniya

“ sutras renders them in the highest degree obscure; even with

“ the knowledge of the key to their interpretation, the student

“fiuds them ambiguous. In the application of them when under-

stood, he discovers many seeming contradictions; and with every

“ exertion of practised memory, he must experience the utmost

“difficulty in combining rules dispersed in apparent confusion

“through different portions of Panini’s eight Lectures.”

The same accomplished scholar adds :—The outline of Panini’s

“arrangement is simple; but numerous exceptions, and frequent

“ degressions, have involved it in much seeming confusion. The
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ii PREFACE.

“first two lectures (the first section especially, which is in a

“ manner the key of the whole Grammar) contain definitions; in

“ the three next are collected affixes, by which verbs and nouns

“are inflected. Those which appertain to verbs occupy the

“third lecture:—the fourth and fifth contain such as are affixed
i

“to nouns. The remaining three lectures treat of^the changes

“ which roots and affixes undergo in special cases, or by general

“rules of orthography, and which are all effected by the addition,

“ or by the substitution, of one or more elements. The apparent

“ simplicity of the design vanishes in the perplexity of the struc-

ture. The endless pursuit of exceptions and limitations so dis-

joins the general precepts, that the reader cannot keep in view

“ their intended connexion, and mutual relation. He wanders in

“an intricate maze, and the clew of the labyrinth is continually

“ slipping from his hands.”

Such a work as that above described being obviously unsuited

for a beginner, a different arrangement of Panini’s sutras was

attempted by several grammarians, “for the sake of bringing into

one view the rules which must be remembered in the inflections

of one word, and those which must be combined even for a single

variation of a single term.” This arrangement, Mr. Colebrooke

adds, “is certainly preferable; but the sutras of Panini, thus

“ detached from their context, are wholly unintelligible
;
without

“ the commentator’s exposition, they are indeed, what Sir Wil-
I

“ liam Jones has somewhere termed them, ‘ dark as the darkest

“ oracle.”
’

Such an arrangement as that here referred to, is adopted in

the Sidd/tanta Kaumudi of Bhattoji Dikshita and in its abridge-

' ment the Laghu Siddhdnta Kaumudi of Varadardja.
j
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PREFACE. iii

One of the first objects of this edition of the Grammar is to

explain each term and each process, on its first occurrence, with

something of that fulness of illustration, ’which the pandits think

it better to defer imparting until a later stage in the pupil’s course.

According to the established system, the juvenile pupil, who has

only commenced learning the language in which the Grammar is

written, cannot proceed three lines in advance of the point at which

his preceptor’s last lecture broke off. If he can proceed half a line

in advance of it, it is more than was to have beeu expected.

Another omission of the native Grammars is supplied to a cer-

tain extent in this edition. When a word is given as an example

Under a rule, perhaps six or eight rules have previously had a

share in bringing the radical word into the form to which the ulti-

mate rule applies. For instance, when we wish to determine one

particular pronoun, (to quote from Mr. Wollaston’s preface to his

practical Grammar of the Sanskrit) “ six rules are to be referred to

“in forming the word, and the student must be able to remember

“them all before he can do it, for there is no reference to them

“ whatsoever. Vet such references are much more necessary than

“those that are annexed to the propositions in Euclid, because the

“solution of these words is genearlly more complicated than that

“of the theorems.”

References are supplied in this edition, not to every rule re-

quired, yet to more than the attentive student is likely to have

forgotten.

J. R. B.
Benares College, July 31s£, 1849.
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PREFACE
TO THE THIRD EDITION.

The translation of the Laghu Kaumudi by the late Dr.

Ballantyne, which, as Professor Max Muller observes, “ has enabled

even beginners to find their wa) through the labyrinth of native

Grammar,” has been for many years out of print, and is continually

inquired for by those who wish to obtain a well-grounded knowledge

of a language the students of which, in Europe alone, may be

counted no longer by tens but by hundreds.

For the publication of this edition, such students are indebted to

the enlightened liberality of H. H. the Maharajah of Vizianagram

K. c. s. i., who has already munificently encouraged Sanskrit and,

English scholarship in this country by his endowments to the

Queen’s College at Benares and the Universities of Calcutta and

|

Madras.

The Sanskrit text and English translation have been carefully

revised and corrected by Pandit Bechan Rama Tiwarl, Librarian of

the Sanskrit College, and Babu Mathura Prasada Misra, Second

Master of the English College.

Several of the corrections and alterations which appear in this

edition were either made, suggested, or approved years ago by Dr.

Ballantyne himself
;
and it is hoped that no change has been made

in which he would not have thoroughly concurred.

For the greatly improved type, paper, and general appearance

of the book we are indebted to the spirited publishers, Messrs.

E. J. Lazarus and Co.

R. T. H. G.

G
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SALUTATION TO GANESA !

Having made obeisance to Saraswati, the divine, the pure, en-

dued with good qualities, I make this abridged Siddhanta-kaumudi

in order that people may enter some way into the Paniniya Gram-

mar.
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St 9 ^ | ^3 | ^31^81

ffa fliisstuRj fl^tunmfltflsraim i
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No. 1.—A I UN
;
RI LRIK

;
E ON:

;
AI AUCH

;
HA TA VA RAT

;

LAN
;
NA MA NTA NA NAM

;
JHA BHAN

;
GHA DHA DHASH

;
JA BA GA

DA DA§
;
KHA PHA CHHA fHA THA CHA TA TAV

;
KA PAY

;
&A SHA

sar; hal. These groups of letters are the aphorisms of Ma-
/ *

HE&WARA or Siva
;
DESIGNED FOR the formation of NAMES or pra-

tyaharas such as an and the like, by which whole classes of let-

ters can, severally, be designated. See No. 8.

WWW Jr{' I

No. 2.—The final letters of these aphorisms are termed

‘ IT.’ For example, in the aphorism a i un the letter n is called

‘it.’ See, further, No. 7.

No. 3.

—

The short vowel a, in the terms HA, &c., is in order

TO THE ARTICULATION of the letters h, &c. For instance, by ha, ya
,

va, ra, &c., the bare consonants h, y, v, r, &c. are intended.



2 THE LAGHU KAUMUDf :

No. 4.

—

Put, in the body of the sixth aphorism of No. 1, viz.

LAN, it, i. e. the short vowel a, is termed ‘it.’ The design of this

exception will appear in No. 37.

T I \ I ^ I ^ I

No. 5.—Let A consonant final in an upadesa be called ‘ it’

(No. 7,). An upadesa is defined as signifying an ‘original enuncia-

tion ’—that is to say, an affix, (pratyaya,
No. 139,) or an augment

(<dgama No. 102,) or a verbal root
(
dhatu

,
No. 49,) or, in short, any

form of expression which occurs only in technical treatises on gram-

mar, and which is not a word ready for use, but one of the supposed

original elements of a word.

A word which is not seen in a sutra, but which is necessary to

complete the sense, is always to be supplied from some other sutra.

The reason of this is as follows. In the treatises of the Sanskrit

grammarians, brevity is regarded as a primary requisite. Accord-

ing to the author of the Mahdbfiashya, or Great Commentary, ‘ the

grammarians esteem the abbreviation of half a short vowel as

equivalent to the birth of a son.’ Accordingly, Panini in his Ash-

tadhydyi or ‘ Grammar in Eight Lectures,’ avoids repeating in any

sutra the woids which can be supplied from a preceding one.

When the original order of the sutras is abandoned, as in the pre-

sent work, it becomes necessary to place before the student, in the

shape of a commentary, the words which Panini left him to gather

from the context. Thus, to complete the sutra before us ( viz., hal

antyam ), the words ‘ upadese ’ and ‘ it ’ are required
;
and these

are supplied from a previous sutra
,
which, in the present arrange-

ment, will be found at No. 36.

Enroll sain «

No. 6 .—Lopa (elision, or the substitution of a blank) signifies

c\ sa

G
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disappearance. Let this be the term for the disappearance of

auything previously appareut.

rra %iq: i ^ i ^ i i

^11 : snq t niT3&is<ni3jni: i

No. 7.— In the room of that which is called ‘it’ let there

be A BLANK. Thus all the final consonants in the Siva-sutras are

left out of view, when these are employed to designate any class of

letters
;
the use of the n and the rest of the fourteen being to assist

in forming the brief names of these classes, as explained in the rul e

here following.

^t?ir i \ i \ i o? i

No. 8.

—

Let AN INITIAL LETTER, WITH AN ‘ IT’ LETTER AS A

FINAL, be the name of itself, and of the intervening letters. Thus,
]

let ‘an,’ formed of ‘a’ as its initial letter, and of ‘ n ’ (No. 7.) as

its final, be the name of ‘a’ itself and of ‘ i
’

and ‘ u ’

which

intervene betwixt ‘a’ and ‘

n.’ So let
‘ ach

’

be the name of ‘a,'

‘ i’ ‘ u’ ' ri’ ‘Iri’ ‘ e,’ ‘o’ ‘ ai,’ ‘an’ that is to say, of all the

vowels; let ‘hal’ be the name of all the consonants between * h ’

inclusive in the fifth Siva-sutra, and the * l
’ which closes the list

;

'

and ‘ al
’

the name of all the letters together, both vowels and

consonants; and so of other pratyaharas, or names of classes of

letters. m ? I r'3 i

q: gi Sfira fq 5RUT3-
s x

X s>

No. 9.—Let A vowel whose time (or prosodial length) is

THAT OF short U, long u, and prolated U, be called accordingly

short, long, and prolated. These again are severally threefold,

according to the division of ‘acutely accented, &c.,’ here following,

'3'tk^ra: i % i
s?

i i
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No. 10.—A vowel uttered WITH A HIGH TONE is said to be

ACUTELY ACCENTED. (The grammarians describe this accentuation

as being the result of employing, in the utterance of the vowel,

what they call t he upper half of the organ, that is to say of the

palate, lips, &c., see No. 14).

i % i g i i

No. 11.—A vowel uttered with A low tone is said to be

GRAVELY ACCENTED.

WSIV I \ I ^ l ^ I

No. 12.—When there is A combination of the acute and

grave accent, the vowel has the circumflex accent. The ap-

plication of the three accents to the three several prosodial lengths

gives nine varieties of each vowel. This nine-fold variety is fur-

ther doubled by the presence or absence of nasality, which is next

to be defined.

clfecSjq I ^ 3 ^ K I *3-

gi<3 i

No. 13.—Let THAT WHICH IS PRONOUNCED BY THE NOSE

ALONG WITH THE mouth be called NASAL. Thus, of the letters a

i u ri, there are severally eighteen different modifications. Of the

letter Iri there are only twelve, because it does not possess the long

(but only the short and the prolated) prosodial time (No. 9). Of

the letters e ai o au also there are only twelve modifications, be-

cause these have not the short prosodial time.

i ^ i ^ i
cc

i

t^to: nginnii ^iicr i g^giuMnsi: grain i

O' 0



1 A SANSKRIT GRAMMAR. 5

No. 14.—Let two letters having the SAME ORGAN (or 'place

of origin) such as the palate, &c., and attended with the SAME
effort of utterance within the mouth, be called HOMOGENEOUS
one with another. Kdtydyana remarks on this: ‘The homogene-

ousness of ri and Iri, one with another, should be stated.’ This

form of expression—viz., ‘ should he stated ’—distinguishes the sup-

j

plementary remarks
(vartilca)

of Kdtydyana.

srqb: i i^^irt i

>0 S3 S5

I I «tg?RRT 5^T: I sqq^RRRWTgf l SR^qRRT

^ I stfh: SRlfSclR I SRSSTgq I qsRRSI

i ragman i ^trsrr^rszi i

n. gt c\ cr c. n ss

No. 15.—The THROAT is the organ of the gutturals A AKA KHA
GA GHA NA (No. 17) HA ana VISARGA

;
the PALATE, OF the palatals

I f CHA CHHA JA JHA NA YA and SA
;
the HEAD, OF the cerebrals RI

Ri TA THA DADHA NA RA and SHA; the TEETH, OF the dentals LRI

LRt TA THA DA DHA NA LA and SA
;
the LIPS, OF the labials U U PA

PHA. ba bha MA, and ofupadhmanIya, as visarga is called when

it is written in the form of two semi-circles before pa or pha (No.

117). Of the nasal letters NA MA ft A NA AND NA, the NOSE ALSO is

an organ, in addition to the organ of the class in which each respec-

tively appears above. The organs OF sand Al are the throat and

the PALATE; OF O and AU, the THROAT and the lips
;
OF va, the

teeth and the lips. The organ of jihwamulIya, as visarga is

called when it is written in the form of two semi-circles before lea or

Icha, is the root of the tongue. The nose is the organ of anu-

swara.

aSlTg^I I ^T«j=rRT I *TRi: I

I cR 9TORT1J I

I I I g<=TOI-

gfer jraRf i nfiwswJTg i

i rc?r: 4^k : Riiam

S^Rcl^R I R3RH S3RT I

Q _ ,, -
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i si^Ti^ni nsiPigcfmq^pT sm^T^r-

nimi: i smimi fg<4ta^g§i minimi: i

msreHT: ^i: i umi^rn^Ji i swim: i w: wv. i

x 5R x ^ sfa ^i«ii fafigata: i

x u x ^ fin ntfiiwii gq«Ri4!a: i ^

^rQg: qqsRSolTlTinaJTI i

>a

No. 16.—The effort in utterance is twofold, that which

takes place within the mouth, AND that which is external as re-

gards the mouth, belonging to the throat. The former IS OF

FIVE KINDS—ACCORDING TO THE DIVISION OF TOUCHED, SLIGHTLY

TOUCHED, SLIGHTLY OPEN, OPEN and CONTRACTED. The EFFORT

when the organ is touched by the tongue, BELONGS TO the five

classes of consonauts sparsA
;
when it is SLIGHTLY TOUCHED TO

the semi-vowels (called antastha, because, in the common arrange-

ment of the alphabet, they stand between the five classes and the

sibilants)
;
when the organs of speech are SLIGHTLY OPEN, TO the

sibilants and the aspirate USHMAN
;
when the organs are OPEN, TO

the vowels SWARA. In ACTUAL USE, the organ in the enunciation

OF THE SHORT A is CONTRACTED: but it is considered to be OPEN

only, as in the case of the other vowels, when the vowel A is IN the

STATE OF TAKING part in some operation of grammar. (The rea-

son for this is, that if the short a were held to differ from the long

a in this respect, the homogeneousness mentioned in No. 14 would

not be found to exist between them, and the operation of the rules

depending upon that homogeneousness would be debarred. In or-

der to restore the short a to its natural rights, thus infringed

throughout the Ashtadhydyi, Panini with oracular brevity in his

closing aphorism gives the injunction ‘ AA,’ which is interpreted to

signify “ Let short a be held to have its organ of utterance con-

tracted, now that we have reached the end of the work in which it

was necessary to regard it as being otherwise.”

The effort in utterance external as regards the mouth is OF

eleven kinds—viz, expansion of the throat, producing hard arti-

culation
;
CONTRACTION of the throat, producing soft articulation

;

SIGHING
;
SOUNDING

;
LOW PREPARATORY MURMUR; ABSENCE OF SUCH

Q S
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A SANSKRIT GRAMMAR. 7

MURMUR
;
SLIGHT ASPIRATION

;
STRONG ASPIRATION

;
and the effort of

ACUTE, GRAVE, and CIRCUMFLEX accentuation. In the case of the

letters in the pratydhara KHAR (viz., the hard consouants kha pha

chlia tha tha cha ta ta ka pa set slut sa
,)

the effort is that of viva-

RA, &WaSA, and AGHOSHA. In the case of the letters in the pratyd-

hara HAS, (viz., the soft consonants ha ya va ra la ha met ha. na

na jha bha gha dha dha ja ha ga da da,) it is that of sanvara,

NADA, a'nd GHOSHA. (We may here remark, that, as these two

classes of consonants, the hard and soft are effectually discriminated

by the vivdra and sanvara difference, the additional distinctions of

swasa, ndda, ghosha, and aghosha whatever may be their utility or

import elsewhere, are of no consequence here. With reference to

the low preparatory murmur and its absence, the soft and hard let-

ters are sometimes termed ‘sonants’ and ‘surds.’ The FIRST AND
THIRD letter IN each of THE five CLASSES, in the ordinary ar-

rangement of the alphabet (viz., ka cha ta ta pa and ga ja da da

ha), AND the letters denoted by the pratydhara yan (viz., the semi-

vowels ya va ra la), are unaspirated. The second and fourth

letters of the same classes (viz., kha chha tha tha pha and gha

jha dha dha bha,) and the letters denoted by the pratydhara 6al,

(viz., the sibilants and the aspirate, sa slut sa ha,) are ASPIRATED.

The letters in the ordinary arrangement of the alphabet, BEGINNING

with ka, and ending with ma, are the. five classes of consonants

SPARSA. Those denoted by the pratydhara YAN are the semi- vowels

ANTASTHA
;
those denoted by SAL, the sibilants and aspirate ush-

MAN
;
those denoted by ach are the vowels swara. A character

LIKE THE HALF OF VISARGA, when standing BEFORE KA Or KHA, is

called jihwamuliya and when standing before pa or pha is called

UPADHMANiya (No. 15). A character, in the shape of A dot, fol-

lowing A vowel, is called anuswara
;
and one in the shape of

TWO DOTS, or small circles, VISARGA.

\ \ \ \\ i<£\

l I ^RTSoisici: I qcj I
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gfissrHiij i r^i i ?tai-

No. 17.—Let a letter, .denoted by the pratydhdra AN, not

propounded as AN AFFIX or operative agent, but as something to

be operated upon, AND let in like manner A letter FOLLOWED BY

AN indicatory u, be the name of (
and so imply

)
its homoge-

neous letters also.

Here the pratydhdra an is made by the latter n (of the sixth of

the sutras of &iva, viz. Ian, and not by the n at the end of the first

sutra. The pratydhdra is therefore held to denote the semi-vowels

as well as the vowels.) The letters above referred to, with an indi-

catory u, are leu chu tu tu pu ; (leu represents the guttural class,

chu the palatals, tu the cerebrals, tu the dentals, and pu the labials).

Hence a is the name of (and implies) its eighteen several varieties

(No. 13) : and so i and u. The vowel ri is the name of thirty (for

it denotes its own eighteen varieties, aud the twelve varieties of

hi, No. 13). So Iri also (for it denotes its own twelve varieties, and

the eighteen modifications of ri). The diphthongs e ai o au (ech)

are each the name of twelve. Through the distinction of nasal and

non-nasal, ya va and la are twofold
;
and, by this rule, the non-

nasal form of each implies both.

No. 18.—Let the closest proximity of letters be called

contact (sahhitd).

No. 19.—Let CONSONANTS UNSEPARATED by vowels be called

A conjunction of consonants.

spTspn: i

WS5FFRT: \ \ \ \ \ ^ \

I 'H 8 I ? 8 I

fh^ri g q^ira wig i wfh ggisraj-qm n
\> ' '

Q a
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No. 20—Let THAT WHICH ENDS IN “sup” (No. 137) OR IN

“Tlfi” (No. 408) be called a pada (or inflected word, as distin-

guished from a root, or that which has undergone no such inflection).

So much for the chapter on terms. We now come to the con-

junction of vowels.

/

wsfca: i

?#t mfa \ i i ^ i i

i

No. 21.—Instead OF a letter denoted by the pratydhara IK,

let there be one denoted by the pratyahdra yan, in each instance

where one denoted by the pratydhara ACfl immediately follows.

In the case, for example, of the word sudhi (meaning “the in-

telligent”) followed by the word updsya (“to be worshipped”).

It is to be observed that the foregoing aphorism consists solely

of the three pratydhdras ik yan and ach, the first having the ter-

mination of the genitive or sixth case; the second, that of the

nominative or first case; and the third, that of the locative or

seventh case. The force of these terminations is to be ascertained

from other aphorisms; because, although the author of the Kaumu-
di, in his vritti or expansion of the aphorism, has collected all that is-

required, yet the student, not content to receive anything on a lower

authority than that of Pdnini must be enabled to verify the inter-

pretation offered to him. Holding, therefore, that we have merely

got three pratydhdras, with different terminations, we proceed to

enquire (1st) which is to give way, (2nd) which is to take its place,

and (3rd) which is to be regarded as the cause of the change. For

the sake of brevity we may now drop the term pratydhara, and

speak of yan, ach, &c. simply.

aftHflafk n,m ^ i

wwiftisfa flratanH sura 5rali=ri?<in3raiiriw
C\

l

Q
B
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No. 22.—When a term is exhibited in the seventh case

(No. 137,) the operation directed is to be understood as affecting

the state OF WHAT immediately precedes that which the term

denotes.

In the present instance, the term exhibited in the seventh case

is ach. In the example sudhi upasya, the u of upasya is the

vowel which that term denotes
;
and that which is to be affected

is the final i (ilc) of sudhi

,

which immediately precedes the u.

By the foregoing rule, yan is to be substituted for the ih, but yan

is the common name of the four letters y v r and l, and the ques-

tion occurs—which of these is to be the substitute ? The next rule

supplies the answer.

^SSrRcW:
\ \\ \

\^o
\

iraf lacpMii i s v * surer ifH^ i

No. 23.—When a common term is obtained as a substitute, let

THE LIKEST of its significates, to that in the place of which it

comes, be the actual substitute.

Of the four letters denoted by yan, y, being a palatal, is the

likest to i. Thus we have got sudhyupasya, which furnishes an

occasion for another rule to come into operation.

^ i
c

\ 8

1

go i

HOT UK\ I 31 I

No. 24.—Of yar, after ach, the reduplication is optional;

BUT NOT IF ACH FOLLOW.

In sudhyupasya the dlia is yar (this denoting all the conso-

nants except ha), and it follows u (ach), and it is not followed by

ach, being followed by ya. Therefore, if we make the optional re-

duplication, we get sudhdhyupasya. This calls another rule into

operation.

Wat 3|3! wfa i
c | 8 i ^ |

Cf
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No. 25.—-Instead OF the letters called JHAL there shall be JA§

IF JHA& FOLLOW.

Thus, instead of the first dha (jhal) of sudhdhyupdsya, since

dim,
(
{/has) follows it, there must be jas ; that is to say, ja ba ga

da or da. Of these the likest (No. 23) is da. So, we get suddhy-

updsya

;

and the process might here terminate, did not another

rule start an objection.

I
c

I ^ l ^ I

HcT 581^ I

No. 26.—Let there be elision of the final OF THAT pada

(No. 20) WHICH ENDS IN A COMPOUND CONSONANT.

In suddhyupasya the pada sudclhy ends with a compound

consonant; and, according to the rule, the whole pada ought to

disappear. The rule, however, re limited by the qualification that

follows.

^%ts5r?ra i \ i \ i yy i

saiq i fin mg i

No. 27.—Let the substitute take the place of only the final

letter of that which is denoted by a term exhibited in the geni-

tive or sixth case.

An instance of elision (lopa No. 7) is regarded by the San-

skrit grammarians as the substitution of a blank. So a blank is

directed to be substituted for the y, the final letter of the Avord

suddhy, which is denoted (in No. 26) by a term, in the genitive

or sixth case, viz.
“
of that pada which ends in a compound conso-

nant.” But here Katydyana interferes, and remarks as follows:—

•

nftw 3P3i: I fijqrei: I i VTfjjt: |

qiitiffr: i

No. 28.—“The prohibition of the rule (No. 26) in the case

OF YAN SHOULD BE STATED.”

So the elision does not take place, and the formation of the

word Suddhyupasya (a name of God—“ He who is to be worship-

ped by the intelligent ”) is completed.

a
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% a like process are formed the three words Maddhwari (a

name of Vishnu—“the foe of the demon Madhu”) Dhatrahsa (a

name of Brcikmd—“a portion of Vishnu the cherisher”) and

Idhriti (“ the form of the letter Iri ”) in which the other letters

denoted by yan are successively exhibited. The student, after

making himself familiar with the process iu the instance of Suddhy-

upasya, should exercise himself in applying it to these and similar

instances, not referringto his book except when his memory fails him.

We now proceed to^consider the changes that depend upon the

diphthongs (ech).

i i ^ i

nq: amrea am 'ata na njifg i\ ^ \ ' N»

No. 29.—Instead of ech, when ach follows, let there be in

due order, ay av ay ay.

The due order is ascertained by the next rule.

i ^ i ^ i I

i i i ^sr:

wm: i

No. 30.—When a rule involves the case OF EQUAL NUMBERS

of substitutes and of things for which these are to be substituted,

let their mutual correspondence (or the assignment of each to

each) be according to the order of enumeration.

Thus ech denotes the four diphthongs e o ai ou, and the four

substitutes enumerated in the preceding rule are distributed among

them thus

—

ay is the substitute of e, av of o, ay of ai and av of

au. Example: hare+e=haraye “toHari,” vishno+ e

=

vishna-

ve, “to Vishnu,” nai-\-alca=ndyal*a “a leader,” pau+aka=pa-

vaka, “a purifier, i. e. “Fire.”

A similar change, under different circumstances, is directed by

the next rule.

3T5$T ft Haft i 'i i ^ i

Q O
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nsRrciti nrEra ut i usim i snawi i

No. 31.—There shall be substituted what ends in v (viz. the

two substitutes av and av) for the corresponding o and an, when
AN AFFIX (No. 139) beginning with the letter YA follows.

Thus go+ yam—gavyam “ belonging to a cow nau+yam
—navyam “ belonging to a boat.”

The following vartifca provides for a solitary case.

^ i Jisafa: i

No. 32.—“ And when the compound is employed in the sense

of a measure of distance,” the o of go, followed by yuti (though this

is not an affix, No. 31)becomes av. Thus go+ yuti=gavyuti, when it

signifies “ a distance of about four miles but the substitution

does not take place when it signifies a “ yoke of oxen”
(
goyuti).

l \ 1 ^ \ ^ l

'Sr* ^ THOgg: ^ZJTrl 1

N ^ VJ X

No. 33.—Let short A and ent (that is to say e and o) be call-

ed GUNA.

But why is the short a alone understood here in seeming con-

tradiction to what was said in No. 17 ? The next rule will account

for this.

rm*m**M*s \\ \ \ \
vo

\

FL HTT S ^ rUrq^TllilW,

i

No. 34.—Let a vowel followed by the letter t, and a

vowel following the letter £,be the name only of the letter which
HAS THE SAME PROSODIAL LENGTH. (Nos. 9 and 17.)

The letter a is the representation of eighteen varieties (No.

17) ;
but when it is followed by t, as in the preceding rule, it repre-

sents neither the long nor the prolated modifications.

'391^: i ^ l ^ i
bo i

Q a
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No. 35.—When ach comes after A (or &), let GUNA be the

single substitute for both.

Example upa+indra—upendra (a name of Krishna—“born

subsequently to Indra”); gahgd+udakam—gangodakam (“the

•water of the Ganges ”).—In.these examples the guna e is substitut-

ed for a and i, and the gttna o for d and u, because the organs em-

ployed in the pronunciation of e (the throat and palate) are those

severally employed in the pronunciation of a and i (Nos. 16 and

23); and the organs employed in the pronunciation of o (the throat

and lips) are those severally employed in the pronunciation of

d and u.

^ ui 3 i =?!

x \ SJ

sfixn: i tot tost: s^t i

No. 36.—In an upadesa (No. 5), let A nasal vowel be called

“it” No. 7).

In Pdnini’s Grammar there is no visible sign of the nasality

of a vowel—hence we can know a vowel to be nasal only from Pd-

nini’s explicity asserting that it is so, or from our finding that he

treats it in such a way that we must conclude he regarded it as

nasal. When speaking of the Siva-sutras, it was mentioned that

the vowel in the sutra tan is called “it.” According to No. 8,

therefore, this vowel may he employed as the final of a pratydhdra,

and the ra in the next rule (No. 27) is held to be this pratydhdra,

the name common to the two letters ra and la.

uu: i ^ t \ i yy i

iw-i: warns ansi *3 vu: sin jraAfi i^ X

afwa: i i

No. 37.

—

An, substituted in the place of ri, which (No.

17) is the representative of thirty varieties, is always FOLLOWED BY

tbe pratydhdra RA (No. 36). Example: Krishna+ riddhi= Kri-

shnarddhi (“the growth of Krishna”), tava -f Irikdra— tavalkdra

(“thy letter Iri”).—The pratydhdra an denotes a, i and u. The
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a in the two preceding examples is the guna directed by rule No.

36. [As examples of i and u, directed by other rules, we may no-

tice kri•+ ati Icirati,
“ he scatters,” and divaimdlri+a=dwaima~

tura, “having both a mother and a stepmother.”] The guna sub-

stitute of ri is a, because a, like ri, has only one organ of

pronunciation, whereas e and o, having two each, are less, like ri.

(No. 16.)

strafe! i
c

i ^ i i

SlwisRi nr i

No. 38,—In deference to. the opinion OF SaKALYA, let the ELISION

be optional of the letters ya and va preceded by a or d, and at the

end of a pada followed by as.

Thus hare iha, by No. 39, becomes harayiha ; then the ya at

the end of the pada haray, being preceded by a, and followed by i >

(as), may be optionally elided by this rule—the optional ity of

which is delicately implied in the aphorism by its being rested on

the authority of the ancient grammarian Sdkalya, the propriety

of whose injunction Pan ini does not deny, although he does not

admit it to be absolutely obligatory. The form of expression hara

iha would then appear to furnish occasion for the operation of

rule No. 35—but the rule here following debars this.

i
c

i ^ i \ i

um fatii^faigT urn vi
C\

i ip; i urai i fa san i fasqjfai i

No. 39.—As FAR AS CONCERNS WHAT PRECEDES THEM, the three

last chapters of the Grammar of Panini are AS IF the rules con-

tained in these THREE CHAPTERS HAD NEVER TAKEN EFFECT;

and further, in these three chapters, a subsequent rule is as if it

had not taken effect, so far as any preceding rule is concerned.

To understand this, it must be recollected that the grammar of

Panini is divided into eight Lectures (adhydya), each Lecture

into four chapters (pdda), and each chapter into a number of suc-

cinct Aphorisms (siitra). When the correct formation of a word

is to be ascertained by the rules of this grammar, eacli sutra is con-
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ceived to present itself, or to be found (prapta,) when an occasion

for its operation occurs. Now in the case of hara iha (No. 3S), an

occasion for the operation of No. 35 occurs, because no consonant

intervenes between the a and i. But the elision of the interven-

ing consonant (y) was the effect of a rule (No. 38) which stands as

the nineteenth aphorism in the third chapter of Panini’s eighth

Lecture
;
and therefore, so far as rule No. 35 is concerned, which

is the eighty-seventh aphorism of the first chapter of the sixth Lec-

ture, the elision is as if it had never taken effect. Thus we have

optionally hara iha or harayiha “
to Hari here/' and so also

vishna iha or vishnaviha “ Oh Vishnu ! here."

1 1
1 \ i \ »

^Tr? i

No. 40.—Let long A (No. 34), and Ai and AU, be called vrid-

DHI.

If I t l cc I

i 1 l

No. 41.

—

When ech follows a, let vriddhi be the single

substitute for both.

This is a contradiction (apavada), of the rule No. 35, which

directs guna to be substituted in such a case. This rule takes effect,

to the limitation of No. 35, because the latter has still a sphere

left for its operation; whereas if No. 35 were always to take effect,

the operation of the present rule would always be forestalled. Such

a rule as the present is tantamount to an exception to a more gene-

ral rule. The Sanskrit Grammar acknowledges no irregularity, or

exception to a rule—holding that a word which differs from all others

of its class is “sui juris,” and must have a rule of its own. (No. 32.)

Thus we have hrishna -f- ehatwam=krishnaikatwam “ oneness

with Krishna’’ gahgd+ ogha—gahgaugha “the torrent of the

Ganges,” deva+aiswaryam=devaiswaryam the “divinity of a

God,” hrishna -f- autkanthyam =.krishnautkanthyam “a longing

after Krishna.”

M — O
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i ^ i \ I
c<£

|
6n> sj x '

i gtlfai

sxNFi i ngm: i ^rjt: fog i zm: i mmr^ nfe*ig i

No. 42 .—When the verbs eti and EDHATI, in those forms

which begin with ech, FOLLOW a

,

and when the substitute uth (No.

282) follows it, let vriddhi be the single substitute of the con-

curring vowels.

This rule limits No. 51, which had previously limited No. 35.

Hence we have upa+ eti=upaiti ‘‘he comes near,” and upa
4- edhate— apaidhate “ it Increases.” In the example prashthauhah

(the accusative or second case plural of prashthavdh “ a young

steer training for the plough,”) the elements prashtha vdh and sas

are (by Nos. 137, 156, 185, 282, 2S1, 5, and 283) brought to the

form prashtha uhah, to which the present rule applies, the result

being prashthauhah.

1 Why do. we say (of the verbs eti and edhati) “
in those forms

which begin with ech?” Because other parts of these verbs, not

beginning with ech, are not affected by this rule. Example

:

upa+ita=zupeta “approached”—(No. 35) ;
md hhavdn predidhat

=pu+ ididhat, “Let not your honour promote.”

No. 43.—“It may be added that the substitution of vriddhi

takes place also (No. 42) and not that of guna, when uhin! fol-

lows aksha.” Thus aksha+ uhini=akshauhini “an army.”

i jin : i his: i nils: i hh: i hoi: i

Cv V

No. 44.—“ And the substitution of vriddhi takes place also (No.

42) WHEN PRA is FOLLOWED BY UHA UDHA UDHI ESHA and ESHYA.

Thus pra+ uha =.prauha “a good argument,” pra+ udha =praudha

“proud,” pra+udhi—praudhi “audacity,” pra+ esha=praisha

“sending,” pra+eshya=praishya “a servant.”

^ I I fog I

nwi: i

O ...
, - - o
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No. 45.—“ And if short ri follow a in a compound word
the first member of WHICH has the sense of the third or instru-

mental case.”—

E

xample: suJcha+ rita=sulchdrta “affected by

joy.” (Nos. 37 and 73.)—Why (do we say) “ which has (the sense

of) the third (or instrumental case) ?
” Because otherwise, as in the

compound parama+ rita—paramarta “ last-gone,” this rule does

not apply.

1

No. 46.—“And when rina
(

£ a debt’) follows pra vatsa-

TARA KAMBALA YASANA RINA and DASA.” Thus prdrna “ principal

debt,” vatsatararna “debt of a steer,” kambaldrna “debt of a

blanket,” vasanarna “ debt of a cloth,” rindrna “ debt of a debt,

compound interelt,” Dasdrnd “the river Dosaron or Dosarene” (No.

1341.)

fetradt i ^ i 8 i y£ i

No. 47.—Let pra, &c. (No. 48) when prefixed to a verb be

termed upasargas.

JII TO I I TO I I *R|I RSI I RJ I p I

I fa I 'SlT^ 1 fa I I I ^fa I SI I

* 35 I

i qfa i qfs i i ^ i

No. 48.—By “pra, &c.” we mean the following particles

—

pra “ before,” pard “ opposite,” apa “
off,” sam “ with,” anu

“after,” ava “down,” nis or nir “out,” dus or dur “ill,” vi

“ apart,” an “ as far as,” ni “
within,” adhi “ over,” api “

verily,’

ati
“ beyond-,” su “

well,” ut “ up,” abhi “ opposite,” prati “ back

again,” pari “ around,” upa “ next to.”

to: i ?i s n i

fqroiaiMii raisai wrew: i

^ S)

Q-=Z
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No. 49.—Let verbal roots bhu “be” VA “blow ” and the like

be called dhatu. W \ i \ \ \<Z\\

vitSt i

i

No. 50.—When a dhatu (No. 49) beginning with ri follows

AN UPASARGA (No. 47) ending in a or d let vriddhi be the single

substitute for both. Thus pra+richchhatL==prarchchkati “he

goes on rapidly.”

qfe qww i i \ i i

*n<gTC>Tli&ltl tJTf qi)iRI3’l: SHrll 6s|?n 33131?li

No. 51.—When a dhatu, beginning with en; follows an

npasarga ending in a or a, let the single substitute for both be the

form of the subsequent vowel. Thus pra+ ejate=prejate “he

trembles,” upa+ oshati=uposhati “he sprinkles.”

W%S5rS[lf^ h i \ i \ i is i

qqi mi ois=?a: a 51113053 aigtre 5air? 1

No. 52.—Let the dual portion of a word, beginning with

the LAST OF the yowels in the word, be called tl*

1 z: 1 ^*2: i sr^: i

jq=iim 1 1 1 i

No. 53.—“It SHOULD BE STATED that THE FORM OF THE

subsequent vowels takes the place of both in sakandhu &c.

Thus salca+andhu=sakandhu “ a sort of potherb,” karka+
andhu=karlcandhu “the j uj ube,” Idhgala + isha= Idngalisha

“the handle of a plough,” marta+anda—martanda “ the sun,”

manas+ isha=manislid
“
intellect.”

This is a class of compound words, the fact of a word’s belong-

ing to which is known only from its form, a posteriori
,
and is not

discoverable by any consideration of its constituent parts a priori.

-G
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ijroreN i ^ i \ i iy, i

^Tfci *nig i fagi^fa*: i i

No. 54.

—

And when the mystic syllable OM, or the upasarga

Afir (No. 47.) follows a or a, let the single substitute be the form of

the subsequent.

Example: &ivdya+om—namah §ivdyohnamah “adoration

to Siva!”; &iva+ d+ihi= &ivehi “ oh Siva, come.” (Nos. 5, 55,

and 35.)

^ I t I •

*us: Anisin trc wwaigisigsiireEsi: rain i |nairc: i

C\ N !

*qfa: i i iiriqn*:: i

cs €.

No. 55.—When a homogeneous vowel follows ak, let

the corresponding LONG vowel be the substitute for both.

Example, daitya+ari=daitydri, “a foe of the demons,” (a

name of Vishnu ), sri+ isa=srisa, “the lord of &r%" Vishnu+
udaya=Vishnudaya “the rise of Vishnu,” hotri+ Irikdra= hotri-

kara “the letter Iri of the officiating priest.” (No. 16.)

J ^ l ^ 1 I

usirai^iisin or qwBrem: rain i stsn i inoiiisn i

No. 56.

—

After en' final in a pada (No. 20) if short a

come, let the single substitute for both be the form of the precedent

vowel.

Example: hare+ ava=hare’va “Oh Hari !—off;” vishno+
ava—vishno’va “Oh Aishnu! off

—
”. A character termed ard-

dhdlcara, or “ half the letter <x,” is generally written in the place of

the letter thus elided, as we write an apostrophe in some analogous

cases.

fa«T<?T *It: i ^ i ^ >

Jiisqg i fag i fa^srog i q^i^ fag i 5ti: i

G
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No. 57.—Everywhere, both in secular and sacred writing,

THE original OF the word GO (“ a cow,”) being a pada end-

ing in Eft, may beoptionally retained before a.

Example : Go+agram=go agram or go gram, “a multitude

of cows.” “ Why ending in en ?
” Because the word go, at the end

of the compound word chitragu (“ having a brindled cow,”) where,

in the neuter, it ends in u (Nos. 269 and 275), has not the option

of remaining unchanged. So chitragu+agram= chitragwagram “a

multitude of brindled cows,” (No. 21.) Why “being a pada so end-

ing?” Because, though it end in en, the rule does not apply unless

the word go be a pada (No. 20), so that, in forming the ablative or

fifth case, (by Nos. 137, 155, 36, 124, and 111,) we have go+ah—
goh (by No. 193.)

fits i \ i ^ i %% i

fin sriji i

No. 58.—-Let a substitute consisting of more than one

LETTER, or CONTAINING AN INDICATORY PALATAL 6, take the

place of the whole of the original expression.

fe* i ^ H i i

No. 59.—And let that which has an indicatory fi, even -

though it consist of more than one letter, take the place of the

final letter only of the original expression.

i 3 i ^ i W i

31ST% I I *131^

I I

No. 60.—According to the opinion OF SPHOtayana, AVA&

may be the substitute of go at the end of a pada ending in en

if ach follow.

Thus we may have go+agram=gavagram “a multitude of

cows,” (Nos. 59, 5, and 55) as well as go'gram (No. 57.) Why

0— .. . - - — 0
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“at the end of a padaV' Because go+ ni=gavi “in a cow”

—

(Nos. 137, 155, and 29.)

^ i 3 i \ i i

frug® ^aii^ i nt^;: i

No. 61 .—And if the word indra follow, let avan (No. 60)

be the substitute of go. Thus gd+indra—gavendra “lord of

kine”—(a name of Krishna.)

i c i
s i ca i

zzm cjr^^i i: ji^i st i

No. 62.—And in calling to a person from a distance, the

substitution of the prolated modification (No. 9) of the ti (No. 52)

is optional.

'sifg i^in^i
nnsra afrui sa: i fan a sre Jrregtfa i

No. 63.—Let prolated (No. 9) ai^d excepted (No. 64)

vowels, when ach follows, INVARIABLY remain unaltered.

Example : agachchha krishna atm gauscharati (Come Kri-

shna ! “the cow is feeding here.”)

mrww inn \\ i

f§gg=i oici i gti i man i

nf *5 1

No. 64.—Let a dual case-affix (No. 142) ending in long f,

u, or e, be pragrihya (No. 63.)

Example : hari etau “ these two Haris’' vishnu imau “ these

two Vishnus,” gauge amu “ those two rivers Ganges.”

mn i ^ ^ \ Vi II

sri: i isi: i srcfisiiTem

^irei^ i urn i i

o0
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No. 65.—Let i and u comiug after the M OF the words ADAS

(No. 386) be pragrihya (No. 63.)

Example : ami isah “ those lords,” Ramakrishnavamu asdte

"Rama and Krishna, those two are present.”—Why do we say
“
after the to ?” Because in the example amuke -f atra—amulce’tra

“those here,” the e, preceded not by m but by the k of akach (No.

1321,) is not pragrihya, which it would have been, by the influence

of No. 64, which includes e as well as i and u, and from which the

word “ dual” is not supplied here, else this rule would be useless.

l ^ I 8 I ^0 |

famm: m: i

No. 66.—Let cha, &c. not signifying substances (dravya,)

be called nipdtas.

nr^i: I ^ i 8 I I

frai i

No. 67.—And so let PRA, &c. (Nos. 48 and 66.)

fat!!?! 1F6T5RT5; i % i % i
•? « I

famci nuu: i f i s wo: i w
\ \

I ^11 ^ I =*!^ Mvl rlr? I

1 I t

No. 68.—Let any nipata (No. 66.) consisting of a single

vowel WITH THE exception OF the nipata AZf, be pragrihya

(No. 64.)

Example : i indra “ oh Indra ! ” u umesa “ oh lord of

Uma ! ” The nipata d, as an interjection either making no parti-

cular difference in the sense of the sentence or else indicating re-

miniscence, has no indicatory n, and therefore is not subject to

the exception enjoined above. Example, a evahnu manyase
“Now thou thinkest] so, not having always though so d evan

kila tat “ Ah 1—now 1 recollect—it is just so.” Elsewhere, that is

to say when it implies diminution, the a has an indicatory h, and

Q
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is the subject of the exception above enjoined. Example, ah+
ushna'n=oshnam “a little warm.” (Nos. 5 and 35.)

—

ftmri: qjju: i %*n: i

No. 69.—A nipata ending in o' is pragrihya (No. 64.)

Example : aho isah “ Ho lords !

”

\ \ \ \ \ \i\

%\H i raanfafr? i

No. 70.—In deference to the opinion OF Sakalya let o IN

THE VOCATIVE SINGULAR WHEN FOLLOWED BY the word ITI, NOT
in the veda, be optionally pragrihya (No. 64.) So we may have

either vishno iti by this rule, or vishnaviti by No. 29, or vishna

iti by the further operation of the optional rule No. 38.
“

‘ Oh Vish-

nu !
’

thus, &c.”

flq <33U ii S(T |
e

I § I ^ 1

nn: % c!T5f% I farzwn I fora I

C ' SJ X

No. 71.—Instead OF the affix UN, (that is to say the indeclin-

able affix u,) after the pratydhara may, if ach follow, there is

optionally v. Example, Hm+u+uktam—kimvuktam “whe-

ther said,” or lcimu uktam (No. 68.)

x%swn i i \ i i

?%i h^ii m wimim i gisiSRreiircara
sa

I ^foi I I ^I=rn ffol fora I I

No. 72.—And, in deference to the opinion OF Sakalya, when

a heterogeneous vowel follows, let there be the short instead

OF IK at the end of a pada.

As this injunction of shortening must not be an entirely abor-

tive rule, the vowels shall not undergo a further change (as No. 21

would otherwise cause them to do). Example, chafcri+atra—

Q Q
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chalcri atra “the discus-armed Vishnu here.” On the alternative

of not shortening the vowel, we have cliaJcri+ atra=chakryatra (by

No. 21). Why “at the end of a pada"? In the example gauri

+au=.gauryau “ two goddesses Gauri,” there is no option (No.

21) the word ending in % not being a pada. (From No. 20 we

learn what constitutes a pada, but how to ascertain that a word is

a pada, when the characteristic there referred to, as it sometimes

happens, has no visible representative in the word itself, we must

be content to learn further on. In the meantime we have to bear

in mind whether any particular rule refers to a pada only, or also

to other forms of speech.)w ?
I
c

| « | 8^ |

qTiHji usi oti § 3i <=ri: i fiiSt i

No. 73.—Of yar, that is to say, of all the consonants except

ha, AFTER the letters ra or HA follow.ing ach, reduplication is

optional. Hence we may write gauryya

a

or gauryau “ two god-

desses Gauri."

r i mom: i

No. 74.—The option of shortening (No. 72) does not hold in

A compound word. Example, vapi+aswa— vdpyasiva “a horse

that can walk on water,” where the application of No. 21 is imper-

ative.

‘SfSRi: i <C n i i

q? Tj3i=?)! wn: miqgi i asp i i

ust^t: fag i i

No. 75.— Ak (that is to say, a or a in addition to the other-

vowels in No. 72) final in a pada may optionally take the short sub-

stitute as stated above (No. 74) WHEN short Rl FOLLOWS. Example,

brahma + rishi= brahmarishi or brahmarshi “a divine saint.”

(Nos. 35 and 37).—Why “ final in a pada ? Because, to the word

archchhat “ he was going,” where the a is not final in a pada
(being an augment derived from No. 478) the option of this rule

does not extend
;
so we have a+ richchhat= archchhat by No. 218.

We now proceed to

0G
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THE CONJUNCTION OF CONSONANTS.

^t: ts: I
c

I 8 I I

\J V*

^sRT^qjrai: qisRrcwnwii ^ sekk^tii ^ci: \

i tnT^m \ i i

No. 76.—In the room OF SA AND TU (that is to say, these five

dentals ta tha da dha na, No. 17) when they come in contact with

§A AND CHU, (that is say, these five palatals cha ehha ja jha na),

there are sa AND the palatals.” Example, rdmas+ sete= ra-

massete “ Rama sleeps,” rdmas -\-chinoti=r&maschinoti “Rama
collects,” sad+ chit=sachchit “pure reason,” (No. 90,) sdrngin

+jaya= sarnginjaya, “Oh Vishnu be thou victorious.”

sroj I
G

l 8 I 88 I

*ITrI * 1 iqtR; | jj^rTr I

No. 77.—This (No. 76) is not said of a dental which comes

after &A. Example, in vis+ na=visna “
lustre,” pras-\-na=.

prasna “ a question,” no alteration takes place.

wt w. i
c 1 8 I 8? i

V* \J »

g: i i *rogTSR?t
sa

SRI I I

tlgl I clgT-

No. 78.—In the room of sa and tu (No. 76) when they come

IN CONTACT WITH SHA and TU, (that is to say, the cerebrals ta tha

da dha na), there are sha and tu, (that is to say, there is a cerebral

substitute).—Example, rdvias+ shashtha=:rdmashshashtha “Ra-

ma sixth,” rdmas+ tikate= ramashtikate “Rdma stands,” 'pesh+ td

= peshtd “ a grinder,” tad+ tficd=tattikd “a comment on that”

(No. 90), chakrin + dhaukase= chakrindhaukase “Oh discus-armed

!

thou goest.”© •

51 q^TSrlliR?™ I
C

I s I I

q^igsmi^ q^rem: *ni: vzm \ ^ : i q?

^ i q^i^irj fas l ZV. fas i i
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No. 79.

—

After tu (No. 78) final in a pada the change of a

dental to a cerebral, except in the case of the .affix nam, shall not

take place.

Example: shad+ santa— shatsanta “six good,”— (No. 90), shad

+ te=shatte “they six,”—Why “final m a pada ? ” Compare

id+te^=(tte “he praises,” where it is not so. Why only, “ after

tu ? ” Because the cerebral sha is not included. Example : sar-

.
pish+ tamaz=sarpishtama “ most excellent clarified butter.”

srsrg 1 hibow 1 muogfa: 1

wn*ia: 1

No. 80.—“ It should be stated that navati and nagar! as

well as NAM are NOT prevented by No. 29 from undergoing the

cerebral change.

Example, shad+ndm—shanndm “of six,” shad 4* navati—

shannavati “ ninety six,” shad+ nagaryah— shannagaryah “
six

cities,” whose names are feminine.

fit: ft 1
c

1 « 1 1

grain 1 n5qg: i

i
si

No. 81.—In the room OF TU (No. 76) there is not a cerebral

substitute when sha follows. Example, san+ shashtlia—san-

shashtha “ being sixth.”

W3T s)5us^ 1
c

| & | stf 1

n?T5S «ssii na: i snare; i

\J

No. 82.

—

In the room of jha'l, (that is to say, of any consonant

except a semi-vowel or a nasal), let there be jaS, (that is to say, a

soft unaspirated consonant) AT THE end of a pada,

Example: vdk+isa=vagisa “the god of speech,” a name of

Vrihaspati.

qtisgjnftftisgsiTftftiT 3T 1
e

1 a 1 aii
Q. ©
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xr: gi i uh-

=trir: i scizwrc: i

N> XS1

No. 83.—In the room of YAR final in a pada, WHEN A NASAL

FOLLOWS, there may be optionally a nasal.

Example: etad+ murdri—etanmurari or etadmurdri “ that

Vishnu.”

fllXTIni HfSWJI rl^IT^R I I

No. 84.—“ When it is a pratyaya (No. 139) that follows

in secular language, the preceding rule (No. 83) is absolute.”

Example: tat,+mdtram=tanmdtram “merely that,” “a

primary element,” chit+mayam=chinmayam “formed of intel-

qwnil: l Cl^u: i l W. I

No. 85.—In the room OF TU (No. 76) When the letter LA FOL-

LOWS, one homogeneous with the latter is substituted.

Example: tat+ laya—tallaya “its destruction.” The substi-

tuted for na is a nasal la (No. 17). This is sometimes indicated by

writing over it the mark chandra-vindu as in vidwdn+ likhati=

vidwallikhati “ the learned man writes.”

No. 86.—After ud, in the room of the words stha and

STAMBHA, the substitute is a letter belonging to the class OF the

prior.

Thus, suppose we have to put together ud+ sthdnam :—the

aphorism, without the gloss, exhibits to us the word ud in the abla-

tive or fifth case. We must ascertain from another rule what is

the special import of the fifth case here, as we did with respect to

the locative or seventh case in No. 21. The maxim of interpreta-

tion (paribhasha) here follows.

lect.”

<3^: i
c

i a i ^ i

33 : qrai: isjTwriii: ytqqiii: i
C\

a .a
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\ \ \ \ \ \

fawnroi sriS

i

No. 87.—An operation caused BY the exhibition of a term in

THE ablative or FIFTH CASE, shall be understood to enjoin the sub-

stitution of something in the room of that which immediately

follows the word denoted by the term.

Therefore the substitution of the letter d enjoined by No. 86 is

to be in the room of the words sthd and stambha. This again is

qualified (as No. 26 by No. 27) by the following maxim.

tob I » I ^ I ^8 I

uto ai^Tfci cicj i wi w: i

No. 88.—That which is enjoined to come in the room of what
follows is to be understood as coming in the room only OF the

first letter thereof.

Therefore, in the example ud+sthdnam (No. 86) a dental letter

is to be substituted for the s ; and the dental which, like s, has the

characters of vivara and mahdprdna (No. 16), that is to say

which is both hard and aspirated—viz. th—is the proper letter of

the set. (No. 23). Thus we have ud+ththanam, which comes

within the scope of the next rule.

wb wft: |
e

| « | ^ |

<ku ai 5tro: «sR i

No. 89.—There is optionally elision of jhar, preceded by a

consonant, when a homogeneous jhar follows.

Thus we may have ud+thanam as- well as ud+ ththanam, to

each of which the following rule applies.

*fi:Vi e
i a i ax i

urc i sst ci: i i

o
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No. 90.

—

And when khar follows, let there be char in the

room of jhal. Therefore, in the example in No. 89, the soft d is

changed to the hard t, and we have utthdnam or utththanam
“ uprising

;

” and so (No. 86) by the same process, uttambhanam
“ upholding.”

|
C

| 8 \ ^ |

q^ ell qasqqJt I iiTWJ H-

ra^i i qi?gR: i gmiR: i

No. 91.—In the room of the letter HA, after jhay, there

is optionally a letter homogeneous with the prior.

The fourth letter of each class (that is to say, the soft aspirate)

is the suitable substitute for ha (No. 16). Thus vag+ hari may be

written vagghari “ eloquent” “ a lion in discourse.”

|
c

| « | ^ |

mo: Ursa %\ aijiz i frra ?i=aq ssr gma
i i

No. 92.—In the room OF the palatal SA preceded by jhay, there

is optionally the letter chha when at follows.

Example: tad+ siva, by this rule, optionally becomes tad+
chhiva, and then, by Nos. 76 and 90, tachchhiva

;

on the other alter-

native (by Nos. 76 and 90), it becomes tachsiva “that &iva.”

gram i iN N
No. 93.

—

It should be stated that the foregoing rule applies

not merely when at follows but when am (a more comprehensive

pratyahara) follows. Thus we have tad+ slolcena= tachchhlokena

“ by that couplet,” where the s is followed by l.

I
C

| ^ | ^3 |

m=ri5a ?i?i i wi i

No. 94.—In the room of the letter M final in a pada (or, as

the gloss, trusting to No. 27, words it, “ in the place of a pada

which ends in m,”) there is ANUSWARA, when a consonant follows.

a _ —7 .

.

O
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Example: harim+vande=harinvande “I salute Vishnu."

vsfei i
c

i § i i

^^7 17^7 sr^rscik: i strife i i

N'o, 95.—And also in the room OF the letter NA and via NOT

FINAL IN A PADA, WHEN JHAL FOLLOWS, there is anuswara.

Example: yasdn-+si=yasdnsi “glories;” dkram+ syate=
dlcrahsyate, “he will subdue.”

qft? i
c

t 8 i
yc

j

i

No. 96.—In the room of anuswara, when yay follows, a

letter homogeneous with the latter is substituted.

Example: sah+ ta= santa “quiet.”

3T \
c

I 8 I ^ J

rcT^^im l SfiTim I

No. 97.—Iu the room of anuswara final in A pada, the

substitution (enjoined by No. 96) is optional.

Example : tioankaroslii or twan karoshi “ thou doest.”
%

$T ^ifsi W. Wl c
| ^ | ^ |

®3i=n rrafti q? qiu bbi n n=i ais i wm t

\ \

No. 98.—Let the letter M itself be in the room of the to of

the particle sam (No. 48) when the word raj follows, ending in

the technical affix kwip (No. 855).

Example: sam+ rdt=samrdt “ a great king.”

f jwt «it i c i ^ i ^ i

Hq* SW q? BW Si 51 I T5RH©5ltim I Rs jJJiqnRl |

No. 99.

—

When the letter h follows, being itself followed

by M, the substitute for a preceding to is optionally to itself.

0
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:

Example, kimhmcdayati or, by No. 94, kin hmalayati “what

does he cause to shake ?
”

m i i fsR i i

foi i i fa i

No. 100.—“ When the letter h follows, being itself follow-

ed by the letters Y, v, or L, the substitute for a preceding m is op-

tionally Y, v, or L.” (No. 30). Example, kiyhyah or, by No. 91, kin

hyah “ what does it matter about yesterday ?” kivhwalayati or kin

hwalayati “ what does he cause to shake ?
” killdddayati or Jcin hld-

dayati “ what gladdens ?
”

5): I
C

| ^ ( 6^) |

W I I T5R 1

V5

No. 101.—When the letter h follows, being itself followed

BY the letter N, the substitute for a preceding m, is optionally N.

Example, kinhnute, or, substituting anuswara, (No. 91)

kin hnute “ what withholds ?
”

fa i
c

i ^ i ^<t i

imt mm wgi i

No. 102.

—

Dhut is optionally the augment (dgama) OS' the

dental s WHEN IT FOLLOWS the cerebral D,—as in the example

shat santah “ being six.” A question here arises as to where the

augment is to be placed,—with reference to which we find the fol-

lowing direction.

zfi($T i ^ i ^ i i

msufti cisj i re i vz

r^ri: i

No. 103.—Of whatsoever the augments enunciated are distin-

guished by an INDICATORY T OR K, they PRECEDE OR FOLLOW it

accordingly. The augment of s, enunciated in No. 102, is distin-

guished by an indicatory t (No. 5) ;
the augment is therefore to pre-

a
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cede the s. The t is elided by Nos. 5 and 7, and the vowel by Nos.

36 and 7, and, the dh being changed to t by No. 90, we got shatt-

santah, or, without the augment (No. 102), shatsantah “ being six.’’

srsr srft i
c

i
s

| |
N VJ S S’ ' v

sit sci: i nre irg: i mgg: i sthj <*g: 1 ^g: 1

No. 104.

—

Of ftA AND NA respectively, when sar follows,

there are optionally the augments kuk and tuk. The indicatory

k shows that the augment follows the letter (No. 103). Example,

prdn shashtha or prdnkshashtha “ sixth anterior,” sitgan shash-

tha or sugantshashtha “ sixth numerator.”

TO I
C

I ^ I I

=TPrlTr? TJIT& 3^7 ^TgT I <=^1 i *R |

N. G| N X

No. 105.

—

And of the dental s, after what ends in n, the

augment dliut (No. 102) is optional.

Example, san tsah or san sah “ he being.”

fa yR i
c

i ^ | ^ |

>J5i5fi5a ft nx w i i i

N> Ni \»

i ssptw: i

No. 106.—Of n final in a pada there is optionally the aug-

ment tuk, when the palatal § follows. Example, san + t + sam-

bku—sanchchhamba (Nos. 92 and 76), which, by the optional

elision of the ch (No. 89) may become sanchhambic (“the good

&ambhu, or &iva”). Sanchsambhu (No. 92). Without the aug-

ment, we have sansambhu by No. 76.

4% swrfasw i
c i ^ i ^ i

gssin nix fti qiwift iftra

^HrT i TTraiTf^n i i i

V \ '5* M sj

No. 107.

—

When a vowel comes after a pada ending in

ftAM preceded by a short vowel, the augment ftfAMUT shall inva-

riably be applied.
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The name of this augment is derived from the pratydhara

nam, so that (by No. 30) it is understood to imply the reduplica-

tion of the nasal.

Examble, pratyan+'dtmd=pratyannatmd “soul evidently

existent,” sugan+ isa=suganmsa “the lord of an excellent class,”

san+ achyuta=sannachyuta “existing Vishnu.”

i
c

i ^ i ^ i

m S12 I

S3

No. 108.—In place OF the particle SAM, when SUT follows

there is ru.

For example, having got sam+ sut {kartta, this rule, after

the indicatory letters (by Nos. 3& and 7) have been elided, gives

sar+s+Icartta.

'SRTJRTfhsfi: I
c

| 3 I » I
\J ©V \ \

tt: iN C\ s>

No. 109.—But here, in the division of the grammar where

ru is the subject of discussion, the NASAL FORM is OPTIONALLY

the substitute of what precedes ru.

Thus, in the example under rule No. 108, the a of sar is op-

tionally nasal, and this may be indicated by the mark chandra-

vindu (No 85).

qiTSTOTC! I
C

» 5 I 8 \
VJ N \

S3 Cx N. S3

No. 110.

—

After what precedes ru, if we omit to substitute

THE NASAL (of which the option is afforded by No. 109) ANUSWARA
shall be the augment.

Thus, in the example under No. 108, if we do not substitute

the nasal by No. 109, we must write anuswdra as an augment

i
c

i ^ i i

© Q
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No. 111.—Instead of the letter r final in a pada, there is vi-

sarga, WHEN KHAR follows OR when there is A PAUSE (No. 144).

So the r in the example under No. 108 is changed to silent h

;

thus sanh+ s+ Icartta.

qnifHT III i i mmAi i

>o°n

No. 112.—“Instead OF SAM (No. 108) and also of the words

PUM and kan, the substitution of s (for visarga by No. 122)

SEOULD BE stated to be invariable (to the exclusion of the op-

tional retainment of visarga suggested by No. 123).”

Thus the example under No. 108 becomes sansskartta (“ one

who completes”), the n representing either the sign of nasality

(No. 109) or anuswdra (No. 110).

<ju: i
e i ^ i 3 i

%. -O SJ NO

No. 113.—Instead of the word pum, when khay followed

by AM
f
FOLLOWS it, there is ru. yTH^J

Example, pum+ Jcokila=punskoJcilar “a male cuckoo,” where

the n represents either the sign of nasality (No. 109) or anusivdra

(No. 110). See also Nos. Ill and 112.

I
c

| ^ | $ |

No. 114.—Instead of n final in a pada, excepting the n in

the word prasan, when CHHAY follows, followed by am, there

shall be ru.

For example, chahrin+ trayaswa—here n is final in a pada,

and chhav (t) follows, followed by am (r) ; hence the n becomes

r, which by No. Ill, becomes visarga before a hard consonant,

the preceding vowel being either nasal, according to No. J 09, or

followed by anusivdra, according to No. 110.

i c i ^ i ^8 i

©
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i i ^fo^inssi i fori i nsn^

rl^lfo i foil i ?fo* i

No. 115.—Instead of visarga, let there he the letter s, when

Jchar (a hard consonant) follows. By this rule, in addition to No.

114, chahrin+ trdyaswa becomes chakrinstrdyaswa “Oh discus-

armed
!
preserve,” where the n represents either the nasal (No. 109)

or anuswara (No. 110). Why did we say, in No. 114, “excepting

the n in the word prasan ?
”

Because that rule does not apply

to such an instance as prasan tanoti “the quiet man spreads.”

And why “ final in a pada ? ” Because it does not apply to such a

case as han+ ti=hanti “ he kills,” where han is not a pada.

^ 5 I
c

| ^ |

\o
|

«.

No. 116.—Instead of the n of the word NrIn, when the letter

P follows, there is optionally ru.

xc sfi ;x % ^ i
c

i $ i ^ i

sfi<5i*T x srx^t sa: i i

^x mm i x mm i mi? i mm i mm i

€. €. <S. «.
v

No. 117.

—

And also WHEN A consonant of the GUTTURAL class

OR of the LABIAL class FOLLOWS, there are, instead of visarga, op-

tionally jihwamulIya and upadhmanIya (No. 15). The option-

ality of visarga is implied in the word “and,” (No. 111). Thus

the words nrin paid (“ preserve thou men)” may be written (as

exhibited above) in five ways, either simply, or with the nasal sub-

stitute (No. 109) and upadhmaniya (No. 117), or with the nasal

and visarga (Nos. 109 and 111), or with the substitution of anu-

sivdra (No. 110) followed by either upadhmaniya or visarga.

qrflrefefw i
c

i ? i ? i

mnrefsa tor i

No. 118.

—

Of that which is twice uttered, let the latter be

called a reduplication (amredita).

ffiBTrefefi i c i ^ ^ i

o o
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SR139RTOT I I Sfil^RT^ I

No. 119.—Instead OF the n of the word KAN let there be ru,

WHEN A REDUPLICATION FOLLOWS.

Example, lcdn+ lcdn=kdnskdn “which of them?,” where the

n of the first syllable is either the nasal (No. 109) or anuswara

(No. 110). For the s, see Nos. Ill and 112.

# i i \ i ^ i

$ gf i facial i

No. 120.—And when the letter chha follows, the augment

of a short vowel is tulc. (No. 103).

Example, siva+chhayd=sivaclKhhdyd “ the shadow of Si-

va.”—(No. 76).

—

i < i \ i ^ i

aNiifj mai i awt^iai i asa^iai i

No. 121.—When chha comes AFTER a long vowel final in A

PADA, the augment tulc is OPTIONAL.

Example, lakshmi+chhdyd=lakshmichchhdyd or lakshmi-

chhdyd
,
“the shadow of Lakshmi.”—(No. 76).—

So much for the combination of consonants. We now come

to

THE CHANGES OF YISARGA.

i
c i ^ i ^8 i

\J

No. 122.—Instead OF VISARGA, there is S, when a hard conso-

nant follows.

Example, vishnvh+ trdtd=vishnustratd “ Vishnu the pre-

server.”

—

*n nft i
c i ^ i ^ i

Rtos firem ai i ?R: i sRwia i

a
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No. 123.

—

When §ar (a sibilant) follows, visarga may op-

tionally be instead of visarga—or, in other words, it may re-

main unchanged.

Example, harih sete or harissete “ Hari sleeps.”—(No. 76).

i
e

i ^ i <(<( i

Wcl I

No. J 24<.—Instead of S, final in a pada AND OF the word

SAJITSH, let there be RU.

1 1
1
1

1

•

*jpn?n: ura ?re: wissfisin i fatirai: i

O >J

No. 125.—Instead of ru, coming after an unprolated at

(short a), let there be u, WHEN AN UNPROLATED at also FOLLOWS.

Example, sivar+ archyah—siva+ u + archyah= sivo’rchyah

“ &iva to be worshipped.” (Nos. 35 and 56).

ffu ^ i i i \ i \\s i

cmi i fati i

No. 126.

—

And when ha§ (a soft consonant) FOLLOWS, ru

shall be changed to u, when it is preceded by short a.

Example, sivar+ vandyah=sivo vandyah, “ Siva to be wor-

shipped.”

%sfn |
c

i ^ n a i

Troratsiisfa i fi i ^sufzrf i

ex
^ ^ >• n

%\H ^1=^1 WHIrli: I TlZtrcf I

No. 127.—Instead of ru, preceded by bho bhago agho a

or A, Y is substituted, when aS follows.

Example, devar -\-iha=devdyiha, or (by No. 38) devdiha “the

deities, here,”

—

Bhos bhagos and aghos are interjection? ending in

s. When y has been substituted for their ru (derived from No.

124), it may chance to come under the operation of the rule here

following. •

© O
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I
c

| ^ | ^ |

$tm: i i

*in#r i gjrf i

No 128.—Let there be elisioD of the Y of all these, viz. the

words in which it is preceded by bho bhago agho a or d (No. 127),

when a consonant follows.

Example, bho devdli “Oh deities!”, bhago namaste “oh! ador-

ation to thee !”, agho yahi “ oh ! come.”

^rsgfa i
c

i > [ (i i

'sii *qn^i ^ r? sfu i i i

NJ N4

No. 129.

—

R is the substitute of the word ahan, but not

WHEN A CASE-AFFIX (No. 137) FOLLOWS.

Example, ahan+ahah=aharahah (No. 211) “day by day,”

ahan+gana=ahargana “a class of day.”

ft fr i
c

i ^ 1 1.8 i

vw=n ^ xit ^itq: i

No. 130.—There is elision OF R, when r FOLLOWS.

5^isw: i ? i s i \\\ l

STqiSliTqHfarlST: STO.* I XR\^ I fIT TO! I

C\ VJ

» ^wr: fan i i i ^
Ov N

f?l tfa ti im g mg i

No. 131.

—

When dha or r, causing an elision, follows

instead OF a PRECEDING AN, there shall be ITS LONG vowel.

Example, punar+ vamate=pund ramate “ he again sports”

(No. 130), harir+ramyah—hari ramyah “ Vishnu is beautiful,”

sambhur+ rdjate=sambhu rdjate “ &iva is resplendent.”

Why “ of an ?
”

Because the rule does not include any other

vowel. Example, tridh+ dha=tridha “destroyed,” vridh+ dha=
vridha “raised.”
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In the case of manas+ ratha, the change of s to ru (No.

124) having taken place, giving manar + ratha, two conflicting

rules present themselves—the one (No. 120) directing that the r

shall be changed to u, the other (No. 130 that the r shall be elided.

The doubt, which rule shall take effect in such a case, has given

occasion for the maxim here following.

it 1^18 1^1
tre s&m sjtci i m3

TI I THRST. I

No. 132.

—

When rules of equal force prohibit each other,

LET THE LAST (in the order of the Ashtadhydyi
)
TAKE EFFECT.

According to this maxim, in the example manar+ ratha (un-

der No. 131), the elision of ther ought to take place, by rule No.

130 which occurs in the eighth Lecture. But here the maxim (No.

39) interferes, which enjoins that a rule occurring in any of the

three last Chapters of the Grammar shall be either as if it did not

exist, or as if it had never come into operation, so far as concerns

any rule that occurs earlier
;
and therefore No. 126, as if No. 130

did not exist, proceeds to substitute u, and thus we have mana+u
+ ratha=manoratha “a wish.” (No. 35).

qriT^T: H
I ^ I \ I

I

slim i s*
Ni ^ V

fqon: i m urn: i vtm i 1 *Rsrairci
\> M S N

t^jq 1 1 tfa raw 1 1

No. 133.—There is elision of the su) the case-affix of the

nominative singular, No. 137) OF the pronouns ETAD AND TAD,

provided they are WITHOUT the augment K (No. 1321), WHEN A

consonant follows
;
but not if they are iNAfcompound WITH

the privative particle NAN (a.)

Example, eshas+vishnuh—esha vishnuh “that Vishnu"

(Nos. 338 and 169), sas+samblmh=sa sambhuh “ that kiva”

(No. 338).—Why “ without the augment lc ?
”

Witness eshako rud-

rah “ that &iva.” Why “ not if they are in a compound with the
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privative particle nail (a)V' Witness asas+ sivah=zasassivah

“not that kiwi.” (No. 76.) Why “when a consonant follows ?
”

Witness eshas+ atra —esko'tra “ he here.” Nos. 124 and 125.)

qr^gfin? i *= n i m i

Q qijf* l

ufafg i m aum^Ti *\m i

No. 134.—Let there be elision of the su of SAS, even when
A VOWEL FOLLOWS (No. 133), IF BY THE ELISION alone THE VERSE

CAN BE COMPLETED.

Example, (sa +imam= ) semdm aviddlii prabhritim “do

not separate this collection,” saisha cldsarathi rdmah “that Rama,

the son of Dasaratha.”

So much for the changes of Visarga. We now come to the

declension of

MASCULINES ENDING IN VOWELS.

ii n

I ^ I ^ I 8$ I

Hcqxi Urging ^ pnfrmi^-

*3?Ic? I

\

No. 135.—Let any significant form of word, not being A

VERBAL ROOT (No. 49), AN AFFIX No. 139), OR WHAT ENDS WITH

an affix, be called A crude form of word (pratipadilca),

3mffrrenrera i ? i » i i

$rrfgm=ai sinresa am yj: i

No. 136.

—

And let forms of words ending in the affixes called

KBIT (No. 329) and TADDHITA (Nos. 975 and 1067) AND COMPOUNDS

(samasa,
No. 961) also be called crude forms (No. 135.)

d«nw®re ^f%H?T»areS N N N

S%WTfl IPIWJ I B I q I » 1
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s ih sra ffa iraim i ^ i^cTiut i z\

mm fire gcfrat i i wiw wro iX \ N ^

witjj wre ?m i ^3 ^ w,m ^fg) i fe

^ffi sjjm »

No. 137.—[In this aphorism the case-affixes are enunciated.

—

The cases, exclusive of the Vocative which is held to be a peculiar

aspect of the nominative, are seven—1st Nominative, 2nd Accus-

ative, 3rd Instrumental, 4th Dative, 5th Ablative, 6th Genitive, 7th

Locative. The case--affixes, with their significations, aro as fol-

lows -]

Singular. Dual. Plural.

1st su au jas —
2nd am aut sas —

•

3rd td bhyam bhis “by."

4th ne bhyam bhyas “to."

5th nasi bhyam bhyas “from."

6th nas os dm “of"
7th ni os sup “in."

[After the elision of the indicatory letters, these affixes appear

as follows:

—

1st s au as

2nd am au as

3rd d bhyam bhis

4th e bhyam bhyas

5th as bhydm bhyas

6th as os dm
7th i os su

The reader who enters upon the study of the Laghu Kaumudi
without any previous acquaintance with Sanskrit, will find the

recollection of the rules more easy, and his apprehension of their

import more distinct, if he make himself familiar with the most

usual signs of the 7th, 6th, and 5th cases, for information respecting

which he was referred (at Nos. 22, 27, and 87,) to the present sec-

tion. When the uninflected word ends in a consonant, the affix is
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generally attached unaltered. Thus the 7th case singular of the

word ach, in No. 21, is achi

;

the 7th dual of omdn, in No. 54, is

omdnos ; and the 7th plural of etyedhatyuth, in No. 42, is etyedhat-

yuthsu. So again, the 6th case singular of ik, in No. 21, is ikas,

which, by Nos. 124 and 126, becomes iko before a soft consonant;

the 6th dual of sajush, in No. 124, is sajushos, which, by Nos. 124

and 130, becomes sajusho when followed by r

;

and the 6th plural

of jhal, in No. 25, is jhalam, which, by No. 94, becomes jhalan.

So again, the 5th case singular of en in No. 56, is enas, which, by

Nos. 124 and 111, becomes ehali

;

the 5th dual of a term ending

in a vowel occurs in No. 73, viz. rahabhydm, which, by No. 94

changes its final to n.

When the uninflected term ends in a vowel, the case-affixes

are liable to several variations. Among the most noticeable modi-

fications are the following, which take the place of the final a:—
Singular. Dual. Plural.

5th at abhyarn —
6th asya — anam

7th e — eshu

Examples of these terminations occur in No. 35, where dt be-

comes ad (by No. 82); in No. 73—rahabhydm

;

in No. 26—
sanyogdntasya

;

in No. 30

—

samanam ; in No. 31

—

pratyaye ;
—

and in No. 44

—

uhodhodhyeshaishyeshu.]

i 8 n i p
No. 138.

—

After what ends with the feminine terminations

fif (No. 256, &c.) or ap (No. 1341, &c.) or after a crude form (No.

135, &c.).~

[This aphorism is one of those which are said to exercise an

authority (abhikdra)
over other aphorisms, inasmuch as they con-

sist of terms which other aphorisms, in order to complete their

sense, are under the necessity of borrowing. (No. 5.) Some apho-

risms, such as the present, consist solely of words which, taken

by themselves, convey neither a definition nor a direction, and

which are enunciated solely for the purpose of avoiding the necessity

of repeating the same words in a number of succeeding aphorisms

a
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Such aphorisms are said to be lcevaladhikam, or “intended simply

to regulate the sense of others.” On the other hand, in No. 21,

only a portion of the aphorism, viz
,
the word achi, exercises adhi-

Jcara, which it does over the sense of No. 55, &c.]

i ^ i \ i ^ i

No. 139.—An affix.

[This, like No. 138, is an aphorism intended solely to regulate

the sense of others.]

hcstct: m : 1

No. 140.

—

And subsequent.

[This, like Nos. 138 and 139, is an aphorism intended solely to

regulate the sense of others. The sense of the three aphorisms

combined is as follows :—

]

Let the affixes su, &c. (No. 137) come after, or be attached to

words ending in hi or ap (that is to say, words with feminine termi-

nations,) and after crude forms (No. 135).

i ^ i « i i

i

S)

No. 141 .—Of sup (which is a pratyahdra formed of su the

first of the case-affixes, and the final p of the last of them,) let

the three expressions in each successive set of three be severally

termed “the expression for one” (singular), “the expression for

two ” (dual), and “ the expression for many ” (plural).

i \ i 8 i ^ i

No. 142.—The dual and the singular case-affixes are to be

employed severally in the sense of duality and unity.

®-= 8
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*5$ ^ I 8 l ^ I

stlol^ RJIrT l

'O' 'O \
No. 143 .—In expressing multeity, let A plural case-affix be

employed.

ftrmts^nsrfl ni «i \\° i

Turn i ^pqmqm i Tin: i

No. 144.—Let cessation, or the absence of succeeding letters,

be called a pause
(
avcisdna).

We now proceed to decline the word rdma (the name of an

incarnation of Vishnu).—Attaching the case-affix of the 1st case

singular, after removing the indicatory vowel (No. 36), we get

rdmas

:

then the s becomes ru by No. 124, and finally visarga

by No. Ill, giving rdmah.

i \ i ^ i is i

Sift HHUQcI QcJ fasqFT I

No. 145.

—

In any individual case (vibhaldi) there is but

ONE RETAINED OF the WORDS, ALWAYS SIMILAR IN FORM.

[That is to say, the dual, which means “ two Rdma$,” implies
“ Rama and Rama;" and the plural, which means “more Rdmas
than two,” implies at least “ Rama, and Rdma, and Rdma ;” and

of these words, similar in sense as well as in form, we are to retain

but one, when adding the affixes of the dual and plural. It would

be otherwise had we to attach a dual affix to an aggregate signi-

fying the two opponents “ Rdma and Rdvana” or the two which,

in some of their inflections, differ in sound as well as in sense,

matri “ a mother,” and mdtri “ a measurer.” But when the words

never differ in form, though they do so in sense, this rule may
apply. Thus sri signifies “beauty” and also “wealth”—and

“beauty and wealth” may be implied in the dual sriyau.]

In the 1st case dual, then, we have rama+ au, which might

appear to furnish occasion for the operation of the rule here follow-

ing to the exclusion of No. 41, which gives way in accordance with

No. 132.

© fi
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vmm: vfam: \i \ \\ \^ \

sskt^si: i sf?i

nip i

No. 146.—When ach of the first or second case follows

ak, let THE LONG VOWEL HOMOGENEOUS WITH THE ANTECEDENT be

the substitute singly for both. By this rule rama+au would be-

come rdmd, but the rule here following interposes.

i ^ i \ i i

snisfa jiScramjra: i flgtfa i wh >

No. 147.—When ich follows a or a the substitution of

the long vowel homogeneous with the antecedent (No. 146) shall

NOT take place. Then, by No. 41, thus freed from the obstruction

of No. 146, we have rdma+au=rdmau “two Ramas.”

35 i t
.

i S i « i

Hraaiii ?St 53: i^ C\

No. 148.

—

Palatal (chu) or cerebral (tu) letters initial

in an affix are to be elided. Therefore, in the affix of the 1st case

plural, the j of jas is to be elided, leaving as.

fluffing i y i » i i

fiwiaraih i

No. 149.

—

And sup (the case-affixes—No. 137) and tin (the

verbal affixes enunciated in No. 407) are called vibhakti.

faflwgisagiretiT i jjra 5n=gjj i nni: i

No. 150.

—

TU (the dentals ta tha da dha na) and s and M,

standing IN A vibhakti (No. 149) are NOT to be elided. Therefore

the final s in jas is not to be elided, notwithstanding Nos. 5 and 7;

and ramas, by Nos. 124 and 111, becomes rdm.dk “Ramas ”

—

more than two.

S

Q
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^ff: I ? I 9 I 8<C I

siren gsjtnai wrafgira wifj i

No. 151.—In the sense of the vocative, let the SINGULAR of

the first be called sambuddhi.

*re?r?r i ^ i « n? i

n: uoqgi vmm ilsaH ri5ii3 c\\m* jicsm

<rcsg sara i

No. 152.

—

After whatsoever there is an affix (pratyaya)

ENJOINED, let WHAT begins therewith, in the form in which

it appears when the affix follows it, be called AN inflective

base
(
anga).

For example, in the first case singular it is enjoined that the

affix su (No. 137) shall follow the crude form of a noun—for in-

stance rdma. Then this word rdma, if it remain unchanged when

the affix follows it, is called anga.

i ^ i ^ i i
S N \»

N '

1 W TO! (t TOh •

t *im: i

No. 153.

—

After an inflective base (No. 152) ending in eh

or in a short vowel, a consonant is elided if it be that of sam-

buddhi (No. 151). Hence the s is elided in he rdma “ Oh Rdma /”

In the dual and plural the vocative is the same as the 1st case
;

so he rdmau “Oh two Ramas ! ” he rdmah “ Oh Ramas ! ” We
now come to the 2nd case, and we find Rdma+ am, where we

might expect No. 55 to take effect. But this is prevented by the

rule here following.

5$: i i \ i i

sSnsraii i tibjj i wli i

No. 154.

—

When the vowel of am (the affix of the 2nd case

singular) follows ak, the form of THE prior is the single sub-

Q Q
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stitute for both. Hence rdma+am=rdmam “ Kama rama-\-

aVb—rdmau “two Ramas” (No. 141). Iu the 2nd case plural we

find rdma+ sas and the rule here following.

aisrafflfefi
1 1

1 ^ i c i

aigasranfaaifjt fa: w: i

No. 155.—The letters L, 6, and ku (that is to say, ha klia ga

gha n
)
are indicatory in AN afftx not belonging to the class TAD-

DHITA (the class employed in forming nominal derivatives No.

1067). Thus the example under consideration becomes 7’dma+as

;

then No. 146 comes into operation, and the rule here following en-

joins a substitution.

rrem^%T *i: <if% i 3 i ^ i i

aassaifraia qfr a: arawfaso a: ena aft i

C\ v -o

No. 156.—After that long1 vowel homogeneous with pri-

or (No. 146), N is substituted in place OF the s of &AS, IN THE MAS-

CULINE. Thus we have ramdn

:

a form which might seem to give

occasion for the rule next following.

x \ xa x

m: i ffa m? i

No. 157.

—

Even when a separation is caused by the interven-

tion of the pratydhdra, at ku, pu, (the five gutturals and five

labials), Aft (the particle d) and num (anuswdra), singly or com-

bined in any possible way, the substitution of the cerebral for the

dental n following r or sh in the same <pacla (No. 292) shall take

place.

By this rule the final n in rdman would be replaced by a

cerebral, but the rule next following prohibits the substitution.

|
c

I 8 I ^ I

^ I I

o 0
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No. 158.—The cerebral n shall not be substituted in the room

OF dental n FINAL IN A pada. Thus finally we have rdmdn “ the

Hamas”

In the 3rd case singular we first find rdma+ td, but the rule

next following enjoins a substitution.

i ^ i \ i ^ i

i i i

No. 159.—Let INA at AND SYA be substituted in the room OF

TA (3rd singular) NASI (5th sing.) AND STAS (6th sing.) after what

ends in short a.

Thus we have rdma+ina, which after the cerebral n has been

substituted by No. 157, becomes rdmeiia “ by Rama.” (No. 35.)

In the 3rd case dual we first find rdma+ bhydm, which calls

into operation the rule following.

gfa ^ i ® i ^ i i

No. 160.—And when a case-affix beginning with yah
FOLLOWS, the long vowel shall be substituted for the final of an
inflective base (No. 152) ending in short a. Hence rdmdbhydm
“by two Hamas."

In the 3rd plural we find rama+ bhis, and here also a sub-

stitution is enjoined.

w fwg i 'o i \ \ £ i

X X

No. 161.—After what ends in short a, let there be Ais in

the room OF bhis. From No. 58 we learn that this substitute

takes the place not of the first letter merely (No. 88), but of the

whole term (bhis). By Nos. 124 and 111 we thus get ramaih “ by

the Rdmas.”

In the 4th singular, we find rama+ he, and again a substitu-

tion is enjoined.

© &
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#4: i « i ^ i ^ \

No. 162 —Let YA be the substitute OF &E after an inflective

base ending in short a.

Thus we have rdma+ya, an instance which the rule next cited

takes cognizance of.

i ^ i ^ i ^ i

*H^i: Sara g ^3I^3^TS5iqf^I I fffl ^ITH-

^r^ir! sra: i Tima i umww i\ NJ \

No. 163.—A substitute is like (or succeeds to all the titles

and liabilities of
)
that whose place it supplies—but not in

the case of A RULE the occasion for the operation OF which is fur-

nished by the letters of the original term.

According to this maxim, the ya substituted for ne, by No,

162, is, like it, entitled a case-affix (sup—No. 137) ;
but it is not

held to consist of the same letters as ne

;

hence, as it begins

with the letter y (of the pratyahara yan), it furnishes occasion

for the operation of No. 160, by which the short a of the inflective

base is lengthened. Thus we have ramaya “ to Rama!' The 4th

dual ramabhyam “to two Ramas ”— is formed like the 3rd.

In the 4th plural we have first rama+ bhyas, which calls into

operation the rule next following (and not No. 160).

i ® i 3 i \»9 i» N ' ' '

i

No. 164.

—

When a plural case-affix beginning with jhal

follows, E is the substitute for the final short a of an inflec-

tive base.

Thus we have ramebhyah “to the Ramas." Why do we say

“case-affix?” Because the rule does not extend to the verbal

affixes. Ex. pacha+dhwam=pachadhwam “do ye cook.”

e
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In the 5th sing, we have first rama+ hasi, and at is substi-

tuted for nasi by No. 159, and we get ramat (No. 55), a form to

which the rule next cited has reference.

i
e i « i ^ i

vizmv* 3i i *tht<3 i i i

w: i i

No. 165.

—

When a pause (No. 144) ensues, char may op-

tionally be substituted ior jhal. So we may write ramat or (by

No. 81) ramad “from Rama.”

The dual and plural of the 5th case are like those of the 4th :
—

ramabhydm “ from two Ramas ”, ramebhyah “ from the Ramas.”

In the 6th sing, we have first rama+has ; and, on making

the substitution enjoined by No. 159, we get rdmasya “of Ra-

ma.” In the dual we have first rdma+os, which brings into opera-

tion the rule next following.

$rf»j N i a | $ i ^«8 l

i *iwt: i

No. 166.—And when os follows, then e is substituted for

the final short a of an inflective base. Thus we have rame+os =r

ramayok “of two Ramas”—(No. 29).

In the 6th plural we have first rdma+ dm, which calls into

operation the rule next following.

gz I « I ^ I I

No. 167.

—

Nut shall be the augment of what comes after

an inflective base ending in A SHORT vowel, OR in Nad! (No. 215)

OR in AP (No. 1341).

From No. 103 we learn that this augment is to be prefixed.

We thus get rdma+nam, to which the rule following has reference.

sufa I I 8 I ^ I

e o
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i TTmmiq i i ti^t: i ufi i

No. 168 .—When nam follows, the long vowel shall be

substituted for the final of an inflective base which ends in a vowel.

Thus we get rdmanam “
of the Rdmas.” (No. 157.)

In the 7th sing, we have rama+ni, which, by Nos. 156 and

85, becomes rdme “
in Rama.” The dual is like the 6th

—

rama-

yoh “
in two Rdmas.”

In the 7th plural we have rdma+ su, which, by No. 164,

becomes rdme+ su, and this calls into operation the rule following.

l
C

I ^ I ^ I

wrarasrFrisiT^a: a:

jr!FaT3*i: i fcfgyrei ssa fn^ i wra i

f^T^xflSczia^T: i

No. 169.—The cerebral substitute shall take the place of the

dental s, when the s is part OF A SUBSTITUTE OR OF AN AFFIX

following in or leu, and is not the final letter of the pada.—Of

the cerebrals, the ishadvivrita sh (No. 16) most resembles the s,

and is therefore the proper substitute. Thus we get rdmeshu “ in

the Rdmas.”

In the same way are declined lerishna and other words ending

in short a.

[Having explained this declension very fully, we shall indicate

the steps of the process as they recur in the sequel more concisely.]

qabratf*!
\ \ \ H

T3S3 3* 3M3 <5rR SrW ^^7 'STOcK

sn flu I SEj^iaiq-
C\

xr^ 95R fgf

15RH I

X

No. 170. —Sarva, &c. are called pronominals (sarvanama).

© 0
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This class of words consists of the following :

—

sarva “
all,”

visiva
“
all,” ubha “ both,” ubhaya “ both,” datara datama (affixes

employed in the formation of such words as lcatara “ which of

two ?
” and lcatama “ which of many ? ”) anya “ other,” anyatara

“either,” itara “ other,” ttvat or twa “ other,” nema “half,” sama
“ all,” sima “ whole.” The seven following are pronominals when

they imply a relation in time or place, not when they are names

—

j

viz., purva “ prior, east,” para “
after,” avara “

posterior, west,”

dalcshina “ south, right,” uttara “inferior, other, north,” apara
“ other,” adhara “ inferior, west —so also stva when it signifies

“ own,” not when it signifies
“ a kinsman ” or “ property

;

” antara

when it signifies “ outer ” or “ an under garment;” tyad or tad “
he,

she, it, that,” yad “who, which, what,” etad “this,” idam “this,”

adas “
this, that,” elca “ one,” dwi “ two,” yushmad “ thou,” asmad

“I,” bhavalu “your honour, your excellency,” him “who ? what?”

—

aft i 9 l ^ i VO i

sna: sir sJTri i ^sfii^Tr! \

i

No. 171.—After a pronominal ending in short a, let si he the

substitute of jas (1st case plur.). As the substitute consists of

more letters than one, it takes the place of the whole (No. 58). Ex.

sarva+ i=sarve (“all”— Nos. 156 and 35).

m w \ \ \ \% \

i: w i i

No. 172.

—

After a pronominal ending in short a, smai is

the substitute of ne (4th sing).

Example, sarvasmai “ to all.”

sufaireT i a i \ i i

whra nriaitai sn: i flawi'i i

• '

No. 173.—After a pronominal ending in short a, SMAT AND

SMIN are the substitutes OF NASI (4th sing.) And NI (7th sing.)

j

Example, sarvasmat “ from all.” (No. 160.)

O a
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'snfh flt^rra: ns i
'j

i ? i ^ i

<k*ji faficrenJi: *3smn: i

q?i i simg i *rtspr i tl<i i T^ZVUUI-

S^cTT: I 3flWI Rc3 fgpra^Ri: I 9 I 3WT»Iig 3 i

s?
I fl^f I ScTC^cljft HcuIlT l HoEJ-

nuiiij ri^\ *mn: i i w:
giq5ia^RjiTOTZjJ=r! *T SUHTfafa ^THiFtcT I

<4 \3 \

No. 174.

—

Sut is the augment of dm (6th plur.), WHEN AM
COMES AFTER A pronominal ending in a or d. Example (Nos. 164

and 169) sarvesham “of all.” In the 7th sing. (No. 173) sar-

vasmin “
in all.” The rest of the declension is like that of rdma.

In the same way are declined viswa and the other pronominals

(No. 170) ending in short a. The word ubha “both” takes invari-

ably the dual affixes. Ex. vbhau “ both,” ubhdbhydm “
by, to, or

from both,” ubhayoh “
of or in both.” The object of its being in-

serted in the list of pronominals (whilst its declension does not differ

from that of rdma) is its taking the augment akach (No. 1321

which it could not take if it were not a pronominal). The terms

datara and datama are affixes. “ By citing the affix we cite that

which ends therewith:”—(says Patanjali) so the words that end with

these affixes are to be reckoned pronominals. The word nema is a

pronominal when it signifies “ half.” That sama, which is a pro-

nominal when synonymous with sarva “
all,” is not so when sy-

nonymous with tulya “ like” we learn from the expression sama-

ndm “of equals”—in No. 30—(which would have been samesham,

if the word, in that sense, had been a pronominal.)

^ \\ t ^8 i

sn5renaTq^igi ?dtaT«rann jtctcrici jit
C\ N,

mm *3i sjfa sit i i jrli: i fag i 3rrci: sr*:-

ci: i ou^i i fag i 3-

fami urcran: 1 11
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No. 175.—The name of pronominal (No. 170) belongs to

PURVA “ prior,” PARA “ after,” AVARA “ posterior,” DAKSHINA

“south,” UTTARA “inferior, other, north,” apara “other,” and

ADHARA “ inferior,” WHEN THEY DISCRIMINATE RELATIVE POSITION,

NOT when they are names.

The designation of pronominal assigned to these in every case

by the aphorism No. 170, which implies the list of words enu-

merated in the commentary thereon, is optional when jas (1st

plural) follows.—Ex. purve (by No. 171) or purvah (No. 151).

—

Why do we say “not when they are names ?” Witness uttarah

(not uttare) when the word is used as a name for “ the Kurus.”

That there is “ a specification, (
niyama ,) or tacit implication,

of a determinate point (avadhi), with reference to which some-

thing is to be described by the word itself” is what we mean when

we say that “ a relation in time or place (avastha)
is implied,”

—

[For example, we wish to describe Benares as being southern
(
dak -

shina). To do this, we may specify some point say one of the

peaks of the Himalaya—with reference to which Benares may be

described as “ a place to the southward.” Again, we here may thus

speak of the people to the south of the Vindhya mountains, as being

“southern,” not with reference to the inhabitants of Ceylon, but with

reference (as every one here understands, by tacit implication) to us

ourselves who live to the north of the Vindhya range]. Why do

we say, “ when a relation in time or place is implied ?
” Witness

dakshinah (not dakshine
)
gathalcdh, meaning “ clever singers.”

i \ \ \ i sy i

utjjt sifg qi 1 ^ \

m 1

No. 176.—The designation, as a pronominal, of the word SWA
(No. 170) WHEN IT SIGNIFIES SOMETHING ELSE THAN A KINSMAN
OR property, optionally obtains when jas (1st plural) follows.

Thus we have either swe (No. 171) or swdh (No. 151) in the sense

of “ own ” or “ selves,” but swdh alone, in the sense of “ kinsmen”

or “ articles of property.”

Q a
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^fwyjTq^T^T: I ^ I ^ l ^ I

5*1# qftvuTW HTJII 31 l *-

^ ^=rrc* 3T yw i: i «nui i ^=tn;i m n\z-

ort: i i

No. 177.—The designation, as a pronominal, of the word centa-

vo, (No. 170) WHEN IT SIGNIFIES “OUTER” OR “A LOWER

GARMENT,” optionally obtains when jas (1st plural) follows.

Thus we may write antare or antarah, when speaking of houses

“ external ” (for instance to the walls of the city)
;
and so also

when speaking of the petticoats worn under the upper garment.

qilf^T *13^ 3T | O | \ I ^ I

q*3T WTl^fRT 3T *ci: I xr^^(Tr? I I

C\ x C\ x

I I# I
I

I

C\ x C\ X x

No. 178.—After the nine beginning with purva, (that

is to say, after purva, para, avara, dakshina, uttara, avara,

adhara, Siva, and antara) the substitution of smat and smin for

nasi and ni (No. 173) is optional.

Thus we may write either ptirvasmdt or piirvat, purva-

smin or purve :—and so of para, &c. In other respects the de-

clension of these words is the same as that of sarva.

t ^ I ^ I ^ 1

si ss: i U2W i Irani: i cia: jjoqa: i

i igriin: i tro i i i ^c*3ri i

No. 179.—The words prathama “first,” charama “last,”

TAYA (vffiich is an affix, respecting which see the maxim cited

under No. 174.—), alpA “few,” ardha “ half,” katipaya “some,”

and NEMA “ half,” shall be optionally termed pronominal (No. 170)

when jas (1st pi.) follows.

Thus we may write pratliame or prathamdh. Of the affix

taya we have an example in dwitaye or diuituyah “ second.” The

rest of the declension is like rama. The word nema is enumerated

a
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among the pronominals in No. 170—therefore, though by this rule

the nominative plural may be like rdma, the rest of the declension

is like sarva.

cwusj qi i i fgrTizimraTfif i vA grft-

3j:.i i

No. 180.

—

When case-affixes with an indicatory &
FOLLOW, (such are the 4th, 5th, 6th, and 7th singular) the term pro-

nominal (No. 170) is optionally a name OF what ends in tIya.

Example, dwitiyasmai or divitiydya “to the second,” and so

on.—So also tritiya “ the third.”

We now come to the declension of the word nirjara “imper-

ishable,”—which is derived from the feminine word jard “decrepi-

tude.”

5KT3T I 'O I ^ I I

rw#i i ^ i ref£-

^ i i r^s i w ^ i

toui: i

No. 181.—Instead OF JAR/C there is optionally JARAs, when
a vibhakti (No. 170) beginning with a vowel follows.

Where a rule refers to a pada or an any% (No. 153), the rule,

if it apply to a particular word, applies also to what ends with the

word. Hence this rule, which applies to the word jard, applies

also to nirjara, just as, in English, the substitution, in the plural,

of “geese,” for “goose,” applies also to the case of “wildgeese.”

But here a question might arise, suggested by No. 58, as to whether

the substitute should not take the place of the whole word—so that

the plural of “wildgoose,” should become “geese” simply. To
guard against this, it is declared that “Substitutes take the place

of that only which is exhibited (when the substitute is enjoin-

ed).”—Thus, in nirjara, the substitute takes the place of the jara

only, for jar<£ only was exhibited when the substitute jaras was
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:

enjoined. Here another objection may be raised, for jams was en-

joined to take the place of jard, with a long final, not of jara, the

final of which is short. This objection is met by the maxim that

“ What is partially altered does not thereby become something

quite different,” (and this is illustrated in the Mahabhashya by the

case of a dog, which, having lost his ears, does not thereby Jos^ his

personal identity,) :—so jaras may be the substitute of the parti-

ally altered jara. Thus we get nirjarasau “two imperish-

ables,” nirjarasah “ imperishables,” and so on.—On the other

alternative, and when the affixes begin with a consonant, the word

is declined like rdona.

We now come to the declension of viswapd “the preserver of

all."

^ i i ^ i ^ i

fasam i fawn: i t fasaw: i i froAr 1

No. 182.

—

And when jas (1st pi.) or ich (pratydhdra)

COMES after a long vowel, the long vowel homogeneous with the

prior is not substituted for both (by No. 146, any more than under

the circumstances stated in No. 147). We have therefore the 1st

dual visivapau (by No. 41), and plural viswapah (by No. 55),

—

In the vocative singular we have he viswapah
,
the same as in the

nominative. In the 2nd case sing, visioapdm (No. 155) ;
in the

dual, as in the 1st case, visiuapau.

\ \ \\ \ ^ \

No. 183.—Let SUT (which is a pratydhdra formed of sy the

first case-affix, and aut the fifth, and which serves as a name common

to the five), but NOT OF a neuter word be called sarvandmasthdna.

i n » i p i

\> C\ \

No. 184.

—

When the affixes beginning with su and ending

with ka (which occurs in the 70th aphorism of the 3rd Chapter

of the 5th Lecture) follow, not being sarvanamasthana

Q
~~ - - 9
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' (No-. 183),. let what precedes. be called pada. [This is an extension,-

of the application of the terra, pada as laid down in No. 14],

niRtgsnfeq g sBRfvaisfag wife's jra

i

No-. 185a—AND- when affixes,, with an initial y OR initial
'

VOWEL, beginning with su- and ending with lea, follow, not being

sarvmhdmastMtia (No. 183),. let what precedes be called bba.

[The- question- here arises, whether a word which gets the

name of bha from this rule, and of pada from the one preceding,

is to retain- both names, ok, if not, which name is to be retained.

The rule next cited supplies the answer];W I \ \ 8 1 ^ I

%ri ^rn^rn: 3OT3TC3 fesn: iim i

31 's i

No. 186.—From- this point (that is to-say, from the 1st apho-

rism of the 4thi Chapter of the 1st Lecture), TO the aphorism “KA-
'

Darah lcarmadhdray&” (which is the 38th aphorism of the 2ud

Chapter of the 2nd Lecture) only one. NAME of each thing; named

is to be recognised—viz::, that which comes last (where the- claims

are otherwise- equal— (see N.o. 132) and that which, were its claim
'

disallowed, would have no other opportunity of. conducing to any

- result (see No, 41.)..

WIT SITFh: \

33 1 R^cn: I I fq^Pl,qiWJirnf31T5 I 34

53 : i i i ik: i i€t i

N 0; 187—Let there be elision of thp- final letter of an

inflective base, entitled to the designation of bha (No. 185), when

it ends in a.dhatu (No. 49) with long a as. its final letter.

The word viswapa ends in a dhatu, viz. pa (in the sense

-9e
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:

of “preserving”) which has long a as its final letter
;
and the

word which, by No. 147, is called an inflective base (anga)

when an affix follows, is, by No. 185, entitled to the designation

of bha when the case-affix (not being one of the five first) begins

with a vowel. The long a is then elided.

Example, visivapa+ sas—visivapah (2nd case plural), vis-

wapa+ td=viswapd (3rd sing). Before the consonantal termina-

tions there is no change. Example, viswapdbhyam (3rd dual).

In the same way are declined Sankhadhmd “the blower of a

conch-shell,” and the like.—Why do we say, “when it ends in a

dhatu ?
”

Because primitive words, like hdha “ a gandhavba,”

do not come within the scope of the rule. Example, 2nd pi. hahdn

(Nos. 146 and 156).

We now come to the declension of a noun ending in short i—
hari “a name of Vishnu.” 1st s. harih, 1st du. hart (No. 146).

Sift ^ I ^ 1 ^ I I

: i i

No. 188.

—

And when jas follows, guna, shall be the substi-

tute of the short final of an inflective base. Hence 1st pi. hari -

f

jas=harayah.

. *jib: i « i ^ i vc
i

i ? it i skjj i tfi i i

No. 189.—The substitute of a short final is guna, when

sambuddhi (No. 152) follows. By this and No. 153, we get the

vocative sing, he hare. 2nd s. harim (No. 154), 2nd du. hart, 2nd

pi. harin (No. 156).

^ftr i ^ i « i ^ i

^ I

No. 190.

—

With the exception of the word sakhi, the

rest of the words that end in short i or u are called ghi. The

words “the rest” are said to be employed here “for the sake of

distinctness.”
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snfieram \^\m \^° \

w. u^iiT ^it i wferH zm^i i fftnn i

i tftfa: i

No. 191.—Let na be the substitute of ant coming after ghi

(No. 190), but NOT in THE feminine. The term dh is the ancient

designation of td, the 3rd sing. case-affix.

Example, havi-\-\d—harind (No. 157). 3rd du. haribhydm,

3rd pi. haribhih.

xrfSft i a i ^ i ui >

5m: I I

No. 192.—Let guna be the substitute OF GHI (No. 190), WEEN
a case-affix which has an indicatory fir follows. Thus 4th s.

hari+ he—haraye (No. 29).

1 1 1 n i

six i it: i i fit-

*htr i

No. 193.

—

And when the short a oF ftasi and £as, comes

after eh, let the form of the prior be the single substitute for both.

Thus, 5th and 6th s. hari+ hasi and so also hari -f has= liareh

(No. 192). 6th and 7th du. haryoh (Nos. 21 and 73)—6th pi.

Tiarindm (Nos. 167, 168, and 157).

’sra ir: i a i ? i i

igspwfrRa i ill i ihj i rt i

No. 194.—Let aut be the substitute of hi (the case-affix of

the 7th s.), when it follows short i or u, AND let short A be the sub-

stitute of the ghi (No. 190) itself. Thus 7th s. liarau (No. 41).

7tfi pi. harishu (No. 169). In the same way are declined kavi “ a

poet,” and the like.

It i a i \ \ i

W3n^<3JT=i®it^iJsra|i ii i

Q
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No. 195.

—

AnA ft is the substitute of the word sakhi, when
Str Follows, provided it is not the sign of the vocative (No. 152).

The substitute, though consisting of more letters than one (No.

; 58), is 'prohibited by No. 59 from taking the place <of more than

the last letter. Thus we 'have salchan+ s.

pi <3W i f i \ i [

wruigsi: nit Si qii: n ginarcra: wia i
C\ x

No. 196.—The letter before the last letter of a word is

called the PENULTIMATE
(
upadhd ).

f!
| « |

c: %

glijTSSJ^I i

No. 197.— And the long form is the substitute of the penulti-

1 mate letter (No. 196) of what ends in n, when a sarvanama-

sthana (No. 183), not being sambuddhi (No. 152), follows.

i
Thus we have sakhdn+ s.

um: i ^ i ^ i i

No. 198.

—

An affix consisting of A single letter (exclu-

sive of indicatory letters) is called APRIKTA.

itvR i < i » i <e i
n N v* s

I

X5

No. 199.—su (the 1st sing, case-affix) AND Tl AND SI (the

terminations of two of the persons of the verb) when reduced to

A SINGLE CONSON ANT (No. 198), and when standing AFTER what

ends in a CONSONANT OR in the long vowel deduced from the fe-

minine terminations Si (No. 256) and ap (No. 1341), are elided. >

Thus sakhdn + s becomes salchdn.

*1 %IT niftqfesfiiswi I
c

|
a

| -s |

mmufesR^sR an i 511 1

No. 200.—There is elision OF N final in A pada which is

entitled to the designation of praTIPADIKA (No. 135).

6 o
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The word sakhi is a pratipadika ; it becomes a pada (No. 20)

when the case-affix is added
;
and this name of pada it retains

(by No. 210) after the case-affix has been elided. Thus sakhdn

is a pada. But salchdn is also entitled to the designation of

pratipadika, like sakhi the place of which it occupies, according

to No. 163. Thus, by the present rule, the form of the word be-

comes finally sakhd “ a friend.”

i o i n <;» i

wsyjjrj ii urafgg'si sshmsoH Riga wia i

No. 201.—Let a sarvandviasthana (No. 183) coming after

the word SAKHI, NOT IN THE sense of the VOCATIVE SINGULAR, be

like that which contains an indicatory n.

W%T fsnjfrl ('31^1 i

fafc? ^ i i i i
3*1 i I i i I ^5* i

No. 202.—Let vriddhi be the substitute OF an inflective base

ending in A VOWEL, WHEN THAT WHICH HAS AN INDICATORY N
OR N FOLLOWS.

Thus sakhi, when the 1st dual case-affix is to be annexed, be-

comes sakhai (No. 201), and saJchai-kau=sakhayau (No. 29),

— so also 1st pi. sakhayah. The vocative sing, (by Nos. 189 and

153) is he sakhe. In the 2nd s. and du., sakhayam and sakhdyau,

Nos. 201 and 202 again apply: 2nd pi. sakhin (Nos. 146 and

156), 3rd s. sakhyd, 4th s. salchye.

dTcfi$i®5i«iT fifianji^iTwii

3: i i

VJ

No. 203.—Short u is the substitute OF the a of nasi and

has following the words khi AND Tl or khi and ti which have

substituted yan (No. 21) for the final vowel.

Khi and ti are the terminations of the words sakhi and pati,

which they are here employed to designate. The long forms khi

and ti indicate certain derivative forms
;

see No. 223.

Q
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The words “ which have substituted yan,” are employed to

show that rule No. 192 does not apply here
;
and the same object

is attained in the aphorism by writing not Jchi and ti but Ichya and

tya, the a in which is iutended merely to facilitate pronunciation.

Thus we have 5th and 6th s. saJchyuh.

i « i ^ i i

fn: I I $1$ IKScJ I

No. 204.

—

Aut i8 the substitute OF fil after short i. Hence

7th s. saJchyau. The rest is like hari No. 187).

vf?i: wre 1 1 1 » i
c

i

rasa: i Tirsi i hoji: = i i tfoin i smii ?i
SO V SJ

smrlZl I SRffTOSSI ford I

C\ ^

No. 205.—The word pati is called ghi (No. 190) ONLY when

it is in a compound samdsa).

Hence in the 4th s. patye “
to a master,” No. 192 does not

apply
;
in 5th and 6th s. pcttyuh, No. 203, not No. 193, applies

;

and in 7th s. patyau, No. 204 applies, but not 1 94. The rest is like

hari. But in a compound, as in blmpataye “to the lord of the

earth,” pati is treated as ghi (No. 191 &c.).

The word kclti “how many?” takes the plural terminations

only.

No. 206.—Let the words bahu, and GANA, and those which

end in VATU and DATI be called sanlchyd.

The word Jcati is one of those which end in dati, the d in which

affix is indicatory.

m i w i

toT t*Z^I SZJIrT I

No. 207.

—

And let a saiilchyd (No. 206) which ends in DATI

be called shat (No. 324).

a
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Thus the word Icciti is called sha f.

f* i ® i \ i ^ i

smrei: i

No. 208.—Let there be ELISION (luk) of jas and 6cis AFTER

words termed skat (No. 207).

rrasng i n t i 'ft •

j s vjvj • ' N '

^ sain i

M >. 4 X x

No. 209.—Let the disappearance OF AN affix when it is

caused by the words luk, &LU, OR lup be designated by these terms

respectively (to distinguish it from the ordinary elision termed

lopa—No. 6).

—

nsjjfitq i \ i \ i i

UPaa ajkm risifan wo saig i sam aSi nw i

No. 210.

—

When elision (lopa) of an affix has taken

PLACE, the AFFIX shall still exert its influence, and the operations

dependent upon it shall take place as if it were present.

The word lakshana, in the aphorism, signifies “that by which

a thing is recognised.” A case-affix is recognised (No. 152) by its

causing that which it follows to take the name of anga. In ac-

cordance with the present rule therefore the word kati retains i

the name of anga, though the affixes jas and sas ha^e been elided

by No. 208
;
and, in virtue of its having the name of anga, it

ought to take a gana substitute through the operation of No.

188. But the rule following debars this.

^ \ \ i ^ i i

guru ^53^ 58 H&farmgSRlS 51 137Trf I 3iff? ^ I

SRfafa: I * I Sfirfain |

x s» si V x

SRlfeTO I ford I ^Zj; | |

t^tw: i faw: * 1

Q
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No. 211.—When an affix is elided BY the enunciation of one

of £be three terras (in No. 209) CONTAINING the letters LU, the

effect which it is competent to cause in respect OP AN ANrGA or

inflective base shall NOT take place.

In the 1st pi. of hati, the affix jas is elided by the enuncia-

tion of luk (No. 208), and therefore the substitution of guna which

the elided jas would otherwise (by Nos. 210 and 188) have been

competent to cause, does not take place.

Thus we have 1st and 2nd pi. kati “how many?” 3rd kati-

bhili, 4th and 5th katibbyah, 6th katindm (Nos. 167 and 168),

7th katishu (No. 169).

The words yushmcul “thou,” asmad “I,” and the words call-

ed shat (Nos. 324 and 207) retain the same form in all the three

genders.

The word tri “three,” is always plural.

Example, 1st pi. trayah (No. 188), 2nd Win (Nos. 146 and

156), 3rd tnbhih, 4th and 5th tribhyah.

\^
\ \ \^\

i i i nroif^isNi i uizrearoiij* i

No. 212.

—

Traya is the substitute of tri, when dm follows.

Example, 6th pi. trayanam (Nos. 167 and 168), 7th trishu

(No. 169). *

And this rule applies also when tri. is final in a compound

adjective.

Example, priyatraydndm “ of those who have three dear

friends.”

i 'o i ^ \ i

jgqiHSRKT TWW I I §1 * I gTWig 3 f

gpi : 5? i ^isrwih i

No. 213.—Short A is the substitute OF TYAD, &C. when a case-

S
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affix follows. “TYAD, &c.” (see No. 170) implies “ tyad, tad, yad,

etad, idam, adas, elca, and dvji.” The Mahabhashya directs that

the list shall not extend beyond dwi. That this is the direction of

Patavjali (the author of that “ Great Commentary,” on the aph-

orisms of Punini
)

is indicated by the form of expression “it

is the wish,” or “it is wished,”
(
ishtih or ishyate. Compare No.

14.) Thus we have 1st and 2nd du. dwau “two” (No. 147),

3rd, 4th and 5th dwdbhydm (No. 160), 6th and 7th divuyoh (No.

166).

We now come to the declension of papi “ the sun,” (the “cher-

isher of the world,” derived from pa, “
to cherish ”).

^ i ^ i \ I i

g qt i qrat i qaj: i t

qqr; i wg i uqn i uczit i mnwuq i mnfa: i uej i

wwa: 5? i vm: =? i tot: 9
1 3^ 1 toto 1 ii

g 1 mfi 1 <im 1 i sigr: ^2^1

No. 214.

—

And when jas or ich
(
pratydhdra

,

No. 147) comes

AFTER A LONG vowel, the long vowel homogeneous with the prior is

not substituted (No. 146).

Therefore (by No. 21) 1st du. papyau, 1st pi. papyah, voca-

tive sing, he papih
,
2nd s. papim (No. 154), 2ndjj pi. papin (No.

156), 3rd s. papyd, 3rd 4th and 5th du. papibhydm, 3rd pi. papi-

bhih, 4th s. papye, 4th and 5th pi. papibhyah, 5th and 6th s. pap-

yah, 6th and 7th du. papyoh. There is not nut (No. 167) for the

vowel is long:—hence 6th pi. papyam. When ni is added, then by

No. 54, 7th s. papi, 7th pi. papishu.

In the same way are declined vataprami “an antelope,” and

the like.

We now come to the declension of bahusreyasi “ a man who
has many excellent qualities.”

^oqt^t \\ \ s \ $ t

—
.

- —— 7-7-;
.
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farireeniajjT i sraFifafgm! 'g i

tfl 5R?Ir^ g^farErS: I

C\
y

No. 215.—Words ending in long I and U, always FEMININE,

and having no masculine of the same form, (as the word grdmani

has,) are called nadi (the word nadi “ a river ” being a type

of the class.) “ And its original gender is to be taken ” into ac-

count :—that is to say, it is to be spoken of as retaining its cha-

racter as a nadi, even when the word which was at first feminine

comes to form part of a compound epithet applied to a male.

i ^ i ^ i ^ i

sragi i t i

No. 216.

—

The short vowel shall be the substitute OF
j

certain words SIGNIFYING “ MOTHER,” AND OF words called NADi

(No. 215), when the affix of the vocative singular follows.

Example, he hahusreyasi (No. 153).

'ssuptcit: i a i 3 I ? ’ » i

wii femmsmn: i

No. 217.

—

At is the augment of the case-affixes with an

indicatory n, when they come after a word ending with a NADI

(No. 215).

ifm^i

No. 21S.

—

And when ach comes AFTER AT, vriddhi is the single

substitute for both. Thus in the 4th s. bahusreyasi+dt + he

= bahusreyasyai, 5th and 6th s. bahusreyasydh, 6th pi. bahuGre-

yasinavi (No. 167).

sraratai: I ® I 9 i \\i I

nwn iuw i gfwrcinj 1

Q ~ -6>
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uqisiri i i i

\ si
ai^aHl-

i n«n: i

No. 219 .—Am is the substitute of f5ri after words ending

in NADl (No. 215) AND in the feminine termination AP and the

word n! Hence 7th s. bahusreyasydm. The rest of the declen-

sion is like papi (No. 213).

The word utilakshmi is, in the 1st s., atilakshmih “ who has

surpassed LaJcshmi,” the su not being elided by No. 199, because

the word lalcshmi (the name of one of the goddesses) is a pri-

mitive, and is not formed by a feminine affix ni. The rest of

the declension is like bahusreyasi (No. 214).

We now come to pradhi, 1st s. pradhih “a man of superior

understanding.”

’sraiawt i *= i « rso i
\f V) '

S5

No. 220.

—

Iyaii AND UVANT are the substitutes of what

ends with the pratyaya Snu and of what ends in A verbal

root IN I OR U (whether long or short), AND of the inflective base

BHRU, WHEN an affix beginning with A VOWEL FOLLOWS.

This rule should include the case of pradhi (which is formed

from the verbal root dhyai “ to meditate ”), but the rule follow-

ing restricts it.

i <C I 8 I |

q nqffl a ZJI
Cv V>

a^ti Ucaa i 5? i jjtarj i

n*a: i nfta i aqknr i vr airwfi: i Jt r i i

fa*? i =fi: i faai i fra: i ^ a?;raTT5-

a^ i man i faa: i inn i f^aw i vtm i

y N N ^ C\ X

sfaaT i aai^ai i

a- Q
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No. 221.— Yan is the substitute OF i OR I terminating a verbal

root final in an inflective base OF more vowels THAN one, provided

tb» I OR i is NOT preceded by a compound CONSONANT forming

part of the root, when an affix beginning with a vowel follows.

In pradld, which is a dissyllable, the final i terminates an in-

flective base of more vowels than one, and it is not preceded by a

compouud consonant. The rule therefore applies, and we have

1st and 2nd du. pradhj/au, 2nd s. pradkyum, 1st and 2nd pi.

pradkyuh, 7th s. pradhyi (No. 55 being debarred). The rest of the

declension is like that of papi (No. 213). In the same way gramanih

“a female head of a village”
;
but, in the 7th s. this makes gra-

manydrn (by No. 219, being derived from the root ni “ to lead).”

i Why “of more vowels than one?” Witness nih “a leader,”

which makes, by No. 220, 1st and 2nd du. niyau, 1st pi. nhjah,

[

and in the 2nd s. and pi. niyam and niyuh (Nos. 154 -and 146

being superseded by No. 220, which occupies a later place in the

Ashtddhydyl—see No. 132.). In the 7th s. niydm (No. 219.)

—

Why “provided the vowel is not preceded by a compound conso-

nant ?” Witness 1st du. eusriyau “two prosperous men,” and

yavakriyau “ two purchasers of barley,” where the final i is

preceded by a compound consonant, and to which therefore not

this rule but No. 220 applies.

[It may be worth while to review the steps which rendered
' necessary the enunciation of this rule with reference to the word

pradhyciu. The word might apparently have been formed at

once from pradhi+ cou by No. 21, but that rule was superseded

by a subsequent rule No. 146. By No 214, however, this rule was

positively forbidden to take effect, and as it therefore departs, with

all its effects, No. 21 re-appears, but to be again superseded by

No. 220, to which the preference attaches on the principle stated

under No. 41. No 221 then supersedes No. 220, but as it does

I

this not by positive prohibition, but by usurping a portion of its

sphere of application, No. 21 is not again restored. Had it been

so, the prohibitory rules would also have re-appeared in an endless

i

cycle.]

I nfira i n » i §° i

~~ Q
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msn: Tawwm sa: i mu
0 r \

TOfi i mgfazh i

No. 222.

—

And let pm, &c. (No. 47), in combination with a

verb, be called gati (as well as upasarga).

It is not wished (by the author of the Mahabhdshya)
that yan

(enjoined by No. 221) should be the substitute of a word to which

is prefixed any thing else than a gati or a kdraka (meaning by

kdralca a case which is in grammatical relation with a verb). There-

fore in the example suddhadhiyau “ two men of pure minds,”

the substitution of yan does not take place, but No. 220 applies,

because the word suddhadhi means “one whose thoughts are

pure,” and here the word “ pure,” is in grammatical relation with

the verb “are,” in respect to which it is therefore a Icdralca, but

it is not so in regard to the verb “ to think,” from which the

word dhi is derived.

*i i ^ i « i
cyi

i

antirom cnq am a i mraai
v> • \ Si

sum: i sicfi: i mrin i sr?3i

smfq-

* i *oa: ^
Vi s» s»

ala jrarac? i awiftaci i ga w^iapi: i

No. 223.—When a case-affix beginning with a vowel comesO O

AFTER these two viz. BHU and sUDHf, there shall NOT be yan.

(This debars Nos. 232 and 221, and gives occasion for No. 220

to come into operation). Hence, 1st. d. sudhiyau, “two intelligent

persons,” 1st. pi. sudhiyah, &c.

The word sukhi signifies “ one who loves pleasure.” It is de-

clined like suti
“ one who wishes a son thus—1st. s. sulchih, su-

tih ; 1st. d. sukhyau, sutyau ; 5 and 6. s. sulchyuh, svtyuh (No.

203). The rest is like pradld (No. 220 &c.). . The word sambhu
“ Siva” is declined like hari “ Vishnu,” and in like manner bhanu
‘‘

the sun,” &c.

asnr. i ® i ^ i <1

1

’aqrasi i iSigwsi aaiarsn ?paa: i
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No. 224.—With the five first case-affixes (No. 183) excluding

the case where the sense is that of the vocative singular, KROSHTU
is like what ends in TRICH. That is to say, lcroshtri is employed

instead of the word kroshtu “ a jackal.”

i ^ i ^ i \\° i

5% ii ^ i %Tr\ m? i

No. 225.—When fti (7th sing.) & the five first case-

affixes COME after what ends in short ri, guna shall be substi-

tuted for the inflective base that ends in ri. This being obtained,

(another rule preseuts itself).

^ i o i -t i i

sj|?<3ragi lit i

No. 226.—When su, not in the sense of the vocative, follows,

let anan be the augment of what ends in short ri, and of usanas
“ the regent of the planet Venus,” purudahsas “ India,” and ane-

has “ time.” [This gives Icrosht+ an +s.]

1 8 I U I

Sign:: i i

No. 227.—When the first five case-affixes, excluding the case

where the sense is that of the vocative singular, come after the

word AP “ water,” what ends in trin or TRICH, SWASRI “ a sister,”

NAPTRI “a grandson,” NESHTRI “a priest who officiates at a sacri-

fice,” TWASHTRI “a carpenter/’.KSHATTRl “a charioteer,” hotri “a

priest who recites the Rig- Veda at a sacrifice,” potri “
a priest who

officiates at a sacrifice,” and PRASASTJjl “ a ruler,” the penultimate

letter (No. 196) shill be lengthened. Thus [we get kroshtqnd- s,

but the s is elided by No. 199 and the n by No. 200—leaving] 1st

sing. Icroshta, 1st du. kroshtdrau, (the ri becoming ar by No. 225,

and being lengthened to dr by No. 227). 1st p. kroshtarah. In

the 2nd p. the form kroshtun is derived from lcroshtu by Nos. 146

and 156.

© ©
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ftwto i « i n ea i

*1511135 *'S^ 1 '35qF? 1 *Tgi • aig 1

No. 228.

—

Kroshtu may optionally be as if it ended in trick,

WHEN THE 3RD OR ANY SUBSEQUENT CASE-AFFIX THAT BEGINS

with A vowel follows. Tnus, 3rd sing, kroshtrd, 4th sing.

kroekfre.

'an 1 <f 1 \ 1 \\\ 1

ai?)i 1 nut: 1

No. 229.—When the short a of nasi and nas (5th and 6th

sing.) comes AFTER SHORT Rl, then SHORT U, followed by r, is the

single substitute for both. [Thus we get krosk(ur+ s.]

wj 1
c

1 ^ 1 1

tunn aiai =n=jrei i to igqii: 1 img: 1

' N»

§rt|t: * 1

No. 230.—There is elision OF s, but not of any other letter of

the alphabet, when it comes at the end of a conjunct consonant

after R. Visarga is then substituted for the r, by No. Ill, and

we get kroshfuh,—6. and 7. du. kroshtroh.

ug ^ wvm 1 if: i fir i ftfiifmfe r

cr fatra: i t i i
C\ Si

^ 1 t mm: i

C\ V C\

No. 231.—“By a preceding rule’s opposition, (contrary

to Panini’s direction—see No. 132,) the augment nut (No. 167)

takes effect in preference to num (No. 271), the autra “achi,

&c.” (No. 249), and the resemblance to what ends in trich

(No. 228) [the enunciation of each of which is subsequent to No. 167

in the order of the ashtadhydyi.

]

Hence

—

kroshtu+ nut+ dm ==:kroshtundm (No. 168). In the

7th sing. Icrosktari. On the alternative (of the word’s not being

F
0
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:

considered as ending in trick), and when the case-affix begins with

a consonant, the Word is declined like sambhu.

Huhuh “a celestial musician,” 1st du. huhrvau, 2nd sing, hu-

huin, &c. In the word atichamu “ victorious over armies,” the

difference (from hull'd, as regards declension), consists in its

being treated as nadi (No. 215). Hence, voc. s. he atichamu (No.

216), 4th sing, atichamwai (Nos. 217 and 218), 5th and 6th sing.

atichamwdh, 6th p. atichamunam.

We now come to the declension of Jchalapu “a sweeper."

vjipaanaainnaiii a naPi a in vn?re?i3-
C\

wzsnzv: 1 1 i i srew: i

\» C\ C\

No. 232.

—

When a case-affix, beginning with a vowel, FOL-

LOWS, then yan shall be the substitute for an inflective base con-

taining: more vowels than one, if the base ends with a verbal root

ending in u or u not preceded by a conjunct consonant forming

part of the verb.

Thus we have 1st du. Ichalapwau, 1st p. Jchalapivah. In the

same way sulu “ who cuts well,” &c. [But this does not apply to

awabhu “the Self-existent,” because of the prohibition by No.

223—]. 1st s. swabhuh, 1st du. swabhuvau, 1st p. swabhuvah.

We have next the declension of varshabhu.

TOW I ^ I 8 I
c8 I

an raTsra am 1 parts 1 1

' ^ c ev

No. 233.

—

And the substitute of varsh4bhu, “a frog—rain-

born,” shall be yan when a vowel follows, [in spite of No. 220.]

Thus we have, 1st du. varshdbhwau and so on.

N ext we have to consider the declension of drinbhu “a snake.”

vw i i 53 i

*ncu 1 i wi: 1 wiki 1 ^tcik: i
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No. 234.—“ Yan should be mentioned as the substitute of

bhtj when preceded by drin, kara, and punar.”

Thus 1st du. drinbhyjau. In the same way karabhu “a fin-

ger-nail.”

The word dhatri “the Cherisher,” makes 1st sing, dhata, vo-

! cative sing, he dhatah (Nos. 199, 225, and 111 ), 1st du. dhdtdrau

(Nos. 225 and 227), 1st pi. dhdtdrah.

i Plenum 1 i tot^-

Jxm HUHran I fHt ^ I faril I farltl I

v> x

fam: i i i i i i

No. 235.

—

“ It should be stated that the cerebral n is

SUBSTITUTED FOR THE DENTAL N AFTER RI AND Rl.” Thus, 6th p.

dhatrindm. In the same way naptri, &c. (No. 227). If the al-

ternative view be taken, that these words are formed (by the affixes

mentioned in No. 227), then the citing of naptri, &c. (in No. 227)

determines that these alone (of the words so ending that come un-

1 der the head of Unadi No. 901) are amenable to the rule. Hence

(as pitri “ a father,” is not cited, aud is formed by an unadi affix)

the rules do not apply to the example following viz. 1 st sing, pita

(No. 221), 1st du. pitarau, 1st pi. pitarah, 2nd sing, pitaram.

The rest is like dhdtri (No. 234). In the same way jamatfi “a

son-in-law,” &c.

The word nri “a man,” makes 1st sing, nd, 1st du. narau.

1^18 1^1

ass i fnw i ^ura i

No. 236.

—

And nri optionally substitutes the long vowel,

when ndm follows. Hence nrindm or nrinarn.

JIT^T fe l 'Q
I
\\ \

N

T<Ug[^ ifel *Tlll I 1

No. 237.—Placed AFTER a word ending in o, such as GO “a

cow,” each of the first five case-affixes is as if it had an indi-

catory cerebral N, [the effect of which—see No. 202—is to sub-

D
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|

stitute vriddhi for the preceding vowel]. Thus 1. s. go+ s—gauh,

1. d. gdvau, 1. p. gavah. [The t in the sutra shows (No. 34;.) that

the rule speaks of the vowel o, not of the word <70.]

1 1 \ 1 ^ 1

i i iri^i 1 m: i \

1 »ti: 5? 1 1

No. 238.

—

When the vowel of am or 6as comes after o, the

single substitute of both is long A. Thus—2. s. po+ am=^dm, 2

du. (see No. 237) gdvau, 2. p. gah. The 3rd and 4th s. gavd and

gave are formed according to the general rules for the permutation

of vowels. In the 5. and 6. s. (by No. 193) goh, &c.

trai 1 «
1 ^ 1

eyt
1

TOranntSft ifa fiwwi 1 u: 1 1 un; 1 wi-
I W. I laiii l 3?nq: 1

3

^I«urflrQTl^ I

1 vaisisfJi: vfcsr. 1
S3

No. 239.

—

Of rai “wealth,” when a case-affix beginning

with A consonant follows, long d shall be the substitute. Thus

1. s. rai+ s= rd/«, 1. du. rdyau, 1. p. rdyah, 3. d. rabhyam, &c.

Glau “the inoon,” is declined regularly—thus

—

1. s. glauh, 1.

d. glavau, 1. p. glavah, 3. d. glaubhyam, &c.

So much for masculines ending in vowels.

OF FEMININE WORDS ENDING IN VOWELS.

The first example is rwmd which, by No. 199, takes the form

ramd in the 1st case sing.

1 l

vm 1

sire 1 'o
1 ^ i i

1 m: 1

.0
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240.

—Let hi be the substitute OF auft after an inflective

base ending in Ap. This aun is the name of whatever case-affix

begins with au. Hence, 1. d. (ramd+ si=) rame, 1. p ramdh.

^ I I I

^ 1 t ^ 1 t im: 1 1 1 wt: i

241.

—And when su follows in the sense of the voca-

tive singular, let e be the substitute of dp. By No. 153 there is

elision of the case-affix following e in the sense of the voc. sing.

Thus he rame, voc. d. he rame (No. 240), voc. p. he ramdh, 2. s.

ramdm, 2. du. rame, 2. p. ramdh.

%nfe w. i o i s i ^ i

tow: i Turn i ^nivara 3 i wife: i

242.

—And if Air (No. 191) or os follow, e shall he the sub-

stitute OF AP. Thus, 3. s.
(rame+ d =. )

ramayd, 3. 4. and 5. du.

ramdbhydm, 3. p. ramdbhih.

qnro: i ^ i ^ i t

fefti ur i 5i^: i i totwj: 5? i twht: * 1

1 thuuth 1 thistr i 1 1

No. 243.—Yat is the augment of whatever case-affix, follow-

ing AP, has an indicatory n. Thus, vriddhi being obtained from No.

61, we have 4. s. (ramd+ yat+ e=) ramdyai, 4. and 5. p. ramd-
bhyah,b. and 6. s. ramdyah, 6. d. ramayoh (No. 242), 6. p. ramandm
Nos. 167 and 157), 7. s. ramaydm (No. 219), 7. p. ramasu.

In the same way are declined durgd “ the goddess Durgd
ambilcd “ a mother” and the like.

seNrer: i « i ^ I i

*3n: * i i 1 sH 1

*«3=fn: 1
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No. 244.—Let SYA.T be the augment of whatever case-affix,

with an indicatory n, comes after a pronoun ending in dp;

AND let A short vowel substitute take the place of dp. Thus the

4>. s. f. of sarva "all,” is (sarvd+syat+e= )
sarvasyai, 5. and 6. s.

sarvasydh, 6. p. sarvdsam (No. 174), 7. s. sarvasyam (No. 219).

The rest is like rama. In the same way are declined viswa “all,”

and the like, ending in dp.

faviT^T ui ? I ^ i

i grinritea i smtraiii i ainrapi m
C\ C\

4m i i fgffanii i m ^rTiai i i

t toi i t i t ^ i w i srcsi i i i

tjij i *nqi faTOurag i ufa: i nfTi: i hcut i

No. 245 .—In A compound, of the kind termed bahuvrihi

(No. 1034), WITH a word signifying direction (No. 175), the

pronominal character is optional. Thus in the 4. s. we may have

either uttarapurvasyai (No. 244) or v.ttarapurvdyai (No. 243)

“ for what lies to the north-east.”

According to No. 180, the name of pronominal is optionally

given to what ends in tiya. Hence, 4. s. dwitiyasyai or dwitiya-

yai “to the second.” In the same way txitiyd “ the third.”

According to No. 216, a short vowel is substituted in the voc.

sing, of words signifying “ mother.” Example, he amba, he alclca,

he alia.

In accordance with No. 181, we may have 1. s
.
jard “decrepi-

tude,” 1. d. jarasau or jare, &c. On the alternative of its not be-

ing considered pronominal, the word is declined like rama. Gopd

"a cowherdess,” is declined like viswapa (No. 182).

Matih “sagacity,” 2. p. matih (No. 156), 3. s. matya (No.

191).

feft ws i ^ i y i ^ i

Q
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srcnsSni Roiai m i i nc i n-

f?jK =? i ^ i

No. 246.—Words, always feminine, ending in long i and u,

with the exception of the word stri “a woman,” being such as

admit iyah and uvan (No. 220) ;
and also words ending in

short i and u in the feminine, arffoptionally termed nadi (No. 215)

when a case-affix with an indicatory n follows. Hence 4. s. (by No.

218 mati+ at+ e=) matyai, or, alternatively (No. 192) mataye, 5.

and 6. s. matyah or match. (No. 193).

TpjTfl I I ^ I 1

I UrSTJJ I I I

at I

• ,

No. 247.

—

Am is the substitute of hi after short I or u,

when these are termed nadi (No. 246). Hence 7. s. matyam (No.

219, or, on the alternative of the name nadt not being taken, ma-
tau (Nos. 246 and 194.—The rest is like hari (No. 187). In the

same way buddhi “intellect,” and the like.

fbrai far? i « i » i « i

fawn I

No. 248.—tisri and CHATASRI are instead of TRI “three,”

AND CHATUR “ four,” in the feminine, when a case-affix follows.

* im: i « i ^ \ i

simni^: i Tm: * i i ^ i 53 1

No. 249.

—

When a vowel follows, then r shall be the

substitute OF the Rl of tisri and chatasri. Hence there is neither

guna (No. 225), nor prolongation (No. 146), nor the substitution

ofu (No. 229). Thus 1. and 2. p. tisruh, 3. p. tisribhih, 4. and 5. p.

tisribhyah. When dm (6. p.) follows, nut is obtained from No.

167 ;
and then the preceding vowel ought to be lengthened by No.

168, but the next rule forbids this.

©
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*1 1^18181

Sflin * I frl^HTO I I g * I g!«JW 5 I

g^i: 55 1 jtkI 1 *rmT i *na: .1 t *hk i i

i i tre mfracj i nffrronspi: i

sdlr i t feu

No. 250.—tisri & chatasri are NOT lengthened, when nam
follows. Thus, 6. p. tisrinam, 7. p. tisrishu.

The word divi “two,” becomes, in the feminine, 1. and 2. d.

dwe (Nos. 213 and 240), 3. 4. and 5. d. divabhydm, 6. and 7. d.

dwayoh (No. 242).

Gauri “the brilliant (goddess (Pdrvati)” is declined as fol-

lows :—1. s. gauri (No. 199), 1. d. gauryau, 1. p. gauryah, voc. s.

he gauri (No. 216), and so on. In the same way nadi “ a river.”

and the like.

The word lakshmi “ the goddess of prosperity,” not being a

derivative, does not fall under No. 199, and therefore makes in

the 1. s. lakshmih. The rest is like gauri. In the same way tari

" a boat,” tantri “ a guitar-string,” and the like.

The word stri “ a woman" makes 1. s. stri (No. 199), voc. he

stri (No. 216).

fejsm i ^ i *M i

uFug n* t i feaxr: i

No. 251.—Let iyan be the substitute of str!, when an affix

beginning with a vowel follows. Thus 1 . d. striyau, 1
. p. striyah.

i ^ i 8 l
co

|

fmm i fesii i i fern: i i f^juj i

fero i fsorai: * i i i ssns i i i

>» ^

faa: i
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No. 252.

—

Optionally is iyan the substitute of stri, when
AM OR £as FOLLOWS. Thus 2. s . slriyam or strim (No. 154), 2. p.

striyah or strih (No. 146), 3. s. striya, 4. s. striyai (Nos. 217

and 218), 6. s. striyah. In the 6. p. nut is obtained, because No.

167 is a sw^ra posterior to No. 251. Hence strinam, 7. p. strishu.

The word sri “ prosperity,” makes 1. s. srih, [not being form-

j

ed by the feminine termination No. 198.] 1. d. sriyau

,

1. p.

Sriyah.

VJ X '

ostein n sm n ci i

Si

t i wa i wa i wai: i wa: i

No. 253. :—The words ending in i or u which admit the sub-

stitutes iya:& AND uyaft, (No. 220) are not called -nadi (No.

215) ;
but NOT SO the word STRf, (which is called nadi not-

withstanding its substituting iyan). Hence, voc. s. he srih

(No.. 216 not applying here), *4. s. sriyai (Nos. 246 and 217) or

sriye, 6. s. sriyah (Nos. 246 and 217) or sriyah.

silffl i * I 8 i % i

a at asteijt r cat i

s) \ C\ vj

wnm i wain i fafa i wain i ^^nwaci i
N. V. ' \J \

No. 254.—When AM FOLLOWS, then feminine words ending

in i and u, which admit iyan and uvafi (No. 220), are option-

ally termed nadi

;

but not so the word stri (which is always

nadi). Hence 6. p. srindm (No. 167) or sriy&m, 7. s. sriyi or

Sriydrn (No. 219).

The word dhenu " a milch cow” is declined like mati (No. 245).

%?IT =9
i « i * I i

S* C\

No. 255.—And in the feminine, the word kroshtu “a

jackal” takes a form like what ends in trich (No. 224).

^ I 8 i * i i

"
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i m^c? i w:x x a

sgigrT I ^KW: ifarf I

V ft ^ N

No. 256.—After words ending in ri, and after words end-

ing in n, in forming the feminine, the affix is nip. Thus is formed

kroshtri, which is declined like gauri (No. 250).

The word bhru “the eyebrow” is declined like sv% (No. 252),

and swayanbliu as in the masculine (No. 232).

^hreim ^ i

SolST §Tfrn rl^II I

mm smfm: »

i i mm fqqqg i sifa mij: i i

Ki: I m^T^cT I

-a v \

i i

No. 257.

—

Not after shat (No. 324), nor after swasri,

&c. is the feminine termination nip or t&p* affixed. By “swasri,

&c.” are meant the following seven viz. swasa “ a sister,” tisrah

“three,” chatasrah “four,” nandnda “a husband’s sister,”

duhitd “a daughter,” yatd “a husband’s brother’s wife,” and

matd “ a mother.” Thus we have 1. s. swasa (No. 227), 1. d.

swasarau.

The word matri is declined like pitri (No. 235), only that in

the 2 p. it makes matrih (No. 156).

The word dyo “ the heaven” is declined like go (No. 237),

rai “ wealth” as in the masculine (No. 239), and nau “ a boat,
’

like glau (No. 239).

So much for feminines ending in vowels.

0
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OF NEUTER WORDS ENDING IN VOWELS.

I I

i i igm: 1

1

I

No. 258 .—After a neuter inflective base ending in short A,

there is AM instead of su and am. Hence jndna+ su=jnanam
“knowledge.” The 2nd s. is the same. In the. voc. s., by No. 153

;

the consonant m is elided—thus he jhana.

I 'S I \ I ^ |

Rfitaitre: sir i hweith i

No. 259.

—

And after a neuter, si is instead of au (No.

240). As that which precedes this’affix is termed bha (No. 185)

the following rule presents itself.

^ 1 1 1 « i i

i«K «ig?l ^ i m5 i

No. 260.

—

Where long I follows, and when a taddhita affix

follows, there is elision of the I or
.

%

or A or d of a bha. The

elision of. the a having thus presented itself, Katydyana interposes.

ire: ssi nMii 3Tt2j: i i

No. 261.—“It should be mentioned that the rule is debarred

in the case where si is the substitute of au" Hence J. d. jndna+
M—jndne.

stsjtib: fti: l i ^ i i

israiq i

No. 262.—Instead of jas, and Sas, let there be Si after a

neuter.

fti m 1
1 ^ i
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No. 263.—Let Si be termed sarvakamasthana.

\ 'o m i ^ i

^ ^TlrT SshlJUSFl I

j Si N. X

No. 264.—Let num be tbe augment of what being NEUTER
ends in jhal or ach, wheh a sarvandmasthana follows.

fa^isjRrra qr: i \ i \ i «<s i

TlVDl TOc[ Wffi I

3u*n?ra: i i i 3^ i

i

No. 265.—Let what has an indicatory m come after the
LAST OF the VOWELS, and become the final portion of that (which

j

it augments). Thus the n (of num, No. 264<) is annexed to the

final a of yndna, and is regarded as a portion of the word. Then
the new penultimate vowel (by No. 197) is lengthened, and we
have 1. p. jndnani. Again in the accusative case it is the same.

The rest is like the masculine. In the same way are declined

dhana “ wealth,” vana “ a wood,” phala” “fruit,” and the like.

\ v\ \ \^\

No. 266.—Let add be the substitute for su and am AFTER

the five, datara, &c. viz, (datara, datama, anya, anyatara, and

itara—see No. 170) when neuter.

S: i < i « i m i

silQ: I SRcK<3 I 5RcK^ I SRcTC I SRmTfal I t

5RcKc7 I Sfa ifacl I 5RrWn I friTrl I I

x si X X X X

^ I f^^rinfqr^^ I

No. 267.—When that which has an indicatory d follows, there

is elision OF the TI (the last vowel with anything that follows it

—

No. 52) of a bha (No. 185). Hence in the case of katara “ which

of the two?” formed by the affix datra (No. 170), when add is

G
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substituted for su or am by No. 266, we have 1st and 2nd s. Ica-

tara+ add=katarat (No. 165) or kitarad, 1st and 2nd d. katare,

1st and 2nd p. katarani, voc. s. he katarat. The rest is like the

masculine. In the same way Jcatamat, itarat, anyat, and anya-

tarat. But anyatama makes anyatamam (like jndnam No. 258),

because the citation of anyatara, in No. 170, shows that anyatara

and anyatama are not held to be formed from anya by the

affixes datara and datama included in the list there given.

No. 268.—“There should be a prohibition of the substitu-

tion, directed by No. 266, for the affix that comes after ekaTARA.”

Hence 1st and 2nd s. ekataram.

5F«r sph# i \ i ^ i so i

I ^Rcjr] I

No. 269.

—

The short vowel shall be the substitute, in the

NEUTER, OF A CRUDE FORM provided it end in a vowel. Hence

srvpd+su=sripam “having wealth,” like jhana (No. 258).

I o | ?
| ^ I

sw mm i mfc i

Si S \

No. 270 .—Of sit and am after a neuter, let there be the

elision called luk (Nos. 209 and 211). Hence vdri+ su=vdri
“ water.”

pRISRJJ I 3TWi cJRlfaj I R
'O S>

cTOIRcSlRm nil jqj: I 1 cllR I W 3K I

HtJ I ^Ir5l^gT5IiT^»[ 3H

i i snRm: * i * i i

v> si \

snfimro i snRfti i fRq^ i

No. 27L—Let num be the augment OF a neuter ending in

IK, WHEN A CASE-AFFIX beginning with ACH FOLLOWS. Hence!,

d. vdri+au= varini, 1. p. vdri+jas—varini (No. 197).

a . -.

J~~ — ~ — a
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As the rule No. 211 is not invariable, we have, alternatively,

the guna caused by aambuddhi (No. 189). Hence either he vari

(No. 271) or he vdre. [That the rule is not invariable, Patanjali

declares in the Mahabhashya.}

When the affixes with an indicatory n are to be added, guna

is obtained from No. 192
;
but num takes effect to the exclusion

not only of guna but of vriddhi (No. 202) and the substitution of

au (No. 194) and the being regarded as ending in trich (No. 224)

the prior rulehere debarring the subsequent (contrary to the general

principle laid down at No. 132). Hence 4 s. vdrine, 5. and 6. s.

vdrinah, 6. and 7. d. vavinoh. In the 6. p. according to the varti-

ka No. 231, there is nut, and then the preceding vowel is lengthen-

ed by No. 168—thus varinam. Iu the 7. s. by the same rules as

the 5th and 6th, varini. With the affixes beginning with conso-

nants, the word is declined like hari (No. 187).

SHiqfg l

No. 272.—Instead OF asthi “a bone,” dadhi “curdled milk,”

SAKTHI “ the thigh,” AND AKSHI “the eye,” there shall be ANAFT

acutely accented, when ta follows, or any of the subsequent

terminations beginning with a vowel.

i i i 8 i i

i sat i 38 i 58: ** i 38t: * i

No. 273.—There is elision of the A of an followed by one of

the affixes su, &c. beginning with y or ach, those affixes called

sarvanamasthdna being excepted, and the an being a portion of

the ahga. Hence 3. s. dadhi+anah+ td=.dadhnd
t 4. s. dadhne,

5. and 6. s. dadhnah, 6. and 7. d. dadhnoh.

fawrai fear, i s 1 8

1

i

ell SZJT-

h^t: v$n: 1 318

1

3^w • 1 1

o .0
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l I l f^ 1 1 I l tm l

\J va \4 sj \j na \>

hsrt i h*ih 1 1 a**! 1 1 *w ' ^ i i ?5rh i

'O a S) M\S y\l \» C\ Si S3

cSlfe I I I i I t WE I

i

No. 274—When fii and £1 follow, the elision is optional

of the a of an, that being a portion of the ahga, and followed not

by a sarvandmasthana.

Example, 7. s. dudhni or dadhani. The remainder is like

vari (No. 270). In the same way asthi, sakthi, and alcshi.

The word sudhi, “intelligent” makes 1. s. sudhi (Nos. 266

and 270), 1. d. sudhini, 1. p. sudhini, voc. s. he sudhe (No. 189) or

he sudhi (No. 211, see No. 271), 3. s. sudhina, and so on. So 1. s.

madhu “sweet,” 1 . d. madhuni, 1 . p. madhuni, voc. s. he madho

or he madhu, and so sulu “which cuts well,” 1. d. suluni, 1. p.

suluni, 3. s. suluna, and so on. Again, 1. s. dhatri “fostering,”

1. d. dhatrini, 1. p. dhatrini, 6. p. dhdtrindm (Nos. 167, 163 and

235), voc. s. he dhatah (Nos. 1S6 and 1 1 0). In the same way jnatri

“intelligent,” and the like.

^ i ^ i \ I 8G i

OKI i itch) i srafa i i nR i stiwii i nfii% i

M S> ©V

nfani i i irciwira t uimn i 1

1 I 1

S3 S3 S3 C\ S3 S3

No. 275.—Of egh ik is the substitute, when short a is

SUBSTITUTED. Thus, 1. s. (pra+ dyau+ su = )
pradyu “heavenly,”

1. d. pradyuni, 1. p. pradyuni, 3. s
.
pradyuna, &c.; so too (pra+

rai + su=) prari “possessed of great wealth,” 1. d. prarini, 1. p.

prarini, 3. s. prarind, &c. In accordance with the maxim
that “what is partially altered does not become something quite

different,” though the ai has been changed to i, yet No. 239 applies

to the 3rd d. giving prardhhydm, 6. p. prarinam. In the same
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way (sa+ nau + su =) sunu “ possessed of good boats," 1. d. aunu-

ni, L. p. suuuni, 3. s. sununa, and so on.

So much for neuters ending in vowels.

MASCULINES ENDING IN CONSONANTS.

i i

ti 3:

^ I 1513 I 1515 I fall I fai: I I

15133 I I513r3
N Vi \

No. 276.—Instead OF H let there be DH, when jhal follows, or

at the end of a pada. Thus lih+ su— lit or lid (Nos. 199, 82 and

166) “who licks," 1. d. lihau, 1. p. lihah, 3. d. lidbhydm, (
No.

184), 7. p. litsu or littsn (No. 102).

i
c

i ^ 1 3^i

nifa q3i=n a: i

No. 277—When jhal follows, or at the end of a pada, GH

is the substitute of the H OF what verbal root, in an upadesa (see

No. 5, here referring to the grammatical list called dhdtupa(ha),

BEGINS WITH D.

*«TT: I
c

| ^ | ^ 1

«TSll ^ ^ I I

*13 i 3iii i 51 : i ^pwjto i i

O \ "5 v» VS V VJsj

No. 278.

—

Bhash is the substitute OF BAg being part OF WHAT

verbal root HAS but ONE VOWEL AND ENDS IN JHASH, WHEN S OR

dhw follows, or at the end of a pada. Thus duh + su=dhuk or

dhug “ who milks” (No. 277), 1. d. dahau, 1. p. duhah, 3. d.

dhugbhyam (No. 184), 7. p. dhukshu (No. 169).

«n I <= i ^ I ^ I

Q
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f^ ^ i ^ i \m i yxz i i

•s»'v \>\ M s SJ N

sil I 5i: l \JJWTn l I W I I VZr*3 I

S> M "O '
-Hi
X N 'j ^ ft "* 'O x N»

^ HI I

^ V

No. 279.—When jhal follows, or at the end of a pada, gh

shall be optionally the substitute of druh “to hate,” muh
“to be foolish,” snuh “to be sick,” AND snih “to be unctuous.”

Thus druh + su==dhrulc or dhrug, or, nlternatively, dhrut or

dhrud, “who hates,” 1. d. druhau, 1. p. druhah, 3. d. dhrug-

bhyam or, alternatively, dhrudbhydm, 7. p. dhrukshu or dhrutsu
,

or (No. 102) dhruttsu. In the same way muh.

q: i ^ i ^ i ^8 I

mz i as i i ^»i i w fas i

\» N ^ 'ON V,

No. 280.—S is the substitute OF sh initial in A VERBAL

ROOT. Thus the root cited in No. 279, which in the grammatical

list appears in the shape of shnuh, becomes, when at the end of

a word, in the 1. s. snut
,
snud, snuk or snug. In the same way

snih.

vm: i ^ i ^ i 8^ i

No. 281.—Let IK substituted in the place OF YAN be called

SA^PRASARANA.

eiif qsa i ^ i 8 i ^ I

nw gif: gswnraa i

C N.

No. 282.

—

I/th is the sahprasdfaYia (No. 281) OF Udh, When
this is a bha (No. 185). Thus we should have u+ ah.

'STreivsm i ? i V'c >

WraWDIfif aifiltl-Til’ii: I Sjig: I igs§|f; I IFPiij I

No. 283.—And after a sanprasarana, if ach follows, the

form of the prior is the single substitute. Thus we have (No. 282)

u+dhzztih. Then (by No. 42) there is vfiddhi, whence we have

2. p. visu)a-\-uh-^sas=vi8i0auhah “the all sustaining,” &c.

0
o

a
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m n i

\> VJ VJ ' '

No. 284 .—Of chatur and anaduh acutely accented am
is the augment, (when a sarvandmasthana follows). [Thus we get

anadwdh. No. 265.]

\ v \ \ \
c^\

r* i i

V4 \ G| N

No. 285.—When su follows, num is the augment of ana-

DUH. The word having been previously altered by No. 284, we

have anadwdh+num+su=anadwdn “an ox.” [The elision of

h by No. 26 is not perceived by No. 200—see No. 39—so that the

n is not elided.]

i o i ^ i ^ i

t i * i i

No. 286.

—

When su gives the sense of the vocative, the

augment of anaduh and chatur is am. Thus he anadwan, 1st and

2nd d. anadivahau, 2nd p. anaduhah.

l
G

I ^ I ^ 1

31^97 51 S*7TR »73T=R i

cUTT% I SI=RTR l fagH I fajq I I l

»• #

No. 287.—At the end of a pada let D be the substitute OF that

which, formed by the affix VASU, ends in s, and of SRANSU “ to fall

down,” DHWANSU “ to fall down,” AND ANADUH. Thus, 3rd d-

anadudbhydm, &c. (No. 184). Why if it “ends in s ?
”

Witness

vidtvan, the 1st s. m. of vidwas “ learned,” (where the pada, though

formed by vasu, does not end in s). Why “ at the end of a pada ?"

Wituess srastam, and dhwastam, “ decayed ” (where the final a of

the root is not the final of a pada).

*n: w. i
c

i ^ i i

st: i mroiz i mi<7Tf i

rrsiIt i gtraic: i- mroTipTfarEiifs i

0 o
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No. 288.—Let there be a cerebral substitute in the room OF

the s OF the root SAHA in the shape OF sip. Hence in the 1. s. of

turdsah “ Indra,” we have turdshdt or turashad (No. 276). When
the h is not changed tb dh, the present rule does not apply—thus

1st d. turdsdh.au, 1st p. turasdhah.. In the 3rd d. again turdshatf-

bhydm, and so on.

% Ifm I
O I ^ I

cry
|

HHcI HI I I ST^tl I

\ \ \) \>

No. 289.—Let AUT be the substitute OF the crude form DIV,

when su follows. Thus sudiv becomes (sudi+au=) sudyau, and

1st s. sudyauh “passing pleasant days.” In the 1st d. sudivau.

<33 ) i i \ 1

•

i 1 i i •scith: i ^rii4: i

^ s> N>

No. 290.—At the end of a pada, let UT be the substitute OF

DIV. Thus 3. d. sudyubhyam, and so on.

We have now to consider the declension of chatur “four.”

By No. 284 this word takes the augment dm in the 1st p. cka-

twarah. The declension then goes on regularly—2nd p. chaturuh,

3rd p. chaturbhih, 4th p. cliaturbliyah.

1 'S l \ I ^ I

uwi i

No. 291.—Let nut be the augment (No. 103) of din (6th p.)

coming after shat (No. 324) and chatur.

^Twrt m: i ^ i 8 i ^ i

No. 292.—Let N be substituted in the room OF N coming-AF-

TER R OR SH IN THE SAME PADA.

<31% r^IKlt % I C I « I 8^ I

arwitm i
N> N

No. 293.—There are optionally two in the room of the pra-
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tydhara yar coming after r or h after A VOWEL. Thus we have

6th p. chaturnndm.

It: i
c

i ^ i \

HN I I nij I

No. 294.—Instead of ru only (& not of the r which has not

an indicatory u) there shall be visarga, when sup (7th p.) follows.

Hence the substitution of visarga does not take place in the case

of chatur. In the 7th p. the change of s to sk is obtained from

No. 169 ;
and then the reduplication of the sh offering itself in No.

293, we look forward.

'jrlisfa 1
c

I 8 I 8i i

gig n? tki g 3 wv i g<gi i^ '0\j-

No. 295.—There are not two in the room OF A SIBILANT, WHEN
A VOWEL FOLLOWS. Hence chaturshu.

% It ntIt: i
e

i ^ i i

ggra i spih i

No. 296.—At the end of a pada, N is the substitute OF the M
OF A verbal root. Thus 1st s. prasam+ su—prasdn “tranquil.”

fan: m: i « i ^ i \

fiwwi i «: i i 3: i ?rai?3 i ttlgrj i

No. 297.—When a case-affix follows, KA is the substitute OF

the interrogative pronoun kim. Thus 1st s. Icah “ who?” 1st d.

kau, 1st p. Ice (No. 171), and so on, like sarva (No. 172).

t^It *t. i « i ^ i
\eC

i

li i rasrarstmgi?: i

No. 298.—When su follows, let M be the substitute of the pro-

noun IDAM “ this.” This direction, to substitute m for m, debars

the_substitution of a by No. 213.

a ^ i ut i
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\ s> X

No. 299.—When su, follows, in the masculine, ay is the

substitute of the ID of the pronoun idam (No. 198). Thus 1st s.

ayam. In the other cases a is substituted for the final by No. 213.

I t I \ I £« l

,913rai3f)l tj5j i

No. 300 .—If guna come after short A not final in a pada,

the single substitute for both is the form of the subsequent.

Thus, when a (by No. 213) is substituted for the m of idam,

we have ida+a=ida.

^5T I 0 I ^ I \

sot ot m i s9i i i cvzfc:

^I^lcSr^a: I

SO

No. 301.

—

And let m be the substitute OF the D of idam,

when a case-affix follows. Thus 1st d. imau (No. 213), 1st p. ime

(No. 171).

It is a peculiarity of the pronouns tyad, &c, that they are not

used in the vocative.

'ssrtosb: i a i ^ i ^ i

Snail i nfaisn:: i ^5)3

1

No. 302.—The substitute for the id of what idam IS with-

out k (No. 1321) is AN, when one of the case-affixes termed Ap

follows. This dp is a pratyahdra formed of the d of the 3rd case

sing, and the p of the 7th pi. and denoting these and the interme-

diate cases—(Compare No. 183). Thus we have 3rd s. anena.

%iq: i « i ^ i ^ i

No. 303.

—

When dp (No. 302) that begins with A consonant

8
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FOLLOWS, there is elision of the id of the idam which is without

k (No. 1321). According to No. 27, the elision should be only of

the final, and not of the whole id—but we are told that No. 27

does not apply to what (like id) has no meaning, except in

the case of changes connected with the reduplication of verbs (No.

427). Thus, there remains of the word only a.

\ \ \ \ \ S>\\

srei: i i

No. 304.—Let an operation be performed ON A SINGLE letter

AS UPON AN INITIAL OR UPON A FINAL.

For Example,—by|No. 160, it is directed that a final a is to

be lengthened before a case-affix beginning with yan—but a ca-

viller might object that the solitary a obtained from No. 303 is

initial, and cannot therefore be final. The present rule therefore

declares that it is to be regarded as either the one or the other as the

case may require. Hence we have 3rd du. (a+ bhydm=:)ldbhydm.

i « it i \\ i

^ i sfa: i i nm: i

V

'sisnirr i mm i ^rst: * i i mimm i i

N. ^ ^ si

No. 306.

—

Ais (No. 161) is NOT substituted for bhis after the

pronouns IDAM OR ADAS WITHOUT K (No. 1321). Hence 3rd p.

ebhih (No. 164), 4th s. asmai (Nos. 303 and 172), 4th p. ebhyah,

6th s. asmdt (No. 173), 6th s. asya (No. 159), 6th and 7th du.

anayoh (Nos. 302 and 166), 6th p. es&dm^No. 174), 7th s. asmin

(No. 173), 7th p. eshu (No. 169).

fphntre^Fi: i * i y i ?« i

Tiisjm i sett i

i *rbi: niM jwci i

C\

I 1 I I I I

a
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No. 306.

—

When an affix of the 2nd case, or ta or os

follows, let ENA be the substitute of idam and t-tad, in the case

of its re-employment (amvadesa) in the subsequent members of a

sentence in which the pronoun has already been used. By “ re-em-

ployment” (anivddesa) is meant the employment again of what

has been employed to direct some operation, to direct another

operation. As, for example, “The grammar has been studied by

him (anenct), now set him (enam) to read the Vedas.” Or again

“Of these two (anayoh) the family is illustrious—and their (ena-

yoh

)

wealth is great.” The cases in this form are 2nd s. enam,

2nd enau, 2nd p. enan, 3rd s. enena
,
6th and 7th du. enayoh.

We now come to, the declension of rajan, which makes 1st s

rdjd “a king” (Nos. 197, 199, and 200).

5i i
c

i ^ i
c i

^ I $ I

No. 307.—There is not elision of n, when n:i or SAMBUDDHI

(No. 151), follows. Thus he rdjan “oh king.”

i i i i tiw. i

No. 308.—According to Kdtyayana there is “ a prohibition

of No. 307, WHEN there is Nl AND a subsequent TERM forming a

compound.” Thus brahman+ nishtha= brahmanishthah “abiding

in Brahma.” ‘In the 1st and 2nd d. rajdnau, 1st p. rdjdnah, 2nd

p. rdjnah (Nos. 185, 273, and 76).

i
c

i ^ i ^ i

fclU^T S^lTil^T fifr? =1^1 I

*I5|P*eJ fr^T3lT^cqra^roiI?TfclRr^^^ ^ =1 I *151*31111 |

usqi i jj^ihi i i

No. 309.—The elision OF N (No. 200) shall be as if it had not

taken effect (No. 39) in SO far as regards RULES directing the ap-

plication OF CASE-AFFIXES, OR relating TO ACCENTUATION OR the

attribution of names (as in No. 324) or the augment tuk when
there is A KRIT-AFFIX (Nos. 816 and 8827), but the elision shall 1

O —
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not be so regarded elsewhere. Hence the actuality of the elision is

recognised in such instances as rdja+ aswx=:rdjdswa “ the king’s

horse,” where the rule that presents itself (in this instance No.

55) is not one of those just enumerated. On the other hand, from

the elision’s not being regarded as having taken effect, there is

neither prolongation of the vowel (No. 160) nor the change of a to

e (No. 164) nor the substitution of ais for bhis (No. 161). Hence

3rd d. rdjabhyam.

We have next to decline yajwan “a saerificer,” which makes

1st s. yajwa, 1st d. yajwdnau, 1st p. yajwdnah.

1 I I 8 I I

^iqT * iuw: i USSR! i

3 i sum: i i

No. 310.—There is not elision of the a of an (No. 273), when .

it comes after a conjunct consonant ending in v or m. Thus :

i 2nd p. yajwanah, 3rd s. yajwand, 3rd d. yajwabhyam. In the

same way, from brahman “ Brahma we have 2nd p. brakmanah,

3rd s. brahman d.

Hr I 3 I 8 I ^ I

nm i nijj i

No. 311.—The penult letter is lengthened (No. 197) of the

affix IN (indicating a possessor), HAN “to strike,” PUSHAN “ the sun,”

AND ARYAMAN “the sun,” only when Si follows (No. 262 and

263). A prohibition thus presenting itself (to the lengthening of

the penult vowel in the 1st s. of the word vritrahan “ Indra—
the destroyer of the demon Vritva,” we look forward).

ti ^ i i « i ^ i

li i i

No. 312.—And when su follows, not in the sense of the vo-

cative singular, the long vowel is the substitute of the penult of in

&c. (No. 311). Thus 1st s. vritrahd, voc. s. he vritrahan.

w i
c

i 8 i ^ i

•<*-
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rlfcH tllq^TTafa^m

mfaail^lW^fwraiWSJ TO W. I I

No. 313.

—

In a compound the latter term of which con-

tains BUT ONE VOWEL, let there be a cerebral N in the room of the

dental n that follows anything which, standing in the pi’ior term, i

is qualified to cause (No. 292) the change, provided the dental n
J

be at the end of a prdtipadika, or be the augment num (No. 264),

or occur in a vibhakti (No. 150). Thus 2nd d. vritrahanau

(though the n is not in the same pada with the r).

%T I « I ^ I <48 I

fqjfcl HfEjg TOK T* TJT I I

frElIlSf I sitt^ qi!R 1

No. 314.—If an affix with an indicatory n or n follow,

j

OR if N follow, leu
:
(i. e. one of the gutturals ha Icha ga gha ha) is the

substitute of the H OF the word HAN “to kill.” Thus (No. 273) in

the 2nd p. vritraghnah, &c.

In the same way are declined sarhgin “ Indra,” yasaswin

“famous,” aryaman “the sun,” and pushan “the sun.”

i ^ I 8 I |

ai u i ?rj i

\ ^ X.

No. 315.—Of the word maghavan “Indra,” tri is optionally

the substitute. In tri the ri is indicatory.

i 'o
i ^ i 'a® i

3^ ^llr? I TW-

cu^ i i i i i i i

Hqsil 1 ^12 TOftR I

No. 316.—Let num be the augment OF THAT WHICH, not

BEING A verbal ROOT, HAS an INDICATORY UK and of the verbal I

root ahehu “to go” with its n elided, WHEN.A SARVANAMASTHANA i

(No. 183) follows. Thus 1. s. maghavan (Nos. 199, 26, and 197),
|

© &
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1. d. maghavantau No. 265), I. p. maghavantah

,

voc. s. he ma-
ghavan, 3. d. maghavaclbhydm. If tri is not substituted (No. 315)

we have 1. s. maghavd, and, with the five first affixes (sut), the

word is declined like the word rdjun.

i si « i m i

hhhhhh i hoh: i nogwjTo i

N S4 N

No. 317.—Instead of Swan “ a dog,” YUVAN “ a young man,”

AND MAGHAVAN “ Indra,” WHEN they are called bha (No. 185) and

when a taddhita affix (No. 1067) does not follow, there is the

satiprasdrana )No. 281). Hence 5. s. maghonah (No. 283), 3. d.

niaghavabhyam. So far in like manner swan and yuvan are de-

clined.

* \ i \ \ i ^ i

05? : I SRT I I ^#1 I % I

No. 318.—Let there NOT be a sanprasarana, when a SAft-

PRASARANA FOLLOWS. Hence in 2. p. yunah, where the v of

yuvan is replaced by the sunprasdrana, the preceding y is not to

be changed to a vowel.

So again 3. s. yund. In the 3. d. yuvabhyam, and so on.

The word arvan “a horse” makes 1. s. arva, voc. s. he arvan.

i ^ i 8 i i

^ H g HI l ^i^l i

'WsNr?: i i

No. 319.—Tri is the substitute OF the final of an inflective

base ending in ARVAN WITHOUT the privative prefix nan, but NOT

when su follows. Thus 1, d. arvantau (No. 316), 1. p arvan-

tah, 3. d. arvadbhyam, and so on.

i « i n q i
s \

HI I
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No. 320.—Of the words PATHIN “ a traveller,” MATHIN “a

churner,” ANDRIBHUKSHIN “ Indra,” long A is the substitute, when

au follows. [In the sutra the finals of these three words do not

appear by reason of No. 200.]

xhsri sirrah mn^i
l

No. 321.— Instead OF the short I of patlii, &c. (No. 320) there

is short a, when A sarvanamasthAna (No. 183) follows.

St *er: i ^ i O co
i .

.

'

i q^?n: i i

*

No. 322—Nth is the substitute of the TH of the words

pathin and mathin, when a sarvanamasthana follows. Thus 1. s.

panthah (No. 321), 1. d. panthanau, 1. p. panthdnah.

i ^ i \ i cc i

iJEEraTg^Tq: I
qsi: I qm i qfa«uq l *rq

1

No. 323.—There is elision OF the Ti (No. 52) of pathin,

&c. (No. 320), when the word is a BHA (No. 185). Hence 2. p.

pathah, 3. s. patha, 3. d. pathibhyam. In the same way mathin

and ribhukshin (No. 320) are declined.

\ \ \ \ \ \

XTRqi su^rll ^ TOIT Wiq i q^TOT Red ®I|-

l q^ I q^ i q^liq: I q^jwi: * I I

No. 324.—Let a numeral, ending in sh or N be called

SHAT. The word pahchan “five,” is always plural:— 1. p. pan-

oha, 2. p. pahcha, 3. p. pahchabhili, 4. and 5. p. pahchabhyah.

In the 6th p. the augment nut (No. 291).

3raw. i < i « i o i

sireroinrainT ?iSi =iifti i uijhih t i

O ©
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No. 325.— When ndm follows, the long vowel is the substitute

of THE PENULT letter of that which ends in N. Thus 6. p. pan-

chdndm, 7. p. panchasu.

fwsr i « i ^ |
Cj)

|

swtl ai wig i

No. 326.

—

When a case-affix .beginning with a consonant

follows, let A be optionally the substitute OF the word ASHTAN
“ eight.”

^IVTWI #1^ I
'S

1 1 i i

f»rnsfirci3g^l I 33137 firlTr3Ri^I

^lr3 ^iqJ7I3 I =3gl * I I !

^13 I =3Tc3I«I^ I q^j33 I

No. 327.—AU& is substituted for jas and sets comiDg after the

word ASHTAN, when (in accordance with the option allowed by No.

326) it has taken d as its final.

As (it might have been expected that) ashtabhyah (with a

short a) was to be enounced (in the sutra), the exhibition of the

word with the long a (
ashtabhyah

)
informs us that the substitution

of long d (No. 326) takes place in the case of jas and sets (al-

though these affixes do not begin with consonants).

Thus 1. and 2. p. ashtau, 4. and 5. p. ashtabhyah 6. p. ashtd-

nam., 7. p. ashtasu. On the alternative of the" change to d (No.

321) not being made, ashtan is declined like pahehan (No 319).

^ i ^ i ^ i i

5«j: i $3*rai: i sr^^i-

UTWT3S3 T%qir37^ I Sfi3TT3^T I

No. 328.

—

After ritwik “ a domestic chaplain,” dadhrik
“ impudent,” SRAK “ a garland,” DIK “ a direction,” USHNIK “ a

quatrain,” ANCHU “ to worship,” YUJIR “ to join,” AND KRUNCH
“ to approach,” there shall be the affix kwin.
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This affix comes after anchu only when a word ending with a

case-affix precedes it in composition. It comes after yujir and

Icruncha when these are uncombined. The non-elision of the n

(by 363) of Icruncha is an irregularity.

The letters k and n are indicatory in the affix Iciuin.

I ^ I \ I I

m araa: fc^: ram i

No. 329.—In this portion of the sutras in which there is a refer-

ence (No. 138) to verbal roots, let any affix EXCEPT TIN (No. 407)

be called KBIT.

i ^ i ? i ya i

i

No. 330 .—Of vi when reduced to a single letter (Nos.

198 and 36) there is elision.

fepHanrei f : l
c i ^ i ^ i

ft?^ srain nra iisim i sraraira-

gc^T^T: 5RKm I I I i

^ffc^raiq i

No. 331.—At the end of a pada, A letter of the guttural

class is the substitute for the final OF that after which THE AFFIX

kwin comes.

As this sutra is non-existent in the sight of No. 333, the j of

ritwij is (by No. 333, though the Siddhdnta Kaumudi traces

the change through Nos. 334 and 32, back to No. 331) changed

to a guttural, and we have 1. s. fitwig or ritwilc, 1. d. ritwijau, 3. d.

ritwigbhyam.

i « i \ i 'si

i

n§l: whnwav) snapnml i 1

i

^ra I as I a§i i : i siraro i

Q
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.

No. 332.-—When a sarvandmasthana (No. 183) follows,

let num be the augment of yuj not IN A COMPOUND. In the

1. s. when we have yuj + su, the su is elided by No. 199; then

they is elided by No. 6 ;
and then the dental n is changed to the

guttural n by No. 331, giving yun “who joins,” lstd. yunjau, 1st

p. yunjah, 3rd d. yugbhyam (No. 333).

5: 1
c

i ^ 1 1

^ >0 N) \ S)S)

sraiwiTiq 1 1 1 1

No. 333.—When jhal follows, or at-the end of a pada, instead

OF the Palatal class of letters, let there be A guttural.

Thus in the compound formed of su “ well,” and yuj “
to

join,” we have 1st s. suyuh “who applies himself well,” 1st d

suyujau, 3rd d. suyugbhyam.

The word khan “who limps” (from the root khaji No. 497)

makes 1st d. khanjau, 3rd d. khanbhydm.

I
c

l ^ I ^ I

^ 1 1 i\z 1 uf 1 1 1

1 rawi? z^z mm^iZ 1

No. 334.—When jhal follows, or -at the end of a pada, let SH

be the substitute OF vraScha “ to cut,” bhrasja “ to fry,” srija

“ to create,” mrija “ to rub,” yaja “ to worship,” raja “ to shine,”

BHRAJA “ to shine,” AND of what ends in the letter CHH OR 3.

Then, by Nos. 82 and 165, we have 1st s. rdt or rud “ a

ruler, 1st d. rdjau, 1st p. rajah, 3rd d. radbhydm. In the same

way vibhrat “ who shines much,” devet “ a worshipper of the gods,”

and viswasrit “ the creator of the universe.

nu w. 1 trcmuit migrant

1 m?\z i niuiiifi i

No. 335.—“ When pari (No. 48) is the first membep in the

compound, the affix kwip shall come after vraj, the vowel

8 8
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shall be lengthened, and SH shall be substituted AT THE end of

a pada.” Thus 1st s. parivrdt “a wandering mendicant,” 1st d.

purivrdjau.

tottIt: i ^ i ^ i \

im: i rewTrc i Rrauif i i i

No. 336 .—Of viSwa, when vasu “wealth” or rat (No.

334) FOLLOWS, the vowel is lengthened. Thus 1st s. viswardt or

viswdrad “a universal ruler. In the 1st d. the vowel is not leuc-

thened, because the word is not in the form of rat :—thus vi-

swarajuu. In the 3rd d. again we have viswdrddbhydm.

mr. ^ I
c

| ^ | ^ I

^ a: ^iwrereji: ^rtStu: 1 i

w. i ^ *nsiiift siszj w. i ^i
« ^19 1

oEiafl^Ir^ UTfUrcW I

No. 337.

—

At the end of a pada, or when jhal follows, there

IS elision OF S OR A- guttural, initial in a COMPOUND CONSO-

NANT.

Thus bhra*j (by a special rule) is changed to bhrisj, which by

the present rule becomes bkrij

;

it then becomes bhrish by No.

334, bhrid by No. 82, and optionally bhrit by No. 165. In the 1st

d. as the word is not at the end of a pada, the s does not drop,

but it changes to a palatal by No. 76. Then, by No. 25, the s

becomes j, giving bhrijjau. In the 3rd d. bhridbhydm.

Now as regards the pronouns tyad, &c., there is the substitution

of a (No. 213), and the substitution of the form of the subsequent

(No. 300).

??^r: i ^ i ^ i \*i i

r^T^T cl^T^^c^T: W. ®1(I ifr I W. I rSl I I

q: i fti i ft i i dii ft i. i qfti i qft i

No. 338 .—When su follows, let s be substituted in the

room OF the T OR D, NOT being final, of tyad, &c.
*
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Thus txjad, “that” makes in the 1st s. syah (No. 213) :— 1st

d. tyau, 1st p. tys (No. 71). Tad “that” makes 1st s. sah, 1st d.

tau, 1st p. te. The relative yad does not change its d, because it is

final. It makes 1st s. yah, 1st d. yau, 1st p. ye \—^etad “ this”

makes 1st s. eshah (Nos. 338 and 169), 1st d. etau, 1st p. ete.

i i 'O i ^ i i

No. 339.

—

AM is the substitute OF fte (4. s.) and of the af-

fixes of The first AND second cases coming after the pronouns

yushmad “thou,” and asmad “I.”

«irlitr i ® i ^ i <f« i

No. 340.—-TWA AND AHA are the substitutes of the portion as
.

far as the m of these two (
yushmad and asmad) When su follows.

That is to say, tioa is substituted for yushm, and aha for asm.

i « i ^ i i

qrlSlipliq: I r^B I I

No. 341.

—

In THE REMAINING cases (i. e. where d is not substi-

tuted as by No. 343, nor y as by No. 348) there is ELISION of the

last vowel and what follows it (No. 52) of these two (
yushmad and

asmad). Thus the ad of yushmad being elided, and tu)a substi-

tuted for the other portion by No. 340, and am substituted for si

t

by No. 339, we have 1st s. twain “thou” (No, 300). In like

manner aham “ I.”

gsnti i « i ^ i i

aqili sm Rjbwt i

No. 342.—‘When a case-affix follows IN the dual, yuVA AND

i.VA are the substitutes of these two (yushmad and asmad
) as

far as the m.

irewrara wrcrarw i <a i yi cc i

0 a
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^ I I I

No. 343.

—

And there is the substitution of long d IN THE

FIRST CASE DUAL of these t\VO IN SECULAR LANGUAGE ('but not in

the Vedas'). Thus 1st d. yuvdm and dvam. [The 2nd d. being

the same as the 1st, the author employs aun which (see No. 240)

denotes both. But, according to Pdnini’s view, the 2nd d. would

be formed by No. 346.]

srarti srfb i «
i ^ i <£^ i

I TVm I 33*1 I

C\ ^ ^

No. 344.

—

When jas follows, yltya and vaya are substi-

tuted for these two (yushmad and asmad) as far as the m. Thus

1st p. yuyam (Nos. 339, 341, and 300) and vayam.

| Q | ^ | <0 |

S*^Ir5IWi!fl'Ja5rieJ r=IHI J=m RtflWl I

No. 345.—When a case-affix follows IN THE SINGULAR, TWA
AND ma are the substitutes of these two (yushmad and asmad

)

as

far as the m.

Mtorat n i ® i ^ i 09 i

wrorag sn<j i i nw i

No. 346.

—

And in the second case the substitute of these

two (yushmad and asmad) shall be long d. Thus 2nd s. twam
and mam.

3!%T 3! I $ I ^ I I

i xp*ir i i

Sa N. X

No. 347.—The letter N is the substitute OF &AS coming after

these two (yushmad and asmad).

This debars No. 339. Then, as the change is directed by a

term in the 5th case (No. 87), and the substitute takes the place (by

No. 88) of the first letter only of what follows the. term in the 5th

H
B
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j

case, the word would end in ns, but the s is elided by No. 26, and

: then the substitution of long d being obtained from No. 346, we

have 2nd p. yushmdn. and asmdn.

i « i ^ i «t i

raH=ii3?issnSi i ?sun i tmt i

No. 348.—Let the letter Y be the substitute of these two (yush-

,i mud and asmad), when an affix beginning with A VOWEL, and not

I

1 having a substitute, follows.

|

Thus 3rd s. twciya mayd.

i ^ i ^ i i

1 ssnifa: i i

1

^
No. 349.—Let longd be the substitute OF these two, yush-

'

|

MAD AND ASMAD, when an affix follows, beginning with a conso-

j

nant and not having a substitute. Thus 3rd d. yuvdbyham (No.

|

342) and avdbkydm, 3rd p. yushmabhih and aemdbhih.

skotsit « i ^ i <£«, i

I
I I cTWlfl I 1

Si \ ^ \

No. 350.—Tubhya and MAHYA are the substitutes of these

: two. (y\bshnMHik and asmad) as far as the m, when &e follows.

The last of the vowels with what follows it is elided by No. 341, and

then, by No. 339, we get 4th s. tabhyam and mahyavi.

«j%isww i o i ^ | f

«35n«o| q^ i hsj?«j;r i |

No. 351.—ABHYAM is the substitute of BHYAS coming after

these two (yushmad and asmad). Thus 4th p. yushmabhyam j

and asmabhyam. [The affix being a substitute, the long d of

No. 349 does not appear here.]

TOros m i. « n i ^
*uwii i f==w i bh i

|

v " x

o
,

-

~
‘
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No. 352.

—

And also of nasi, the affix of the singular in the

fifth case, coming after these two (yushmad and asmad), the sub-

stitute is at. Thus 5th s. twat and mat (Nos. 345 and 300).

^ i « i ^ t i

*liwri wmsij Bin i anq i stun i

No. 353.—Let AT be the substitute of bhyas of the fifth

CASE, when it comes after these two (yushmad and asmad). Thus

5th p. yushmat and asmat (No. 341).

i « i ^ i .1

No. 354.—When etas follows, tava and mama are the sub-

stitutes of these two (yushmad and asmad) as far as the m.

q'H^FtgiT i i \ i ^ i

mi i vra i wii: i i

No. 355.

—

After yushmad and asmad, Ag is the substitute

OF &as. Thus 6th s. tava and mama (No. 354), 6th d. yuvayoh

and dvayoli (Nos. 342 and 348).

i s i ^ i ^ i

*uwii i spira*! i 'sisrisrsi i f^isr i nm i

ua^i: i i i i

No. 356.

—

Akam is the substitute of SAM (the affix of the

6th p. of most pronominals, see No. 174) coming after these two

(yushmad and asmad). Thus 6th p. yushmakam and asmalcam,

7. s. twayi and mayi (No. 348), 7th d. yuvayoh and dvayoh, 7th p.

yushmasu and asmdsu (No. 349).

\ c i \ i

i
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No. 357*—Vam and nau are the substitutes of yushmad and
ASMAD ATTENDED BY THE AFFIXES OF THE SIXTH, FOURTH, OR SE-

COND Case, provided they stand after a pada, and not at the be-

ginning of a hemistich. [This form is restricted to the dual by the

three rules following.]

srerir i c i u
No. 358.

—

Yas and NAS are the substitutes of those two fall-

ing under the descriptions above given (in No. 357) when in the

6th case, &c. of the plural.

i
c

i ? I
ss i

sfliAottreiSli: it ra: i

No. 359.

—

Te and me are the substitutes of those two falling

under the descriptions above given (in No. 357) in the 6th and 4th

cases OF THE SINGULAR.

ftforar: i
c

i ^ i ^ \

*T fcSlSilT ScL* I

mtni ^ vsw ^ w. i

mw ^ iR: mc\ qroiq fan: n

TO 3T % ift: I

vni g: q'm'

i

No. 360.

—

TWA and MAare the substitutes of these (yushmad

and asmad

)

in the second case singular. Examples,—“ May the

Lord preserve thee (twa) and me (ma) also here—-may he give to

thee (te), and to me (me) also, felicity ! That Hari is thy (te) lord

and mine (me) also. May the Omnipresent preserve you two

(vdm

)

and also us two (nau). May God give felicity to you two

(vdm) and to us two (nau). Hari is the lord of you two (vdm)
and also of us two (nau). May he preserve you (vah) and us !

(nah

)

may he give prosperity to you (vah) and to us (nah). He
is the object of worship here of you (vah) and of us (nah).”

.0
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i fi Hrg &r: i

v> \» >4

^JTrlT ft I WIT r!c| I ciW ft 5Tfl ^r^cl I

SqTfl I ^RT5 I *mtl I
Nd \ N) \ Si

No. 361.—“In a simple sentence these substitutes (see

Nos?357, &C. OF YUSHMAD AND ASMAD MAY BE (optionally) USED

BUT IN A SUBSEQUENT REFERENCE THEY MUST BE INVARIABLY EM-

PLOYED.” Fojr example—we may say “ Brahma is Thy (te or tava

)

worshipper,” but, in the sequel “ to Thee (te) that art such, our

reverence is due,” the form “te” alone is admissible.

We now come to the declension of the word supdt or supad
“ having handsome feet,”—1st d. supadau.

tj?r i ^ i a i i

spST I l l W^ilT I 'Slfafrail i

No. 362.

—

Pat is the substitute OF the word pad when part

of an inflective base ending in the word pdd and entitled to the

name of bha (No. 185). Hence 2nd p. supadah, 3rd s. supadd,

but 3rd d. supddbhydm.

The word agnimath “ who kindles fire
” makes 1st s. agnimat

(Nos. 199, 82, and 165), 1st d. agnimathau, 2nd s. agnimatham.

^qvrat: fgift I £| 8 | *8 |

t^HTqHTSfTTHfT^miJWT §tiq; TSRpq i

33 i wftnRrcH i ^f^R i ure i mgT i

mg: i

No. 363.-—When that which has an indicatory k or
ft follows, there is elision OF the n which is the penultimate
letter (No. 1 96) of inflective bases ending in consonants and
NOT HAVING an indicatory SHORT I. For example, the word
prdnch “eastern” is formed from the root anchu “to go ” (the

indicatory vowel in which is not i but u
)
by the affix kwin (No.

328) which has an indicatory k. Thus in forming the 1. s. after
~ a
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eliding the affix (by No. 199) we have, by this rule, prdch. Then

by No. 31 6 num is directed, which, by No. 265, makes pranch,

then there is elision of the final consonant (No. 26), and finally,

the n having been changed to a guttural by No. 331, we have pran-

In the 1. d. pranchau, 1. p. prdnchah.

*R*. 1^18 1 I

No. 364.—There is elision of the letter a OP ACH (i. e. of the

root cinchu) of which the n has been elided, when it is entitled

to the name of bha (No. 185).

% l i i $ i i

HjiwiwsKm^t <it jrasnSft gig: i mg: i hiiwib i

i i wtN: i piwiq i 333 , ,

No. 365.

—

When anchu, having its a elided (by No. 364) and

its n (by No. 365)—and thus reduced to CHI, i. e. ch,—follows,

a long vowel is substituted for the an (or short vowel) that precedes.

Thus in the 2. p. the vowel of the prefix pra (No. 47) being leng-

thened, we have prachah, 3. d. prdgbhydm (Nos. 184 and 331).

The word pratyanch “western” (in which the prefix is prati)

in like manner (No. 361) makes 1st s. pratyan, 1st d. pratyah-

chau, 2nd p. pratichah (No. 365), 3rd d. pratyagbhydm.

The word udahch “northern” makes 1. s. udan, 1. d.

udahchau.

^ In i i i « i i

No. 366.

—

Long f is the substitute of the letter a of the root

anclm, deprived of its n and called bha (No. 185), when it comes

after the word UT (No. 48). Thus 2nd p. udichah, 3rd d. udag-

bhyam.

sfa i i $ i i
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I 1 ^3=5% I I WPW1TO »

No. 367.—Instead of the prefix SAM (No. 48) there is sAMI,
;

•when anchu follows not ending with a pratyaya (as, for example,

when the affix kwin is elided by Nos. 330, &c.) Hence 1st s. sc*-

myart “ moving equally, right,” 1 st d. samyahchau, 2nd p. sarrii-

chah (No. 365), 3rd d. samyagbhyam.

^fv: i 4 i ^ i eg, i

cTCII I 33^21^ I

%

No. 368.—Under the same circumstances (No. 367), there ia

sadhri instead OF SAnA. Thus 1. s. sadhryan “moving with.**

fircefaiitira i < i ^ i tf« i

i frn:^: i mztamii i

No. 369.—Tiri is the substitute oftiras, when anchu> whose

a is not elided (No. 364) and which does not end in a visible affix

(see No. 367), follows. Thus 1. s. tiryan “moving crookedly.” 1.

d. tiryanchau, 2. p. tiraschah (the a of anchu being here elided

by No. 364), 3. d. tiryagbhydm.

5fT^: jprrcm i ^ i a i ^ i

^ i nrf i nifi ^qr-

mqis^iqi * i nif : i i mf i ^ q^m i

i Sfifji i ai^wjT* i I

s
*q^m* i q^lH^I l q^l-

^wiijq i i^ x s> x

No. 370.—There is NOT elision (see No. 363) of the penulti-

mate n of the root anchu, when it signifies “to worship.”

Thus the word pruhch “ a worshipper” makes 1. s.prdn (Nos. 199, I

26, and 331), 1 . d. prahchau. As the it is not elided, the elision of

the a (No. 364) does not take place, atid vie have 2. p. prdnchah,

3. d. prdnbhydm (Nos. 26 and 331), 7. p. pranlcshu (Nos. 26, 331,

104, and 169). In like manner bre pratyan
,
&c. declined when

the signification relates to “ worship.”

- *6
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The word kruhch “ a curlew” makes, in like manner, 1. s.

krun, 1. d. krunchau, 3. d. kruhbhydm.

The word payomuch “ a cloud ” makes 1. s. payomuJc or payo-

mug (Nos. 333 and 165), 1. d. payomuchau, 3. d. payomugbhydm
(No. 333).

In consequence of its being formed by an affix with an indica-

tory u, the word mahat “great” takes num by No. 316.

i hir i i mini: 1 1 i »

No. 371.—When a sarvanamasthdna, the affix implying the

vocative singular excepted, follows, the long vowel becomes the

substitute of that which immediately precedes the letter n of A

COMPOUND CONSONANT ENDING IN S OB THAT OF the word MAHAT.

Thus 1. s. mahan (Nos. 316, 371, 199, and 26), 1. d. mahdntau, 1.

p. mahdntah, voc. s. he mahan, 3. d. mahadbhydm.

i S i hi i

—- r~ C\

^rcR^m^iai 3131 ^rera^i i 3roi^ i

vTin^i i \aTn=rj: i-^t i ^ht|t mgg i i

i i i g
i ,

No. 372.—The long vowel is the substitute of the penultimate

letter of what ends in atu, and of what, not being a verbal

root, ends IN AS, when the 1st singular case-affix, not with the

force of the vocative, follows. Thus in the case of the word dhi-

mat “ intelligent,” formed of dhi “ intellect ” and the affix matup,

we find 1. s. dhimcun (Nos. 316, 199, and 26), 1. d. dhimantau, 1. p.

dhimantah, voc. s. he dhiman. When sas (2. p.) and the remain-

ing affixes follow, it is like mahat (No. 371).

The honorific pronoun bhavat “ Your Honour,” is formed of bhd

“ to shine” and the affix davatu. From rule No. 267 we learn

0..
- O
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that an affix having an indicatory d causes the elision of ti, i. e. of

the final vowel and what may follow it, in whatever is called bha

(No. 185), and the elision of ti (here the final vowel of the

root) takes place in order that the possession of an indicatory d

by davatu may not be nugatory. Hence 1. s. bhavan (Nos. 372.

316, 199, and 26), 2. d. bhavantau. Of the word bhavat, when it

ends with the participial affix satri and signifies “ being,” the 1. s.

is bhavan.

^ 'swsw i ^ i \ i y i

^ ^ WKcrei *ri: I

No. 373.— Where reduplication is treated of in the Sixth Lec-

ture, the two which are directed, both taken together (not either

separately) are called ABHYASTA—“a reduplicate.”

snwren^j: i « i \ I w i

3 1 33iJ I 33^t I

No. 374—Of Satri after a reduplicated term there shall

NOT be the augment mom (No. 316). Hence dadat, the present

participle of dd “to give,” as it is a reduplicate, makes 1. s. dadat,

J. d. dadatau.

i ? n i « i

^(5 i i ^gci: i i 1 2^3 cj i snsg i

I *Tq I I rm: [ I

V X ^ N) N
j

No. 375.—Let JAKSHITI, &c., six verbs, with jaJcshiti itself as

the seventh, be termed “reduplicate.” Their being so termed brings

them under No. 374, and we have 1. s. jakshat “ eating,” 1. d.

jalcshatau, 1. p .
jalcshatah. In the same way jdgrat “waking,”

daridrat “ poor,” sasat “ ruling,” chalcasat “ shining.”

The word gup “concealing” makes 1. s. gup, 1. d. gupau,

1. p. gupah, 3. d. gubbhyam (No. 82).

?5jIS3I%I^3 SfpJ =3 I 3 I ^ I |
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I 'girf f|R I

No. 376.

—

And ran shall be the affix after driS, not sig-

nifying “perception,” WHEN tyad, &c. (No. 170) precede it

in combination. By the word “and ” in the sutra, we are remind-

ed that the affix lcwin may be employed
;
and it is this latter that

will be employed iu the present instance.

^it i ^ i $ i i

i c?i^f i i *5*: i 1 ercifa

W. | I fin| | fa? \ filSl l fiUK I faipTR I

No. 377.—When the word drig or dris or the affix vatu, fol-

lows, LONG A is the substitute OF A pronoun. Thus tad+ dris

(Nos. 27 and 55) becomes tadris “such,” and 1. s. tadrik (Nos. 199,.

334, 81, 331, and 165), 1. d. tddrisau, 1. p. tadrisahr 3. d. tadrig-

bhyam (Nos. 334, &c.).

In the example vis “ who- enters,” the final is changed to sh

by No. 334, and then, by Nos. 82 and 165, we have 1. s. vid or

vit. Again 1. d. visau, 1. p. visah, 3. d. vidbhydm.

st»3i i
c

i ^ i ^ i

si®: spmiFriitili i i 53 i jrIi i sra: i

;nw7TJ} i Jiipnq i

No. 378.—A guttural letter is OPTIONALLY the substitute OF

the fiual of naS at the end of a puda. Thus 1. s. nak or, alterna-

tively, nat (Nos. 334, 82, and 165) “ who destroys,” 1. d. na^au, 1.

p. nasah, 3. d. nagbhyam (No. 378) or nadbhydm (Nos. 334, &c.).

ftjq i ^ i ^ i i

i i i ^r-

i z^ i i i regcr « i ra-

i vz \ n j: i nip: * i ninaifl i i ^ nfa

No. 379.—The affix kwin shall come after the root spriS,

© ©
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when the preceding member of the compound is an inflected

word OTHER THAN UDAKA. Thus the word ghritaspris “ who
touches clarified butter ” makes 1. s. ghritasprih (Nos. 199, 334, 82,

and 331), 1. d. ghritasprisau, 1. p. ghritasprisah.

The word dadkrisk “ arrogant
” makes 1. s. dadhrik (Nos.

199, 82, and 331), 1. d. dadhrishau, 3 d. dadhrigbhydm.

The word ratnaviush “ a stealer of gems” makes 1. s. rat-

namut (Nos. 199, 82, and 165), 1. d. ratnamushaw, 3. d. rat~

namudbhydm.

The numeral shash “six” makes' 1. p. shat (Nos. 324, 208,

82, and 165), 3. p. shadbhih, 4. and 5. p. shadbhyah, 6. p. shan-

ndm (Nos. 82, 78, and 84), 7. p. shatsu (Nos. 82 and 90).

In the case of pipathish “ one who wishes to read,” the fact

that this crude word ends in sh (caused by No. 169) is disregarded

by No. 123 (an earlier rule in the tripddi—see No. 39) which

directs ru to be substituted—making (after the elision of su by

No. 199) pipathir.

i
c

i ^ i ^ i

maiwnq i

No. 380.

—

The long vowel is the substitute OF IK being the

penultimate letter of what ends in R OR v, at the end of a pada.

Thus 1. s. pipathik (Nos. 199, 123, and 110), 1. d. pipathishau, 3.

d. pipathirbhydm.

i
c t ^ i

yc i

i grin

VI I faqsiw I fqq3i:q I fasRi: l fasRl'qi I faqu-
C\

WU« I FJSRiq I I fagtll I t I

No. 381.—And even when there is A separation caused

BY num, and visarga, and A sibilant, severally, the cerebral

substitute takes the place of the dental s coming after in or ku.

a
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Thus, when su (7.p.) is to be attached, then the word pipathish,

by Nos. 123, 380, and 1 10, becomes pipathih ;—the su is then

changed to shu by No. 169 ;
and finally, by the optional rule No.

78, we have either pipathishshu or pipathihshu.

The word chiHrsh “ who wishes to do” makes 1 . s. chilcih.

Here the affix is first elided by No. 199
;
then the final sh (regard-

ed as s) is elided by No. 230, this rule (according to No. 39) re-

garding as inoperative the rule No. 169, which had changed the s.

to sh, and finally the r becomes visarga by No. 110. Then 1. d.

chiHrshau, 3. d. chikirbhydm, 7. p. chiktrshu. In the 7. p. the s

is elided by No. 230 but the r is not changed to visarga by No.

110, that rule being debarred in this case by No. 294.

The word vidwas “wise” (formed by the affix vasu) makes 1.

s. vidwdn (Nos. 316, 371, 199, and 26), 1. d. vidwdnsau, voc. s.

he vidwan.

3%i: i <( i « i ^ i

wia i f%3n: i trevfcifh g: i

i

No. 382.—Let the sanprasXrana (No. 281) be the substitute

OF a bha (No. 185) which ends in vasu. Thus in the 2nd. p. the

v, i. e. w, of vidiuas becomes u (No. 283), and finally (by No. 169)

we have vidushah. According to No. 287, the s final in a pada is

changed to d, and we have 3rd d. vidwadbhyam.

i « i ^ i
c<;

i

wmwsml i mw i % i mill i m: i tow i
vj \ s> \ si si s> \

TTO I I 3SHT I I

No. 383 .—Of the word puns “ a male,” ASUlsf is the substi-

tute, when a sarvundmasthdna (No. 183) follows. Thus (regard-

ing the anuswdra as equal to m) we get pumas (Nos. 5, 36, and

59) from which come 1. s. puman (Nos. 316 and 371), voc. s.

he puman, 1. d. pumdnsau. Again 2. p. puiisah, 3. d. pum-
bhydm (No. 26), 7. p. puhsu.

4
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The word usanas "the regent of the planet Venus,” by No.

226, substitutes anan, when su follows, not in the sense of the

vocative, Thus we have 1. s, usand (Nos. 197, 199, and 200), 1.

d. usanasau.

to aiwi? ar star: i i i t
i ^ sto i i ssito 1 i \ iN V S5

*Rfli i t i i ^to i t i i

No. 384.—“OF This word (usanas), when su in the sense

OF THE VOCATIVE FOLLOWS, it SHOULD BE STATED that ANA^T is

optionally the substitute, and optionally there is elision of

the N.”

Thus we have either he usana, or he usanan, or he usanah

(Nos. 199, 123, and 110), voc. d. he usanasau, 3. d. usanobhydm

(Nos. 123 and 125), 7. p. usanassu.

The word anehas “time” makes 1. s. anehd (Nos. 226, &c.),

1. d. anehasau, voc. s. he anehah.

The word vedhas “Brahm&” makes 1. s. vedhdh (Nos. 372

and 110), 1. d. vedhasau, voc. s. he vedhah, 3. d. vedhobhyam.

i i ^ i i

HZ* TO *TO ll I rl^lRfrl I TO I cHZ\-

i i i

No. 385.—Au is the substitute OF ADAS, when su follows, AND
there is elision of SU. In accordance with rule No. 338, the d is

changed to s. Thus 1. s. asau “that.” In the 1. d., by No. 213,

there is substitution of a for the final of adas ; then, by No. 300,

the preceding a merges in the following—giving ada; then, when

the affix is attached, vriddhi is substituted by No. 41
;
but then

the next rule interposes.

It fl: i
c

i
s

i
co

i

am tircn 33S1 351 nra 1
N C\

35TTO 3i: 1 1 to sii 1 i

Q O
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No. 386.—Short U and long u are the substitutes of what

comes after the D OF ADAS NOT ending in s, and in the room OF

D there is M. The short u is substituted for a short vowel, the long

u for a long vowel, on the principle (No. 23) that, of the substi-

tutes that offer themselves, the one employed shall be the most si-

milar to that of which it takes the place. Thus we have, instead

of adau, amu. In the 1st. p. long i is directed to be substituted

for the affix by No. 171, and the substitution of guna (which

would give ada+ i=ade)
being directed, we look forward.

Vr\ I
G

| ^ | C\ |

3IcT Slf I I g#
fafa 1%«1WSRt£ DISK ^T^cTOr^'l TOH I TO I TO^ I^ ^ N. C\ C\ X

No. 387 .—In the plural, long i is the substitute of the e

(N o. 386) that follows the d of adas ; and instead of the d there

is to. Thus 1. p. ami. In the 2. s. in accordance with No. 39, the

several rules regarding the application of the case-affix first take

place, and then we have the substitution of u and to (by No. 389)-

Thus 2. s. amam (by No. 386) becomes amum, 2. d. amu, 2. p.

amun (instead of addn).

In the 3. s. mu having been made (by No. 386), and conse-

quently the name ghi (No. 190) being applicable to the term, the

substitute na offers itself from No. 191. Thus we should have

amu+nd ; but here the question might occur, seeing that the mu
was derived from a rule (No. 386) in the tripadi (No. 39), whether

No. 191 does not regard the mu as non-existent.

The following rule refers to this point.

* * ^ l .

e
| ^ | ^ |

sfifiaEf fft ^ i to^t i i

TOlfa: I 1 TOlWi: I TOEHlrl » TOSJ I TO^TI I

SO M N »
,

TO13T3 I TOfaH I I

\ >4 N S)

Vj

o .
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No. 388.

—

When the production of na is to take place or

has taken place, the existence of MU is not to be regarded as

if IT had NOT been effected. Thus we have 3. s. amund. Then

3. p. amubhyam (for adabhyam, see No. 386), 3. p. amibhih (No.

387), 4. s. amushmai (Nos. 172 and 169), 4. p. amibhyah, 5. s.

amushmdt, 6. s. amushya, 6. d. amuyoh, 6. p. amisham (No.

174), 7. s. amushmin, 7. p. amishu.

So much for masculines ending in consonants.

FEMININES ENDING IN CONSONANTS.

i \

siti i
c l ^ i ^8 i

•

No. 389.—The letter dh is the substitute for the final OF the

verb NAHA, when jhal follows, or at the end of a pada.

ir i i ? i n* i

%5ra'a a'ra: i gtiHfj i 3anil i answer t

Tfi^c^Tci g: I | 3Mill I I

i f^i i 133: 1 1 *!t: 1 mu i m: i H 5: 1

^ N C\

gf19: 1 1 5rt 1 ^ 1 m: 1 1

No. 390.

—

When the verbs naha “to bind,” VRiTA“to be,”

YRISH “
to rain,” vyadh “ to pierce,” RUCH “ to shine,” SHAHA “to

bear,” and tan “ to stretch,” ending with kwip, follow, a long

vowel is the substitute of the pada which precedes in the compound.

The word updnah “aslippe-r” (thus formed from upa+nah+
kwip) makes 1. s. updnat (Nos. 330, 199, and 389), 1. d. upd-

nahau, 7. p. upanatsu.

In the case of the’word ushnik “a metre of the Vedas,” as it

takes gh (No. 331) in consequence of its ending in kwin (No. 328),

|

we find 1. s. ushnik. Again 1. d. ushnihau
, 3. d. ushnigbhydm.

© a
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The word div “the sky” makes 1. s. dyauk (No. 289), 1. d.

divau, 1. p. divah, 3. d. dyubhydm (No. 290).

The word gir “speech ” makes 1. s. gih (Nos. 199, '380, and i

110), 1. d. girau, 1. p. girah. In the same way pur “a city”

makes 1. s. puh.

The word chatur “ four ” substitutes chatasri (No. 248) in the

feminine
;
and by No. 249, the letter r is substituted for ri, when

a vowel follows. Thus we have 1. p. chatasrah. In the 6. p.

chatasrinam, the vowel is not lengthened—see No. 250.

The feminine of him “ who ” is like sarvd (No. 244).—1. s.

ha (Nos. 297, &c.), 1. d. he, 1. p. Icdh.

3: ffr i ^ i ^ l i

TO u: I TOJ I I I siq l

n: i ^ i to: i to*i i i i

i i i * i i 1

1 to 1 tran to 1 1 r^reirsm 1 sm 1

\ \) \ x \ \ 1

TO 1 1 to: 1 ^ 1 ^ 1 1 1 1 1

gra 1 m tto 1 to: 1 1 .

'g N ^ d

No. 391.—Instead of the d of idam “ this,” there is Y, WHEN

su follows. Thus 1. s. iyam (No. 298). In the other cases No.

21 3 directs the substitution of short a for the final, and the preceding

vowel merges in this by No. 300. The word being feminine, long

a (tap) is added by No. 1341
;
the d is changed to m by No.

301 ;
and, the base having thus become imd, we have l. d. ime

(No. 240), 1. p. imah, 2. s. imdm. In the 3. d. and subsequent

cases the id is changed to an by No. 302; and, in the 3. s., e is

substituted for the final by No. 342, giving anayd. By No. 303
|

there is elision of the id, when the case-affix begins with a conso-

nant, so that we have 3. d. dbhydm, 3. p. abhih. In the 4. s., by No.

244, asyai, 5. and 6. s. asyah, 6. d. anayoh (No. 242), 6. p. dsam

(Nos. 174 and 303), 7. s. asyam (Nos. 335 and 219), 7. p. dsu. #

CT
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The word sraj “a garland” makes 1. s. sralc (Nos. 328, 199,

334, 82, and 331), 1. p. srajah
, 3. d. sragbhydm.

The pronoun tyad “that” substitutes a for the final (Nos. 213

and 300), and, taking the feminine termination tap, gives 1. s. syd

(No. 338) 1. d. tye, 1. p. tydfi. In the same way tad “ that,” and

dad “ this.”

The word vach “speech” makes 1. s. vale (No. 333), 1. d. va-

chau, 3. d. vdgbhyam, 7. p. vdkshu (No. 1 69).

The word ap “ water” always takes the terminations of the plu-

ral. By No. 227 this word lengthens the vowel in the 1. p. apah.

W fin $ I 8 I
8G

I

^iq^rl^TTT qiil I *ITg: I I 'SHJTq I I

I I I TfR-

Sjc^q I I I i ^wqq | wqz l

fccW l T^WlTq I I I I

\ N ^ \ C\ \J

q^wiiq i ^iqfi: i 'snfaliT i ^I'STwiiq i i srqqrii i

'qq i ^q: i ^qm i ^qwiiq i ^qfa: l i ^iqwi: i

ev c\ n» e\''C' >» c\

'qqqji: * i ^qsi: I 'qqqiq I ^»qrciiq i ^qq I

\> v> ft ^ VJ \ C\>>

?fa v^r: Strain: i

No. 392.—The letter t is the substitute of the word ap “ wa-

ter,” when a pratyaya beginning with bh follows. Thus 3. p.

adbliih, (No. 82), 4. p. adbhyah. Again 6. p. apam,, 7. p. apsu.

The word dis “space” makes 1. s. dig or dils (Nos. 328 and

331), 1. p. disah, 3 d. digbhydm.

Since it is directed (No. 376) that dris shall take the affix

lewin when attached to the pronouns tyad, &c., the word dris (thus

falling under rule No. 331) elsewhere also substitutes a guttural in

the place of its final. Thus 1. s. drile or dr ig
“ sight,” 1. d.

drisau, 3. d. drigbhyam.

The word twish “light” makes 1. s. twit (No. 82), 1. d.

twishau, 3. d. twidbhydm.

©
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:

The word sctjusk
“ a friend,” by No. 123, substitutes r for its

final at the end of a pada, which thfe word is when, by No. 26,

the su of the 1. s. has been rejected. The vowel is then lengthen-

ed by No. 380, and the r becomes visarga by No. 110, giving

sajuh, 1. d. sajushau, 3. d. sajurbhydm. In the same way dsish

(for asis) “a benediction” makes 1. s. asih, 1. d. asishau, 3. d.

dsirbhydm.

The pronoun adas makes 1. s. asau No. 385). In the other

cases, the substitution of u and m (by No. 386) having taken

place, we have 1. d. amu, 1. p. amuli, 3. s. amuyd, 3. d. amu-

bhydin, 3. p. amubhih, 4. s. amushyai Nos. 241 and 169), 4. p.

amubhyah, 5 and 6. s. amushydh (Nos. 244 and 169), 6. and 7. d.

amuyoh, 6 p. amusham No. 174), 7. s. amushyam No. 169), 7. p.

amushu.

So much for feminines ending in consonants.

I 3[r^H I SSRloT l lRf^TSl I\ v \) \ N3 rf Vi N

1 I sw jNrt I SK I 3KT I qiK I STU I

qiraiq \ 'gfciiR i i ^ i srih i ^33 i ^ i i

NEUTERS ENDING IN CONSONANTS.

No. 393.—“In the case of neuters we have elision (luk) OF

su and am No. 270).” In the case of anaduh No. 287), there is

the substitution of d. Thus we have 1. s. sivanadud or siuanadut

“having good cattle,” 1. d swanaduhi No. 259). In the 1. p., by

No. 284, there is the augment dm, and thus, by No. 264, we have

swanadwanhi. Again the same in the 2. p. The rest is like the

masculine (Nos. 285, &c.).

The word vdr “water” makes 1. s. vdh (No. 110), 1. d. vari

(No. 259), 1. p. vari No. 262), 3. s. vdrd, 3. d. vdrbhydm.

The word chatur “four” (by Nos. 262 and 284) makes cha-

twari.

a
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The interrogative kim “ who, which, what ?” makes 1. s. Jcim

(No. 270), 1. d. ke (Nos. 297 and 259), 1. p. kdni.

The pronoun idam “
this” makes 1. s. idam (No. 270), I. d.

ime (Nos. 301 and 259), 1. p. imani.

i 1 ^ 1 1 1

^t: 1 shr 1 1 1 1 ^iir i

<6

No. 394.—“It should be mentioned (see No. 306) that in

a subsequent proposition, enat is the substitute for idam or

dad
,
IN THE NEUTER.” Thus 1. s. ma£(No. 270), 1. d. ene (Nos.

213 and 259), 1. p. enani, 3. s. enena, 6. d. enayoh.

The word brahman “ the Supreme” makes 1. s. brahma (Nos.

270 and 200).

According to No. 274, the word ahan “ a day” makes 1. d.

ahni or ahani :—1. p. ahdni (Nos. 263 and 197).

I
C

\ ^ | |

331^ 1 'siiwaiij i i ^Tm^\ i

3*riiR 1 1 1 spra 1 reim: 1 mwi i

SU^ITR | ^ I 3^ I I s^RI ^jn: I ?m 1

Vi \ ^ N

^ I clIR I J3H I 3 I SIR I SrlrT I ^ I qrllR I JRT^ 1

TTI^T I I <R^gcT I I TiqpwiR j |

^l^fTF I ^R=I I I

No. 395.—The word AHAN substitutes ru at the end of a

pada. Thus 3. d. ahobhyam (No. 126).

The word dapdin “having a staff” makes 1. s. dandi (Nos.

270 and 200), 1. d. dapdini (No. 259), 1. p. dandini (Nos. 26,2,

and 197), 3. s. dandind, 3. d. dandibhydm (Nos. 184 and 200).

The word supathin “having a good road” makes 1. s.

supathi. By the elison of i directed in No. 323, and then, by No.

259, we have 2. d. supathi. In the 1. p. (Nos. 263^ 321, and 322)

supanthdni. ,

0 =L»
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The word tirj “strong” makes 1. s. urk (No. 333), 1. d.

urjt, 1. p. unrji, the conjunction of the consonants being in the

order of n, r, and j.

The pronoun tad “that” makes 1. s. tat (Nos. 270 and 165),

1. d. te, 1. p. tdni. So yad “who, which,” makes 1. s. yat,

1. d. ye, 1. p. ydni, and etad
“
this” makes 1. s. etat, 1. d. ete,

1. p. etani.

The word formed of go “a cow,” and anchu “to worship,” and

signifying “a worshipper of cows,” makes 1. s. gava

k

(Nos. 363,

59, and 333), 1. d. gochi (No. 56), 1. p. gavanchi No. 264).

Again there is the same form in the 2nd case. In the 3. s. go-

cha, 3. d. gavagbhyam. [N. B. This word takes a great variety

of shapesj being in fact a mere grammatical fiction.]

The word sakrit “ ordure” makes 1. s. sakrit, 1. d. sakritt, 1

p. sakrinti (No. 264).

The participle dadat “ giving” makes 1. s. dadat.

i ^ i ^ i i

mm Cl! 33 I I I

8*3 '

No. 396 .—Num (No. 374) shall optionally be the augment

OF the affix satri coming after a neuter reduplicate, when a

sarvanamasthana (No. 263) follows. Thus 1. p. dadanti or

dadati.

The participle tudat “paining” is next declined.

m n »

i

si s

rre^ril 1 Hi I rl^Brl I «TrI I I HTfft I I

I\

No. 397 .—Num shall optionally be the augment of that which

ends with a portion (a) of the affix satri coming after what ends

in A or A, when Sf (No. 259) or a NADI (No. 215) follows.

a
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For example, the verbal root tud (No. 693) taking the affix §a-

tri becomes tuda

;

and then, with the participial affix, it be-

i comes tudat (No. 300), which, by this rule, makes 1. d. tudanti or

j

tudati. By No. 264, 1. p. tudanti. And so bhat “shining” (root

bhd), 1 . d. bhanti or bhati, 1
. p. bhdnti.

By the nadi, in this aphorism, the feminine affix nip (i) is

intended.

The root 'pack takes the affix 6ap (No. 419), and its participle

pachat “cooking” falls under the next rule.

I ^ \ \ I iS ^ » ‘ '

\ \ VO s> \

I I 5137^ I 2(1^Hrf I I VHqj I

c(iq: I q: I I ^qT I ^R-^ 'O C\

WITH i qq l qu: I qasi 1 quifa I qqqi l

qqiwjTn I gqq l qqfo I *qmfa 1 ^5: 1 faHT^TZlfl I\ >0 O \ >00 V) >A \

I I I qjq qqcT I

C\ C\ •O s

No. 398.

—

Num shall invariably be the augment of that

which ends with a portion of the affix satri which comes after the

a derived from Sap (No. 419) OR syan (No. 670), when si or a

nadi follows.

Hence pachat (No. 397) makes 1. d
.
pachanti. In the 1. p.

pachanti. In like manner divyat “sporting ” (No. 669) makes 1.

d. divyanti, 1. p. divyanti.

The word dhanus “ a bow ” makes 1. s. dhanuh (Nos. 270, 123,

and 110), 1. d. dhanushi (No. 169). In the 1. p., as the word

ends in s (No. 371), the vowel is lengthened, and the s is changed

to sh notwithstanding the intervention of num (No. 381), giving

dhanunshi. In the 3. s. dkanushd, 3. d. dhanurbhydm (No.

123). In like manner chakshus “ an eye,” havis “ clarified butter,”

&c. The word payas “water” makes 1. s. payah (Nos. 270, &c.).
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1. d. payasi, 1. p. pay&nsi (No. 371), 3. s
.
payasd, 3. d. payo-

bhyam (Nos. 123 and 126). The word supuns “of which the men
are good” makes 1. s. supurn (Nos. 270 and 26), 1. d. supunsi,

1. p. supuviansi (Nos. 383, 316, and 371). In the neuter of the

pronoun udas “
that,” 1. s. aclah, ’the various alterations of the case-

affixes (directed in Nos. 259, 262, 172, &c.) first take place
;
and

then the substitution of u and to (No. 386) having been made, we

get 1. d. amu, 1. p. amuni. The rest is like the masculine.

So much for neuters ending in consonants,

i « n

i \ \ % i so i

^ i <*^1 i wm i vm i M^m i sis i i
N. X X sJ X SS X ^ N ^
I 1 ^ 1 ERSc? I ^KTrl I ySJSR I I

s X V) \ \ ^ \ \

|

i ikm i ?:i% i ^izw i i iri^ i i

si i crfra i i i i fasw i i

X A X N N x

*pri i i ^ i i i i i ^ i

5011*11371 I I 1 3q^!T I WiXM I ^cT I

l ?*W\ll I 1 I 5Rn I 7m I 531ST I

x xxx
fcHi i i i 5^1 i i sure i Sinre i

lire I I l 3qT*l I I raiTqgi I I

\ \ N>

Hm I \z\m\ l
3qvjj

I qp| | jpjgi | i jnug | \6 >0 S> X \ \,

gsiTpiJJ I I I wifely I l l

qtra i m^ i i ^ i ^ i ^19 i Hrira i n*ii^ i

Erll^ l m 1 l ^Tf l ^ I 5IT I 1 I I

qg I I ^Riq I qjqcfcf I 3I^qcT l I 3?qr? I *TCc? I

SSrarl I I ^rT 1 ^ I 23^ 1 cl^ I 55%^ I I I

N> X X X X X

WlMfl 1 I sjfa : I I 5RT^ I ^ I SI3C? I

X ^ x \ f \ X

clI51cJ I l I | 1 TT %*re i %<re I ^ITIT I I
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WE I I cm I rJTJITf I I TSR^f I I ^|¥ IX ^ 'O N. N» ViO

i \ i i

i 'sfeigfcT i 'sn !*Tifiti3i3Mqiiri%i
^T I ^ I ^1^51 I I THE I C7IE I ^ I i I

NJ M ^ \ >41
t i «i: i ^ i si i fw i i m i ^tct: i ^if^-

Si s» \

cqiffaw i fifiraisn: uif uraiu: i ^isa^cra: hisr ^w-

i i i fir^Tiiai: i cjiggcfi i ^i5r i

^cj^noqzm i ^fi i

OF INDECLINABLE WORDS.

No. 399 .—Swar, &c. and the particles (nipata) are called

INDECLINABLES.
•

These are swar “ heaven,” antar “midst, “ prdtar “
in the

morning,” punar “ again,” sanutar “
in concealment,” uchchais

“ high,” nichais “low,” sanais “slowly,” ridhak “ rightly,” rite

“except,” yugapat “
at once,” drat “far, near,” prithak “apart/

hyas “ yesterday,” swas “ to-morrow,” diva “ by day,” rutrau “
in

the night,” sdyam “at eve,” chiram “a long time,” manak “a

little,” %shat “ a little,” josham “
silently,” tdshnim “

silently,” vahis
“ outside,” avas “ outside,” samayd “ near,” nikasha “ near,”

sivayam “
of one’s self.” vrithd “

in vain,” naktam “ at night,”

nan “ not,” hetau “ by reason of,” iddhd “
truly,” addled “ evi-

dently,” sdmi “ half,” vat “ like,” (e. g. brdlimanavat “priestly,”

kshatriyavat “ like a Kshatriya ”), sand “perpetually,” upadhd
“ division,” tiras “crookedly,” sanat or sanat “perpetually,” antard

or antarena “without, except,” jyok “quickly,” kam “water,

ease,” sam “ease,” sahasa “hastily,” vina “without,” nand “vari-

ous,” swasti “greeting,” swadhd (interjection) “ oblation to manes,”

alam “ enough,” vashat, srauhsat and vaushat, (interjections)

“ oblation of butter,” anyat “ otherwise,” asti
“ existence,” upansu.

“ privately,” kshamd “ patience, pardon,” vihayasd “ aloft, in the

air,” dosha “in the evening,” mrisha and mithyd “falsely,” mudlid

“in vain,” pura “formerly,” mitho or mithas “ mutually,” prdyas

“frequently,” muhus “ repeatedly,” pmvahukam or pravdhikd “
at

&
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the same time,” aryahalam “ violently,” abhikshnam “ repeat-

edly,” sakam or sdrdham “with,” namas “reverence,” hirvk

“without,” dliik “fie!” atha “ thus,” am “quickly,” am “indeed*

yes,” pratdm “ with fatigue,” prasan “ alike,” pratdn “ widely,”

ma or man “ do not.”

The foregoing class of words (“ szvar, &c.),” is one the fact of

a word’s belonging to which is known only from its form, and could

not have been inferred from its nature (see No. 53). »

The following are particles (nipdta), viz. cha “and,” va “or,”

ha (an expletive), aha (vocative particle), eva “only, exactly,” evam

so, thus,” nunam “ certainly,” saswat “ continually,” yugapat “at

once,” bhuyas “ repeatedly,” k/upat “excellently,” supat “ excel-

lently,” kuvit “abundantly,” net or chet “
if,” chan “ if ” [the n

is indicatory], yatra “ where,” tatra “ there,” lcachchit “ what if?,”

“ naha “no,” hanta “ah!” mdkim, makirn, or nakih, “dp not,”

akim “indeed !”, mdh “do not,” nan “not,” ydvat “as much as,”

tavat “so much,” twai, nwai, or dwai “perhaps,” rai (disrespect-

ful interjection),sraushat, vaushat or swahd (interj.) “oblation to

the gods,” swadha “oblation to the manes,” vashat “oblation to

the gods,” om (mystical ejaculation typical of the three great deities

of the Hindu mythology), turn “thouing,” tathahi “thus,” (intro-

ducing an exposition), khulu “certainly,” kila “indeed,” atha

“now” (auspicious inceptive), sushtu “excellent,” sma (attached

to the present tense gives it a past signification), ddaha “ fie !”

To the list of Indeclinables belong also what have, without

the reality, the appearance of an upasarga (No. 47), of a word

with one of the terminations of case or person, and of the vowels.

In the example avadattam “ given away,” the ava is not really an

upasarga, for if it were, the word (by VII. 4. 47.*) would be

avattam. In the example ahanyuh “ egotistic,” the ahah is not

identical with the aham “I,” terminating in a case-affix—because

a pronoun, really regarded as beiug in the nominative case, could

not be the first member in such a compound. In the example,

astikshird, a cow or the like “ in which there is milk,” the asti

must be regarded as differing from the word asti “is,” which ends

* When the aphorism does not occur in the Laghu Kaumudi, the reference is

made to the Ashtddhydyl.

«
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with the affix of the 3rd person singular, otherwise it could not

have appeared as the first member in a compound. The vowels

a, a, i, i, u, u, e, ai, o, au, when, as interjections, they indicate

various emotions, differ from the ordinary vowels. Other lude-

clinables are pasu “ well,” 6ukam “quickly,” yathdkathdcha “ any

how,” pat, pydt, anya
,
hai, he bhoh, (vocative particles), aye “ah!”

(indicating recollection), glia (vocative), vishu “ on all sides,” eka-

pade “
at the same moment,” yut “ blame,” dtah “ hence.”

This list also (“c/ta.&c.”) is one each of the various individuals

composing which is to be recognised by its own shape (No. 53).

Words are indeclinable which have the following terminations

viz. the taddhita affixes (No. 1067) beginning with tasil (No. 1286)

reckoning as far as (but not including) pdsap (V. 3. 47.):—or the

terminations sas, &c. (No. 1330) reckoning as far as the aphorism

“ samasdntdh,” (V. 4. 68.) :—or the Vaidilca termination am ox its

equivalent dm (No. 1309):—or the terminations that have the

force of kritwasuch (i. e. which give the sense of such and such a

number of times) :—or the terminations tasi (equivalent to tasil)

and vat “like,” and nd or nan (V. 2.27). For example, atah

“ hence ” (which ends in tasil), &c.

3i^5rr. I ^ \ \ 1 1

l

No. 400.—What ends in a krit affix (No. 135) ending in

the letter m or in ech is indeclinable.. Thus sviaram smaram
“having repeatedly remembered,” jivase “to live,” pibadhyai “to

.drink.”
.

(III. 4. 9.)

i ? i % i i

i i : i i

No. 401.—What ends in ktwa (No. 935) or TOSUN OR kasun
(III. 4. 9.) is indeclinable. Thus kritwa “ having done,” udeto

“ having risen,” visripah “ having spread.”

i i y i i

O
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’siraift I

No. 402.—And the kind of compound termed AVmYfBHAVA
(No. 966) is indeclinable. Thus adhihari “upon Bari or Vishnu.”

I 5? I 8 I 1

^oquism: ^ i sji^thtu i i

sj v \

^ siiS ZT3 SJIfT rl^ajZW II

Si sa ” N

^Wl S2ZT cjl^T H^JT T3JSII II

sqmg; i guts: i wmRjj i fqviHH n

^SEWfa II

No. 403.—There is elision (luk—No. 209) OF AP (the feminine

termination) AND OF SUP (the case-affixes) AFTER what is INDECLI-

NABLE. For example, tatra saldydm “ in that hall.” Here the

indeclinable tatra “ there ” does not take either the feminine ter-

mination or a case-affix, although it is equivalent to tasydm “
in

that.” So then “what changes not (navyeti ), remaining alike in

the three genders, and in all cases, and in all numbers, is what is

termed an indeclinable avyaya.”

The grammarian Bhdguri wishes that there shall be elision of

the initial a of ava and dpi (No. 48). and that dp shall be the ter-

mination of all feminine words which would otherwise end in con-

sonants, e. g. vdchd “ speech ” (instead of “vach), nisd “night”,

(not nis), disa “space” (not dis). [But the rule, thus resting on

the authority of a single grammarian (see No. 38) is optional.] So

we have either avagahah or vagdhah “ bathing,” apidhdnam or

pidhdnam “concealment.”

So much for the Tndeclinables.

©
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OF THE VERBS.

1 T&Z I I *ZZ I I I ^ I t

X s S> V X V \ X X

I 53 I

No. 401.—The terminations generally of the moods and ten-

ses of the verbs are denoted in the grammar by the letter l. The

affixes of each particular tense are denoted by the letter l accompa-

nied by certain indicatory letters as follows :—Present LAT, 2nd

Preterite LIT, 1st Future LUT, 2nd Future Lrit, scriptural Impera-

tive let, Imperative LOT, 1st Preterite LAN, Potential Ll&, 3rd

Preterite lun, Conditional LRifi. The fifth among these (viz.

let) OCCURS ONLY IN THE VEDAS. •

31: ^ vira i ^ i « i ^ i

'5RRKT:
J N»

^ I

No. 405.—Let the letters L (above described) be placed after

transitive verbs IN denoting the object ALSO as well as the agent

;

AND AFTER INTRANSITIVES IN marking THE CONDITION (i. e. the

action itself, which the verb imports), ALSO as well as the agent.

[N. B.—The verb itself denotes the action: to be, or to do,

generally
;
or to be, or to do, in a particular manner. In tbe active

voice, the affix marks the agent : in the passive voice of a transi-

tive verb, it marks the object
;
but, in the passive form of an in-

transitive verb, the action itself.]

*33
1 ^ 1 ^ 1 ^ 1

^ 1 vt
1 ^ vi feift i

No. 406.—Let LAT (No.404) be placed after a verbal root

employed IN denoting present action. The a and the t (in lat)

are indicatory. According to No. 155 the l also ought to be indi-

o
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catory—but it is not to be regarded as indicatory here, because

nothing (in the grammar) is enounced without a purpose (and no

purpose wnuld be served by the elision of this l, which therefore

remains).

The verb bhu “ to be” is now to be conjugated. When it is

wished to speak of an agent, the case (as far as we have yet seen)

standing thus, viz : bhu+ l (we look forward).

ftcrWfvR foqsrcsi FlTrlT^J 2JHJT2IT-
N S V s S S

i ^ l 8 i
jac i

^5515*1 w. i

No. 407.'—Let these eighteen be the substituted of l (No. 404)

—viz.

Parcismai-pada.

Sing. Dual. Plural.

(Lowest.) TIP TAS JHI

(Middle.) SIP THAS THA
(Highest.) MIP VAS MAS

Sing.

TA

THAS

IT

Jtmane-pada.

Dual. Plural.

ATAM JHA (he, they, &c.)

ATHAM DHWAM (thou,you,&C.)

VAHI MAHlft (I, we, &c.)

W. I \ I 8 I <t£ I

wItii: to: i

No. 408.
—

*Let the substitutes of L (No. 407) be called PARAS-

MAI-PADA

—

i. e. “ words for another.”

[Such are the terminations of a verb the action of which is ad-

dressed to another than the agent—i. e. of a transitive verb.]

1^18 1 |

•v N C\

No. 409.— Let the set comprised under the technical name
TAfi (i. e. the second set of nine, in No. 407, from to, to mahin
inclusive), and the TWO ending in ANA

—

viz : the participial affixes

sanach (No. 883) and Icdnctch (No. 880) be called atmane-pada

—

i. e. words for one’s self.” This supersedes (in regard to these

affixes) the previous name (derived from No. 408).
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[Such are the terminations of a verb the action of which is

addressed or reverts to the agent himself—as in the Middle Voice

of the Greek.]

n i

^
i

No. 410.—Let the affixes called atmane-pada (No. 409) be

placed AFTER a verbal root distinguished (in the catalogue of

roots called Dhdtu-pdtha) by A GRAVELY ACCENTED INDICATORY

vowel, OR by AN INDICATORY N.

ni 3 i i

sRyjmfaH i

No. 411.

—

After a verbal root distinguished by AN INDICA-

TORY vowel circumflexly accented, or by an indicatory NT,

WHEN THE (direct) FRUIT OF THE ACTION ACCRUES TO THE AGENT,

let there be the atmane-pada affixes.

ill SRilft I ?l 3 I
-ac

|

^ifwSiqsfaRraBwijgtm: w i

No. 412.—AFTER THE rest, i. e. after whatever verbal root is

devoid of any cause for the affixing of the atmane-pada termina-

tions (Nos. 410 and 411), let THE parasmai-pada affixes be em-

ployed IN marking the AGENT.

i ^ i y \ \*\ i

sfiRT^r^i: i

vs

No. 413.— Let the three triads in both the sets (parasmai-

pada and dtmane-pada
)
of conjugational affixes (comprised

under the general name of tin—a pratyah&ra formed of the first

and last of them viz. tip and mahin— No. 407—) be called, in

order, the lowest, the middle, and the highest (person).

[These, it must be borne in mind, correspond to the 3rd, 2nd,

and 1st persons of European grammar.]

i t, i a i ^ i

O e
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!9tr ^r: i

No. 414* —Let these three triads of eonjugational affixes,

which (No. 413) have received the names of Lowest, &c. be sailed,

(as regards the three expressions in each triad

—

tip, tas, jhi, &c.)

SEVERALLY, “ THE EXPRESSION FOR ONE ” (singular), “ THE EXPRES-

SION FOR TWO” (dual), AND “THE EXPRESSION FOR MANY ”

(plural).

^ l 8 I \

Th^n^siiK5R3in^H ^ trow: i

\ 'OS) s>

No. 415.

—

When the pronoun yushmad “ thou” understood,

and ALSO when the same expressed, is the attendant word
IN agreement with the verb, and denotes the agent or object that

is signified by the verbal termination, then let the verbal termina-

tion be THE MIDDLE (No. 413).

\ \ \s \

C\

No. 416.

—

When the pronoun asmad “I” is in the same cir-

cumstances (as yushmad in No 415), then let the verbal termina-

tion be THE HIGHEST (No. 413).

usr: i \ i « i vc
i

jq ^ i

Cs

No. 417.

—

In all other cases (besides those provided for in

Nos. 415 and 416), let the verbal termination be the LOWEST (No.

413.)

The expression hhu+l (No. 406) having thus become bhu+ti

(by the substitution directed in No. 407, we look forward).

ft® fail I 5 I f) I ??3 i

zra0
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No. 418.—Let the affixes called Till (No. 413) and those

WITH AN INDICATORY g, which are enounced in the division of the

grammar pertaining to verbal roots, be called SA.RVADHA.TUKA (i. e.

“ applicable to the whole of a radical term”).

srhR shj i ^ i x |
<*C

|

SJ \

No. 419.—When a sdrvadhatulca affix (No. 418) follows, sig-

nifying an AGENT, let gAP be placed after the verbal root. [The

s and the p, by Nos. 155 and 5, being indicatory, there remains a,

giving bhu+ a+ ti.~\

^iW^TW^r: i s i $ i ca \
SJ sj \

5*0: 1 1 mm 1 vmn: 1

No. 420.

—

When a sarvadhatuka (No. 418) or an ardha-

DHATUKA affix (No. 436) FOLLOWS, then let guna (No. 33) be the

substitute of an inflective base (No. 152) that ends in ik.

Thus hhu becomes bho, and, av being substituted by No. 29,

we have bkavati “ he becomes.” In like manner bhavatah “ they

two become.”

i 'o i ^ i ^ i

i Jifli i r? i srafa i

vrasr: i i

No. 421.

—

Ant is the substitute OF the letter JH being part of

an affix (as in the case of jhi—407). By No. 300 the a of ant sup-

plies the place both of itself and of the preceding a of bhavct—so

that we have bkavanti “ they become.” Again

—

bhavasi “thou

becomest,” bavathah “ you two become,” bhavatha “ you become.”

^ ^ i i

*m\S^ 5iii 33^i|t I iqqifil i |

W. \ ^ I flclci: I ^ mFcT I l nqi
si

mm: i uij qsrg i w# neiifa i iqsiig: i mi \

C\

© o
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:

No. 422

—

The long vowel shall be the substitute OF au in-

flective base ending in short A, when a sdrvadhatuka affix (No.

418) beginning with YAN FOLLOWS. Thus (bhava+ mi= ) bhavami
“ I become,” bhavavah “ we two become,” bhavdmah “ we become.”

With the pronouns supplied, the present tense stands thus :

—

Sing. Dual. Plu.

8a bhavati. tau bhavatah. te bhavanti.

twaii bhavasi. yuvan blmvathah. yuyah bhavatha.

ahan bhavami. avah bliavdvah. vayah bhavdmah.

faz I ^ I ^ 1 »VJt I

i Tcisiisa: i

No. 423.—Let LIT (No. 404) come after a verbal root employ-

ed IN signifying what took place before the current day and UNPER-

CEIVED (by the narrator.)

Instead of the l (of lit, the i and t of which are indicatory), let

there be tip, &c. (No. 407).

i s i ^ i \

No. 424.—Let there be, in the room OF the PARASMAI-PADA

affixes, tip, &c., substituted for lit, nal, &c.— viz.

Sing. Dual. Plural.

NAL ATUS US

THAL ATHUS A

NAL YA MA.

Proceeding to subjoin these affixes, (the n and l being elided

by Nos. 148 and 5) the case standing thus

—

bhu+a—we look for-

ward.

wn qrasfeti: i « i
«= i

V* v* VJ s

No. 425.—Let VUK (of which the u and k are indicatory) be

the augment of the root bhu, when (a substitute for) lu£t or LIT

beginning with a vowel FOLLOWS.

0 .
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Thus bhu + a becomes bhuv+a.

fare nAwiw i ^ i \ i
c

i

liMs jrefRSB § ^cT ^if^-

«rlT5^: Vim g TgcflSS? I ^ W I

No. 426.—When lit follows, there are two in the room of

the first portion, containing a single vowel, OF AN UNREDUPLICATED

VERBAL ROOT
;
but, after an initial vowel, the reduplication is of the

second portion (containing a single vowel) which follows it.

Thus bliuv+ a having become bhuvbhuv+a, we look forward.

^isK?re:

frai: i *.

No. 427.—Let the ftrst of those two which are here spoken

of (No. 426) be called the reduplicate (abhydsa).

w. i ® i 8 i <f° i

No. 428.—Of the reduplicate (No. 427) the first CONSO-

NANT is left
;
the other consonants are elided.

Thus we have bhubhuv+a.

i

No. 429.—In the room of the vowel of the reduplicate there

is the short vowel.

Thus we have bhubhuv+a.

i ® i 8 i i

No. 430.—When lit follows, let there be A instead of the u
of the reduplicate syllable OF the verb BHU,

Thus we have bhabhuv+a.

sr . . — : —

a

j .
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^ I e | « 1 <J8 |

araril *K5ii gr: i mai arai •a* ?Pi
SJ

^5R: | mm I sli^ri: I ®W3: I

C\ C\ Nd C\

No. 431.—In a reduplicate syllable, let there be also char

and jas instead of jhal

:

—that is to say—let there be jas in the

room of jhas, and char in the room of khay—such is the distinction.

Thus bhabhuv+ a becomes finally babhuva “ he became." In

the same way babhuvatuh (No. 424) “ they two became,” babhu-

vuli “ they became."

f%z \ix i

No. 432.

—

And let a conjugational affix substituted for LIT be

called ardhadhatuka (No. 436).

i ® i ^ i ^ i

swaa i anaa: i awa i ana i awfaa i a«faa i

Cv S) C\ C\ C\ Cv

No. 433 .—It is the augment of an ardhadhatuka affix

BEGINNING WITH VAL.

In accordance with No. 103, the i (of it) is 'prefixed to the

affix—giving babhuvitha, “thou becamest.” Then babhuvathuh

“ you two became,” babhuva “you became,” babhuva “ I became,”

and again babhuviva (No. 433), “ we two became,” babhuvima

“ we became.”

^ I ^ 1 ^ I Vi I

No. 434.—Let lut (No. 404) come after a verbal root in the

sense of what will happen but not in the course of the cur-

rent DAT.

^tr: l ^ l ^ I ^ l

wi

:

» srarenrais: 1 *1

s
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No. 435.—When lri and lut follow, then these two, sya

and tasi, are the affixes of a verbal root. This supersedes the

affix sap, &c. (No. 419). Both Irin and Irit are included in the

expression "lri."

^Twyii 3ta: i ^ i 8 i \

WtlRfa Tllfri: Hoqa Jjclreg: I

^1
s

No. 436.—Let the remainder, i. e. affixes other than tin and

those with an indicatory s (No. 418), subjoined to a verbal root be

called ardhadhatulca— (i. e. “belonging to half the verb,”—or to six

of the tenses).

The augment it here presents itself from No. 433, and the

word (through Nos. 420 and 435) attains the form bhavitas.

i » i s i
c'j i

I ufaflT I

No. 437 .—Da RATI and ras are substituted in the room of

the affixes of the lowest (No. 413) person OF LUT.

As the presence of d as an indicatory letter must not be un-

meaning, there is elision of the final vowel with what follows it

(No. 52), although the word is not one of those called bha (Nos.

185 and 187).

Thus bhavitas (from No. 436) becomes bhavit, and (with the

d derived from the da of this rule), bhavitd “ he will become.”

fTT^W^Tq: l * I 8 I

nr*

i

No. 438.—There is elision OF tas (No. 435) AND of the verb

AS, when an affix beginning with s follows.

ft ^ l O I 8 I ^ I

*t!t nc^ rren i i i i

i i nfiiciifcn i ufaru^i: i wfacuw: i

o
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No. 439.

—

And so (as directed in No% 438) when an affix be-

ginning with R FOLLOWS.

Thus we have (No. 437) bhavitarau "they two will become,”

bhavitarah “ they will become,” bhavitasi “ thou wilt become,”

bhavitasthah “you two will become,” hhavitdstha “you will be-

come,” bkavitasmi “I will become,” bhavitaswah “we two will

become,” bhavitdsmah “ we will become.”

^ <<1
| 3 i ^ i ^ i

T^xn^ixrf fomai «ii i

i 13 i unsafe! i siribici: i i nfgsqfg i

i i i jqfassnq: i i

No, 440.—And in the remaining cases, i. e. whether there

be or be not another verb (denoting an action performed) for the sake

of the (future) action (No. 903)—let lrit come after a verbal root

employed in the sense of the future (indefinite or 2nd).

The augment sya being obtained from No. 435, and it from

No. 433, and the s being change to si by No. 169, we have

bhavishyati “ he will become,” bhavishyatah “ they two will be-

come,” bhavishyanti “they will become,” bhavishyasi “thou wilt

become,” bhavishyathah “you two will become,” bhavishyatha

“you will become,” bhavishyami “
I will become,” bhavishyavah

“we two will become,” bhavishyamah “we will become.”

n i ^ i ^ i ^ i

No. 441.

—

And let lot (No. 404) come after a verbal root in

the sense of command, &c.

'ssufcfa fe%tr i ? i ? i vs3 i

No. 442.—In the sense of benediction, Lift and lot are

employed.

TO I ^ I 8 I I

§13 ?5RR^ 3! I I

a -
.
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No. 443.—Let there be U instead OF the I of an affix substitu-

ted for lot (No. 441). Thus bhavatu “let him become.”

i «> i ^ i ^ i

STrafa gwreaFif ai i >Kr5n<3 i nsraig i

No. 444.—In benediction tatan is optionally the sub-

stitute OF tu (No. 443) AND hi (No. 447).

The affix, though containing an indicatory n (No. 59), take3

the place of the whole of the original affix, because it is ruled that

No. 58, which is subsequent to No. 59 in the order of the Ashtjd-

dhydyi, shall here take effect (by No. 132). Thus bhavatdt “may

he become.”

%RT I ^ I 8 I I

^isscnmajzr: saw: i

No. 445.—Let the treatment of lot (No. 441) be like that

of LAiSf (No. 456,) and so let there be the substitution of tdm, cfee.

(No. 446) and the elision of s (No. 455).

rUSrerfflqf rUSrprlW: i a i « i \°\ i

ferissrrari aiwga: i mam i i

No. 446.—Let tdm, &c., i. e. TAM, tam, ta, and am, be instead

of the four substitutes, viz., TAS, thas, tha, and mip,

—

of any l

which has an indicatory n (viz., Ian, lin, lun, and Irin). Thus bha-

vatam (No
v 445) “let the two become,” bhavantu “let them become.”

I ^ I 8 I
c a |

No. 447.—Instead OF the si, substituted for lot, there is HI

—

and this has not the indicatory p (of the sip).

t: i ^ i « i i

i i wsmiar i wqFin i nqn i

V> N. N V

No. 448.—Let there be elision
(luh—No. 209) of hi (No.

447) AFTER what ends in short A. Thus bhava or (No. 444) bha-

a
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vatdt “ be thou,” or “ mayst thou become,” bhavatam “ do you two

become,” bhauata “ become ye.”

i ^ i « i i

ire: i

No. 449.—Nl is the substitute of mi in the room of lot.

fq^ | ^ | 8
1 ^ |

|

I

No. 450 .—At is the augment of the affixes of the highest

person substituted in the room of lot, AND the termination is as if

j
it had AN INDICATORY P.

The hi (No. 447) and ni (No. 449) do not undergo the change

to u (by No. 443)—because in that case the enouncing of the i in

these two substitutes would be unmeaning. Thus we have bhava-

ni “ may I become”—(No. 103).

a Ruvmr:m » i i

No. 451.

—

These particles, termed gati (No. 222) and upct-

sarga No. 47) are to be employed BEFORE THE VERBAL ROOT—
(that is to say, they are prefixes).

I
C | 8 i ^ i

i

No. 452.

—

Let there be a cerebral n in the room of the dental

n -of ani (Nos. 449 and 450), the substitute of lot, when it follows

a letter competent to cause such a change (No. 157) standing in an

upasarga. Thus, in consequence of the r in pra, we have prubha-

vani “ let me prevail.”

i

•» - —- 0
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No. 453 .

—"It should be stated that dur (No. 48) is for-

bidden TO SUPPORT THE CHARACTER OF AN UPASARGA. IN SO FAR

AS REGARDS THE CHANGING (of S and 7l) TO SH AND N.” Thus we

have, without change, duhsthiti “ ilhfortune,” and durbhavani

“ may I be unhappy.”

x N

No. 454.—“ It should be stated that the word antar

SUPPORTS THE CHARACTER OF AN UPASARGA (No. 452), SO FAR AS

REGARDS THE RULES FOR Aft (III-3-1 04) AND KI (No. 917) AND

the change of n to a cerebral N.” Hence antarbliavdni “ may

I be within.”

fsro l ^ i tf l <£<£ l

*15113 I i

No. 455.—There is ALWAYS elision of an affix of the Chief

person, substituted in the room OF THAT l WHICH HAS AN INDICA-

TORY ft, provided it end ins. By No. 27 the elision is only of the

s, the final letter. By No. 445 this rule applies to the case of lo\

so that we have bhavava “ may we two become,” and bhavdma
“ may we become.”

e\ >.

No. 456.—Let LAN" (No. 404) come after a verbal root em-

ployed IN the SENSE of past BEFORE the commencement of THE

CURRENT DAY.

. \ ^ \ y i ^ i

i

No. 457.—At, ACUTELY ACCENTED, is the augment of the in-

flective base, when Luft (No. 468), LAft (No. 456), and LRift (No.

476) FOLLOW.

According to No. 103, this augment is one to be prefixed.
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1^181 \°° i

xresgqsTg^TO^ g<g ci^g §nq: I *wgrj i

wwmg i 'gflSR i 'ggg: i ^nqgcig i wjgri i 'gggg i

'gggig i 'gggra i

No. 45S.—And there is elision of that parasmaipada affix

(No. 408) ending in I (viz. ti, anti, si, and mi,) which is the sub-

stitute of an l distinguished by au indicatory n. Thus abhavat “he

became,” abhavatam (No. 446) “they two became,” abhavan

(No. 26) “they became,” abhavah (Noa. 124 and 111) “thou be-

camest,” abhavatam (No. 446) “ you two became,” abha-vata (No.

446) “ you became,” abhavam (No. 446) “ I became,” abhavava

(No. 455)
“ we two became,’’ abhavdma “we became.”

fa® ^ i

* 1 1

gsgiig wiTf^b i

\
No. 459.—Let Lift (No. 404) come after a verbal root IN these

senses, viz. commanding, directing, inviting, expression of

WISH, ENQUIRING, and asking for.

qnjz f®v i ^ i n i ^ i

No. 460.

—

When the parasmaipada substitutes of lin

follow, then yasut (No. 103) acutely accented is their augment,

AND the termination is regarded as HAVING AN INDICATORY ft.

fa®: I 'O i ^ I 'Si i

wlvnwiilwiissprsma sw 3m: i cw i

No. 461.—There is elision OF the s, not being FINAL, of a

sdrvadhatuka substitute (No. 418) OF Lift.

This having presented itself, we look forward.

fcr. i s i ^ i
c»

i

ma: toi omhaRmsmarci ara i >tc i
V4 N \ ^

o
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No. 462.

—

Iy is substituted in the room of yds (No. 460) being

part of a sdrvadhdtuka affix corning after what ends in short a.

Thus we have bhava,+ iy+ t (No. 458); and, substituting

guna, bhavey+t.

%rer i ^ i ^ i i

I Wf^rTT^ I

No. 463.—There is ELISION .OF v AND y, when val (i. e. any

consonant except h or y) follows. Thus we have bhavet “ he may

become,” bhavetdm (No. 446) “ they two may become.”

i 5 i « i i

fw i nin: i i j^cr i i wian i i

I

No. 464.—Instead of jhi in the room of lin, there shall be

JUS (No. 149). Thus bhaveyuh (No. 462) “they may become,”

bhaveh (No. 458) “thou mayst become,” bhavetam (No. 446) “you

two may become,” bhaveta “ you may become,” bhaveyam “
I may

become,” bhaveva (No. 455) “we two may become,” bhavema “we

may become.”

f^rfsrfa i 81 l

No. 465.—When the sense is that of benediction, let a

termination of the set called tin (No. 413) substituted in the room

of lift be termed ardhadhdtuJca.

1^18 1 \
cs i

'sufafa T^ii farr i *srt: qztanihftftt I

\) N \

No. 466.

—

When the sense is that of benediction, then

yanut, the augment of lin (No. 460), is as if it were distinguished

BY AN INDICATORY K.

The s of yds (yasut) is elided before tip, according to No. 337.

f|f?r =? i \ i \ i a, i

e
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woigt ^ *ci: i vm\ri i gm-

5^11q i *nno: i urn: i i qni^ i mi\m\ \

. ^ C\ s» C\ C\NC\ CS ^

VWm | iTOTSiq l

Cv C\

No. 4-67.

—

And there are not guna and vriddhi, when indicat-

ed by the term “ ik,” if that which would otherwise cause the

change HAS AN INDICATORY g, OR K, OR FT.

According to No. 466, the -augment yasut (which otherwise,

according to No. 4-20, would have caused the substitution of guna
ill the room of the u of bhu which is “ ilc") is to be regarded as

having an indicatory Jc—so that we have bhuyat (No. 458) “ may

he become,” bhuyastam (No. 446) “ may they two become,” bhu-

yasuh (No. 464-) “may they become,” bhuyah (No. 337) “ mayst

thou become,” bhuyastam “ may you two become,” bhuyaata “ may

you become,” bhuyasam “ may I become, “ bhuyaswa “ may we

two become,” bhuydsma “ may we become.”

i S > * i U° i

wara sun i

Cv S> \ ^

No. 468.—Let lun (No. 404) come after a verbal root in the

sense of what is past (indefinitely).

SRlfe
1 ^ i ^ i ^ |

sfesRurosiaf: i

No. 469.

—

When (the prohibitive particle) ma& is employed,

then let there be LUFf. This sets aside all the other tenses.

wvtf ^ i ^ i ^ i |

SRlrTC qil% TO I

X
.

N» X

No. 470.

—

And when it (viz. mdh—No. 469) is followed by

SMA, there may be
.
laft. By the word “ and,” it is signified that

lun (No. 469) is equally admissible.

For examples, see No. 475.

i ^ i \ I 8^ i

e
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i

No. 471 .—When Luft follows, let chli be added to the

verbal root. This sets aside sap (No. 419) and the like. •

g:f^ i ^ i ^ i «8 i

i

No. 472 .—Instead OF CHLI (No. 471 ), let there be SICH. The

i and ch in sick are indicatory.

jnfFrarwgw?: ftm: qroratg i » i a i ««

i

No. 473 .—When the parasmaipada affixes come after the

verbal roots GA, STHA “ to stand,” the six called GHU (No. 662), PA

&BHU, there is elision (luk—No. 209) OF SICH (No. 472). The

roots gd and pa fire here severally taken in the sense of the verb in
“ to go," and ofpa “ to drink ” (not “ to praise,” and “ to protect”).

i $ i 5 i
ge

i
6s ^ \

*TO ^ I ’SWc! I Wrim I

C\ Cs V> C\ ^ Cs N.

wra*? i i i =swci i tokto i i i

«s N C\ Cs 's C\ CsN C\ Cs

No. 474 .—When a sdrvadhatulca tense-affix conies after

these two, BBU “ to become,” and SHU “ to bring forth,” guna is

not substituted (by No. 420). Thus we have abhut (Nos. 457 and

458
)
“ he became,” abhutam (No. 446)

“ they two became,” abhu-

van (No. 425
)
“they became,” abhuli

“ thou becamest,” abhutam

“ you two became,” abhuta “you became,” abhuvam “ I became,”

abhuva “ we two became,” abhuma “ we became.”

si ut i^i8i 'aa i

sisiti sfi: i m *131=1 wj i m otfi i m hfii
> C\ N N C\ \

No. 475 .
—When the verb is in conjunction with the pro-

hibitive particle MAN, the augments at (No. 457)
and at (No. 478 )

are not taken. Thus via bhavdn bhut “ may you, Sir, not be-

come,” ma sma bhavat (No. 470)
“ may he not become,” ma sma

bhut. “ may he not become.”

Q 0
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f=g?f-if«Tj <33- fgraiffjqTn i 3 i ? i ^si i

m srfiisqFai ^ fasHim

*^T^rccr^T JIcaFimTSm I I ’SWiqElrIlfl I 'swfii-X \ ^ •

ssr i 'swsnaj: i ’swfqajrm i 'snqfiiEifi i i

\ X X

I I pigsisufaiam rl^T

I fcSTT3 ijzirj I ^ri SlTrlrqiTEFi |
s?

| ^iclfa I

No. 476.—Where there is a reason, such as the relation of

cause and effect, FOR affixing Lift (No. 459), there let LRlft (No.

404) be affixed, when the non-completion of the action is to

be understood.

This tense (the conditional) takes the following form

—

abha-

vishyat (Nos. 457, 420, 435, 433, 169, and 458) “ he would be-

come,” abhaviahyatam (No. 446)
“ they two Vould become,”

abhavishyan “ they would become,” abhavishyah “ thou wouldst

become,” adhavishyatam “ you two would become,” cibhavishyata
'

“ you would become,” abhavishyam “
I would become,” abhavishya-

va “ we two would become,” abhavishydma “ we would become.”

“
If there had been good rain, then there would have been

plenty of food
;

”—or “
If there were to be good rain, then there

would be plenty of food ;”—to apprehend the force of the condi-

tional, let this and the like sentences be understood.

[In these renderings, let it be observed, there is an eye to the
“ non-completion of the action”—that is to say, it is implied that

there was not good rain, nor consequent plenty:—or that the oc-

currence of good rain is dubious, and the desirable consequence

equally so.]

The verb at,
“
to go on continuously,” (which, in the catalogue

of roots, is written ata—with a supernumerary or indicatory let-

ter termed an anubandha
)

is next to be conjugated :

—

atati (No.

419) he goes.”

^rf Wt | 'O I 8 | |

afisl: i vcm i 'sifici: i iN N» \»
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I ^ITrra: I ^]r{ I ^Irl I ’SlIIFig I I I

-O

I ^IrlfT I

SJ

No. 477.—Let there be a long vowel in the room OF SHORT A

INITIAL in a reduplicate (No. 427). Thus, in the 2nd pret., we have

ata (No. 424) “ he went,” atatuh “they two went,” dtv.k “they

went,” atitha (No. 433) “thou wentest,” dtathuh “you two went,”

ataV you went,” dta “I went,” dtiva “we two went,” dtima “ we

went.”

In the 1st fut. we have atita (No. 437) “he will go,” 2nd fut.

atishyati (No. 440) “he will go,” and imp. atatu (No. 443) “ let

him go.”

i ^ i 8 ro» i

I ^1cTcl I ^o[ I I

I 51 fi^ I

\ SJ c '

No. 478.—Let AT be the augment OF WHAT inflective bases BE-

GIN WITH A vowel, when lan, lan, or Irin follows, Thus we have

1st pret. atat “he went,” potential

—

atet (No. 463) “he may go,”

benedictive atydt (No. 467)
“ may he go,” atydstdm “ may they

two go.”

When lun (No. 468) is affixed, and sick (No. 472) follows, and

the augment it (No. 433) has been attached—we look forward.

10 I ? | i<; |

fawpig fiftwOTw i

No. 479.—Let it be the augmeut of an affix consisting

of A single (No. 199) consonant coming after sich actually pre-

sent (unelided) OR after the verb as “ to be.”

tz i
c i ^ | |

ss: 5tm: 1 ra;§i

cn=ai: 1 ^ifTm » wigTJj 1

No. 480.

—

When it (No. 479) follows, let there be elision

of s coming after it (No. 433).

B. O
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[This elision of s {sick), being directed by a rule in one of the

last three chapters of the grammar (No. 39), is not recognised by

No. 479—which therefore acts as if the sich were positively present.]

“ It should be stated that the elision of sich is recognised as hav-

ing taken place, in the case where a single substitute comes ” (in

the room of more than one element
;

as, for instance, when long

i comes, by No. 55, in the room of i+ i) : so that we have ati+ it=

atit “ he went,” dtishtam (Nos. 446, 169, and 78) “ they two wept.”

fasiKUrffefewra I 3 i a I I

'sim: i ^Tfrigij i 'SHjfag i 'suffix i i snffra i

I ITO l ? I

\ v» ^

No. 481.—Let there be jus instead of jhi belonging to a tense

designated by an l (No. 404) with an indicatory n, when it comes

AFTER SICH (No. 472) OR A REDUPLICATED verb, OR the root VID

“to know.” Thus atishuh “they went,” dtih (Nos. 479 and 480)

“ thou wentest,” dtishtam “you two went,” dtishta "you went,”

atisham “I went,” atishwa “we two went,” dtishma “we went.”

Conditional

—

atishyat (No. 476) “he would go.” The verb

shidh (shidhu) “ to go” is next to be conjugated.

W 93.I \ I 8 I \° \

No. 482.—Let a short vowel be termed “light” (laghu).

3* 1 ^ 1 a i \\ 1

wn qt 5^ 1

No. 483.

—

When a conjunct consonant follows, let a short

vowel be termed “heavy” (guru).

^ 1 ^ 1 a 1 ^ 1

am 1
>0 N N.

No. 484.

—

And let a long vowel be termed “heavy” (guru).

OTiwrerawa ^ 1 « 1 ^ 1 1

»_ - ~~ a
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WtTO nm: i

w. I | tlrcIJJ I far<3 I

No. 485.

—

And let there be guna in the room of the ik of

THAT inflective base which ends with the augment puk (No. 749)

OR which has A “light" vowel (No. 482) as its penultimate

letter (No. 296), when a sarvadhatuka or an ardhadhatuka affix

follows.

According to No. 280, s is substituted for the sh initial in the

root—and we have sedhati “ he goes." In the 2nd pret., the sub-

stituted s being again changed to sh (by No. 169), we have sishedha

(No. 424) “ he went."

ftss n i & i y i

faqfas I fafasrei: i i i refafsra i fafafaq i

s>

ijfam | I I I I T%OTlr=T |

NO \ \ \

^^IrT I I T& facft I 8 I^ ^ I ij I

X, \ SJ

3i5 srami gifa i s i irsfa i

No. 486.—Let a substitute of LIT, (No. 423), NOT coming AF-

TER A CONJUNCT consonant and not distinguished by an indicatory

p, be held to have AN indicatory k (No. 467). Thus sishidhatuh

“ they two went,” sishidhuh “they went, sishedhitha (No. 433)

“ thou wentest," sishidhathuh “ you two went," sishidha “ you

went,” sishedha “I went,” sishidhiva (No. 433) “we two went,"

sishidhima “we went,” 1st fut. sedhita (No. 437) “ he will go,”

2nd fut. sedhishyati (No. 440) “he will go," imp. aedhatu (No.

443) “let him go,” 1st pret. asedhat (No. 458) “ he went," pot.

sedhet (No. 463) “he should go,” benedictive sidhyat (No. 467)

“may he go,” 3rd pret. asedhxt (No. 480) “ he went,” cond. ase-

dhishyat (No. 476) “he would go.”

In the same way are conjugated chit (chiti) “to think,” and

such (sucha) “to grieve.”

The word gad (gada) “to speak plainly" is next to be con-

jugated, which makes gadati “ he speaks.”

a ,

~~
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ftq^fflq?TOfafq^if?Rfjqq ^ i
c

i a i ^ i

siranwifgfarn^ to =toji n^ifsj qtj i nromatfa i

No. 487.—Let cerebral n be the substitute of the dental n OF

the prefix NI, following a cause for such change (No. 157) standing

in an upasarga (No. 47), WHEN the verbs gad, &c. follow

—

these

being gad “to speak,” nad “to be happy,” pat “to fall,” pad “ to

go,” the verbs termed GHU (No. 662), MA “to measure,” SHO “ to.

destroy,” HAN “
to kill,” YA “ to go,” VA “ to blow,” dra “ to flee,”

PSA “ to eat,” vap “ to weave,” vah “ tobear,” &AM “ to be tranquil,”

CHI “to collect,” and DIH “to anoint.” Thus we have pranigadati
“ he speaks loudly.”

Vj ' '

No. 488.—Let a letter of the palatal CLASS be the substi-

tute of a letter of the guttural class, or of h, in a reduplicate

(No. 427).

^q^T: m ^ i ul *

^ Hoqq i sim? i i i

sinto i i ^3 J

No. 489.—Let there be vriddhi in the room OF A penulti-

mate SHORT A, when an affix, distinguished by an indicatory n or

n, follows. Tims we have, in the 2nd pret., jagdda (Nos. 488

and 424)
“ he spoke,” jagadatuh “ they two spoke,” jagaduh “ they

spoke,” jagaditha (No. 433) “thou spokest,” jagadathuh “you two

spoke,” jagada “ you spoke.”

io^tw i ^ i ^ i i

to I smis i sms i smto i ^mto i *rtoi i

JTtoifa i i i i *i33icr i
•

No. 490.—Let NAL (No. 424), the termination of THE HIGHEST

person (No. 416), be optionally regarded as having indicatory

0 Q
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n. Thus we have either jagada or jagada “I spoke,” jagudivaf
“ we two spoke,” jagadima “ we'spoke.” In the 1st fut. g ulitd

(No. 437) “he will speak, ” 2nd fut. gadishyati (No. 440) “he will

speak,” imp. gadcitu (No. 443) “let him speak,” 1st pret agadat

(No. 458) “he spoke,” pot. gadet (No. 463) “he may speak,” be-

nedictive gadyat (No. 467) “ may he speak.”

i $ i ^ i ^ i

i l a i

No. 491.—Let vriddhi be optionally the substitute OF a

“light” a (No. 482) preceded by a consonant, when sick

follows, and a parasmaipada affix preceded by the augment if

(No. 433). Thus we have, 3rd pret. agadit or agadit (No. 480)

“ he spoke,” cond. agadishyat (No. 476) “ he would speak.”

The verb nad (nada) “to sound inarticulately” is next to be

conjugated.

<&t 5t: t ^ i ^ 1 ^ i

No. 492.—Let there be dental N in the room OF cerebral N
intial in a root.

With the exception of nard “
to sound,” nat “to dance,” ndth

“to beg,” nadh “to beg,” nand “to thrive,” na/clc “ to destroy,”

nrx “to lead,” and nrit “to dance,” all the verbs that begin with

n have a cerebral n in the original enunciation.

i e i « i ^8 i

sqwkenrafsHiri itfu iSiatwa m: I'amsin ix a

nfaHSfa • i i

No. 493.—Let cerebral n be the substitute of the dental n OF

what root HAS cerebral N in its original enunciation, when

it comes after a cause of such change standing in AN upasarga

(No. 452), even though the compound be not a samasa (No.

o
K
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No. 496.—Let ni and tu and DU, initial in a root in its

original enunciation (in the catalogue of roots) belndicatory.

tn^r: i o i ^ i sc i

i
i i

i i i

I s^R I *r^R I
S5RR3SR I TO TOJSR I £ I

N» ^ N V C\ \

tor i

No. 497.—Let NUM be the augment OF A root which has

AN INDICATORY SHORT I (as tunadi has). As the augment has an

indicatory m (No. 265), it is subjoined to the last vowel—and thus

we have nandati “ he thrives,” nananda “ he throve,” nandita

"he will thrive,” nandishyati “he will thrive,” nandatu “let

|

him thrive,” anandat “ he throve,” nandet “
lie may thrive,”

nandyat “may he thrive,” ananditj' he throve,” anandishyut
“ he would thrive.”

The verb arch (avcha) “to worship” is next conjugated :

—

arcliati “ he worships.”

i s> i « i i

sjrt^3!*rr 33 wr 1 ^tto 1 toto: i

TOm i ^Ttor i TOg 1 1 TOg 1 tor
1

I 1 TO 1 W I TOR I cjsTO |

aTSRT I ( TOR 1 ^TO^ I TOR I slSQR I

No. 498.—Let NUT be the augment (of the short a) OF what

root contains A double CONSONANT, AFTER that lengthened (redu-

plicate derived from No. 477). Thus we have anarcha (No. 103)

“he worshipped,” amirchatuh “they two worshipped,” archita

“ he will worship,” archlshyaU “ he will worship,” archatu “ let

him worship,” drchat '(No. *478) “ he worshipped,” drchet “ he

may worship,” archydt “ may he worship,” drchit “ he worshipped,”

drchiehyat “he would worship.”

The verb vraj (vmja) “to go” makes vrajati “ he goes,”

vavraja (No. 428) “ he went,” vrajita “ he will go,” vrajishyati
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" he will go vrajatu “ let him go,” aurajat “ he went,” vrajet

“ he may go,” vrajyat “ may he go.”

I 'O I ^ I ^ l

I 'SST^Tcf I ^slfsiiam I

1 <n i|q>3fa 1 ^sri3 1 sRfefn 1 sfifeiarfa 1

SR2rJ I ^loRSrr
I

efiirj I SR^Ir! I

v» ^ \ V

No. 499.—Let vriddhi (without tbe”option [allowed by No.

491) be the substitute, of the vowel of these—viz. VAD“to
speak, ” VRAJ “ to go,” and of what inflective base ends in A

CONSONANT, when sich (No. 472) follows, and the parasmaipada

affixes. Thus avrdjit “ he went,” avrajishyat “ he would go.”

The verb lcat (hate) “
to rain or to appear” makes hatati “ it

rains,” chahata (No. 488) “it rained,” hatitd “it will rain,”

hatishyati “it will rain,” Ic.atatu “let it rain,” alcatat “it rained,”

hatet
“
it may rain,” katyat “ may it rain.”

i $ i ^ i ^ i

*mzm i i ini i
qs?

i

X X S*c\

No. 500.— Vriddhi (No. 499) shall not be the substitute OF

WHAT ENDS IN H, or M, or Y, NOR OF the roots KSHAN “ to kill,”

gwAS “to breathe,” Jagri “to wake,” NOR OF those ending with

the affix ni (No. 747), nor of gwi “ to increase,” nor of what root

IS distinguished BY AN indicatory E, when sich, preceded by

the augment it (No. 433), follows. Thus hate makes alcatit “ it

rained,” ahatishyat “ it would rain.”

The verb gup (pupu) “to protect” is next to be conjugated.

I ^ I ^ l I

<si3 i

No. 501.—The affix Aya comes after gup “ to protect,”

DHUP “ to heat,” VICHCHH “ to approach,” PAN “ to praise,” AND

PAN “ to praise”—their sense remaining unaffected by it.
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^]r\m t ^ i ^ i ^ i

smsa: ^pfern: sirnni ^ vaigia^T: i

^T^rclT^ST^: i I

No. 502.—Let those words be called DhXtu (i. e. verbal roots,)

AT THE END OF WHICH ARE THE (twelve) AFFIXES BEGINNING

with SAN (III. 1. 5.) and ending with niH, which occurs in the

aphorism III. 1.30. (No. 560). Since the words so ending are

considered as roots, they take the tense-affixes lat, &c. The affix

aya (No. 501) being one of the twelve, we have gopdyati “ he

protects.”

qr i ^ i ^ i ^ i

No. 503.—When it is desired to express one’s self WITH AN
ARDHADHATUKA affix, let AYA AND THOSE THAT FOLLOW IT (in the

list of twelve—No. 502), viz : iyan, III. 1. 29., and nin (No. 560),

be optionally affixed.

3rR5H: 1 fflz I

l

No. 504.—“ A'm should be mentioned as the affix of the

verb KAS ‘
to shine,’ AND OF WHAT verb HAS MORE THAN ONE VOW-

EL,” when lit follows.

That the m of this affix is not indicatory is ascertained by the

direction that dm shall be applied to as " to sit,” and Ms “ to

shine,” (its application to which would be useless if the m were

indicatory :—see Nos. 265 and 55).

i ^ i s i 8c i

No. 505.—When an drdhadhatuJca affix follows, there is

ELISION OF the SHORT A of that which ends in short a at the time

when the ardhadhdtuka affix is directed to be attached.

’55TH: i ^ i 8 i i

a
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'sm: hot ^ i

NJ V

No. 506.—Let there be a blank (luk—No. 209) in the room

of what (tense-affix) comes AFTER AM (No. 504).

3i5I fafe i e i \ I 8° i

No. 507.

—

And after what ends with dm (No. 506), the verbs

implied in the pratyahara KRIN (which is held to imply kri “to

do,” bhu “to become,” and as “to be”), followed by lit, are

ANNEXED.

These auxiliaries undergo reduplication (No. 226) and the

other consequences of taking the affixes denoted by lit.

<3*?j I 'O I 8 I I

I 11^: 1 I f|r3ITrT UTrclI-

snjj i

No. 503-—SHORTAis the substitute OF Rl (or Ri)inareduplicate.

Thus the root kri, having substituted vriddhi by No. 202, becomes

chakdra (Nos. 488 and 424) ;
and this, subjoined to gup (altered

by Nos. 501 and 504), gives gopdydnchakara (Nos. 94 and 97)
“ he protected.”

In forming the dual of this person (kri+ atusj the change of

ri to yan first presenting itself, because the aphorism directing it

(No. 21) is posterior (No. 132) to that (No. 426) which directs the

reduplication—we look forward.

nni Hi 1

fg^Rfiwsra^ 'ssn^i * f|f^ sasfi 1 Siraintaiiig: 1

No. 509.

—

When (an affix beginning with) A vowel follows,

THAT IS A CAUSE OF REDUPLICATION, a substitute shall not take

the place of a preceding vowel, whilst the reduplication is yet to be

made. But, the reduplication having been made, the substitution

may then take place, and thus we have gopaydnchakratuh “ they

two protected.”

.9
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i ^ i ^ i
\o

|

^Tc|*qiT5H3Trreq rlcT ^1^15^105 to s> Si

r*~ «\ f-~ *\ r-

<5. \> VJ^ SJ V

g R^lRfS^q fafcIT: ^rli: II

SRFfTO I 'SRqq q^RR^^lslRT^: q5 I ^Friq
si si s si \ VS x N si

h^sr: i en^q

f151131^1^1^51 : u§pi 1 a^q^ ^
5^ qqj R5I NR3 ^ ^RIIST *13*1 l

*ii^q ar* ^t^ei sr^j jj’g ^ sqvj ^^ fg«j
'j \» \ \S N ^ \ \ N S \ V 'j \ X

TMiT3*J I 5Fm 21 I qi^q ^iq T^q ^q r*q
si ^ si x x vjx x

triq gcq 2cq i^q gq qq^iq^q^q^zil^qi l HRqq

a¥TW^!«^2q: I W^q q^3iJW5*3FqK: I STI^qVx si X X X Si

ano aif fef Rf RifRif 3*1 t qi^q

®q Rcjq fiq Igq ^q qEEf fqq Rjq Rjq qjq Rriq qqiT?q] l

SFfiq ST I IRTq 31 T31 31 51 WI ^1-^ X » X) x x 'Jx X -X X.

Rll^iTSiT I

^33151 l^q *1?TH I

Si \i X

itiqiai^qra i Tfiqiqi^jRg: i TTiami^qi i itiqiqTRqnT i

si

^qisfafR I itiqinfafej i Jiiqizii^q i Jtiqiuim^ I ^T*tm i

SfJTqcT: I 3Rq: I

Si Si Si SiSisi

No. 5 1 0.-—7 < (No. 433) shall not be the augment of an drdha-

dhdtulcci affix coming AFTER WHAT root, IN AN ORIGINAL ENUNCI-

ATION, HAS A SINGLE VOWEL AND IS GRAVELY ACCENTED.

With the exception of roots ending in u and ri, and with the

exception of the roots yu “to mix,” no “to sound,” kshnu “to

whet,” si “to sleep,” shnu “to distil,” nu “
to praise,” kshu “to

sneeze,” swi “to increase,” din “to fly,” and sri “to serve,” and

vri (vrin

)

“ to serve,” and vri (vrih)
“
to choose,” what roots, con-

O e
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:

taining a single vowel, are among those that end in a vowel, are

called “ gravely accented.”

(Among monosyllables terminated by consonants, that have

their efficient vowels “gravely accented, there are)—of those

that end in 1c, one only— viz. sale (saldri) “to be able —of those

that end in ch, six— viz. pack “to cook,” much “ to be free,”

rich “ to purge,” vach “ to speak,” vich “ to differ,” and sich

“to sprinkle:”—of those that end in chh, one only—viz.

prachchh “to ask:”—of those that end in j, fifteen— viz. tyaj

“ to abandon,” nij “ to cleanse,” bhaj “
to serve,” bhanj “ to

break,” bhuj “
to enjoy,” bhrasj “ to fry,” masj “ to merge,” yaj

“ to sacrifice,” yuj “ to join,” ruj “
to be sick,” rahj “ to colour,”vijir

“ to differ,” sivanj “
to embrace,” sahj “ to embrace,” and srij “ to

abandon:”—of those that end in d, sixteen, viz. ad “ to eat,’’

hshud “ to pound,” khid “
to be distressed,” chhid “ to cut,” tud

“to torment,” nud “to send,” pad “to go,” bhid “ to break,” vid

“to be,” vid “to consider,” vid “to acquire,” sad “to wither,”cm<2 “to

wither,” swid “ to sweat,” slcand “
to go,” and had “ to evacuate :”

—

of those] that end in dh, eleven, viz. “ lerudh “ to be angry,’’

kshudh “to be hungry,” budh “to know,” bandh “to bind,” yudh
“to fight,” rudh “to obstruct,” rddh “to accomplish,” vyadh
“ to pierce,” sudh “ to be pure,” sadh “ to accomplish,” and sidh
“ to be accomplished :”—of those that end in n, two, viz. man “to

think,” and han “to kill :”—of those that end in p, thirteen, viz. dp
“ to obtain,” kship “ to throw,” chhup “ to touch,” tap “ to inflame,’’

tip
“
to drop,” trip

“
to be satisfied,” drip “

to be proud,” lip “
to

smear,” lup “to disturb,” vap “
to sow,” sap “

to vow,” swap “to

sleep,” and srip “ to creep :”—of those that end in bh, three, viz.

yabh “to copulate,” rabh “to begin,” and labh “to acquire of

those that end in m, four, viz. gam “to go,” nam “to bow,” yam
“ to stop,” and ram “ to stop :

”—of those that end in s, ten, viz.

Ictus “ to cry aloud,” dans “ to bite,” dis “
to show,” dris “ to see,”

mris “to perceive,” ris “ to hurt,” rus “
to hurt,” lis

“ to lessen/’

vis “.to enter,” and spris “ to touch’:”—of those that end in sh,

eleven, viz. krish attract,” twish to shine,” tush “to be

satisfied," drvish “
to hate,” dush “ to do wrong,” push “ to cherish,”

pish “to grind,” vish “to pervade,” sish^' to hurt,” sash “to dry,”

©
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and slinh "to embrace:’’—of those that end in s, two, viz. ghas

"to eat,” and vas “ to dwell:”—of those that end in h, eight, viz.

dak “
to burn,” dih “ to smear,” dull "to milk,” nah “ to tie,”

mih “
to urine,” ruh “

to ascend,” lik “
to lick,” and vah “ to bear.”

Thus the gravely accented roots, among those ending in conso-

nants, are a hundred and three.

The root hri, being gravely accented, falls under this rule and

does not take the augment it—so that we have gopaydnckalcartlia

" thou didst protect,” gopaydnchaJcratkuh “ you two protected,

gopdyanchakara “ you protected,” gopdydnchalcara “
I protected,”

gopdydnchakrivu “ we two protected,” goydyanoha.krima “ we
protected.” The same tense may be conjugated thus

—

gopayam-

babhuva (No. 507) "he protected,” or gopdyamdsa "he pro-

tected.” On the option allowed by No. 503, it may also be con-

jugated thus

—

jugopa (Nos. 426 and 488) “he protected,” ju-

gupatuh (No. 486)
“ they two protected,” jugupuh “ they pro-

tected.”

sr i ® i ^ i «« i

mm I ^1-
fasj I SptltSJ I TTUfliafn I Stlftcll I ^IJII I JnqUQBJfn 1

JflTq^Eflh I StTCQjfa I TfmTJJcI I *pfttnzir? 1 I

\> \ X

No. 511.

—

It (No. 433) shall be optionally the augment of

an drdhadhdtuka affix beginning with val coming AFTER the verbs

swrl, &c.— viz. SWRi "to sound,” SHU—whether of the 2nd or 4th

class of verbs—Nos. 589 and 669—“ to bring forth,” and DHU “to

agitate,” AND after WHAT root HAS AN INDICATORY LONG U. As

the root gupu has an indicatory u, it thus makes either jugopitha

or jugoptha
“ thou didst protect,” gopdyita or gopita (No. 503) or

goptd “ he will protect,” gopayiskyati or gopishyati or gopsyati

“ he will protect,” gopdyatu (the option of No. 503 not presenting

itself here) “ let him protect,” agopayat “ he protected,” gopd-

yet “ he may protect.”

i « i ^ I 8 i

O0
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I ^miOR I I

^TTTcgicf l

No. 512.—When side, precided by it, follows, vriddhi (No.

499) shall NOT be the substitute of a root euding in a consonant.

Thus we have agopayit or agopit, or (when the it is omitted under

the option allowed by No. 511) agaupsit “he protected.”

w%r wfa |
c

i ^ i ^ |

m*i: i i i \

^TTTJJiq i ^TJ7 I ^Tficqiq i i ^Trjraq i ^JTIiJTrsnicJ 1

i i fa i *13 i gafa i fagiu i

fafaag: i f^m^: i sr nfl 1

No. 513.— Let there be elision of what s comes after a jhal
when a jhal follows Thus agavptdm “they two protected,”

I agaupsuh “ they protected,” agaupsik “ thou didst protect,” a-

I

gaupcam “ you two protected,” agaupta “ you protected,” a-

I gaupsam “
I protected,” aganpsiva “ we two protected,” agaup-

sma “ we protected,” agopdyishyat or agopishyat (No. 503) or

;

j

agopsyat (No. 511) “he would protect.”

The next verb to be conjugated is Jcshi “to wane,” which

makes kshayati “he wanes,” chikshdya “he waned,” chikshi-

yahih (No. 220) “they two waned,” chilcshiyuh “ they waned.”

A prohibition (of the augment it—No. 433) having presented

itself in rule No. 510, we look forward.

fafe I
'0

i ^ i i

sq f%!3 f<H I

No. 514.—It is only AFTER the verbs lcri, &c. viz.—KRI “to

make,” SRI “ to go,” bhri “ to nourish,” VRI to choose,” SHTU
“ to praise,” DRU “ to run,” SRU “ to drop,” and &RU “ to hear,”

that it (No. 433) shall not be the augment, WHEN it is LIT that

follows ;

—

after another verb, though it be one (No. 510) that

I

has not it, (when followed by a different ardhadhataka affix,) the

augment shall come, (if lit beginning with val, follows).
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fasn i « i ? i ^ i
X s'

^TrlScITHT RrQIR3 I

|

vj x \

No. 515.—AFTER-a root which ends in A VOWEL in its origi-

nal enunciation, and which is always devoid OF the augment IT

when tdsi (No. 435) follows,—thal (No. 424), like TASl, shall

not have the augment it.

msiiiiT farmRs ?w: itrj sja ?ijh
' ' \

^Tr? I

X

No. 516.

—

When a root (ending in a consonant), WITH SHORT A

as its vowel IN the original enunciation, is always devoid of

the augment it when followed by tdsi, then thal, coming after that

root, shall not have the augment it.

^3nT I 'O I ^ I ^ I

ruin faomfas ^33^^ i

i ’sracR : i

sfiTSI^n f^T3 11

i i i i fa^izi i fags i

\5

Rf^fqq | i §rIT I 1 1 1 I

No. 517.—In the opinion of Bharadwaja, it is only after

a root which ends in short ri, always devoid of the augment it
,

when tdsi follows, that thal shall not have the augment it. Hence

it should be the augment of any other verb (in Bhdradwdja’

s

opi-

nion—in deference to which Nos. 515 and 516 are considered

optional).

Here follows a couplet containing a synopsis of these rules re-

lating to the augment it. What root ends in a vowel, or (ending

in a consonant) has a short a, if it be devoid of it when tdsi follows,

may optionally have it, when thal follows. “ What ends in short ri

S
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is, under the same circumstances, always devoid of it. Any verb,

except kri
,
&c. (No. 514), should have it, when lit follows (the fore-

going option in the case of thal beiug borne in mind).”

Thus we have either chikshayitha or chikshetha “ thou didst

wane,” chikshiyathuh “you two waned,” chikshiya “ you waned,"

chikshdya or chikshaya “ I waned,” chikshiyiva “ we two waned,”

chikshiyima “ we waned,” ksheta “ he will wane,” ksheshyati “ he

will wane,” kshayatu “
let him wane,” akshayat “ he waned,”

kshayet “ he may wane.”

i s i « i &y i

arai niSi g^nirw g i glnnj i

No. 518.—Of an inflective base ending in a vowel, the LONG

vowel shall be the substitute,when an affix, beginning with the letter

y follows
;
but not if the affix be one of those called krit (No.

329) OR a SARVADHATUKA. Thus lcslnyat “ may be wane.”

reft ?ff. qiwng i o i ^ i ^ i

fafa I I I

i A 8 i fiufa i firiiq i ?iim: i i niiisi I

s>

flrTtSl l cl JIT I i ciqg I I clifa I clOlTrJ I

'sirWm i ^cnqro i i msfagq 1 *iy 1

No. 519.—Let vriddhi be the substitute ofan in inflective base

ending in ik, when SICH follows AND the PARASMAIPADA affixes

ARE employed. Thus akshaishit “ he waned,” aksheshyat “he

would wane.”

The next verb to be conjugatedTs tap
(
tapa

)
“ to burn,” which

makes tapati “ he burns,” tatapa “ he burned,” tipatuh (No. 494)
“ they two burned,” tepuh “ they burned,” tepitha (No. 495) or

(optionally without the augment it—No. 517—)
tataptha “thou

didst burn,” taptd “ he will burn,” tapsiyati “ he will burn,’’

tapatu “ let him burn,” atapat “ he burned,” tapet “ he may burn,”

tapyat “ may he burn,” atdpsit (No. 499) “ he burned,” atdptdm
(No. 513) “they two burned,” atapsyat “ he would burn.”

a ~ ~ — Q
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The next verb to be conjugated is kram (kramu) “to walk.”

sr i $ i ^ i «• i

qw: 53J=j q[ SBaS q? I qq] 5iq I

No. 520.—After these verbs, in the active voice, viz BHR.aS

"to shine,” BHLaS "to shine,” bhram “to whirl,” kram "to

walk,” KLAM “to be sad,” tras "to fear,” trut "to cut,” and
lash "to desire,” there is optionally syan (No. 669). On the

other alternative there is sap (No. 419).

SR*: q*?liq*q I
<0

I ^ I ^ I

sfi^T fafa I I I 'qsfiTH 1

sfifacIT I I sfiTEqrl | antic! I ^THlcf I ^IsfimcT 1

s> \a \ x.

jfiTEzjrl I i I I i m i qs; I

No. 521.—Let a long vowel be the substitute of the vowel of

the root KRAM, WHEN an affix with an indicatory s FOLLOWS, and A
parasmaipada. Thus we have optionally (No. 520) lcrdmyati or

kramati “ he walks,” chakrama “he walked.” kramitd " he will

walk,” kramishyati “he will walk,” krdmyatu or krdmatu “let him

walk,” akramyat or akramat “he walked,” krdmyet or krdmet "he

may walk,” kramydt “may he walk,” akramit "he walked,” akra-

mishyat “ he would walk.”

The next verb to be conjugated is pa “to drink.”

i ® i $ i i

qT^HT Hrqqi

Jim: i fq®if?! i

No. 522.—Of the verbs pd, &c. viz. pa “to drink,” ghra “to

smell,” DHMA " to blow,” SHTHA “ to stand,” mna " to acquire by

study,” d!n “ to give,” driS “to see,” ri “to go,” sri “ to run,” {Sad

to wither,” AND SHAD " to decay,” let the substitutes be piba, &c.

(viz. PIBA, JIGHRA, DHAMA, TISHTHA, MANA, YACHCHHA, PASYA,

richchha, dhau, glYA, and sida, when an affix, beginning with

an indicatory i, follows (—see No. 419).

Of
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The substitute piba ends is short a (not in b), bence there is

not the substitution of guna (by No. 485), and we have pibati “he

drinks.”

W? #T W. I 'O I ^ I ^8 I

q^T l

No. 523.

—

After a root ending in LONG A, there shall be AU
instead of nal (No. 424). Hence papau “be drank.”

wtr ^ i t i a i i

I qqg: l

m?: i qfq^i i mjisi i mrei: i uu i i vum i qfan i
NJ S5

UlrlT I Hl^nfa I Hf^rl I I fairl I

si \ \

No. 524.—There shall be elision of long a. when an ardha-

dhatulca affix follows, beginning with a vowel and having an indi-

catory k or n, AND when the augment IT FOLLOWS. Hence papa-

tuh (No. 486) “ they two drank,” papuh “ they drank,” papitha or

(without the augment ft—517— )
papdtha “ thou didst dribk,” poi-

pathuh “ you two drank,” papa “ you drank,” papau (No. 523) “I

drank,” papiva “ we two drank,” papima “ we drank,” pdta “ he

will drink,” pdsyati “he will drink,” pibatu (No. 522) “let him

drink,” apibat “he drank,” pibet “ he may drink.”

1^18 1^1
^ ScS T3ifa I

si

qnifl I IIIfansfa *f3R I 'SHJIcI l I

\ Si "V X S

No. 525.—Let there be a change to E of the vowel of the

verbs called ghu (No. 662), and of the verbs ma “to measure,”

sthd “ to stand,” &c. (No. 625), when au ardhadhatuka substitute

of lint (No. 465), with an indicatory k, follows.

Thus peydt “may he drink.” As there is elision (luk) of sich

by No. 473, we have apat “ he drauk,” apatavi “ they two drank.”

Wit I ^ \ 8 I \

\V> Si X

s
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No. 526.—When elision (luk) of sick takes place (No. 473),

After what ends in LONG A only jus is the substitute of jJd (No.

481).

i ^ i ^ i ^ i

3^ 1 9a 1 1

No. 527.—When us (No. 526) comes after what a or dis not

FINAL IN A pada (No. 20), the form of the subsequent vowel shall

be the single substitute of both. Thus we have apd + us (No. 526)

—apuh “they drank,” apasyat “he would drink.”

The next verb to be conjugated is glai “ to be languid,” which

makes gldyati “ he is languid.”

'sq^sfhfa Kni 1

q g Rlfa 1 513^1 1 J^IriT 1 l*\\-

1 3^p7rJ 1 ^I3^mfl 1 3^rl 1

Vi V x

No. 528.—There shall be a substitution of LONG A. for the final

OF WHAT ROOT, IN THE ORIGINAL ENUNCIATION, ENDS IN ECH
;
but

NOT IF an affix with an INDICATORY £s (such as sap) FOLLOWS. Thus
as sap (No. 419) is not affixed when lit (No. 432) follows, the ai

of glai becomes d, and then, by Nos. 523 and 41, we have jaglau
“ he was languid,” glatd “ he will be languid,” glasyati “ he will

be languid, gldyatu “
let him be languid,” agldyat “ he was lan-

guid,” glayet “he may be languid.”

3T
i ^ i « i \

i 3^ai^ i 3^irriH i

No. 529.—Let there be optionally a change to e of the long

a OF any other root, beginning with a conjunct consonant,

than the roots called ghu, and the roots md, sthd, &c. (No. 625),

when an ardhahhatuka substitute of lin, with an indicatory ft

(No. 465), follows. Thus we have gleydt or glayat (No. 528) “may
he be lauguid.”

© — ^
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qWWWtf *5R ^ I 'O
| ^ | ^ |

qqi ^z *zn<q q^q^q i i

*11511^ l

I?
kvzrv I HC | |

No. 530.—Of these, viz. of the verbs YAM “ to restrain,” RAM
"to sport,” NAM "to bow,” ANDwbat roots end in LONG A, let SAK

be the augment
;
AND let it be the augment of sich coming after

these, when the parasmaipcida affixes are employed. Thus agldsit

(No. 479) “he was languid,” aglasyat “he would be languid.”

Then next verb to be conjugated is hwri “
to bend,” which

makes hwarati “ be bends.”

m «

i

Vj '

331613*^? 5^1 fa12 I Sq^TST !

1 1 1 1 1 [* 1

51p I Slfftq 1 SlfKfl 1 1

No. 531.—Let guna (notwithstanding Nos. 486 and 467) be

the substitute OF WHAT inflective base ENDS IN SHORT RI AND BE-

GINS WITH A CONJUNCT consonant, when lit follows.

After substituting vriddhi for the penultimate, by No. 489,

we have jahwdra “he bent,” jahivaratuk “they two bent,” jah-

waruh “they bent,” jahwartha “thou didst bend,” jahwarathuh
“ you two bent,” jahiuara “ you bent,” jahwdra or jahwara (No.

490) "I bent,” jahwarivct “ we two bent,” jahwarima "we bent,”

! hwarta " he will bend.”

i ^ i 9 i «• i

^53ww i gfcufa i jrg i i g¥?j i

No. 532.—Let it be the augment OF SYA (No. 435) after

what ends in short RI, and after the verb HAN “to kill.” Thus

hwarishyati “ he will bend,” hwaratu “let him bend,” ahwarat

“he bent,” hwaret, "he may bend.”

3%sf?itwrreiT: i « i « i

9 Q
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^ fo-

lk ^ I l^lrl I ’SljfiqTc! I ^iftlSUr? I ^ I <*£ I

No. 533.—Let GUNA be the substitute OF the verb Rl “ to go,”

AND OF WHAT BEGINS WITH A CONJUNCT consonant and ends with

short ri, when yak (No. 801) or an drdkadhdtuka substitute of

lin (No. 465), beginning with y, follows. Thus hwarydt “ may he

bend,” ahwarshit “ he bent,” ahwarishyat “ he would bend.’*

The next verb to be conjugated is iru “ to hear."

n ^ i ^ i ^ r i

snsj: si ?pai33i: wifi i i sscifa i

vs
v vs

No. 534 .—Of gRU let gRl be the substitute, and let there be

the affix 6nu (No. 687). Thus we have srinoti (No. 235) “ he

hears.” , , . , ,

" ......

i \ i ^ i a i

sisNigsR i wjri: i

No. 535.— A. SARVADHATUKA affix, WITHOUT an INDICATORY

p, shall be like what has an indicatory n (No. 467). Hence srinu-

tah “ they two hear.”

i < i 8 i eo i

zj*jj srisfa i

i i sMzi: i i TOkift »

No. 536.

—

When a sarvadhatuka affix, beginning with a

vowel, FOLLOWS, let there be a semi-vowel in the room OF the u of

the verb HU “ to sacrifice,” AND of what ends in gNU (No. 687),

when a conjunct consonant does not precede, and there are more

vowels than one in the word. Thus we have srinimnti “ they

hear,” srinoshi “thou hea rest,” srinuthah “ you two hear 6rh)u-

tha “ you hear,” srinomi “
I hear.”

%rq^T^T^rl^t ^t: I 3 I 8 .1 I

**t: i i

©w

L.

©
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smra: i wm: i i i i sm: i

S4 \> V4 NJ V4 ^ S> sjNJ

i Tpsrera: i i i
^jsg^

i i snm i

\> s> VJ NJ VJ Si Sj ^ Vi ^
vvnTri i sralif! i i szwrr i^ ^ N

No. 537.

—

And let there be optionally elision of this—
i, e. of the u of an affix not preceded by a conjunct consonant

—WHEN M OR V FOLLOWS. Thus we have fyinwah or srinuvah “we

two hear,” srinmah or srinumah “ we hear,” susrdva “ he heard,”

susruvatuh “they two heard,” iusruvuk “they heard,” su&rotha

“thou didst hear,” susruvathuh “you two heard,” suaruva “you

heard,” susrdva “I heard,” susruva “we two heard,” su&ruma

we heard,” srotd “ he will hear,” broshyati “ he will hear,” srinotu

“ let him hear,” srinutdm “ let the two hear,” srinwantu, “
let

them hear.”

<3
| t I 8 I \°i I

HrQ^l^T I W I WUrl WcW I

smci i iraraSih i ’sroraifa i wn«i i i ^reiimci i

x» N» C <S <S <4 >“

*ranrniti i i
^raini: i ^renofin i ^reunri i

i -o *x '
<j

x (5 X 4m
i topi i i i ^tiu i ttoiih i

* X <4 <4^ 4 «V» «X» X

mramra i srora: i *hohj: i ^raraifm i i taram i

4 N> X C ^ «» ^ s X> 4M X

i 1 ^reicj i i *t^t i i

No. 538.

—

And let there be elision (lulc) of hi (No. 447), com-

ing AFTER the SHORT U of AN AFFIX NOT PRECEDED BY A CONJUNCTo
consonant. Thus irinu “hear thou,” brinutdt

(
No. 4*44) “mayst

thou hear,” srinutam “do you two hear,” srinuta “hear ye.”

The augment derived from No. 450 causes the substitution of guna

by No. 420, and av having been substituted for this by No. 29, we

have srinavani “let me hear,” srinavava (Nos. 450 and 455)

“ let us two hear,” srinavdma “let us hear,” asrinot (No. 458)

“he heard,” asrinutam “ they two heard,” asrinwan (No. 536)

“ they heard,” asrinoh “ thou didst hear,” asrinutam “ you two

heard,” asrinuta “you heard,” asrinavam “I heard,” asrinwa

(No. 537) or asrinuva “ we two heard,” abrinma or asrinuma
|

j

J ... O
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“we heard,” &rinuydt (Nos. 460 and 461) “he may hear,” Srinu-

ydtdm “they two may hear,” erinuyuh (Nos. 461 and 527) “ they

may hear,” srinuydh “ thou mayst hear,” srinuydtam “ you

two may hear,” srinuydta “ you may hear,” srinuyam “ I may
hear,” srinuydva “we two may hear,” srinuyama “we may

hear,” sruydt (Nos. 466, 467, and 518) “ may he hear,” asraushU

(Nos. 479, 480, and 510) “he heard,” asroshyat "he would hear.”

The next verb to be conjugated isjpam (gamlri) “to go.”

w. i « l 3 i so i
SJ '

a?: fafa i i vmi i

No. 539.—Let CHHA be the substitute of the finals OF these

viz. ISH “ to wish,” GAM “ to go,” and yam “to restrain,” when

an affl*x, having an indicatory 6, follows, Thus (when sap—No. 419

—follows) we have gachchhati “ he goes,” but the substitution does

not take place (No. 432) in jagdma “he went.”

%tq: ffaprfg? i i a | tfc |

. trarairarai * fcif% i ^icrri: i wm \M ' si s»

smftra i i i i smra i i sifw i

sjfow i f

No. 540.—Let there be elision of the penultimate of these,

viz. GAM “to go,” HAN “to kill,” JAN “to produce,” KHAN “to dig,"

AND GHAS “to eat,” WHEN ANY affix, EXCEPT Aft (No. 542), FOL-

LOWS, beginning with a vowel and DISTINGUISHED BY AN INDICA-

TORY K OR ft. Thus we have jagmatuh (No. 486) “ they two

went,” jagmuli “they went,” jagamitha (No. 517) or jagantha

“thou didst go,” jagmathuh “ you two went,” jagina “you went,”

jagdma or jagarna (No. 490) “I went,” jagmiva (No. 433) “we

two went,” jagmima “we went,” gantd (No. 510) “he will go.”

1 O I ^ I 'i? |

i irfasqfa i i

5sm^c[ I Jl^'cl I JlRllrl i

Q
~

. . .. ... . . r -
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No. 541.—Let IT be the augment of an ardhadhdhtuJca affix

beginning with s, coming after the verb gam “to go,” when the

parasmaipada terminations are employed. Thus gamishyati

‘‘he will go,” gachchhatu (No. 539) “let him go,” agachchhat “ he

went,” gachchhet “ he may go,” gamydt “ may he go."

gtnfesinTgfen: i ^ i ^ i yy 1

o ' \ "»

’sWRcr » i

?fn q^q^ferai n

No. 542.—Let an be the substitute of chli (No. 471), coming

AFTER the roots push “ to nourish ” ETC., which have the clasg-affix

(vilcarana) syan
,

i. a which belong to the 4th conjugation—(No.

669), AND after the roots DYUT “ to shine ” &c., and after those

which (like gamlri
)
have an indicatory lri, when the paras-

maipada terminations are employed. Thus agamat “ he came,”

agamishyat (No. 541) “he would coma”

So much for the conjugation of those verbs of the first class

which take the parasmaipada terminations.

The next verb to be conjugated, viz. edh “to increase,” takes

the atmanepada terminations.

^ fIT I *1 I

fei ai i ? i a i i

No. 543.—Let there be a change to e of the TI (No. 52) of

THE ATMANEPADA substitutes OF WHAT l (No. 404) HAS AN INDICA-

TORY T. Thus edh+ta (Nos. 407 and 419) becomes edhate “he
increases.”

wiT fen: i •a i ^ i i

%ici: vx&i sm i i 1

N >
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No. 54-4.—Let there beii/io the room of the A OF WHAT affix

HAS AN INDICATORY ft (No. 535) and comes after short a. Thus

edhete (No. 463) “they two increase,” edhante (No. 421) “they

increase.”

sire: % i ^ i « i
co

|

fsSr srea sire: 5 wre i traft i i i am
5^ I I I I

No. 545.—Let se be the substitute of thAs, the substitute of

an l that has an indicatory t. Thus edhase “ thou increasest,”

edhethe (No. 544) “you two increase,” edhadhwe “you increase.”

When guna comes after short a (No. 300), the guna alone is the

substitute—thus edha+e (No. 543)=ec£/ie “I increase,” edhavahe

(No. 422) “we two increase,” edhamake “we increase.”

sjWtTre^: I ^ l \ I ^ I

No. 546.—When lit follows, let there be dm (No. 504) after

that root which, being other than the root richchha “ to go,”

BEGINS WITH ICH AND HAS A heavy vowel (Nos. 483 and 484).

^reisgiranrei i % i ^ i ^ i

rein HraSi aireifijrn^’irara'arei ajsiiis: i ^irerfmi
S)

No. 547.—The word “ am-pratyaya,” in this aphorism, mean-

ing “that after which the affix dm (No. 504) comes,” is a com-

pound, of the kind termed Bahuvrihi (No. 1034), denoting that

which does not exhibit (to one’s perception) the characteristic

implied in the name. Like the verb that takes the affix Am
(if the verb be conjugated with the atmanepada terminations), so

let the dtmanepada terminations be those of the verb kri when

subjoined thereto (as an auxiliary).

[Among Bahuvrihi compounds, the Sanskrit grammarians

distinguish those denoting that of which the matters implied in the

name are perceived along with the thing itself (tadguna-sanvi-

jhdna

)

from those denoting what is otherwise (atadguna-saiivijhd-
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;

na), The stock illustration of the former kind is “ dirgha-karnam

anaya”— i. e. “ bring Long-ear”—where the long ears accompany

and mark the individual
;
and of the latter kind, “ drishta-sagaram

dnaya”— i. e. “ bring him that has seen the ocean ”—where the

ocean does not accompany the man, nor enable you to recognise

him among a group of persons who have never seen it. The

term “ dm-pratyaya” above-mentioned, i. e. “that which has the

affix dm,” is of the latter description. We are told that the auxi-

liary is to take the same tense-affixes as “ that which has the

affix dm;” but the verb, when we look at any part of it (such

as edhate) with a tense-affix, has no dm then visible—the dm,

when present, causing (No. 506) the elision of the tense-affixes.]

i s i « i
c?

i

qwrarc i i i

No. 54S.—Eg AND irech are the substitutes OF T AND JH, the

substitutes OF lit. Thus we have edhdnchakre “ he increased,”

edhdiichakrdte “they two increased,” edhanchakrire “they in-

creased,” edlidnchakrishe “ thou didst increase,” edhdnchakrathe

“you two increased.”

i c i m «e i
Nj X S '

'a s: i i ^t-

^ i i s'aNfut i i i q-

fam i sfar?i?;i i i sfarnii i sfamgra I

No. 549.—Let there be cerebral dh in the room OF the dental

DH OF the termination sMdhwam (No. 555), and of a substitute

OF LUit AND LIT, coming AFTER AN INFLECTIVE BASE THAT ENDS

IN one of the letters of the pratydhdra in. Thus edhdnchakjridhwe
“ you increased,” edhdnchakre “ I increased,” edhanchakrivahe
“ we two increased,” edhanchakrimahe “ we increased.” This tense

may be formed thus also—edhdmbabhuva (No. 507) or edhdmdsa,

Then, edhitd “ he will increase,” edhiidrau “ they two will in-

crease,” edhitdrah “ they will increase,” edhitdse (No. 545) “thou

wilt increase,” edhitdsdthe
“ you two will increase.”
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ft *1 C
I ^ I ^ I

vjiSi qru^ ms sim: i i

No. 550.

—

And when an affix beginning with DH FOLLOWS,

let there be elision of s. Thus edkitadfnve “ you will increase.”

•s vfo i ® 1 8 i ^ «

cntosi: i: qt i Qfacni i i
s-

faciiw? i qfasu?* i i i sfararil i qfa-

Lqg 1 I I I I

No. 551.—Let h be the substitute of the s of ids and of the

verb as “
to be,” when e follows. Thus edhitdhe “ I will in-

crease,” edhitaswahe “ we two will increase,” edhitdsmahe “ we
will increase,” edhishyate “ he will increase,” edhishyete (No.

544) “ they two will increase,” edhishyante “ they will increase,”

edhishyase “ thou wilt increase,” edhishyethe “ you two will in-

crease,” edldshyadhwe “you will increase,” edhishye “I will

increase,” edldshyavahe “we two will increase,” edhishyamahe
“ we will increase.”

^siwf: i ^ i 8 i
<5° i

I!?! 'WJJ I n’drlln I I Sy^rHtl I

No. 552.—Let there be AM in the room of the E (No. 543)

of lot. Thus edhatdm “let him increase,” edhetam (No. 544) “let

the two increase,” edhantdm “let them increase.”

WTOT ST^T I ^ \ 8 l ^ I

ssriwii sfirngiSi i i i

i

No. 553.—In the room of the e of a substitute of lot coming
• O

AFTER s OR V, there are V AND AM respectively. Thus (instead

of edhase) edhaswa “ do thou increase,” edhethdm (No. 552) “do

you two increase,” edhadhwav

x

(Nos. 543 and 553) “ do you

increase.”

G
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W $ 1 ^ » 8 | |

SnsrtHRi i sS i qami i tram! i i thjri i

s$cnq i i i ii^aiq i $*1*2113 i $*i i $*n-

gm I $*I1STf i

No. 554.—Let AI be the substitute OF E forming part of the

“highest” personal affix substituted for lot. Thus edhai “
let me

increase,” edhavahai “
let us two increase,” edhamahai “ let us

increase,” and then at (No. 478) is prefixed to make (a+ edhata=

)

aidhata (No. 218) “ he increased,” aidhetam {No. 544) “they two

increased,” aidhanta (No. 421) “they increased,” aidhathdh “thou

didst increase,” aidhethdm “you two increased,” aidhadhtvam “you

increased,” aidhe “I increased,” aidhavahi (No. 422) “we two

increased,” aidhdmalii “ we increased.”

i ^ i « i i

i i qyiriFnJJ i

No. 555.—Let SIYUT be the augment OF MST. There is eli-

sion of the s by No. 4G1.—The y is elided by No. 463. Thus we

have edheta, “ he may increase,” edheydtam “ they two may in-

crease.”

*3 1 ^ j. 8 i V't •

fa-g: i trat^ i raw: i sSaraitj i travan i

No. 556.—Let BAN be the substitute of jh in the room of

lin. Thus edheraii (No. 555) “ they may increase.” edhethah
“ thou mayst increase,” edheyatham “ you two may increase,”

edhedhwam “ you may increase.”

*tTS?J | ^ | 8 I I

I I I I

No. 557.—Let SHORT A be in the room of it, the substitute

of lin. Thus edheya (No. 555) “ I may increase,” edhevahi “we

two may increase,” edhemahi “ we may increase.”

1^19 1^1
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wz i i i i

Sfaqfal^Tlj I sfaq'k^ I sfaqigi: I sfaqTQT^im i

Sfaqhag l ufaqto I qfaqjqfg I qfaqtalf I $fag I

^naqTrlTKI l

No. 558.—Let SUT be the augment of T and th, when part

of a substitute of lin. The augment siyut also is obtained from

No. 555. The y (of siyut
)

is elided by No. 463. As the substi-

tutes of lift, iu the sense of benediction, are dYdhadhdtulca (No.

465), the elision of the s {pi siyut aod sut ), directed by No. 461,

does not take place. Thus we have edh+ i (No. 433) + si+sta,

which, by Nos. 169 aod 78, becomes edhishishta “may he in-

crease, edhishiyastdm “ may they two increase,”—then, as sut

does not come except before t or fh, edhishiran (No. 556) “ may
they increase,” edhishishthah “ mayst thou increase,” edhishiyas-

tham, “ may you two increase,” cdhishidhwam “may you increase,”

edhishiya (No. 557) “may I increase,” edhishivahi “may we

two increase,” edhishiinahi “ may we increase,” aidhishta (Nos.

478, 471, 472, 433, and 169) “he increased,”, aidhishatdm
“ they two increased.”

l 'O l ^ l ^ l

^RSRKIcr ^7lcT I sfaqcl | sfagi: I

i i irfaiq i i ijfcnsiii i

SfaBJrl I I I I 1

i iifasn i ijfarcnqif i sfasriUTt i sra

SRl^I I R l

No. 559.—Let there be at in the room of jh, NOT coming after

the vowel A, when the terminations are the atmanepada. Thus

aidhishata “ they increased,” aidhishthah “ thou didst increase,”

aidhishdtham “ you two increased,” aidhidhawam (Nos. 549 and

550) “ you increased,” aidhishi “ I increased,” aidhishwaki “ we

two increased,” aidhishmahi “ we increased,” aidhishyata “ he

would increase,” aidhishyetdm (Nos. 544, 535, and 463) “ they two

would increase,” aidhishyanta “they would increase,” aidhishya-

a
" »
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thdk “thou wouldst increase,” aidkishyetham “you two would in-

crease,” aidhishyadhivam “ you would increase,” aidhishye “
I

would increase,’ aidhishyavahi (No. 422) “we two would increase,”

aidhishydmd/n “ we would increase.”

The next verb to be conjugated is kam (lcamu) “ to desire.”

5JWf<S3; i ^ i \ i i

I f%r«ITr? I I

N \

No. 560.—Let the affix NUsr (leaving ni) come AFTER the root

KAM “to desire,” without altering the meaning (No. 502). As the

affix has an indicatory n, the dtmanepada terminations
(
tan—No.

409) are employed (No. 410). Thus we have kdmayate (Nos. 489

and 420) “ he desires.”

I t I 8 I I

1* to I SfiTHtoii l 1%^ 3T I *3^ I

° v ^
>•

i \ \ i i i

i i i sRinfairn^ i i

sRiura^ i eRito?! i
i *KRi«ran i $tori \

i i

No. 561.—Let ay be the substitute of ni, when these—viz.

AM (No. 504), ANTA, ALU, AYYA, ITNU, ANDISHNU (—affixes, of which

there is no further mention made in this grammatical compendium

—)
FOLLOW. Thus kdmayanchakre “ he desired.” In cases where’

as in the 2nd pret., the affixes are drdhadhatuka (No. 432), the

nin (No. 560), by No. 503, is optional :—thus we may have cha-

kame “ he desired,” chakamdte “ they two desired,” chakamire (No.

548) “ they desired,” chakamishe “ thou didst desire,” chalcamdthe

"you two desired,” chakamidhiue (No. 549) “ you desired,” chakame

“I desired,” chakamivahe “ we two desired,” chakamimahe “we
desired,” kdmayita “ he will desire,” Icdmayitdse “ thou wilt desire,”

again (without nin) Icainitd “ he will desire,” kamayishyate or ka-

mishyate “ he will desire,” kdmayatam (No. 552)
“
let him desire,”

alcamayata "he desired,” lcdmayeta “he may desire,” kdmayishish-

ta or Jcamishishta (No. 558) “ may he desire.”

9: .9
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sRnft ^ i ? l ? i
«c

i
\j x ' '

3^2 I ^rl fIff fefft I

No. 5G2.—After what ends in ni (No. 560), and after the

verbs sri &c. i. e. Sri “ to serve,” dru “ to run,” and sru “ to

drop,” let chant be the substitute of chli (No. 471), when lun fol-

lows signifying an agent. The case then standing thus—viz :

kami+ ata, we look forward.

qfcfafe i i i 8 i i

in^m: i

No. 563.—Let there be elision OF Ni, when an drdliadlidtuka

affix, NOT beginning WITH the augment IT, FOLLOWS. Thus, in the

3rd pret., we find at this stage kdm+ ata.

% \ 'O I 8 | ^ |

Bn asj i

No. 564.—Let there be A short vowel in the room OF the

penultimate letter of an inflective base, when NT, FOLLOWED BY

chant (No. 562), is affixed. Thus we get kam+ata.

qfe i <0 1 1 U i

No. 565.

—

When chant follows, there are two in the room of

the first portion, containing a siugle vowel, of an unreduplicated

root— but (the reduplication is) of the second portion of a root that

begins with a vowel. Thus we get (by No. 488) chalcam+ata.

^qisspftra i « i 8 i tfs i
\J_ N >

No. 566.—Let the effect be like as if SAN (No. 752) had fol-

lowed, on the reduplicate, if followed by a light vowel (No. 482),

of an inflective base to which ni, followed by CHATSi, is affixed—
PROVIDED, there IS NOT THE ELISION OF any letter in the pratyd-

, 7idm AK occasioned by the affixing of ni (as, for example, under' the

i provisions of No. 505, there is).
|

?
j
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^q?r. \ v I 8 I ^ I

WlTCWcl ?cj I

|

X

No. 567.—Let short i be the substitute of the short a of a re-

duplicate, when san follows. Thus (No. 566) we get chikam+
ata.

afar s&t: i « i « i is i

gnii i

No. 568.—Let there be A long vowel in the room of a light

(vowel of a) reduplicate, in a case where the state of things is as if

the affix were san (No 566). Thus we have finally (No. 457)

achikamata “ he desired.”

On the alternative (allowed by No. 503) of there not being

the affix nin, the rule following applies.

i ’srqsRUfi i i i

ji^t i 3 i i

No. 569.—“ Chaii should be stated to be the substitute of

CHLI coming after the verb kam.” Thus we have achakamata
“ he desired,” akamayishyata or akamishyata (No. 503) “ he

would desire.”

The next verb to be conjugated is ay (aya) “ to go,” which

makes ayate “ he goes.”

i c i ^ i ?i i

i jnnS i i

No. 570.—There is a substitution of l for the r OF AN UPASAR.

GA (No. 47), WHEN the verb AY follows. Thuspm+ ayate =pla-

yate ‘‘he flees,” pard+ ayate=palayate “he flees.”

I ^ I ^ I ^ |

jgwi fare I | sifam I I 'SUIrUg I

SRlUf! I ^cl I I
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No. 571.—And after these— i. e. day “ to give,” ay “ to go,”

AND as “ to sit,”—let there be dm, when lit follows. Thus ayah-

chakre “ he went,” ayitd “ he will go,” ayisyate “ he will go,”

ayatdm (No. 552) “let him go,” dyata “ he went,” ayeta, “ he

may go,” ayishishta (No. 558) “may he go.”

i
c

i $ i i

?in: nu a an: ton niwissiaai wo at s: i

N NJ \

’Siqqiszijj i sqTaqT^ i l | I

‘SHSEIci 1 ^[r» I 8 I ^Jrl^ I

Si

No. 572.—Cerebral dh (see No. 549) is optionally the sub-

stitute of the dental dh of sMdhiuam, or of a substitute of luh or

lit, coming after the augmeut IT that follows one of the letters

of the pratyahara in,. Thus ayishidhwam or ayishidhwam “ may
you go,” dyishta (Nos. 478, 471, &c.) “he went,” dyidhwam or

ayidhwam “you went,” ayishyata “he would go.”

The next verb to be conjugated is dyut (dyuta) “to shine,”

which makes dyotate (Nos. 419 and 420) “he shines.”

nafosnin: tfirermra ro t « i i^ N N

sqsrcqi i 15^1^ 1

No. 573.—Let there be A vowel in the room of the semi-vowel

(No. 281) of the reduplicate of these two verbs—viz. Dyut “ to

shine,” and swapi “ to cause to sleep.” Thus didyute “ he shone.”

'•JSJT I \ I * I I

SIriTfcwi: m RT% I qqi^TfS^ l ^^JrTrT I

O '•S'* N v, \

I I S3 R33T qi I 1| I fafaSTI

3 1 5 1 1 a 1 - rut^siRrs*} 1

T%fel3T I ^3 3 I
c

1 SJ2 qftq^ I £ |

3ijn 1 9 ° 1 m* S3?£i 1 Vi 1 qjs rm ifSiam 1 9 s? 1
S5 ^ Si S

93 I S3 S3 *33 ^333^ 198 I 9tJ I 95 I *33 3^1 I 9* I
Si Si Si Si

S3 13331$ I 9<= | 3<9$ I 9& | | | eifScU 1

oe
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No. 574.—After the verbs dyut, &c. the parasmaipada

terminations may optionally be the substitutes, WHEN LUtt is affixed.

Then, by No. 542, an is in this case substituted for the chli (No.

471). Thus we have adyutat, or, on the alternative, adyotishta

(Nos. 472, 433, and 169) " he shone,” adyotiskyata “ he would

shine.”

In the same way are treated swit (switi) “
to be white,” mid,

(nimidd) “to be unctuous,” shwid; (nishwida) “to be unctuous”

and “ to quit”—or, as some say—“ to fascinate”—while others again

say that it is not this verb, but kshwid (nikshwidd) “
to be unctuous

—to liberate” that comes under the rule, ruch (rucha) “
to shine

—to please,” ghat (ghuta) “
to exchange,” subh(subha) “ tobebeau-

tiful,” kshubh (kshubha) “to shake,” nabh (nabha) and tubh

(tubha)
“
to hurt,” srans (srahm), bhrans (bhransu), and dhwans

(dhwansu), “ to fall down,” dhivahs (dhwansu) “ to go,” srambh

(srambhu) “to trust in,” and vrit (vritu) “to be.” This last

makes variate “he is,” vavrite (No. 548) “he was,” vartitd “he

will be.”

sij: i ? i ^ i <;» i

q^vni li
No. 575.—After the five verbs vrit “ to be,” &c., there

shall optionally be the parasmaipada affixes, when sya (No. 435)

OR SAN (No. 752) is attached.

*\ iwrayg: I $ I ^ I l

1 etfriszm I I I I clfrWJJ |

I | I 33 3R I I 35^ I

No. 576.—The augment it (No. 433) shall not be the aug-

ment of an drdhadhatulca affix beginning with the letter s and

coming AFTER one of THE FOUR verbs VRIT &c. viz. vri “to be,”

vridh “
to grow,” sridh “

to break wind,” or syandu “ to ooze,” in

the absence of the atmanepada affixes No. 409). Thus the aug-

ment it does not appear in vartsyati (where the affix is a parasmai-

pada), but it does in vartishyate (where the affix is atmanepada)

O ©
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"lie will he,” vartatdm “let him be,” avirtata “he was,” vareta

“he may be,” vartishislta (No. 558) “may he be,” avartishta “he

was,” avartsyat (No. 575) or avartishyata No. 576) “he would be.”

The next verb to be conjugated is dad (dada

)

“to give,”

which makes dadate “ he gives.”

^ \i \ v \ \^i\

* i i i i i i

53rim i i \ 3f>sigr i 'satfsg i i

i i i

C\ \ N

No. 577.—There shall not be a change to e (No. 494) in the

case OF the verbs 3as “ to bless,” OR dad “ to give,” or of what
verbs begin with v, or of the a which is appointed by the term

GUNA (as in No. 420), nor shall there be the elision of the redupli-

cate. Thus we have dadade “ he gave,” dadaddte “ they two

gave,” dadadire “they gave,” daditd “ be will give,” dadishyate

“ he will give,” dadatam “let him give,” adadata “he gave,” dadeta

“ be may give,” dadishishta (No. 558) “ may he give,” adadishta

“he gave," adadislyita “he would give.”

The next verb to be conjugated is trap (trapush) “ to be

ashamed,” which makes trapate “ he is ashamed.”

^inri fare sifa ^ i iiq i

I I l I I I I

I
^TOlg I | I I I

Tanw^nfiw ii

No. 578.—There shall be the change to e of the a of these,

viz. TEti “to cross,” phal “to bear fruit” bsaj “ to serve,” and
TRAP (TRAPUSH) “ to be ashamed,” and also the elision of the re-

duplicate, when a substitute for lit with an indicatory 1c (No. 494),

or thal with the augment it (No. 495), follows. Thus trepe “ he was

0 Q
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ashamed,” trapitd or trapta (without the augment it—No. 511) “he

will be ashamed,” trapishyate or trapsyate “ he will be ashamed,”

trapatdm “
let him be ashamed,” atrapata “he was ashamed,” tra-

peta “ he may be ashamed,” trapishishta (No. 558) or, on the option

allowed (by No. 511), trapsishta, “ maybe be ashamed,” atrapishia

or (by No. 513, when the augment it, on the option allowed by No.

511, is not attached,) atrapta “he was ashamed,” atrapishyata or

atrapsyata (No. 511) he would be ashamed.”

So much for the formation, or conjugation, of verbs with the

atmanepada terminations.

fas? ^teizrrc i i i ssrafa i sizfa i fa^izr i fafazi i

s v

WEim i i i i sgzjriiq i i

vmuci \ sgzfa i sgzm i ^zng i sgiliqig i ws i ^fafaag i

^fafaim i I ^TOTZIEqr! i ^ q*qi I 9 i qzfa i

q*?t i ^qiz: i *iqg: i i ®iqsi i supr i gj^q i «iq \

®j^ i i i qfozifa i qfts??t i wg i

q*cug i ^qzg i mmci I q?;?? i q*f? i

No. 579.—The verbs next to be considered take both thepx-

rasmaipada and the atmanepada terminations. Of these Sri (srih)

“ TO serve,” makes srayai/, or srayate “he serves,” sisrdya ov s-isriye

“he served,” srayita he will serve,” srayishyiti or srayishyate

“ he will serve,” srayatu or srayutdm “
let him serve,” asrayat or

asrayata “ he served,” srayet or srayp.ta “ he may serve,” sriyat

(No. 518) or srayishrshta (No. 558) “ may he serve,” substituting

chan, instead of sick, for chli by No. 562, asisriyat, or, with the

atmanepada, asisriyata “ he served,” asrayishyat or asrayishya-

ta “ he would serve.”

The verb bhri (bhrih

)

“to nourish” makes hharati or bharate

“he nourishes,” babhdra “^he nourished,” babhratuh (No. 421)

they two nourished,” babhruh “they nourished,” babhartha “thou

didst nourish,” babhriva “we two nourished,” bubbrima “we nour-

ished,” babhre (No, 548) “he nourished,” babhrishe “thou didst

nourish,” bhartdsi or bhartase “ thou wilt nourish,” bharishyati or

- 8
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bharishyate “ he will nourish," bharata or bharatdm “
let him

nourish," abharat or abharata “ he nourished,” bharet or bhareta

“ he may nourish.”

fe i « i 8 i vc |s
v>

^ sfa xnsransrairiqi i i fife qf^ R^-
t ^ \ c s

i Rrciri i

No. 580.—Let RIFT be the substitute of the vowel ri, when Sa

(No. 693) FOLLOWS, OR yak (No. 801), or an drdhadhdtulca sub-

stitute of LIN beginning with the letter y. The substitute Hn pre-

senting itself in this place, in the aphorism immediately preceding

the present one (viz. VII. 4. 27), a long vowel is not substituted

by No. 518—otherwise the direction to substitute rin (with a short

vowel) would be unmeaning.—Thus we have bhriyat “ may he

nourish.”

No. 581 .—And lin and sich, coming after what ends in ri

or Ri, are regarded as having an indicatory k, when an atmanepa-

da affix (tan) follows. Thus—without the substitution of guna
(No. 467), we have bhrisMshta (No. 558) “may he nourish,” bhri-

shiydstam “ may they two nourish,” abhdrshit (Nos. 457, 471, 472,)

479, and 519) “he nourished.”

I
G

I ^ I ^ \

StWT I ^c? 1 ^wRsi^ 1 'SmRsjrl (

I 3 I I I*?* I I I I ^TflcT |

siign i «rfi$ i i iRsjTff i tRsjfi i i t*cu* i

I ^lr\ I l^rl 1 IKrl 1 I fqig I f

I

^fiqTrl I I ^fRsQcI I ^fRojrl I | 8 I^ S' ' 6 \

vrcfa i saift i qN i 9 1 1 i §q^q 1
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5 I icr^r?! I I qqi^ I qfatf I qqepJT l ^ I q^T I

V\*\ I ® I I I 3S[T5l l l KW\ I

i i i ?«i

i

i ^xjsn-
N ^ Cs

i
c

i ssifa i sreiFt i

No. 582.—After a short Inflective base, there is elision

of aich, if a jhal follows. Thus abhfita “ he nourished,” abharishyat

or abharishyata “ he would nourish.

The verb hri (hrin

)

“ to take” makes harati or karate “ he

takes,” jahara or jahre “ he took,” jahartha “ thou didst take,” ja-

hriva “we two took,” jahrima “we took,” jahrishe "thou didst

take,” harta " he will take,” harishyati or karishyate “ he will

take,” haratu or haratdm “
let him take,” aharat or aharata "he

took,” haret or liareta “ he may take,” hriydt (Nos. 580 and 837)

or krishishta (Nos. 555 and 558) “ may he take,” hrishiydjtdm

“may they two take,” ahdrskit (No. 519) or ahrita (No. 582) “he

took,” aharishyat or aharishyata “ he would take.”

In like manner dhri (dhrin) “to hold” makes dharati or

dharate “ he holds pi (pin) “ to lead” makes nayati or nayate

“ he leads pack (dupachanh) “ to cook” makes pachati orpachate

“ he cooks,” papdcha “ he cooked,” pechitha (Nos. 517 and 495) or

papaJdha (No. 516) “thou didst cook,” peche (No. 494) “he cook-

ed,” palda “he will cook;” bkaj (bhaja) “to serve” makes bhaja-

ti or bhajate “he serves,” babhdja or bheje (No. 578) “he served,”

bhaJdd
“ he will serve,” bhahshyati or bkakukyate “ he will serve,”

abhaJcshit (No. 499) or abhalda (No.513) “he served," abhakshdtam

“they two served ;” yaj (yaja) “ to worship a deity, to associate

with, to endow,” makes yajati or yajate “ he worships.”

\ i \ \ \
\v\

IRIS l I

No. 583.—When lit follows, there is a vowel (No. 28 1) in the

room of the semi-vowel of the reduplicate’ of both sets of verbs,

viz. vach, &c. (No. 584) and grah, &c. (No. 675). Thus iydja “he

worshipped.”

a O
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fafa i «m w i

^ ^asKni i 1 1^: i i

^Xlg I 1% I 33gT I

No. 584.—There is a vowel (No. 281) in the room of the semi-

vowel OF VACH “to Speak,” SWAP “to sleep,” and yaj, &c., when

an affix with an indicatory k (No. 486) follows. Thus we have

i+ aj+ atuh, which, by No. 283, becomes ij+ atuh, and, by re-

duplication, ij+ ij + atuh. By Nos. 428 and 55, this becomes final-

ly fycituh
“ they two Worshipped,” and so ijuh “ they worshipped,”

iyajitha (where there is an indicatory p) or (without the augment

—

No. 517) iyashtha (Nos. 334 and 78) “ thou didst worship,” ije “ he

worshipped,” yashtd (Nos. 334 and 78) “ he will worship.”

q%t: sr: ftn c i ^ i at i

to sra ^ sr: ram h-sit 7? i nram i i

i gglg i ‘sroigi^ i =srag i 3i mq% i a i 3ifci i

i i siig: i i 33msr 1

No. 585.

—

When s follows, there is k in the room OF sh
OR DH. Thus (they, by No. 334, having become sh), yakshyati or

yaJcshyate “ he will worship,” ijydt (Nos. 584 and 337) or ya-

kshishta “ may he worship,” ayakshit (No. 499) or ayashta (Nos.

334 and 513) “he worshipped.”

The verb vah (vaha) “
to bear” makes vahati or vahate “ he

bears,” uvdha (No. 583) “he bore,” uhatuh (No. 584) “they two

bore,” uhuh “ they bore,” uvahitha “ thou didst bear.”

I
c

I ^ I I

m: g swi: i

No. 586.—Let there be dh in the room of T OR TH coming

AFTER A JHASH (a soft aspirate), but NOT if the t or th is a part OF

the verb DHA “ to hold.” Thus, when we have vah + tha without the

augment ?f (No. 517). The h being changed to dli by No. 276, the

th of that becomes dh by the present rule, and then dh by No. 78.

O
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:

%r % iro: t c
i ? i ^ i

No. 587.—There is elision of dh, when pH follows.

i i i ^ i i

l 3313 I git l 3131 1 l ssraiql^ I I

i qrara): i i ^T3 i i i

>»
^ s

’SlclI^R I ^tl3 I ^girliq I I ^tl3i: I \

I I I I

Tffi it

No. 588.—When elision of dh (No. 587) has taken place, let 0

be the substitute in the room OF the A OF shah “ to endure,” and
VAH “to bear.” Thus we have uvodha “thou didst bear,” uhe “he

bore,” vodka (No. 586) “he will bear,” vaJcshyati (No. 585) “ he will

bear,” avaksMt (No. 499) “ he bore,” avodham (Nos. 513, 276, and

586) “ they two bore,” a/oakshuh “ they bore,” avakshih “ thou bor-

est,” avodham “ you two bore,” avodha “ you bore,” avaksham “
I

bore,” avalcshwa “we two bore,” avdkshma “ we bore,” or, with the

dtmanepada affixes, avodha (Nos. 513, 276, and 586) “ he bore,”

avakshdtdm “they two bore,” avakshata “they bore,” avodhdh “thou

borest,” avakshatham “you two bore,” avodhwam “ you bore,” ava-

kshi “ I bore,” avakshwahi “ we two bore,” avakshmahi “ we bore.”

So much for the 1st class of verbs, consisting of “ bhu, &c.”

The 2nd class of verbs begins with the verb ad (ada) “
to eat.”

I ^t^i: \

^ i <i i

iftwt: m: i ^ i 8 i ^ i

515R SBTcf I ’Slfa I ^Rri: I I I I I

\4 \ N

'sifg i i ^g: •

No. 589.—Let there be elision (luk) OF &AP (No. 419) after

AD “to eat,” &c. We then have atti (No. 90) “he eats,” attah
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“ they two- eat,” adanti “ they eat,” atsi
“ than eatest,” atthah “you

,
two eat/’ attha “ you eat,” admi “ I eat,” adwah “ we two eat/’

admah “ we eat.”

i * » 8 l 8° i

N '

l ^JTrf I TOH3 l SQTOtra: I <3^1 I

<s
' N

No. 590.—Let ghas (ghaslri) be optionally the substitute of

the root ad, WHEN LIT FOLLOWS. Thus we may have jaghasa

“ he ate.”

In making the next modification of this word, we have elision

of the penultimate letter, from No. 540, and the substitution of a.

ehar for the gh, by No. 90, and we look forward.

mfaqftveM v, i c i ^ 1

i

suRieiTO'ji gw 5 : i i sra: i srafaw i =5i^ra: i
\V) ^ SI S)

TO l TOTS l 5TTTO i 5JTTO l ^13 l l I

No. 591.—And let there be sh in- the- room of the s of these

verbs—via. 3AS. “ to instruct,” VAS “ to-dwell,” and ghas “
to eat,”

coming after in or a guttural (see No. 169). Thus we have ja-

leshatuh “ they two ate,” jakshuh “ they ate,” jaghasiiha “thou

didst eat,” jakshathuh “ you two ate,” jatcsha “you ate,” jaghd'sa “ I

ate,” jakshiva “ we two ate,” jalcshima “ we ate.” On the alter-

native allowed by No. 590, we have ada (No. 477) “ he ate,” ddatuh
u they two ate,” aduh “ they ate.”

^ ^JTrT I I TOT IV s ' '

TOSllh I TO I TOIc! I TO*! I TO 5?! I

VJ s x °
No. 592.—Let it be always the- augment of thaldoming after

these—viz. AD “to eat,” ri “ to go,” AND vyen “to cover.” Thus

dditha “ thou didst eat,” attd “ he will eat,” atsyati “ he will eat,”

attu “
let him eat,” attdt (No. 444) “ may he eat,” atidm (No. 446)

“ let the two eat,” adantu “ let them eat.”

ffir. t^i 8 i \*\ t

a
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I ^flTrl I ^5lr!fl l ^rl I I I •

No. 593—Let there be dhi instead OF Hi (No. 447) after the

verbHU “togive,” and what ends in JHAL. Thus addhi “do thou eat,”

attat (No. 444) “ mayst thou eat,” attam “do you two eat,” atta

“ eat ye,” addni “ let me eat,” addva (Nos. 445 and 455) “ let us

two eat,” adama “
let us eat.”

i 'o i ^ i \°° i

I I ^Irl I I I I TOTH I TOIHIfJ I

TO! I TOTH I TOT^W I TOTS: I

VJ S v SJ

No. 594.—According to the opinion of all the authorities, at

shall be the augment of a uniliteral affix coming AFTER the verb

AD “ to eat.” Thus adat (No. 478) “he ate,” attdm “ they two ate,”

adan “they ate,” ddah “ thou atest,” attam “you two ate,” atta

“you ate,” adam “ I ate,” adwa (No. 455) “we two ate,” adma
“ we ate,” adyat (No. 461) “ he may eat,” adydtam “ they two may
eat,” adyuh (No. 527) “they may eat,” adyat (No.337) may he

eat,” adyastdm “ may they two eat,” adydsuk “ may they eat.”

I 8 I I

TO I TO I TOSH I 'STrST^ I IS TfSIHr^i: I 9 I

1FH I

No. 595.—When lun or san (No. 752) follows, let ghas-

LRI be the substitute of the verb ad. Instead of chli (No. 471), there

is an (No. 542). Thus aghasat “ he ate,” atsyat “ he would eat.’

The verb hom (hana) “ to kill or to go” makes hanti “he

kills.” .

*

fgsfit'l <0 8 1 l

TOSiTs^T^Tsi^i §nq: fofn t%ih i airnfasrasiimH-

1 hs ^ ^5 to
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i iri: i sjr* i wfa i i«i: i i*i i i

n^i: i i i *mri: i i

No. 596.—

W

fien there follows an affix, beginning with a

JHAL and DISTINGUISHED BY AN INDICATORY K OR fir, there is ELI-

SION OF THE NASAL OF the following that end in a nasal, viz.

THOSE WHICH IN THEIR ORIGINAL ENUNCIATION ARE GRAVELY

ACCENTED, AND VAN “to ask or beg,” AND TAN “ to stretch,” &c.

Those which (ending in a nasal, see No. 510) are iD their origi-

nal enunciation gravely accented, or the following, viz
: yam “to

restrain,” ram “
to sport,” nam “

to bow,” gam “ to go,” han
“ to kill,” and man “

to respect.”

By “ tan &c.” (the verbs of the 8th class, which, I-ri excepted,

end in a nasal,) are meant the following—viz. tan “to stretch,”

kshan “ to kill,” leshin
“
to kill,” rin “

to go,” trin “ to eat grass/'

ghrin “to shine,” van “to ask,” and man “to understand.”

By this rule we have han+ tas=hatah (No. 535) “they two

kill,” ghnanti (Nos. 540 and 314) “they kill,” hansi (No. 94)

“ thou killest,” hathah “you two kill,” hatha “you kill,” hanmi

“I kill,” hanwah “ we two kill,” hanmah “ we kill,” jaghana (Nos.

314, 488, and 489) “he killed,” jaghnatuh (No. 540) “they two

killed,” jaghnuh “ they killed.”

i s i ^ i w i

frcR I sraFTCI I I srsro: I 1

5RR I | Slfael | | | IROjffl | I

IclIH I IclTIJ I 57^ I

No. 597.—And after the reduplicate syllable, there is the

substitution of a letter of the k class in the room of the h of the verb

han. Thus we have jaghanitha (No. 517) orjaghantha “thou didst

kill,” jjaghnathuh (No. 540) “you two killed,” jaghna “you

killed,” jaghana (No. 489) or jaghana (No. 490) “I killed,”

jaghniva (No. 433) “we two killed,” jaghnima “ we killed,”

hanta (No. 510) “he will kill,” hanishyati “he will kill.” hantu

“let him kill,” hatdt (Nos. 444 and 596) “may he kill,” hatdm

“let the two kill,” ghnantu (Nos. 540 and 314) “let them kill.”
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^4: i ^ i » i ^ i

li i

No. 598.—Let JA be the substitute of the verb HAN, when

hi (No. 447) follows.

Then, by No. 448, the hi would be elided, were it not for the

rule here following.

i *= I 8 I
S* |

^ SUSlfagccIT* I | Irlin \

1?W I in I I 1=113 I 1313 I S11-J I I I

I oilrig I I I ^1=3 I =n I t^T3 I

No. 599.—The rules, reckoning from this ODe to the end of

the chapter (viz. the 4th chap, of tbe YIth Lecture), are called

dbhiya, (because the chapter ends with a series of rules dependent

on the aphorism) “ bhasya.” When that (viz. one of the rules

called dbhiya) is to be brought into operation, having the same

place (for coming into operation, as another dbhiya which has al-

ready taken effect), that one (which has taken effect) shall be re-

garded AS NOT HAVING TAKEN EFFECT.

Thus (ja having been substituted for han, by No. 598, it might

have been expected that the hi would be elided by No. 448, but) since

the change to ja is not regarded as having been accomplished, elision

of hi does not take place. So we have jahi “ do thou kill,” hatat (Nos.

444 and 596) “ mayst thou kill,” hatam “ do you two kill,” hata
“ do you kill,” handni “

let me kill,” hanava “
let us two kill,”

j

handma “ let us kill,” ahan (Nos. 458 and 199) “he killed/’ j

ahatam (No. 596) “they two killed,” aghnan (Nos. 540, 314, and
’

26) “they killed ahan (Nos. 458 and 199) “thou didst kill,”
j

ahatam “you two killed,” ahata “you killed,” ahanam “I killed,”

Qhanwa “ we two killed,” ahanma “ we killed,” hanydt (No. 461)
“ he may kill." !

O ~
9
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No. 600.

—

Where the affix in question is ArdhadhAtuka
(No. 436.—this aphorism having been placed as a regulator (among

others of the rule following—we look forward).

5JV fofe i ^ | 8 I 8^ i

No. 601.—Let badh be the substitute OF the verb HAN, when
list follows. (No. 600.)

ffe =9
I ^ I 8 I 8^ i

i qiaircmg I i rcsig i 3 fwiioifa-

t ? i

No. 602.

—

And when lust follows (let vadh be the substi-

tute of han, as directed in No. 601— provided the affix, as ruled by

No. 600, is ardhadhatulca). Thus we have vadhyat (No. 337)

“may he kill,’' vadhydstdm “may they two kill,” avadhtt “he

killed,” ahanishyat “ he would kill.”

The verb yu “ to mix or to separate” is next conjugated.

sffifai 'sftr l o i 3 i ctf i

Rfaqs ifg: fqfa * rsfwj^rre* i

sifN i hfi: i xrsif^ri i aifa i tjw. i usi i Ihii? i 2j«i: i un: i

S> S> Nd N> Nd N>

Uirra I XIT%riI I BlilEIlfT I Sir! I 2?c1Ic! I I ‘SUclW I

>o >o\j>\ x S) \

t i si v\m fai faifa

squssiTsm i azriciw i uir: i uaici i i sals: i

\ ^ N S>%» ft N ft ^ ft N»

i 1 2ii mq^ i a i sifa i xiiri: i mfcq i

i xnm i arem i aig i i i

No. 603.

—

Where elision, through lur, has taken place (as

by No. 589), let vriddhi be substituted in the room of short u,

when a sdrvadhdtuka affix, beginning with A CONSONANT and dis-

tinguished by an indicatory p, follows :—but not if the verb he

reduplicated. Thus we have yu+ tip=yauti “ he mixes,” yntah

O - — -
~
Q
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“they two mix,” yuvanti (No. 220) “they mix,” yaushi (No. 169)

“thou mixest,” yuthah “you two mix,” yutha “you mix,” yaumi
“ I mix,” yuvah “ we two mix,” yumah “ we mix,” yuydva (No. 202)

“he mixed,” yavitd (Nos. 433 and 420) “he will mix,” yavishyati
“ he will mix,” yautu “let him mix,” yutdt (No. 444) “ may he

mix,” ayaut “ he mixed,” ayutdm “ they two mixed,” ayuvan (No.

457) “ they mixed,” yuyat (No. 461) “he may mix,”—here there is

not vriddhi (from No. 603), because, according to the explanation

in the Mahdbhdshya
,
“what has an indicatory p has not an

indicatory n, and what has an indicatory n has not an indi-

catory p”

:

— (so, when ydsut came, which, see No. 460, is-

regarded as having an indicatory n the tip ceased to be re-

garded as having an indicatory p, without which No. 603 does

not apply). So yuydtdm “they two may mix,” yuyulu (No.

527) “they may mix,” yuyat (Nos. 518 and 337) “may he mix,”

yuydstdm “ may they two mix,” yuyasuh “ may they mix,” aydvit

(No. 519) “he mixed,” ayavishyat (Nos. 433 and 420) “he would

mix.”

The verb yd “
to go” makes yati “ he goes,” yatah “ they two

go,” ydnti “they go,” yayau (No. 523) “ he went,” ydtd “he will

go,” ydsyati “ he will go,” ydtu “ let him go,” ayat “he went,” aya-

tam “ they two went.”

31 1 ^TT. I I nTUTrI t SJTUTrlTH I

sis: i 2jT3ifi i ararcnra i ajara: i ^areicr i ^naj?af? i

S3 31 I 9 I HI 51J7I l S l RDT I o |
sgj

qi% l
C I 3

1
^r^iai s^T l £ i raai I <1° i 51^ 1

I *\\ I I 513 I 93 I *5QT I R8 I

st^ihsr S3 naraiaj: i f%5 1 qy i

No. 604.—In the opinion of sakatayana only (and hence

optionally), jus is the substitute of jhi in the room OF LA&,

after what ends in long d. Thus ayuh (No. 527) or ayan (No. 26)

“they went,” ydydt (No. 461) “he may go," yayatdm “they two

• =*
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may go,” ydyuh (No. 527) “ they may go,” ydyat (No. 337) “ may he

go," yaydstam “ may they two go,” yaydsuh “ may they go,” aydsit
“ he went,” ayasyat “ he would go.”

In the same way are conjugated va “
to go or smell," bha “to

shine,” shnd “ to bathe," srd “
to cook,” drd “

to go ba'dly,” psa “to

eat,” rd “ to give,” Id “ to take,” da “ to cut,” and hhyd “ to relate.

This (viz. khyd
)

is to be employed only with the sarvadhatuka

affixes.

The next verb to be conjugated is vid “to know.”

i ^ I 8 I |

i i fen: i i

'O

i feg: l 133 I n? I T%sf I fag I I tfa I fa-

f\: i faafari i

No. 605.—The affixes nal &c. (No. 424) are optionally used

instead op the parasmaipada substitutes of lat coming after the

verb yid “ to know.” Thus veda (No. 485) “he knows,” vidatuh
“ they two know,” viduh “ they know,” vettha “thou knowest,” vi-

dathuh “ you two know,” vida “you know,” veda “
I know,” vidwa

“ we two know,” vidma “we know.” On the other alternative, we
have vetti (No. 485) “ he knows,” vittah (No. 467) “ they two know,”

vidanti “ they know.”

i s n i i

3T i fa^^^afai’aFuaiirFi n 7jqj: j

fa^T^T* I I nfecfl | l

No. 606.—The augment dm is optionally employed after

these—viz. USH “to burn,” YID “ to know,” AND JAGRI “ to wake,”

—when lit follws.

As there is an agreement (in the present instance) to regard

the verb vid as ending in short a (vida), guna is not substituted

(as it would otherwise have been by No. 485). Thus we have vidan-

chakdi'a or viveda “ he knows,” vedita “ he will know,” vedishya-

ti
“ he will know.”
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i ? n, i

i

^SSiseiw towhi^t ^rti f*rei-^ >4 Vi v >i

rg^ i 33*3^ *\ i i

No. 607.—When lot comes after the verb vid, then OPTION-

ALLY the augment dm is irregularly attached
;
there is no substi- >

tution of guna (from No. 420—which fact is indicated by the ex-

hibition of the form viddn in the aphorism)
;
there is elision

(Ink) of lot
;
and the verb kri “ to make,,’* with the terminations

of the imperative, is appended, (giving, for example, vidan-

kurvantu). One particular person and number is not alone intend^

ed to bespoken of (by the employment, in the aphorism, of the form

viddrtlcurvemtu).

Thus we may have vidaiikcbrotw “ let him^know.”

fwif^siSTOj 'a: i ^ i \ i

i

No.608.—Let u come after the verbs TAN, &c. (No. 719),

AND after the verb KRI “ to make.” This debars the application of

iap (No. 419).

^iri 'an l <? i « I \\° l

3r? Sterns* f i

i i fasifs i i

i i *11^: i

No. 609.—Letshort u be the substitute of the short a of (
kar

,

the modified form of) the verb kri, endingwith the affix w(No. 608),

when A sarvadhatuka termination, withan indicatory /r or n, fol-

lows. Thus vidankurutat (No. 607) “maybe know,” viddiikurutdm

“ let the two know,” viddnkurvantu “ let them know,” vidankuru

“know thou,” vidankaravdni (No. 420) “ let me know ” avet (Nos.

458, 485, and 199) “ he knew,” avittdm “ they two knew,” aviduh

(No. 481) “they knew.”

^ |
C

| ^ | ^ |

e 9
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Tsfq I ^

:

I I I

i i i gfii i rz i i

No. 610.

—

And when sip follows, ru is optionally the substi-

tute OF the D of a verb, when the d is at the end of a pada. Thus

we have aveh (No. Ill) or avet “ thou kuewest,” vidyat “ he may
know, or, may he know,” vidyastdm “ may they two know,” avedit

“ he knew,” avedishyat “ he would know.”

The verb as “ to be” makes asti “ he is.”

t i a i WU
sHNlrp l *=cK I I

sffq i m: i m \ vftm 1^1:191: 1

No. 611.—Let there be elision of the A OF the affix &NAM

(No. 714) AND of the verb AS “ to be,” when a sarvadhatufca affix,

with an indicatory k or n, follows. Thus stah (No. 535) “ they

two are,” santi “they are,” asi (No. 438) “thou art,” sthak “ you

two are,” stha “you are,” asmi “I am,” swak “we two are,’’

small we are.”

^ ^ ^ s ^
'

giwwi: ^ asKiTjni ^ nt: i i

1 1 raw
i i

S» S ^

No. 612.—Let sh be the substitute of the s of the verb AS
“ to be,” coming after a letter of the pratydhara in in AN UPA-

sarga (No. 47) OR after the indeclinable word pradus “ evidently,”

when the letter Y OR A vowel follows. Thus (after the upasar-

ga ni, when y follows the s,) nishyat “ he may go out;” (when a

vowel follows the s,) pranishanti “ they go out,” praduhshanti
“ they are manifest.”

Why do we say, “ when the letter y or a vowel follows V wit-

ness abhistah “ they two surpass.”

I ^ 18 1^1
o «
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I SIMR I Hiljfn I I 'vm I Sell?? I

N» O, V, \

w\m i i

x
vj

No. 613.—Let bhu be the substitute OF the verb as “ to be,”

when an ardhadhdtulca affix follows. Thus babhuva (No. 431)
“ he was,” bhuvita “ he will be,” bhavishyati “ he will be.” astu

“ let him be,” stat (Nos. 444 and 611) “ may he be,” stdm “
let the

two be,” santu “ let them be.”

sWKfP|Wjr*?%Tq'g i i i » i i

WgT3«Rl^Tq^3 I sfa I I I

*ri i i ’sisiq i i i ixm* i

^Jlrl I ^TlrlTfl I I flUlr! I Wf! I vnrfqota I

V N y, e\ \ CS.V \ \

*1^T I ^ 1 qfa I fri: I

No. 614.— Let there be a change to e of a verb termed GHU
(No. 662) and of the verb as, when hi (No. 447) follows, and

let there be elision of a reduplicate syllable. Then (the hi

being changed to dhi by No. 593), we have edhi “ be thou,” stat

(Nos. 444 and 611) “ mayst thou be,” stam “ be you two,” sta

“ be you,” asdni “
let me be,” asdva “

let us two be,” asama “
let

us be,” dsit (Nos. 478 and 479) “he was,” astdm “they two

were,” asan “ they were,” syat “ he may be, sydtdm “ they

two may be,” syuh “ they may be,” bhuydt (No. 613)
“ may he

be,” abhut “ he was,” abhuvishyat “he would be.”

The verb i (in) “to go” makes eti (No. 420) “he goes,”

itah (Nos. 535 and 467) “they two go.”

i i « i |

^13T HrZR* UT i SRfl l

No. 615.—Let YAN be the substitute OF the root IN, when an

affix, beginning with a vowel, follows. Thus yanti “ tney go.”

i <t i 8 roc i
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No. 616.

—

lyan and uvah are the substitutes of i and u OF

A REDUPLICATE, WHEN A HETEROGENEOUS vowel FOLLOWS. Thus

iydya (Nos. 426, 202, and 29) “ he went.”

fafa fafe i lag: i i fufasi i

I i i sg i $$ i i i ?aicj i

i

No. 617.—‘Let A LONG vowel be instead of the reduplicate OF
the verb IN, when what substitute for lit HAS AN INDICATORY K
(No. 486) follows. Thus iyatuh “they two went,” iyuh “they

went,” iyayitha (Nos. 433 and 517) or iyetha (Nos. 515, 420
)

and 616) “thou didst go," etd “he will go,” eshyati “ he will

go,” etu “let him go,” ait (Nos. 478) and 218) “ he went,” aitam
“ they two went,” ayan (No. 29) “they went,” iydt “ he may go,”

iyat (No. 518) “ may he go.”

I $ I 8 I ^8 I

qt^i farN fafa i

fancier i 3Wri i i

fafl i q^uiri i

\ X

No. 618.—Let there be a short vowel in the room OF the an

({) of the verb IN coming after an upasarga, when an ardhadhd-

tuka substitute for LI&, with an indicatory k No. 466), FOLLOWS
Thus nir+ iyat=niriyat “ may he go forth.”

In the example abhiydt “may he go up to,” the short vowel

is not substituted; for the rule (VI. 1. 85.) that “a single letter

substituted shall be regarded as the final of the preceding word and

the initial of the following word,” does not apply, when the ope-

ration directed depends upon both what precedes and what fol-

lows: —so then, as the i, in abhiydt, cannot be regarded as a part

at once of the upasarga and of the verb, the rule No. 618 conse-

quently does not apply.

B O
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Why do we say, “of the ani ?” witness sam+eydt—sameydt

(=sam+ d+iydt) “ may he come,” where the rule does not apply*

as the verb begins with ech.

*it wfi i ^ I 8 i i

S5R | ^iTirT I i?SJr! I ^ I 9* I
N» ^ \ \ \

No. 619.—Let GA be the substitute of the root IN, when
Luft follows. By No. 473, there is elision (lukj of the sick (No.

472). Thus agdt “ he went,” aishyat (Nos. 478 and 218) “ he would

g°-”

The next verb to be conjugated is'st (sin) “to sleep.”

site: gw: i i a i ^ i

I STOI?! I

No. 620.—Let GUNA be the substitute OF gift “ to sleep,” when
a sarvadhatuka affix follows. Thus bete (No. 543) “he sleeps,”

saydte (No. 29) “ they two sleep.”

sitei ^ i « i ^ 1 1

1

sfiii ms i i tl$ i *jst5I i i

^ i i i i foRzre i i

I ticW I SWTclTfl I I ^l^rl I ^TOZTIrlTIJ I

I ^ldlr! I ^qiairUIJ I Sjofasi I I I

l I 9£ I fl%5RTclvzm^if^l ^ sgfa-
> sa

i 'snaifi i ^*fiai?i i i

No. 621.—Let RUT (r) be the augment of the a of the sub-

stitute for^Ti (No. 421) after the verb gift “to sleep.” Thus berate

(No. 559) “they sleep,” seshe “ thou sleepest,” sayathe “ you two

sleep,” sedhwe “ you sleep,” saye “
I sleep,” sevake “ we two

sleep,’ semahe “ we sleep,” sisye (Nos. 429 and 548) “he slept,”

sisydte “ they two slept, ’’ sisyire (No. 548) “they slept,” sayitd

(No. 433) “ he will sleep,” sayish/yate “ he will sleep,” setdm (No.

552) “ let him sleep,” saydtdm “let the two sleep,” seratdm (No.

621) “let them sleep,” aseta “ he slept,” asaydtdm “ they two

aL - —a
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slept,” aserata (Nos. 559 and 621) “they slept,” sayita (Nos. 555

and 463) “ he may sleep,” sayiyatdm “ they two may sleep,”

sayiran (No. 556) “ they may sleep,” sayishishta (No. 558) “ may
he sleep,” asayishta (Nos. 420, 472, and 433) “he slept,” asayi-

shyata (No. 435) “ he would sleep.”

The next verb to be conjugated is i (in

)

“ to study.” This verb

and i (ilc) “ to remember” never appear apart from the preposition

adhi. Thus adhite (No. 543) “he studies,” adhiyate (No. 220)

“they two study,” adhiyate (No. 559) “they study.”

»IT5 fafe i ^ I 8 I 8<£ i

W i i ^*zirJT i 'snared i i

rnn i i i i i\ x \ \

5 i i i i i

i warn: i i i i

f? | I I I i «?i-

i

No. 622.—Let ga be the substitute of the verb i (in) “to

study,” when lit follows. Thus adhijage (Nos. 548 and 524) “he

studied,” adhyeta (No. 420) “he will study,” adhyeshyate “he
will study,” adhitdm (No. 552) “ let him study,” adhiyatam “ let

the two study,” adhiyatam (No. 559) “ let them study,” adhishwa

(No. 553) “do you study,” adhiydtham “ do you two study,” adhi-

dhwam (No. 553) “do you study,” adhyayai (No. 554) “let me
study,” adhyayavahai “ let us two study,” adhyayamahai
“
let us study,” adhyaita (Nos. 478 and 218) “ he studied,” adhyai-

yatam “ they two studied,” adhyaiyata (No. 559) “ they studied,”

adhyaithdh “ thou didst study,” adhyaiyatham “ you two studied,”

adhyaidhwam “ you studied,” adhyaiyi “ I studied,” adhyaivahi
“ we two studied,” adhyaimalii “ we studied,” adlnyita (Nos. 555,

461, 463, and 220) “ he may study,” adhiyiydtdm “ they two may
study,” adhiyiran (No. 556) “they may study,” adhyeshishta (No.

558) " may he study.”

fawar i ^ i 8 i y* i

N
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N
No. 623.—The substitution of gd (No. 622) in the room of

i (in) “to study” is optionally made, whicn Luft and lrin fol-

low.

\ \ \ ^ \ \ \

*ti^T5*]T5 arqai fen: sa: i

\ s>

No. 624.—What affixes have not an indicatory n or n
shall be cousidered to HAVE an INDICATORY N (No. 467), when they

come after ga (No. 622) and the verbs kut “ to be crooked,” &c.

1 1 1 « i ^ •

nmnirl 15 I 'ST<Z?J% I
*5

n I ^'OUTIEqrl I ^Zisq5 I SWI3J I ^0 | I 5-
v> Si C\ Vi*

IV : I 511^5 I I Z?V I '5fT^ I 51^ I ^ I 51T-

V I I 5t l 511 I 5Ht l 52T1 l 551 I 5HVH 1

l $153^ I 5P*2 i 53*n5 l 5**115 i 515=? I 51**1 I

"S3 Si \ si "v \y ^ \y

§**IT5 I §**15 l §**I I 5H115 !
§**115 I 5115111 I §W5I5 I

|

^^5? l §fl5T5 I *1**315 I itl| I 5111^1 I 5HT«t I

|

I ^l§a*IIJJ I ^§15 I *55115 I I T5I5 I

*351515 I W*vsm I 5155 i 5115 I

No. 625.—When an drdhadhdtuka affix, beginning with A

CONSONANTand distinguished by an indicatory k or n, follows, then

let long i be the substitute of the long a of the verbs termed ghu
(No. 662), and of MA “ to measure,” stha “to stand,” GA “to study,”

PA “drink,” HA “to abandon,” AND SHO “to destroy.” Thus

adhyagishta (No. 623) or, alternatively, adhyaishta (No. 218) “he

studied,” adkyagivhyata (No. 623) or adhyaishyata “he would

study.”

The verb dull (dvha

)

“ to milk” makes dogdhi (Nos. 277, 586,

and 25) “he milks," dugdhah (No. 535) “ they two milk,” duhanti

“they milk,” dhokshi (Nos. 277, 278, 169, and 89) “thou milkest,”
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or, with the dtmane'pada terminations, dugdhe (Nos. 543 and 535)

“he milks,” duhate “ they two milk,” duhate (No. 559) “ they milk,”

dhukshe (Nos. 277, 278, 169, 90, and 535) “thou milkest,” duhdthe

“ you two milk,” dhugdkwe (No. 277) “you’milk,” dvhe “ I milk,”

duhivahe “we two milk,” duhmahe “we milk,” dudoha (No. 485)

or duduhe (No. 548) “ he milked,” dogdhd (No. 586) “ he will milk,”

dhokshyati (Nos. 277 and 278) or dholcshyate “ he will milk,” dog-

dhu “let him milk,” dugdhdt (Nos. 444 and 467) “may he milk,”

dugdhdm “
let the two milk,” duhuntu - “let them milk,” dugdhi

(No. 593) “do thou milk,” dugdhdt (No. 444) “ mayst thou milk,”

dugdham “ do you two milk,” dugdha “milkye," dohdni “let me
milk,” dugdhdm (No. 552) “let him milk,” duhdtdm “let the two

milk,” duhatdm (No. 559) “let them milk,” dhukshwa (No. 278)

“do thou milk,” dnhdthdm “do you two milk,” dhugdhwam (No.

278) “milk ye,” dohai (No. 554) “let me milk,” dohdvaluxi "let

us two milk,” dohdmahai “let us milk,” adholc (Nos. 199 and 278)
“ he milked,” adugdhdm (No. 586) “ they two milked,” aduhan

“they milked,” adoham “I milked,” adugdha “he milked,” cidu-

lidtdm “ they two milked,” aduhata (No. 559) “they milked,”

adhugdhwam (No. 277) “you milked,” duhydt “he may milk,”

duhita (No. 555) “he may milk.”

n i & i ^ i

to <*51121 i%?ii *?i*fii% i ygij; i

No. 626.—The substitutes of Lift (No. 459) AND sich (No.

472), coming after a consonant that adjoins an ilc, WHEN the
atmanepada affixes ARE employed, are regarded as having an in-

dicatory lc (No. 467). Thus, guna not being substituted, we have

dhuJct'Mshta (Nos. 277, 278, and 558) “may he milk.”

oti m* i ^ i \ i i

f u: crai^qj: I I

No. 627.

—

After that verb which ends in a &AL, with an ik

for its penultimate letter, and does not take the augment it

(No. 510), let KSA (i. e. >a—No. 155) be the substitute of chli (No.

471). Thus adhulcshat (Nos. 277, 278, 90, and 169) “he milked.”

a
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gjqi 5^ i ^ i ^ | ^ |

U*IT 3^ rife I I I

No. 628.

—

When an atmanepada affix, beginning with A

DENTAL, FOLLOWS, there is OPTIONALLY ELISION (luk) (of the

vowel—see No. 27— )
of the ksa (No. 627) OF these verbs viz. DUH

“to milk,” dih “to accumulate,” LIH “to lick,” and guh “to

cover.” Thus (the s also being elided by No. 513) we have either

adugdha (Nos. 277 and 586) or adhukshata (No. 627) “ he

milked.”

SRRlTfa i ® i ^ i i

’srenSi rife fen: i wigTfiw i i varcn: i

i wgisnu i i i i
\S \ Ni ^ S) \ S)

'Strait I l WT^cT l S3 33^3 i i

^1^115^ I ^ i I *fis: 1 l i i

i i i faiiii I I I faratt I

i i i i i i

r^l^rl I ^ITS I ^ITR I I I I I

I ^3 I | I 5ERUUTN

3lfa I I

No. 629.—There is elision (lopa) of ksa (Nos. 627 and 27),

when an dtmcmepada affix, beginning with AN ACH, follows.

Thus adhulcshdtdm “ they two milked,” adhulcshanta (No. 559)

“ they milked,” adugdhdh (Nos. 277 and 586) or adhukshccthah

(No. 627) “ thou didst milk,” adhukshdtham “you two milked,”

adhugdhwam (No. 628) or adhukshadhtuam “you milked,” adhu-

Icshi “ I milked,” adhukshdvahi (No. 422) “ we two milked,”

adhukshamahi “ we milked,” adhokshyata (Nos. 435, 485, and

.457) “he would milk.”

In the same way the verb dih (diha) “to accumulate." The

verb lih (lihct)
“
to lick” makes ledhi (Nos. 276, 586, and 587) “ he

licks,” lidhah (No. 131) “they two lick,” lihanti “ they lick,” lekshi

a
~ ~

o
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(Nos. 276 and 585) “thou lickest,”—or lidhe (No. 543) “he licks,”

lihate “they two lick,” lihate (No. 559) “ they lick,” lihshe “thou

lickest,” lihdthe “ you two lick,” lidhwe “ you lick,” lileha or lilihe

“ he licked,” ledhdsi or ledhdse “ thou wilt lick,” lekt-hyati or

lekshyate “ he will lick,” ledhu “let him lick,” lidhat (Nos. 444- and

467) “may he lick,” Udhdm (No. 552) “let him lick,” lihantu “let

them lick,” lidhi (No. 447) “lick thou,” lehdni “let me lick,” or

lidhdm (No. 552) “ let him lick,” <det (Nos. 276, 199, and 165) or

aled (No. 82) “ he licked,” a likshat (No. 627, 276, and 585), or ali-

kshata, or alidha (No. 628) “ he licked,” alekshyat or ulelcshyccta

“ he would lick.”

The next verb to be conjugated is bru (brun) “ to speak arti-

culately.”

33: 3*3T3Tfllfe3 33: I ^ I 8 I
C8 I

331 azrermltai 3fl3i 33150 : og 3I *03333131-

1 ^11 1 1 »

No. 630.—Instead of the FIRST five tense-affixes tip, &c.

substituted for lat, coming after the verb bru “ to speak,” there

may optionally be nal, &c. (No. 424); ah being at the same time

the substitute in the room QE BRU. Thus dha “ he says,” ahatuh
“ they two say,” ahuh “ they say.”

1
c 1 ^ 1 ^ l

OiRl I 3r3JJ I 3I?3 I 31*3: I

No. 631.—Instead of (the final of) ah (No. 630) there is th,

when a jhal follows. Then there is a change of the th to a char

by No. 90,aud we have attha “thou sayest dhathuh “you two say.”

33 iz t « t ^ 1 1

sltl far! I I mi I mFrl I sffl I

NS ' flv. « 4,

asi?! |
1

Si

No. 632 .—Tt is the augment of an affix, beginning with a con-

sonant and distinguished by an indicatory p, coming after the

verb bru “to speak.” Thus braviti (No. 420) “he speaks,”

G
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brutah “they two speak,” bruvanti (No. 220) “they speak,” brute

(No. 543) “he speaks,” bruvate “they two speak,” bruvate (No. 55G)

“ they speak.”

i ? i « i y ? i

^T^T?!^ I 3313 I 3i3c!: I 3r3! I 33f32! I 3333 I

N) NJ

3i^ I olrfil I 3^7m I 3Wt I 331 r! I SflTrT I ^rflU I 3-
"*

r
®' ^ Cs ^ s>

cFrl I 3Tf I 33TT*!I ! arim I 33 l 333T?I I =33o| I sUHrf I

s»es ^ es ^ x c\ c\ x

33T?l l 3=311?! I 3*113 I

s» '

No. 633.—The root vach is the substitute of bru “to speak,”

when an drdhadhatuka affix follows. Thus uvdcha (Nos. 432, 583,

and 489) “he spoke,” uchatuh (No. 584) “they two spoke,” ucliuh

“they spoke,” uvackitha (No. 517) or uvaJdha (No. 333) “thou

spokest,” uche (No. 548) “he spoke,” valctd “he will speak,” vakshya-

ti or vakshyate “he will speak,” bravitu (No. 632) “let him

speak,” brutat (No. 444) “may he speak,” brutdm “let the two

speak,” bruvantu (No. 220) “ let them speak,” bruhi “ speak thou,”

bravdni “ let me speak,” brutdm (No. 552) “ let him speak,” bravai

(No. 554) “let me speak,” abravit (No. 632) “he spoke,” abruta

“he spoke,” bruydt or bruvita (Nos. 555, 463, and 220) “he may
speak,” uchyat (Nos. 466 and 584) or vak&hishtci (No. 555) “may
he speak.”

i ^ i \ i ^ i

a: '

No. 634.—Instead of chli (No. 471), there shall be Afir after

the verbs AS “ to throw,” vach “ to speak,” and khya “ to speak.”

'ZVf | $ l 8 I I

s '

'ajjft? ^ I 3!3T3?[ I 33’53^ I 33^7?! I

No. 635.—When an (No. 634) follows, let UM he the aug-

ment of the verb VACH “to speak.” Thus avochat (No. 265) “he

spoke,” avalcshyat or civakshyata “he would speak.”

=3 I ^flrjfal?! a^m=?T f^ltl I srck
s'* ' S

31=^13^ I ^8 I
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No. 636.

—

“And a verb in the shape indicated by the term

CHARKArIta,” i. e. at the end of which the affix yan (No. 758)

has been replaced by a blank (luh), is to be regarded as belonging

to the 2nd class of verbs, “ad, &c.” (No 589.)

The verb urnu (urnun) “to cover” is next to be conjugated.

I 'O I ^ I I

I 3i<§TTfl I I Sftjcn I

I 3^?* I I I

SI Si Si Si

No. 637.— When a sarvadlidtuka affix follows, beginning with

a consonant and distinguished by an indicatory p, then vriddhi is

optionally the substitute OF the verb urnu “to cover.” Thus

urnauti or urnoti “lie covers,” urvutah (No. 535) “they two

!
cover,” urnvvanti (No. 220) “ they cover,” urnute “ he covers,”

umyuvdte “ they two cover,” urnuvate (No. 559) “ they cover.”

No. 638.

—

“ It should be mentioned that the verb urnu
DOES NOT TAKE AM” (No. 546).

si 5gi: M n i ? i

1 awfaw 1 1

Si si Si Vi Si si

No. 639.—The letters N, D, and R, following a vowel and ini-

tial in A conjunct consonant, are not doubled (No. 426). There

is a reduplication only of the syllable nu

;

and thus we have

urnunava (No. 202) “ he covered,” urnunuvatuh (No. 220) “they

two covered,” urnitnuvuh “ they covered.”

i n ^ i ? i

^ici i i i grotfa-v x O '4 Sl^j VI

cii i i gitesrib i griifaraub i gorier i grahci i

si si V.

3i?UoUi^ I I

No. 640.—An affix, beginning with the augment it, may op-

tionally be regarded as having an indicatory n (No. 467), when

0 G
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it comes after the verb urnu “ to cover.” Thus urnunvvitha
j

(No. 220) or urnunavitha “thou didst cover,” urnuvitd or urna-
\

vitd “ he will cover,” urnuvishyati or urnavishyati “he will cover,”

•urnautu (No. 637) or urnotu “ let him cover,” urixavdni “ let me
cover,” urnavai (No. 554) “ let me cover.”

| 'O
| ^ | |

i i ^iSi: i

grajuiri i grotori: i i Bionic! i i ^fining i

o ' 'O SI

No. 641.

—

When a sdrvadhdtuka affix follows, consisting

OF A SINGLE letter, beginning with a consonant and distinguish-
j

ed by an indicatory p, then let GUNA be the substitute of the verb I

urnu “to cover.” Thus aurnot (No. 458, 478, and 218) “he '

covered,” aurnofi “ thou didst cover,” urnuydt “ he may cover,”

drnuyah “ thou mayst cover,” or urnuvita (Nos. 555 and 220) “ he

may cover,” urnuydt (No. 518) or urnuvlsh'tshtu (No. 640) or

urnavishishta “ may he cover.”

I ^ I ^ I 3 1

istSt u*s5q^ rara i qi gm: i i

?n4i<5 i i i i i

ilTOfag I ilHUfag I I I

ii

No. 642.—When sioh (No. 472) follows, preceded by the aug-

ment it (No. 433), the parasm/xipada terminations being employ-

ed, then vriddhi is OPTIONALLY the substitute OF the verb UR$TU

to cover.” On the other alternative, guna is the substitute, Thus

aurndvit (No. 480) or aurnavit or aurnvit (No. 640) “he cover-

ed,” aurnavishtdm or aurnavishtdm or aurnuvishtdm “ they two

covered,” aurnuvishta (Nos. 640 and 220) or aurnavishta (No.

420) “ he covered,” aurnuvishyata or aurnuvishyata “ he would

cover.”

So much for the 2nd class of verbs, “ ad, &c.”
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The first verb in the 3rd class is hu “ to sacrifice or eat.”

I i

f i <1 I

l ^ l 8 I ^ I

sra: i

No. 64)3.—Let 6lu (one of the blanks enumerated in No. 209)

be substituted in the room of sap (No. 419) after the verbs

HU, &c.

vnrtif i gitfa i ”55^: i

No. 644.

—

When there is Slu, there are two in the room of

a verbal root— (i. e. the root is doubled). Thus juhoti (Nos. 488

and 420) “ he sacrifices,” jvhutah (No. 535) “they two sacrifice.”

i 5m i i^ N» \

No. 645.—There is AT in the room of the jh (of a tense-affix)

AFTER A REDUPLICATED verb. By No. 536, which debars No. 220,

the semi-vowel is substituted for the final of the root, and we have

juhwati “ they sacrifice."

i ^ i ^ i ^ i

31 *31311*1 S31I33 3il3 ^ I ^1313^1* 1

;
3jii3 I tim I irafa I I ^friT^ I cnq i

13 1 1 ^S3ifa i ^113 i i

No. 646 .—Am may optionally be affixed, when lit comes after

these verbs viz. bhi “ to fear,” hr! “ to be ashamed,” bhri “ to

nourish,” and hu “ to sacrifice ;” AND, when dm is affixed, the effect

: is to be AS IF THERE were gLU (i. e. there is to be redupli-

cation—No. 644), Thus
j
uhavdnchakdra or juhdva (Nos. 426 and

202) “ he sacrificed,” hotd (No. 435) he will sacrifice,” hoshyati

“ he will sacrifice,” juhotu. “ let him sacrifice,” juhutdt (No. 444)

!

“ may he sacrifice,” juhutdm “
let the two sacrifice.” juhwatu (Nos.

O — G
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645 and 536) “let them sacrifice,” juhudhi (No. 593) “do thou

sacrifice,’' juhavdni (No. 450) “let me sacrifice,” ajuliot “ he sa-

crificed,” ajuluitdm “ they two sacrificed.”

Sjfa ^ I ^ I ^ I ^ |

i i i pm i

i i i ^ i lirofa i

No. 647.

—

And when jus (No. 481), beginning with a vowel,

follows, then guva is the substitute of an inflective base that

ends in an He vowel. Thus ajuhavuh “ they sacrificed,” jjuhuydt
“ he may sacrifice,” liuydt (Nos. 465 and 466) “ may he sacrifice,”

ah iushit (Nos. 472, 479, and 51 9)
“ he sacrificed,” akoshyat “ he

would sacrifice.”

The verb bid (nibhi) “to fear” makes bibketi (No. 644) “he

fears.”

i i \ a i w •

w: i liimm: i fiwri: i

| fiwzirgSRR 1 I jqrlT I WlTl | m^rf |

S)

i r^4ifnm i wwi i faimaic? i R^nrirr i vTiaim i

\ \ \ \ \ \

I ^TZJcT I IT ma51TXn« I 5 I I T%igTri: I

TSTIiaffT I 1 T^ITU I jclT I I I

i f^iTuioT i ^imm i ^fNTirj i i

j
uisrxn-

i8i
No. 648.—When a sdrvadhdtuha affix follows, beginning with

a consonant and having an indicatory k or n (No. 535), i may OP-

TIONALLY be the substitute OF the verb BhI “to fear.” Thus

bibhitah or bibldtah “ they two fear,” bibhyati (No. 645) “they

fear,” bibhayahchalcara (No. 646) or bibkdya “ he feared,” bheta

“ he will fear,” bh'ishyati “ he will fear” bibhetu “
let him fear,”

bibhitdt (Nos. 444 and 648) or bibhitdt
“ may he fear,” abibhet “he

feared,” bibhiyat (No. 648) or bibhiyat
“ he may fear,” bhiydt (Nos.

465 and 466) “may he fear,” abhaiddt (Nos. 472, 479, and 519)

“ he feared,” abheshy.it
“ he would fear.”

fi G
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The verb hri “ to be ashamed” makes j Hired (No. 644;) “ he

is ashamed,” jihritah “they two are ashamed,” jihriyati (No. 645)

“they are ashamed,” jihraydnchakdra, (No. 646) or jihrdyci “ he

was ashamed,” hretd “he will be ashamed,” hreshyati “be will

be ashamed,” jihretu “let him be ashamed,” ajikret “he was

ashamed,” jihn'ydt “lie may be ashamed,” hriyU (Nos. 465 and

466) “may he be ashamed,” ahraishit (Nos. 472, 479, and 519)

“he was ashamed,” aliresliyat “he would be ashamed.”

The verb pr% “to nourish or fill” is next to lie conjugated.

I 'O I 8 I ^0 |

i fqqfS i

No. 649.—When there is slu (No. 643), let i (see No. 508) be

the substitute of the vowel of the reduplicate OF the verbs Rl “to

go,” and psi “ to fill.” Thus piparti “ he fills.”

i ^ i \ i i

No. 650.—Let there be u in the room of that iuflective base

which ends in ri, PRECEDED BY A LABIAL which is a portion of the

base. [Thus, when we have pn+ fos, this rule applies, and also

No. 37 which makes the base end in 7’.]

n i e i ^ i i

^tSi ifa ! fagA: l fqq*-

m i mu* i

No. 651.— And when a consonant follows, the long vowel

is the substitute of an ik vowel being the penultimate letter of a

verb which ends in r or v. Thus pipurtah (No. 650) “they two

fill,” pipurati (No. 645) “they fill,” papdra (Nos. 426, 508, 202,

.and 37) “ he filled.”

sj^ni^ st i « i « i ^ i

fiiifi fa% i sgg: i

No. 652.—When a substitute of lit, with an indicatory k, fol-

Q
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lows, A SHORT vowel is OPTIONALLY the substitute of Sr! “to hurt,”

DRI “to tear,” AND PRI “to fill.” (This debars No. 653, and we

have optionally) papratuh (No. 21) “they two filled."

I'siaini
«. N ' '

SisriSps fare i qq^: i

qq^: I

No. 653.—When lit, follows, guna is the substitute OF the verb

richchh “ to go,” that belongs to the 6th class (tad, &c. No. 693),

and of the verb RI “to go,” and of those that end in the long vowel

r1 Thus (on the alternative allowed by No. 652) paparatah “ they

two filled,” paparuli “they filled.”

|?lT 3T I ^ | ^ | I

H fare I qfiril I

qRm I q*fajfa | qftsqfa l fqqg i ’sfaq: I 'SlfqqAn I

^fqq^: I fqq^Tr? I qqicl I ^qRTrf I

No. 654.—There may be optionally a long vowel in the

room of the augment it (No. 433) coming after the verbs VRlii

“to serve,” and vrin “to choose,” and those that end in long

rI, but not when lit follows. Thus paritd or parita “ he will fill,”

parishyati or parishyati “he will fill,” pipartu “let him fill,”

apipah (Nos. 420, 199, and 110) “he filled,” apipurtam (Nos. 650

and 652) “they two filled,” apiparuh (Nos. 481 and 647) “they

filled,” pipurydt (No. 651) “he may fill,” purydt (No. 465) “may
he fill,” apdrit (No. 519) “ he filled.”

^ I $ I ^ I 8° I

I ^qi^gW l ^qflttl^ I i

rZIT*t i y i siiifa i

No. 655.

—

And when sich(No. 472) follows, and the paras-

MAIPADA terminations—here there is not a long vowel in the room

of the augment it (—see No.654). Thus aparishtam (No. 519) “they

two filled,” aparishyat (No. 654) or aparishyat “he would fill.”

The verb hd (ohdk) “to quit” makes jahati (No. 644).

O - «
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5T?T?ra I t I « I

?gt wigaiti sifgPt flraorgS i siren: i

No. 656.

—

And short i shall be optionally the substitute OF

the verb ha “to quit,” when a sdrvadhatuha affix follows, begin-

ning with a consonant and having an indicatory k or n. Thus

jahitah (No. 535) “they two quit.”

I i ^ 1 8 i^ i

SrflWJScI^Tnrl I ^Tri: I

No. 657.—Let 1 be the substitute of the d of sna (No. 730),

or OF a reduplicated verb not being one of those called ghu (No.

662), WHEN a sdrvadhatuha affix, having an indicatory lc or n and

beginning with A consonant, follows. Thus (on the alternative

allowed by No. 656) jahitah “ they two quit.”

I i l 8 I ^ I

$V§\h I siITf! I l tlcH I I qug I

i sitTrug i

No. 658.—Let there be elision OF THE A OF gNA (No. 730),

AND of A reduplicated verb, when an affix, with an indicatory

k or n, follows. Thus jahati (No. 645) “ they quit,” jahau (No.

523) “ he quitted,” hdtd “he will quit,” hdsyati “he will quit,”

jahdtu “let him quit,” jahitdt (Nos. 4*4*4* and 656) or jaldtdt (No.

657) “ may he quit."

^ i <m W® i

oiiifl: i i ^mim i i i 1

wij: 1

No. 659.—And when hi (No. 447) follows, the substitute

for the a of the verb ha “ to quit” is A, or i (No. 656), or t (No. 657).

Thus jahdhi, or jahihi, or jahihi “do thou quit,” ajahat “he

quitted,” ajahuh (Nos. 481 and 658) “ they quitted.”

%rax ft i ^ i » i '

Q
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xn|i i 1 i i

*5111317! I ^IT^rl I ^ TOC S I

No. 660.—There is elision of the d of the verb hd “ to quit,”

when a sdi'vci Ihdttik t affix, beginning with Y, follows. ThusjaA-

ydt (No. 460) “ he may quit;” but when the affix is drdhadhdtuka

(No. 465), then e is substituted by No. 525, giving heydt “may he

quit,” ahusit (Nos. 479, 480, and 530) “ he quitted,” ahasyat “he

would quit.”

The verb md (man) “to measure or sound” is next to be con-

jugated.

*i5jrfa?i i ® i « i i
S

i faifTfl i fa-

hf! i i i i i i i

iqwr! I fll^lg I I *WlS3cl I *I^T I O I

1%I1FT I fafFt I i 5I§ I llrll I fl^ I fiailfim I

^T5|flcJ I f%llTrl I fTSlg I 'SlfTScl I ^IT^IrJ I

I c
I I FI^rK I I I

I I filWTTOU: I 3WK I STO^f I I fafl-

i «iir i i wrezjfi i i mw?) i i

j
^

si

fingmii i i i i ftngai^ i faw\-

c{ i TijmH i 1 'swiSta 1 1 1 ^«R-

i2Jc? I 331*1 3fT^ I a I 33TFI I 5H: I 33F1 I 3^ l 33T-
'J s

fl 1 33^ I 33T I 3§ I 3T^I 1 3lS9fa I 3T^ l 331^ I

No. 661.—When there is slu (No. 643), let I be the sub-

stitute of the vowel of the reduplicate syllable OF these verbs—viz

BHRI “ to nourish,” md “
to measure,” and hd (ohdn)

“ to go.”

Thus mimite (No. 657) “ he measures,” mimdte (No. 658) “they two

measure,” mimate (No. 645) “ they measure,” mcime (Nos. 548

and 426) “ he measured,” maid “he will measure,” masyate “he

will measure,” mimitdm (Nos 552 and 657) “let him measure,”

O . — ~ Q
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amimita “lie measured,” mimita (Nos. 555 and 658) “lie may
measure,” mdsishta (No. 558) “may he measure,” amdsta (No. 472)

“he measured,” amasynta “he would measure.”

The verb ha (ohdn) “to go” makes jihite (No. 657) “he
goes,” jilidte (No. 658) “they two go,” jihate (Nos. 645 and 658)
“ they go,” jahe (Nos. 548 and 426) “he went,” hdtd “ lie will go,”

hdsyate “he will go,” jihitdm “ let him go,” ajilnta “ he went,”

jihita (Nos. 555 and 658) “ he may go,” hdsishta (No. 558)
“ may

he go,” akdsta (No. 472) “ he went,” ahdsyata “ he would go.”

The verb bhri
(
dubhrin

)
“ to hold or nourish,” makes bibharti

“he nourishes,” bibhritah “they two nourish,” bibhrati (No. 645)

“they nourish,” bibhrite “ he nourishes,” bibhrdte “they two nour-

ish,” bibhrate “ they nourish,” bibhardnickakdva (No. 646) or

babhdra (Nos. 508 and 202) “ he nourished,” babhartha “thou

didst nourish,” babhriva (No. 514) “ we two nourished,” bibha-

rdiichakre or babhre (No 548) “ he nourished,” bhartd (No. 510) “he

will nourish,” bharishyati (No. 532) or bliarishyate “he will nour-

ish,” bibhartu “
let him nourish,” bibharani “let me nourish,”

bibhritdm “
let him nourish,” abibhah (Nos. 420, 199, and 110) “ he

nourished,” abibhritdm “ they two nourished,” abibharuh (Nos. 481

and 447) “ they nourished,” bibhriydt or bibhrita (No. 555) “he

may nourish,” bliriydt (No. 465) or bhrishishtd (No. 558) “may
he nourish,” abharshit (No. 519) or abhrita (No. 582) “he nour-

ished,” abharishycct or ubharishyuta “ he would nourish.”

The verb cla (dudan) “ to give ” makes dadati “ he gives,”

dattah (No. 658) “ they two give,” dadali (No. 645) “ they give,”

datte “ he gives,” daddte “they two give,” dadate (No.' 645) “they

give,” dadau (No. 523) or dade (No. 548) “ he gave,” ddtd “ he will

give,” dasyati or ddsyate “he will give,” dadata “let him give.”

<3 \ \ \ \ \ ^ \

I 1 I ^STrT I I 3^ I 33JcI I

I 3TSlg I ^3Tc? I ^3TrlUq I *»§.* I

No. 662.—Let roots of the form of DA “to give” (meaning that

G
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root itself both in the third and first conjugations), do “ to cut,” and

de “
to protect,” AND of the form of dha “ to hold,” (viz. dha itself

and dhe “ to drink),” exclusive of da (dap) “ to cut,” and dai

(daip) “ to purify,” be called ghu. By No. 614, the substitution

of e is directed when hi follows a ghu—so we have dehi “ give

thou,” dattam (No. 65S) “ do you two give," adadat or adatta

(No. 658) “he gave,” dadyat (No. 460) or dadita (Nos. 555 and

658) “ he may give,” deyat (No. 525) or dasishta (No. 558) “ may
he give,” adat (No. 473) “he gave,” adatam “ they two gave,”

aduh (No. 524) “they gave.”

\ u ^ i ^ i

Rif I I I

| I <{0 | |

N

No. 663.—And short i shall be the substitute of the final of

stha. “ to stand,” and of a verb termed GHU (No. 662), and the

sich shall be as if it had an indicatory k, when the atmanepada

terminations are employed. Thus, the root ending in a short vowel,

we have adita (No. 582) “ he gave,” adasyat “ he would give,”

addsyata “ he would give.”

The verb dha
(
dudhdn

)
“ to hold or nurture” makes dadhdti

“ he holds.”

I
C

I ^ I I

'twin gtn sro cmi: Jtm: i

\3t=T. I I I VcW I I 3W* I I

Vlri I *j|j I I I *13;^IrT I

i i swi i yum i i safa-

ri i i i roif^ iMurorcft: i i

No. 664.—Let there be a bhash (i. e. an aspirated letter) in the

room of the has (i. e. the initial d No. 431) OF the reduplicated

verb dha “ to hold,” ending in a jhash (i. e. indh), when t or th

and when s or dhw follows. Thus we have dhattah (No. 658)

“ they two hold,” dadhati (No. 645) “ they hold,” dadhasi “ thou

boldest,” dhatthah (No. 664) “ you two hold,” dhatte (No. 543)

Q a
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,

“ he holds,” dadhdte “ they two hold,” d'idhate (No. 645)
“ they

hold,” dhatse “ thou holdest” dhaddJme “you hold.” According to

No. 614, when hi follows, e is substituted for the vowel of the root,

which is a ghu (No. 662), and the reduplication is elided :—so that

we have dhehi “ do thou hold,” adadlidt “ he held,” adhatta (Nos.

658 and 664) “ he held,” dadhyat (Nos. 460 and 658) or dadhita

(Nos. 555 and 658) “he may hold,” dheydt (No. 525) or dhdsishta

(No. 558) “ may he hold,” adhdt (No. 473) or adhita (Nos. 663 and

582) “ he held,” adhasyat or adhdsyata “ he would hold.”

The verb nij (nijir) “ to purify or to nurture” is next to be

conjugated.

f* ?c4=0T 511=971 I

No. 665.—“ In respect OF the syllable IR (e. g. in the verb

nijir)
the designation it (No. 7) is to be predicated.”

firai wmt 5n: i « i a i 'O'i, i

nm: i i i ^r-

5!R | l R^ l RR% l | | I

^Rrfi I ^RNSJ l

' ^ i

No. 666.—Let guna be the substitute of the reduplicate of
the three verbs NIJ “ to purify,” vij “ to differ,” and vish “ to

pervade,” when there is Slu (No. 643). Thus neneJcti (Nos. 485
and 333) “he purifies,” neniktah (No. 535) “ they two purify,”

nenijati (No. 645) “they purify,” nenikte (No. 535) “ he purifies,”

nineja (No. 426) or ninije (No. 548) “he purified,” neldd “he
will purify,” nekshyati (No. 169) or nelcshyate “ he will purify,”

nenektu “let him purify,” nenig lhi (Nos. 593 and 333) “ do thou

purify.”

I $ I ^ I |

* I ^Fl^TR I ^RrfiR I I ^RrfiW I

*HR5j: I I
=3RRtG I ^R5HTc[ I Rsqjrj |

^R^Tf! I R^lg I

No. 667.

—

Guna is not the substitute of a reduplicated

n 1 — - q
O
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VERB with a light (No. 482) penultimate letter, WHEN A SARVADHA-

tuka affix, begi uning with a yowel and having an indicatory p

follows. This debars No. 485, and we have nenijdni (No. 666)

“ let me purify,” neniktdm (No. 552) “ let him purify,” anenek (No.

199) “he purified,” aneniktam “they two purified,” anenijuh (No.

481)
“ they purified,” anenijam “ I purified,” anenikta “ he puri-

fied,” nenijyat “ he may purify,” nijyat (No. 465) “ may he purify,”

nenijita (No. 555) “ he may purify,” nilcshishta (No. 558) “may

he purify.”

iffin i ? 1 1 1 i

aiRiwy su awnq§3 i 'siRrag i i

I ^53^ i 'wRwiri i

?ffi g%TSIT^i: II

No, 668.—An is optionally the substitute of chli (No. 471)

after what root has an indicatory ir (No. 665), when the pa-

rasmaipadco terminations are employed. Thus anijcit or anailcshit

(Nos. 472, 499, and 510) or anikta (No. 513) “ he purified,” ane-

kshyat or anekshyata “ he would purify.”

So much for the 3rd class of verbs, “hu, &c.” The verbs of

the 4th class—'“div, &c!’—are next to be conjugated.

The verb div (divu

)

signifies “ to play, to be ambitious of sur-

passing, to traffic, to shine, to praise, to rejoice, to be mad, to sleep,

to love, and to go.”

i i

I 9 I

I* H i i

i ifa i sisqfa i \ \

1 I ^51^ I I I *5$$ I

1 cRJScU^ I ^ I *JcU I 3 I

I » *lfwn 1
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No. 669.

—

After the verbs div “
to play,” &c., let there be

gYAN. This debars sap (No. 419). According to No. 651, the

vowel is lengthened when a consonant follows the v, and we have

divyati “ he plays,” didevct (No. 485) “ he played,” devita “he
will play,” devishyati “ he will play,” divyatu (No. 651) “let him

play,” cidivyat “he played divyet (No. 463) “he may play,”

! diuyat (No. 465) “may he play,” adevit (No. 480) “he played,”

adevishyat “he would play.” In the same way is conjugated the

verb shiv (shivu) “ to sew.”

The verb nrit (nriti) .“ to toss about one’s body—i. e. to

dance,” makes nrityati “ he dances,” nanarta (Nos. 508 and 485)
“ he danced,” nartitd “ he will dance.”

i s i » I 'JO i

dL

fa I ^oEIrT | I =Jc^cJ I I ’SRnfa I

| I H51 I 8 I 511 wtifa ^ 3T I

TOfa 1 ^fa I cRR I

No. 670 .—It (No. 433) is optionally the augment of an dr-

dhadhdtuJca affix, when it begins with the letter s other than
the s of SICH (No. 472), coming after these verbs—viz. krit

“to cut,” chrit “to hurt,” CHHRID “to light,” trid “to kill,”

and nrit “to dance,” Thus nartishyati or nartsyati “he will

dance,” nrityatu,” let him dance,” anrityat “ he danced,” nrityet

“he may dance,” nritydt “may he dance,” anartit (No. 480) “he
danced,” anartishyat (No. 670) or anartsyat “he would dance.”

The verb tras (trasi) “to fear,” according to No. 520, option-

ally takes the affix syan (No. 669). Thus we have trasyati or

trasati (No. 419) “he fears,” tatrdsa “he feared.”

5JT 1 1 1 a i ^8 i

?di wfa Tiara Sis stfa g gi i i

SJ

cRSri: I I cRRSJ I I tlT cRSfi^ I 9 I

C\ ^

No. 671.—There is optionally the substitution of e, and
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elision of the reduplicate syllable, OF these verbs—viz. JRI “ to grow

old,” BHRAM “ to whirl,” AND TRAS “ to fear,” when lit, with an

indicatory k (No. 486), and likewise when thcil, whith the augment it

(No. 433), follows. Thus iresatuh or tatrasatuh “they two feared,”

tresitha “or tatrasitha “thou didst fear,” trasitd “he will fear.”

The verb so
“
to pare ” is next to be conjugated.

i «
i ^ i ^ i

sun i i wr. i i 'min i srei-

ri:
NJ

i 7m: i siTcn i qnsjici i

•

No. 672.—Let there be elision of o, when Syan (No. 669)

follows. Thus syati “ he pares,” syatah “ they two pare,” syanti

“they pare,” sasau (Nos. 528 and 523) “he pared,” sasatuh (No.

524) “ they two pared,” sasuh (Nos. 528 and 524) “they pared,”

sdta (No. 528) “he will pare,” sdsyati “he will pare.”

ftfltqr i ^ i a i •ac i

ntn: fa%t i urenti i ’iranra i *ro: i

SJ VJ N ^ N>

No. 673.—There is optionally elision of sich (No. 472)

AFTER these verbs—viz. ghra “to smell,” dhe “to drink,” so

“ to pare,” CHHO “to cut,” and SHO “ to destroy,” when the paras-

maipada terminations are employed. Thus asdt “ he pared,”

asatdm “they two pared,” asuh (No. 524) “they pared.”

^ I ^
| ^ l ^ |

wfwi: i i i

'SI'SOlTSglJJ I ^3^ I S I I I Q I I

i
i «= i i 351 i I ^51^ I

3TO clT5^ I £ l

No. 674.

—

And sak shall be the augment of these verbs

—

viz.

—

YAM “to restrain,” RAM “ to sport,” NAM “to bow,” and those

that end in long A, and, at the same time, it shall be the augment

of the sich (No. 472) coming after them, when the parasmaipada

terminations are employed. Applying then these two augments, it

and sale, we have asasit “ he pared,” asdsishtdm “ they two pared,”

» a
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The verb clilio “to cut” makes chkyati (No. 672) “he cuts.”

The verb sho “
to destroy” makes syati “ he destroys,” sasau

(No. 528) “ he destroyed.” The verb do “to cut” makes dyati
“ he cuts,” dadau “ he cut,” deydt (No. 525) “ may he cut,” adat

(No. 473) “ he cut.”

The verb vyadh (vyadha)
“
to strike” is next to be conjugated.

fef?r * 1 1
1 ^ i ^ i

^ i 1%'keitfi i fqsmsj i

igi^g: i i i « sagi i i

fejjrT I I ^smr^TrJ I W TOI I %0 | T|^E|f^f | IJ-
\ N. V. \4 \J“ M v)

l iWTiqsi l mgT I I I I» ^ S> \ \J \ Ni

i n i i jrclusr i i vizifr i q* i

i i i

No. 675.

—

And let there be a sanprasarana (No. 281) in the

room (of the semi-vowel) OF these verbs—viz. qrah “ to take,”

jya “ to become old,” VAY (the substitute of ve)
“ to weave,"

vyadh “ to strike," VAg “ to subdue,” vyach “ to deceive,”

VRAgCH “ to cut,” PRACHCHH “ to ask,” AND BHRASJ “ to fry,”

WHEN WHAT affix HAS AN INDICATORY k Or ft FOLLOWS. Thus,

the affix sijan being regarded as having an indicatory n (No. 535),

we have vidhyati (No. 283) “ he strikes,” vivyddha (No. 583) “ he

struck,” vividhatuh “ they two struck,” vividhuh “ they struck,”

vivyadhitha (No. 517) or vivyciddha (No. 586) “thou didst strike,”

vyaddha (No. 586) “ he will strike,” vyatsyati “he will strike,”

vidhyet (Nos. 462 and 460) “he may strike,” vidhyat (No. 465)

“may he strike,” avyatsit (No. 479) “he struck.”

The verb push (pusha) “to nourish” makes pushyati “he nour-

ishes,” puposha (No. 485) “he nourished,” puposhitha (No.517) “thou

didst nourish,” poshtd (No. 78) “he will nourish,” po!cshyati( No.

585) “ he will nourish.” In accordance with No. 542, this verb

takes an instead of chli (No. 471). Thus apushat “he nourished.”

fi
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The verb sush (susha) “ to become dry” makes sushyati “ he

dries,” susosha “he dried,” as ushat (No. 542) “ he dried.”

The verb nas (nasa) “
to perish” makes na§yati “ he perishes,”

nanasa “he perished,” nesatuh (No. 494) “ they two perished.”

i o i ^ I 8^ i

No. 676.

—

And after the verbs RA.DH “ to hurt,” &C., let it

(No. 433) be optionally the augment of an drdhadhatuha affix, be-

ginning with a val. Thus nesitha (No. 495) “ thou didst perish.”

flftsRSJlwfa i « i ^ i i

33 i i i i i i i

sfejffl I ^cT I I I ^^ZJTrT 1 ’SRSIrl I ^
V) \ X X X C\ X.

I I *13^ I
I 5RTf3ffa*TOTl5£ I I

illicit I I ^llrn I I 3^ UftrU* I H8 1

\)\) 'O'J C\ X

zvH i i uh i

C\ X

No. 677.

—

When a jhal comes after the verbs masj “to be

immersed,” AND NAg “to perish,” let there be the augment num.

Thus, on the alternative allowed by No. 676, we have nananshtha

(No. 334) “thou didst perish,” nesiva (No. 494) “we two perish-

ed,” nesimci “ we perished,” nasita (No. 676) or nanslita “ he will

perish,” nasishyati or nanlcshyati (Nos. 334 and 585) “he will per-

ish,” nasyatu “ let him perish,” anasyat “ he perished,” na&yet

“he may perish,” nasyat “may he perish,” anasat (No. 542) “he

perished.”

The verb shu (shun

)

“ to give birth to” makes stiyate (No. 543)

“she bears,” sushuve (No. 220) “she bore.” In accordance with

the restrictive rule No. 514, this verb takes the augment it:—--thus

sushuvishe “ thou borest,” sushv.vivahe “ we two bore,” sushuvi-

mcohe “we bore,” sota or savitd (No. 511) “she will bear.”

The verb du (dun

)

“to suffer or be consumed with pain” makes

dtiyate
“ he suffers and di (din) “ to decay” makes diycite “ he

decays."

Q ~~ - — 0
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Sfiflffl 1^18 1^1
31^: vz i^ \ \> vj \

No. 678.—Let YUT be the augment, when an ardhadhatuka

affix, WITH AN INDICATORY K OR ft and beginning with A VOWEL,

COMES after the verb d! (din) “
to decay.”

reji ^air i T33i^ i

No. 679.—“The augments VUK (No. 425) AND YUT (No. 678)

are (in spite of No. 599) to be regarded as having taken

effect, when the substitute uvan (No. 220) or a yan (No. 221)

presents itself. Thus we have didiye “he decayed”—[the yut

being recognised as existent by No. 220, which would otherwise

have taken effect here.]

i 3 i ^ i V i

I 'STSfac^Rfri^ » 31m I 3TSJfa I

x

3I^ci I *T^I I W I I I SRcU I

iitif i i i fcn i 'sfig i nif i i

i i i 9£ i

No. 680.—And when the affix lyap (No. 941) follows,

there is the substitution of a in the room OF these verbs, viz. Ml

(min

)

“ to hurt or kill,” MI (dumin)
“
to scatter,” and d! (din

)

“ to

decay.” By the “ and” it is implied that the same change will take

place when there is a cause for the substitution of an ech, but un-

attended by an indicatory s. Hence [the affixes tasi and sya be-

ing such causes] we have data “ he will decay,” ddsyati “ he will

decay,” adasta “he decayed.”

The verb di (din) “ to move in the sky—i. e. to fly,” makes

diyate “he flies,” didye (No. 221) “he flew,” dayitd “he will fly.”

The verb pi (pin) “to drink” makes piyate “ he drinks,” petd

(No. 510) “ he will drink,” apeshta “ he drank.”

The verb md (man

)

“ to measure” makes mdyate “ he mea-

sures,” mame “ he measured.”

G
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The next verb is jan (jam) “ to be produced or born.”

gTSi^r i -a i ? i oi i

i i sjii i sircjt i i

No. 681 .—Of the verbs jnya “ to know,” and jan “ to be

produced,” JA is the substitute, when what follows has an indica-

tory s. Thus jdyate “ he is produced,” jajhe (Nos. 540 and 76)

“he was produced,” janitd “ he will be produced,” janishyate “ he

will be produced.”

191^1
t\ 1

rm&i 1

No. 682.

—

After these verbs—viz. dip “
to shine,” JAN “ to be

produced,” budh “to teach,” PUR “to be full,” tay “to extend,”

and pyay “ to swell,” chin is optionally the substitute of chli

(No. 471), when the termination ta, of the singular, follows.

gqi 1 «f 1 » 1 1
sj s ' »

m*s ^ i

No. 683.—There is elision (luh) of what comes after chin

(No. 682).

| *
| ^ | ^ |

fife! ^ 1 'SRjfa 1 I

311JT 3TJJI I ^0 | 51d^ 1 T551$ l ^Tfq 1 1 *1%

31^1 I W I I ^ I <lrlT I TJc^lg I

No. 684.—In the room of these two— viz. jan “to be pro-

duced,” AND BADH “ to kill,” there is not vriddhi (in spite of No.

489), when chin (No. 682) follows, or a krit affix (No. 329) with an

indicatory n or n. Thus ajani or (on the alternative allowed by

No. 682) ajanishta “he was produced.” The verb dip(dipi) “to

shine” makes dipyate “ he shines,” didipe “ he shone,” adipi (No.

682) or adipishta “ he shone.”

9
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The verb pad (pada) “
to go” makes padyate “ he goes,” pcde

(No. 494) “he went,” patta “ he will go,” patsishta “ may he go.”

froi s it: i 5 i ^ i i

^ tJT I I I ^HTc^c? I

SrWIW I *?» I I qrn I 'qfar? I 3TO I I

' \s

I qi^T I WcWf I I ’qqifa I I W-
i
r^Irlin I I I 37-cU^ I 3711^ I ^T3T I ^in-

^ Si N4 NO NJ Hi SA

§ i ^ iqsw i i i i i

No. 685.—Let chin be substituted for chli after the verb

pad “to go,” WHEN the personal termination TA (of the singular)

follows. Thus apddi (No. 683) “ he went,” apatsdtam “they two

went,” apatsata “ they went.”

The verb vid(vlda) “
to be” makes vidyate “ he is,” vetta “he

will be,” avitta (No. 626) “ he was.”

The verb budh (budha

)

“ to understand” makes budhyate
“ he understands,” boddha (No. 586) “he will understand,” bhot-

syate (No. 278) “ he will understand,” bhutsishta “ may he under-

stand,” abodhi (No. 683) or ubuddha (Nos. 586 and 626) “ he

understood,” abhutsdtdm (No. 278) “ they two understood.”

The verb yudh (yudha) “
to fight” makes yudkyate " he

fights,” yuyudhe “ he fought,” yoddka (No. 586) “ he will fight,”

ayuddha “ he fought.”

The verb srij ( srija)
“ to quit” makes srijyate “ he quits,”

sasrije (No. 508) “ he quitted,” sasrijishe “ thou didst quit.”

i i i ^ i
yc i

I SgT I I I I

i mfqgiqm i i i 17^ i i

trafhi i i wfoifg i i ureqjfq i nfqsj-

I l ^ i i i srti i

ffq i qi i qgi i qc^aici i i ’SRg i
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No. 686.—Let AM be the augment OF these two verbs, viz.

SRIJ
“
to quit,” and driS “ to see,” when an affix, beginning with

A JHAL and NOT HAVING AN INDICATORY K, FOLLOWS. Thus

srashtd (Nos. 334 and 78) “ he will quit,” srakshyati (Nos. 334

and 585) “he will quit,” srilcshishta “ may he quit,”asrisAfo. “ he

quitted,” asrikshdtdm “ they two quitted.”

The verb nifish (mrisha) “
to endure patiently” makes mri-

shyati or mrishyate “ he endures,” mamarsha “ he endured,” ma-
marshitha or mamrishishe “ thou didst endure,” marshitasi or

marshitase “ thou wilt endure,” marshishyati or marshishyate
“ he will endure.”

The verb nah (naha) “to bind” makes nahyati or nahyate
“ he binds,” nandha “ he bound,” ncinaddha or nehitha “ thou

didst bind,” nehe “ he bound,” naddhd “ he will bind,” naisyati

(No. 389) “ he will bind,” andtsit or cmaddha “ he bound.”

So much for the 4th class of verbs, “ div, &c.”

The 5th class of verbs consists of “ su, &c”

The verb su (shun) means “ to extract the Soma juice.”

I i

^ I |^ N

^rfswi: i ^ i \ \ ^ i

i i *Rcr: i znu i
\5 VJ ^ \ VJ

Nrl | I STO | I | *3^ I I
sava sasa \a \> \> v>

I Wisr I I §IclI I I I I *R?1T->a \a sa va \a\a Si sa

rl I IN Cv N.

No. 687.—Let there be gNU AFTER the verbs SU, &c.

This debars sap (No. 419). Thus we have sunoti (No. 420)
“ he presses out,” sunutah “ they two press out,” sunwanti (yan
taking the place of the vowel by No. 536) “they press out,” su-

nwah (No. 537) or sunuvah “ we two press out,” sunute “ he press-

es a
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es out,” sumvdte “ they two press out,” sunwate “they press out,”

sunwahe (No. 537) or sunvahe “we two press out,” sushciva or

sushuve “ he pressed out,” sotd “ he will press out,” sunu (No. 538)

“ do thou press out,” sunavdni “ let me press out,” sunavcii “
let

me press out,” snnuydt “he may press out,” suyat (No. 518) “ may
he press out.”

I | \ i ^ I

nra: sg
i i 'alig i fasi i = i

WllH I I

No. 688.—Let it be the augment of sich AFTER these—viz.

STU “ to praise,” SU “to extract the Soma juice,” AND DHU “to

shake,” WHEN THE PARASMAIPADA affixes ARE EMPLOYED. Thus

asdvit or aso&hta “ he pressed out.”

The verb chi (chin) “to gather” makes chinoti or chinute

“ he gathers.”

fewqr %: i
o i ^ i

yc
i

wnsi|: ^ i i i

i i i i i 3 i

i i

No. 689.—There is optionally the substitution of a guttural

in the room OF CHI “to gather” after a reduplicate syllable,

when san (No. 752) or lit follows. Thus chikdyn or chichdyci,

chihye or chichye, “he gathered,” achaishit or acheshta “he

gathered.”

The verb stri (strin) “to cover” makes strinoti or strinute

“he covers.”

W. 1^18 1 ^ I

i i *r<n: i ^ram io va S3 \

©:
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No. 690.—Of a reduplicate syllable the letters denoted by the

prutydhdra KHAY, preceded by A Sar, remain :—the other conso-

nants are elided. Thus tastara “ he covered,” tastaratuh “ they

two covered,” tastare “ he covered.” By No. 533, there being the

substitution of gunu, we have starydt “ may he cover.”

I 'O I ^ l 8^ I

I I I
'3^-

Rg I I SfinRl I 8 I I I 3^13 I° ^ C\ X C\ ^
^KfTn?i i i

No. 691.—Let it be optionally the augment of lin and sich,

coming after what root ends in ri and begins with a conjunct

! consonant. Thus starishishta or strishishta “may he cover,”

astarishta or astrita
“ be covered.”

The verb dhu (dhun) “ to shake” makes dhunoti or dhunute
“ he shakes,” dudhdvci “ he shook,” and optionally taking the

augment it by No. 51 1, dudhavitka or dudhotha “thou shookest.”

ftsFit i ® i ^ i \\ i

iT s=ei*s i ?fn nij i auisRi-

i i i i i i

I I | I 1

I

n

No. 692.—Let not it be the augment, WHEN WHAT affix HAS

AN indicatory g or K comes AFTER the verb 3ri “to serve” OR

what verb with one vowel ends in the pratydhdra UK. Notwith-

standing this rule’s having presented itself, the verb now under con-

sideration always takes the augment it, in accordance with the

determining rule No. 514. Thus dudhuviva “we two shook,” du-

dhuve “he shook,” adhavit or adhavishta or adhoshta “he shook,”

adh'ivishyat or adhoshyat “he would shake,” adhavishyatdm or

adhoshyatam “ they two would shake,” adhavishyata or adhoshyata
“ he would shake.

O- - — ' ~
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So much for the 5th class of verbs

—

“su, cfee.”

The 6th class of verbs consists of “tied, &c.”

The verb tud signifies “ to torment.”

i 3^*?: i

sasR i q i

3i: i 9 i ? i io I

^15^15: I I I cPtl^ I cl^lfesj I r\

I

>0 Nd NO >0 \5 v>

^Irll I I ^cfrl I I ^ I I «T3(^ I

\ S5 Si S> 'O

I ^IfH I qi3? i 3 I srif sijfa I

HI I SUfiR w. I i^TH I |

No. 693.—Let there be gA after tud, &c. This debars sap

(No. 419). Thus tudati or tudate “ he torments,” tutoda “he tor-

mented,” tutoditha “thou didst torment,” tatude “he tormented,”

tottd
“ he will torment,” atauhtt or atutta “ he tormented.”

The verb n'ld (nuda) “to send” makes nudati or nudate
“ be sends,” nunoda “ he sent,” nottd “ he will send.”

The verb bhrasj means “ to fry.”

In forming the present tense—a vowel is substituted for the

semi-vowel by No. 675, then, by the substitution of a palatal for a

dental (by No. 76), the s becomes s ; and, by the change of s to jus

(by No. 25), becomes j,
giving bhrijjati or bhrijjate “he fries.”

WIT TTq^T \ i \ U \ 8V \

ZFrU m: I I l

I i ®i«g I 1 | |

sain: \ q: i ®n2g i smi i i «gi i

«gi i i i q-^ x C\

i i i ipara: i ngig i y-

G
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gig i i ^yigicj i ^wg i ^yg i $3 13^13-

% 1 8 i fqfg i f^ I gspi i i

No. 691—In the room OF the R and the penultimate letter

OF the root bhrasj, there shall be optionally the augment ram,

when an ardhadhatuka affix follows. As it has an indicatory m
(No. 265), the augment comes after the last vowel. [If the ram
had been intended merely as an augment, the verb alone—not also

certain letters of the verb—would have been cited in the aphorism.

The citation of the letters with the 6th case-affix attached, in accord-

ance with the aphorism I. 1 49—indicates that the augment is to

act as a substitute—so that] the abolition of the r and of the

penultimate letter takes place, in consequence ofthe direction implied

in the 6th case-affix signifying “in the room of.” Thus we have

babharja “ he fried,” babharjatuh “ they two fried,” babharjitha

or babharshtha (No. 334) “thou didst fry; or, alternatively, ba-

bhrajja “ he fried,” babhrajjatuh “ they two fried,” babhrajjitha
“ thou didst fry.” When a jhal follows, the s is elided by No.

237, and the final is changed to sh by No. 334 :—thus (when the

augment it is not employed) we have babhrashtha “thou didst fry,”

babharje or babhrajje “ he fried,” bharshtd or bhrashtd “ he will fry,”

bharkshyati or bhralsshyati “ he will fry.” When an affix with an

indicatory Jc or n follows, the substitution of a vowel for the semi-

vowel, by No. 675, takes place,—debarring the augment ram (No.

694) through the superior authority specially assigned to the ear-

lier rule ofthe twro [contrary to the general principle laid down in

No. 132]—so that we have bhrijyat “ may he fry,” bhrijyastdm
“ may they two fry,” bhrijydsuh may they fry,” bharkshishta

or bhrakshishta “ may he fry,” abhdrkshit, or dblirdksldt abharshta

or abhrashta “ he fried.”

The verb Jcrish (krisha) “to draw or make furrows—to plough,”

makes krishati or krishate “ he ploughs,” chakarsha or chakrishe

“ he ploughed.”

\ i \ \ l \

3 31 35^131^1?! I jfigl I

5RgT I f% I
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No. 695.—When an affix follows, beginning with a jhal and

not having an indicatory k, then am is optionally the augment

OF WHAT verb IS GRAVELY ACCENTED in its original enunciation,

AND HAS the vowel Rl AS ITS pendlt. Thus we have lcrashtd, or,

without the am, karshtd “ he will plough,” krikshishta “ may he

plough.”

sn«r: i i i

^$^9 i i i i i i* i

i i I I I RT^ 1 5 1

No. 696.—SlCH SHOULD BE STATED TO BE OPTIONALLY the

substitute OF chli after the verbs SPRlg “ to touch,” MRlg “to per-

ceive,” krish “to plough,” trip “to be satisfied,” and drip “to be

proud.” Thus akr&kshit (No. 695), akdrkshit (No. 499), or akri-

Icshat (No. 627), or akrishta “he ploughed,” akrikshdtdm “they two

ploughed,” akrilcshanta “ they ploughed.”

The verb mil (mila) “to mix” makes milati or milate “he

mixes,” mimela “ he mixed,” melita “ he will mix,” amdit “ he

mixed.”

The verb much (muchlri) signifies “to be free.”

5i i «
i ^ i ytf i

59 i ir^ifT i 9^ i

TtTrRT 1 iraTTcl I nClg I I ^Rrtf I ^R^TcUR I RJl

I
s I RRjfa I I I ^5^9 I l

fig I
c

i | i rat? i i SRig-

I tfccU I RIEJR^jfaZ I I g*-
v. V

^ I £ I I I

No. 697.

—

When Sa (No. 693) follows, let num be the aug-

ment OF the verbs much &C. i. e. of much “ to be free,” lip “ to

smear,” vid “to find,” lup “ to cut,” sich “ to sprinkle,” krit “to

cut,” Ichid “to hurt,” and pis “to be organised.” Thus muh-
chati or munchate “he is free,” moktd “ he will be free,” muchyat

or mukshishta “may he be free,” amuchat or amukta “ he was

free,” amukshdtam “they two were free.”

a o
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The verb lap (luplri) “ to cut” makes lumpati or lumpate

“he cuts,” loptd “he will cut,” alupat or alupta “he cut.”

The verb vid (vidlri) “to find” makes vindati or vindate
“ he finds,” vivcda or vivide “ he found.” In the opinion of Vyd-

ghrabhuti, this verb takes the augmeut it.—which would give ve-

ditd “ he will find.” According to the opinion of the Mahdbhashya,

it does not take the augment it:—witness parivetta “he will-

become a house-holder before his elder brother.”

The verb sick (shicka) “ to sprinkle” makes sinchati or sinchate

“ he sprinkles.”

i ? n i y s i

qnnjjire i i

No. 698.—Let an be the substitute for chli after these

verbs—viz. lip “ to smear,” sigh “ to sprinkle,” and hvve “ to

call.” Thus asichat “ he sprinkled.”

i ^ i ^ i 1

fafafafaf: 3*^ si i i i faq

I <1®
1 115: 1 I 1 1

^faq^ I I 1

No. 699.—Let an be optionally the substitute of chli after

tip “to smear,” sicli “ to sprinkle,” and hiue “to call,” when the
atmanepada terminations ARE employed. Thus asichata or

asilda “ he sprinkled.”

The verb Up (lipa) “to smear”—[which the author of the

Kaumudi renders “ to increase”] makes limpati or limpate “ he

smears,” leptd “he will smear,” alipat, or alipata or alipta

“ he smeared.”

So much for those verbs of this conjugation which take both

padas.

o r — - — — Q
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No. 700.—The verb to cut “krtt” (kriti) makes hrintati "he

cuts,” chakaria “
lie cut," kartiid “ he will cut,” kartishyati or

kartsyciti
“ he will cut,” ak.artit

“ he cut.”

The verb khid (khida

)

"to hurt” makes Jchindati “he hurts,”

chikheda “he hurt,” khettd “he will hurt.”

The verb pis (pisa) “to be reduced to constituent parts”

makes pmsati “ he is decomposed,” pesitd “ he will be decom-

posed.”

The verb vrasch (ovrascfiu) “to cut” makes vridchiti (No.

675) “he cuts,” vivrnscha “ he cut,” vavruschitha or vivrashtha

“ thou didst cut,” vruschita or vrashtd “he will cut,” vrascKishyati

or vrciksk'iati
“ he will cut,” vrischydt (No. 675) “ may he cut,”

avraschit “he cut.

The verb vyach (vyncka) “to deceive” makes tichati (No.

675) “he deceives,” vivyacha “he deceived,” vivickituh “ they

two deceived,” vyaehitd “he will deceive,” vyachiskyati “he will
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deceive,” vichydt “ may lie deceive,” avydchU (No. 491) or avyachit
“ he deceived.” Here the vartika (by which the substitution of

vriddhi would have been prevented) viz. that “ The verb Dyac’i

is to he regarded as one of the list ' hut &c.’ (No. 624), when an affix

other than the hr it affix as (No. 329) follows, does not apply

—

for the prohibition ‘‘not the I:fit affix as” refers to the hf,t affix

only [and not to the tense-affixes :— in the same way as the expres-

sion “not a brahman” would be held to refer to a man, not to a

horse or a tree.]

The verb uhchh (uchchhi) means “ to glean.” Gleaning here

means taking up grain by grain. To glean the whole ears, &c.,

Yddava tells us, is expressed by the verb sil.

The verb ric’iclih (ric’ickha) “ to go, to fail in faculties, to be-

come stiff,” makes ric'ichhati “ he goes.” By No. 653, guna is sub-

stituted when Id follows, and the augment nut is derived from No.

498, since the mention of a word with two consonants serves to

specify a word with more consonants than one. Thus dnarchchha

“he went,” dnarchchhatuh “they two went,” fichchhitd
, “he will

go-”

The verb vjjh (utfha)
“ quit” makes V'jhati “ he quits,” and

the verb l ubh (l ubha) “to bewilder” makes lubhati “ he bewilders.”

| $ | ^ |
gc

|
vj '

mm i i ^i-

5*31 I I qpfi <3)71 I *0 I *11 I flrTCt |

fifqcJT I ^ciHcI 1 rJP^frl l

No. 701.—Let it be optionally the augment, WHEN an ardha-

dhdtuka affix, beginning with T, COMES after the verbs ish “to
wish,” shaha “ to endure,” LUBH “ to bewilder,” RUSH “to hurt or

kill,” and Rtsii “ to hurt or kill.” Thus lobhita or iubdhd “ he will

bewilder,” lobhishytti “ he will bewilder”

The verbs trip (tripa) and trimph (trimpha) mean “to be sat-

isfied.” The former makes tripati “ he is satisfied,” tatarpa “ be
was satisfied,” tarpitd “he will be satisfied,” atarpit “he was
satisfied.” The latter makes tfimpkati “ he is satisfied.”
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No. 702.—“The augment NDM (No. 497) SHOULD BE STATED

to be that OF the verbs TRIMPHA “ to be satisfied” AND THE like

when set (No. 693) follows. The word adi (usually rendered “&c”)

here means “of the same description as.” So that here “ tfimpha

and the like” are those verbs which include the letter n. Thus

tutrimpha (notwithstanding No. 362) “ he was satisfied,” and, when

so does not follow”, tfiphyat “may he be satisfied.”

The verbs mritf (mrida) and prid (prida) “to delight" make
mriditi and pridati “he delights.”

The (Vaidika) verb sun (suna) “to go” makes sunati “ he

goes.”

The verb ish (isJiu)
“
to wish” makes ichchhati (No. 539)

“ he wishes,” esltitd (No. 701) or eshp't “ he will wish,” eshishyati

“ he will wish,” iskydt “ may he wish,” aishtt “ he wished.”

The verb leut (huta) means “to become crooked.” Accord-

ing to No. 624, the affixes after this Verb, not having an indicatory

| n or n, being regarded as having an indicatory n (No. 467), we have

chukutitha “ thou didst become crooked,” chul-opt or ckukuta (No.

490) “I became crooked,” Icutita “he will become crooked.”

The verb put (puta) “ to embrace” makes putati “he embrac-

!
es,” putitd “ be will embrace.”

The verb sphut (sphuta) “ to blow, to blossom, to open as a

bud or flower,” makes spliupiti “ it blossoms,” sphufitd “it will

blossom.”

1 '
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The verbs sphur (sphura) and sphul (sphula)
“
to quiver”

make sphumti and <sphulati “ he quivers.”

I
c

I 3 < ^ I
\j VJ

'

31 | fttURTh I I <U 1 ^ I tmniH-
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No. 703.—There is optionally the substitution of sh for the s

OF the verbs SPHUR and sphul “ to quiver,” after the pi efixes nir,

Ni, and Vi (No. 48j. Thus nishpurati or nishphurati “ he per-

petually quivers.”

The verb nu means " to praise.
1

’ [That the vowel of this

root is long, not short as some contend, is proved by the quota-

tion] “ parinutci gunodaya—the dawning of whose praise- worthy

qualities”—[which otherwise would not scan]. This verb makes

nuvati “ he praises,” nundvco “ he praised,” nuvita “ he will

praise.”

The verb masj (twmasjo) “ to purify by washing” makes

majjati “ he immerses,” mamajja “ lie immersed.” According to

No. 677 this verb, when a jhal follows, takes the augment num
[the irregular application of which is specified in the following var-

tika).

tni w qi=ai: i i i

*** x

i i i i i wig: i
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No. 704.—“The augment num should be stated to precede
THE LAST letter OF the root MASJ”— [not the last of the vowels as

No. 265 directs]. By No. 337 there is elision of the s, the first
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member of the conjunct consonant fsnj)—and thus we ha ve ma-
manktha (No. 333) or mivmujjitha “

th >u didst immerse,” nvinktd
‘ he will immerse,” wahknhyati “ he will immerse,” amdhksh.it “he
immersed,” amdhUdm (No. 513) “ they two immersed,” amdhhshuh
“
they immersed.”

The verb ruj (r.ujo) “to break” makes rujati “ he breaks,”

rolctd “ he will break,” rokshyuti “ he will break,” araukshit “ he
broke.”

The verb bhuj (bhujo) “
to bend ” is conjugated like ruj “to

break.”

The verb vis (visa.} “to enter” makes visati “ he enters.”

The verb mris (mrisa) means “ to touch.” “ Touching” means
“peice'ving through the sense of touch.” By No. 695, which states

that a root gravely acceuted, or having the vowel ri as its penult,

optionally takes theaugment am, we have amrdkshit (No. 695) or

amdrkshit or (by Nos. 696 and 627) amrlkshat “he touched.”

The verb sacl
(
shadin'

) “to go to decay, to despond," makes
sidati (No. 522) he desponds”—and so on.

The verb sad (sadbi) means “ to decay.”
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No. 705.

—

After this verb, viz. 3ad “ to decay,” when it has

one of tire affixes with AN INDICATORY 3 [such as the conjugational

affix sa— No 693], there are the affixes tan and ana [i. e. the dt-

manepada affixes—No. 409]. Thru siyate (No. 522) “it decays,”

siyatdm “
let it decay,” siyeta “ it may decay,” asiyata “ it decay-

ed,”—[but where the sc is absent] s >sdda “it decayed,” sattd “it
j

will decay,” satsyati “ it will decay,” asadat “ it decayed,” asat-

syat “
it would decay.”

The verb kri means “ to scatter."
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No. 706.—Let short i be the substitute of what verbal boot

ENDS IN LONu Rl Tlius kirati “ lie scatters,” chakdra (Nos. 653

and 480) “he scattered,” chakaratuh (No. 653) “they two scattered,”

chakaruk “ they scattered,” lcarita or Jcaritd (No. 654) “ he will

scatter,” Iciryat (No. 651) “ may he scatter.”
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No. 707.—Let sut be the augment of the verb KRI SIGNIFYING

“TO CUT,” coining after the prefix upa. Thus upaskirati “he cuts.”
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No. 798.—Even when the augment AT (No. 457) OR A RE-

DUPLICATE syllable INTERVENES—(rule No. 707 applies).
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No. 709.—“ It should be stated that the augment SUT

(Nos. 707 and 708) is placed before the K (of the verb kri).

Thus upaskirat <& upachaslcdra (No. 488) “ he cut.”
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No. 710.—Let su$ be the augment of the verb kri coming

after the prefix upa and after prati, in the sense of injuring.

Thus upaskirati or pratiskirati “ he injures.”

The verb gri means “ to swallow.”
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No. 711.—Let there be OPTIONALLY l in the room of the r of

the verb gr% “
to swallow,” when an affix, beginning with A vowel,

follows. Thus gilnti. or girati “ he swallows.” jngdla or jaydra
[

“ he swallowed,” galitd, gulitd (No. 654), parihf, or garitd “he will

swallow.”

The verb prachckh “ to ask,” substituting a vowel for the semi-

vowel according to No. 675, makes prichckhati “ he asks,” pa-

prachchha “he asked,” paprachdihat.uk “they two asked,” paprach-

chhuJi “they asked,” prishtd (No. 334) “he will ask, ” prukshyati

“ he will ask,” ciprdkshtt “he asked.”

The verb mri (mrih) means “
to die.”
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No. 712.—The dtmanep ida affixes (No. 409) come after the

root MRI “ to die,” WHEN it takes LUNT, LIN, and an affix with an

indicatory s, but not elsewhere. By No, 580. the substitution of

rih (ri) is directed, and, by No. 220, that of iyan (iy)—so that

we have mriyaie “ he dies,” mamdru “ he died,” martd “ he will

die,” marishyati “he will die,” mris/nahta “ may he die,” amrita
“ he died.”

The verb pr> (prin), in the sense of “to be active,” is gene-

rally preceded by the prefixes vi and dh. Thus vydpriyute “ he is

busied,” vydpnpre (No. 548) “ he was busied,” vydp'xprdte “they

two were busied,” vydparishyate “ he will be busied,” vydprita “he

was busied,” vydprialidtdm “ they two were busied.”

0
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—

The verb ja<h (jasJd) “
to delight, to serve,” makes jushate

“ he serves,” juju.she “ he served.”

The verb vij (ovijf) in the sense of "to fear, to tremble,” is

generally preceded by the affix ut. Thus uduiy.de “ he fears.”
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No. 713.—An affix, preceded BY the augment IT, and coming

AFTER the verb VIJ "to fear,” is as if it had an iudicatory h (No.

467)- Hence upvijitd "he will fear.”

So much for the Gth class of verbs—" tad, &c.”

The 7th class of verbs consists of “ rudh, dec.”

The verb rudh (nidlnr) means " to obstruct.”
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No. 714.

—

After the verbs rudh “ to obstruct,” &C. there

is Snam. This debars sip (No. 419). Thus we have runaddhi
(Nos. 157 and 5S8) “ lie obstructs,” and, the a being elided ac-

cording to No. 61

1

,
runddliah “they two obstruct,” rund.hanti

“ they obstruct,” runaUi thou obstructed,” runddhali (Nos 95 and

96) “you two obstruct,” runddha “you obstruct,” ruvadhmi “I

obstruct,” rundhwah “ we two obstruct,” rundhmah “ we obstruct.’’

With the dtmanepada terminations, we have runddhe “ he ob-

structs,” rundhate “they two obstruct,” rundhate (No. 559) “they

obstruct,” runtse “ thou obstructest,” rundhdthe “you two ob-

struct,” runddhwe “you obstruct,” rundhe “I obstruct,” rundhwa-

he “ we two obstruct,” rundlimahe “ we obstruct.” Then again

rurodha or rurudhe “he obstructed,” roddhd “ lie will obstruct,”

rotsayti or roUyate “he will obstruct,” runaddhu “let him ob-

struct,” runddhdt (No. 444) may he obstruct,” runddhdm “let
j

the two obstruct,” rundhantu let ttmm obstruct,” runddhi “ do

thou obstruct,” runadhdni “ let me obstruct,” runadhdva “
let us

two obstruct,” runadhdma “ let us obstruct,” or, again, runddhdm
|

“ let him obstruct,” rundhdtdm “
let the two obstruct,” run dim- '

tdm (No. 559) “let them obstruct,” runtswa “do thou obstruct,”
|

runaxlhai “
let me obstruct,” runadhdvahai “

let us two obstruct,”

runadh-dmahai “let us obstruct,” arunat (No. 1 65Mr arunad

“he obstructed,” arunddlidm “they two obstructed,” arundhan

“they obstructed,” arunddha “he obstructed,” arundhdtdm “they

two obstructed,” arundhata “they obstructed,” rnndhydt or run- i

dhita “ he may obstruct,” rndhydt or rutsishta “ may he obsttuct,”

arudhat (No. 668) or arautsit “ he obstructed,” arotsyat or urot-

syata “ he would obstruct.”
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In the same way are conjugated Hid (bhidir) “to break,”

cbhid (clihidir) “ to split," and yvj (yujir) “ to join.”

The verb rich (richvr) “ to purge” makes rinukti or rinkte

“ be purges,” rirecha “be purged,” reltd “lie will purge,” re-

kshyiti “he will purge,” urinal: (No. 199) “be purged,” arichat

(No. 668) or araikshit or arikta “ be purged.”

The verb v>ch (vichir) “to differ or be separate” makes vi-

nakti or vinkte “ be differs.”

The verb kshud (kshwHr) “to pound” makes kshunatti or

kahunte “be pounds,” kshottd “lie will pound,” ukslucdat “he

pounded,” akshautsit or aktshu.Ua “be pounded.”

The verb chhrid (uchc’ihridir) “to shine or play” makes

cllirinatti or ohhrinte “he shines,” chuchchharda “be shone.”

According to No. 670, the augment it being optional wheu s fol-

lows, we have chachchbritse or chachchhridishe “ thou didst shine,”

chhardita “ he will shine,” chhardishyati or clihartsyute “be will

shine,” aclchhridat he shone,” achchhardit or uchclrhardishta

“ he shone.”

The verb trid (utridir) “
to injure or disregard” makes tri-

natti or trinte “he injures;” and hr it (kriti) “to surround”

makes krinatti “he surrounds.”

The verbs trill (triha) and his (hisi) mean “ to kill or injure

in any manner.”
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No. 715 .—Of trih “to injure,” when snam (No. 714) has
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been applied (and the form has thence become trinah), let IM be

the augment, when an affix, beginning with a consonant and distin-

guished by an indicatory p, follows. Thus trinedki “
lie injures,”

frivdhuh “ they two injure,” tatarha ‘‘lie injured,” tarhitd “lie

will injure,” atrinet (Nos. 199 and 276) “he injured.”

The verb his (hisi) “to injure” having taken mim by No.

497, and rejecting the n by No. 717, makes hinasti “he injures,”

jihinsd “he injured,” kinsita “he will injure.”

The verb ui\d (undi) “to moisten” makes unatti (No. 717)
“ he moistens,” untali “ they two moisten,” undaiiti “the}' mois-

ten,” unddnchakdra (No. 546) “ he moistened,” ciuiicit (Nos. 478

and 218) “he moistened,” auutdm “they two moistened,” aun-
dan “ they moistened ” aunah “ thou didst moisten,” aunadam
“

I moistened.”

The verb anj (ahju) “to make clear, to anoint, to be beauti-

ful, to go,” makes annkti “he makes clear,” ahltdh “they two

make cl i-ar,” anjcinti “ they make clear,” duanyt “ he made clear,’

dnuhjitha or dnah'rth-i “thou didst make clear,” anjLtd or an'ta

“he will make clear,” andhi “ do thou make clear,” anajani “let

me make clear,” daulc “ he made clear.”
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No. 716.

—

It i§ always the augment of SICH AFTER the verb

ANJ “to make clear.” Thus anjit (No. 480) “ he made clear.”

The verb tahch (tahchu) “to shrink” makes tanalcti “he

shrinks,” tanlctd or tahchita “he will shrink.”

G
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The verb vij (ov'ji) “
to he afraid, to tremble,

1
' makes vinaHi

“he trembles,” vin'duh “ they two tremble.” According to No.

713, the augment it being regarded as having an indicatory n
(No. 467), we have vivi.jitha “thou didst tremble,” vijitd “ he will

tremble,” avitiak (No. 199) “he trembled,” avifit “ he trembled.”

The verb sink (sishir
i

)

“to distinguish or individualize”

makes sinashti “it distinguishes,” siiishtah “they two distinguish,”

sinshanti “ they distinguish,” sinakshi “ thou distinguishest,” si-

sesha “
it distinguished,” siseshitha “ thou didst distinguish,” seshtd

“it will distinguish,” sikshyati “it will distinguish. Bv No. 593
dhi being substituted for hi, we have sivdhi “do thou distinguish,”

sin cshdni “ let me distinguish,” dsinat (No. 165) “ it distinguish-

ed,” sinshydt “ it may distinguish sisft yat “ may it distinguish,”

asishat “it distinguished.”

In like manner pish (pishlri) “to grind” is conjugated.

The verb hhanj (bhanjo) means “to break.”
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No. 717.—Let there be elision OF the letter n coming AFTER
gNAM (No. 714). Thus we have bhanaHi “he breaks,” babhan-

yitha or babhanjitha “ thou didst ’break,” IhihHd “ he will break,”

bhangdhi (No. 593) “do thou break,” abhdhkshit “he broke.”

The verb bhuj (bhuja) “ to protect or eat ” makes IhunaHi “he

eats,” bhofdd “he will eat,” bhokshyati “he willeat,” abhunajc" he ate.”
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No. 718.—The dtmanepada affixes (No. 409) are put after

the verb bhuj, not in the sense of protecting. Thus we may
say odanati bhunkte “he eats boiled rice.” Why “not in the

sense of protecting?” Witness the phrase

—

mahin blmuuJcti “lie

preserves the earth.”

The verb indli (ni-indhi

)

“to shine” makes inddhe “he

shines,” indhate “ they two shine,” indkate “they shine,” nitse

“ thou shinest,” indlhwe “you shine,” indhdrichalcre (No. 546)
“ he shone,” indMtd “lie will shine,” inddham “let him shine,”

iudhdtdm “let the two shine,” inadhai “let me shine,” ciinditha

“ he shone,” aindhdtdm “ they two shone,” ainddkdh “ thou didst

shiue.”

The verb vid (v'da) “to consider” makes vinte “ he consi-

ders,” vettd “he will consider.”

So much for the 7th class of verbs

—

“ rudh, &c.”

The 8th class of verbs consists of “ tan, &c.”

The verb tan (tanu) means “ to expaud.”
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No. 719.

—

After the verbs “tan, &c. ,” and the verb kri “to

make,” let there be U. This debars sap (No. 419). Thus we have

tanoti or tanute “he expands,” tatdna or tene (No. 494) he expand-

ed,” tanitdsi or tanitdse “thou wilt expand,” tanishyuti or tani-

shyate “he will expand,” tanutdm “let him expand,” atanot “he

expanded,” tanuyat or tanwita “he may expand,” tanydt or tuni-

slnshta “ may he expand,” atanit ovatanit (No. 491) “he expanded.”
|
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No. 720.—There is optionally elision (luk) of sick (No. 472)

AFTER “TAN, &C.,” WHEN the affixes TA and THAS FOLLOW. TllUS

atata (No. 596) or at'xnislita “he expanded,” atathdh or atanish-

thdh “thou didst expand,” atanishyat or atunishyata “ he would

expand.”

The verb shan (shanu) “to give” makes sanoti or sanute
“ he gives.”
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No. 721.—There is optionally the substitution of long a in

the room of the verbs jan “to be born,” sun “to give,” and khan

“to dig,” WHEN an affix, beginning with Y and distinguished by an

indicatory k oi n, FOLLOWS. Thus tdydt or sanyat “may he give.”
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No. 722.—Long d is the substitute OF these verbs, viz. JAN

“to be born,” SAN “to give,” AND KHAN “ to dig,” WHEN the affix

SAN (No. 752), OR an affix, beginning with A jhal and distinguished

by an indicatory k or h, follows. Thus asdta or asamshfa “he

gave,” asathah or asanishthdh “thou didst give.”

©
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The verb kshan fkshanu

)

“to injure” makes kshanoti or

kshanute “ he injures:” According to No. 500, there being no

substitution of vriddlu, we have akshanit, ukshatu (No. 720), or

aksha'iiishfa “he injured,” akshathah or akshanishpidli “thou didst

injure.”

The Verb kshi'Hi (kslrinu) “ to injure” (which, as a root followed

by the affix u No. 719, and having a light penult, substitutes gnna,

No. 48o, ordy optionally) makes kshinoti or kshe'll oti “he injures,”

kshenitd “he will injure,” ukshenit, akshita (No. 720), or akshenish-

ti “he injured.”

The Verb ifin (trinu

)

“to eat, to graze,” makes tfinoti, tar-

noti, Irinute, or tarnute “he grazes.”

The verb kfi (dakriv

)

means j“to make."
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No. 723.— In the room of the short a of the verb kri “ to

make,” (in the form of karu—No. 719)—let there be SHORT U,

when a SARVADHATUKA affix (with an indicatory k or fi) FOLLOWS.

Thus kurutak “ they two make.”

* I
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No. 724.—There is NOT a long substitute (No. 651) in the

room OF the penult of a BHA (No 185) AND of the verbs KRI “to

make,” and Chhur “to cut.” Thus kurvanti “they make.”
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No. 725.—There is always elision of the u of an affix AFTER

the verb KRI “to make,” when the letter m or v follows. Thus
kurvah “we two make,” kurmah “we make,” kurute “ he makes,”

0
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chal'd iu or chakra “he made,” lcartd “he will make,” karishyati or

karishyate “he will make,” Icurotu or kurutdm “let him make,”

alcdrot or akurutci “he made.”
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No. 726.

—

And there is elision of u after the verb leri “to

make,” WHEN an affix, beginning with Y, FOLOWS. Thus karyat

or kurvita (No. ,723) “he may make,” kriydt or krishishta’ “may

he make,” akdrshit or akrita (No. 582) “he made,” akavishyat or

akarishyata “ he would make.”
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No. 727.

—

When the verb kri “to make” comes after sam

OR PARI (No. 48) in THE sense OF ornamenting—(then the pro-

ceeding directed iu No. 728 takes place).
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No. 728.— And (when the compound—No. 727— is) IN THE

sense of aggregation, there is the augment sut. Thus sans-

karoti—that is to say “ he ornaments, snnskurvunti— that is to say

“ they congregate.” This sut is sometimes the augment of kri

preceded by sam, even when it does not signify “ornamenting”:

—

as we learu by inspecting the aphorism No. 1119— viz.
“ sanskritan

bhakshdh”—where the expression refers to the “preparation of

food.”
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No. 729.—And after upa (No. 48) in the several senses

OF ACQUIRING A new PROPERTY, of ALTERATION, AND of the SUP-

PLYING of ELLIPSES IN DISCOURSE, the verb Jcri takes the augment

sut. By the “and” it is signified that the verb has also the two

meanings mentioned before (in Nos. 727 aud728). By “acquiring a

new property” is meant “the taking of a quality.” By “ alteration,”

or modification, is meant “change.” By “the supplying of ellipses in

discourse” is meant “the filling up of those parts which the sense

requires.” Examples of these five employments of the word follow,

signifying “a damsel adorned;” assembled brahmans;” “the wood

gives a new property to the water” (or “he prepares the fuel and

water for an oblation”)
;
he eats something changed” (or different

from what is proper—“as bread with rice);” “he speaks without

ellipsis.”

The verb van (vanu) “to ask or beg” makes vanute “he

begs,” vavane “ he begged.”

The verb man (manu) “to know, to conceive,” makes ma-

nute “ he conceives,” mene “conceived,” manita “ he will con-

ceive,” manishyate “ he will conceive,” manutam “ let him con-

ceive,” amanuta “be conceived,” manwita “he may conceive,”

manishishta “may he conceive,” amanishta “he conceived,” ama-
nishyata “ he would conceive.”

So much for the 8th class of verbs—“ tan, &c.”

The 9th class of verbs consists of “ kri, &c.”

The verb kri (dukrin) means “to buy, or exchange goods.”

I 9EJT^T. I

Q
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wiuirais: i sfiimtfa i i j&ifa: i tri«h^3t-

*ici: i wfaafci i i sfii^ra: i wWfai i sfikifa 1 aftnta: 1

mmm 1 1 situn^T 1 i smw 1 sm<nra 1
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i t^rs* 1 fetfira 1 Mm 1 1 zmTn 1
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SJ \ \ \

sST^mmg 1 §Ri<oif3 i srtuih 1 5R«ng 1 *%mm \ 1

I | e&T^T ^ M I t
N \

iMi?l 1 j 3 1 ^\mm 1 1 vn*i fisiara 1 8 1

\ \
No. 730.—After tbe verbs kri “ to buy,” &c., there is 6na.

This debars sap (No. 419). Thus krindti “he buys.” By No. 657,

the a being changed to i, krinitali “they two buy” By No. 658,

the d being elided, krinanti “they buy,” krindsi “thou buyest,”

krinithah “you two buy,” krinitha “you buy,” krindmi “limy,”

krinivah'“we two buy,” krinimah “ we buy,” ltrinite (No. 657)

“he buys,” Jcrivdte “they two buy,” Urinate “they buy,” Jcrinishe

“ thou buyest,” Jcrindthe “you two buy,” krinidhiue “you buy,”

Urine “ I buy,” krinivahc “we two buy,” krinimalie “we buy,”

cliikrdya “he bought,” chikriyatuh “they two bought,” chikriyuh

“they bought,” chikretha (No. 515) or chikrayitha (No. 517) “thou

didst buy,” chilcriye “he bought,” kretd “he will buy,” kreshyati

or kreshyate “he will buy,” krinatu “let him buy,” krinitdt “may

he buy,” krinitdm “let him buy,” akrindt or alcrinita “he bought,”

kriniyat or krinita “he may buy,” kriydt or kreshishta “may he

buy,” akraishit or oJcreshta “he bought,” akreshyat or akreshyata

“he would buy.”

The verb pri (prin) “to please, to love,” makes prtnati or

prinite “he pleases;” and 6ri (sriir) “to cook” makes sriiidti or

srinite
“ he cooks.”

The verb mi (min) means “ to injure.”

P?g«biT i
c

i « i \\ i
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nr: r nwoim i

R31<gifl 1 l I fiq337ri: I Hmg I JW12I I

V- \>

wsq i mm i r sroin t msigr i ^mim^r i

i ?wm i i y r fqmm i famfi i

mm i i *im i wsr i $ i

No. 731.—Let there be a cerebral n in the room of the dental

n of the- verbs hi “ to go,” and m4 “ to hurt” (which, with the con-

jugational affixes, appear in the shape of ECINU and MINA,) coming

after a due cause of such change and ending in. an upasarga.

Thus pramindti or praminite “ he injures greatly.” By No. 680,
j

there being a substitution of a, mamau (No. 528) “he injured,”

mimyatuh “they two injured mamitha (Nos. 5 17' and 524) or

mamdtha “thou didst injure,” mimye “I injured,” maid “he will

injure,” mdsyati he will injure,” miydt or mdsishta “ may he in-
;

jure,” amdsit “ he injured/’ amdsishtdm “ they two injured,” amasta

“he injured.”

The verb ski (shin)
“
to bind ” makes sindti of sinite “ he

binds,” sishaya or sishye “ he bound,” setd
“ he will bind,”

The verb s/cu (slcuh) means “to go by leaps.”

\ $ \ \ \ I

-girl I mmim I I mHlfa I ^Cl^ I ^miT-
!

n. ^ sa ^ m V

^ t 1; Well i I ^miTg 1

mr. trim: si tmrSi: <

No. 732.—And there is Snu (No. 687) after stanbh, stunbed

‘ SKANBH, or SKUNBH, “ to hinder, to be dull or insensible/’ AND-

SKU “ to go by leaps.” By the “ and” it is meant that they may
optionally take snd. Thus slcunoti, slcunute, slcundti, or slcunite

t,N°- ’657) he goes by leaps,” chuslcdva, or chuskuve “ he went by

leaps,” sJcotd “ he will go by leaps,” askailslvtt or askoshta “ he

;

went by leaps.”

The four verbs starihh, &c., which are exhibited only in an aphor-

’O." 1 -- .

~
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:

ism (and not in Panini’s catalogue of Roots), all have the sense

of “hindering,” and take the parasmaipada terminations.

W 3t: i ^ i ^ I
c3

|

1BWH I

No. 733.—Let Banach be substituted in the room of Snk

(No. 730) coming after a consonant, when the affix hi (No. 447)

FOLLOWS. Thus stabhdna (Nos. 448 and 363) “do thou hinder.”

i ? i ^ i y c i

3T I

No. 734.

—

And, optionally, an is the substitute of chli (No.

471) AFTER the verbs jri “to grow old,” stanbh “ to hinder,”

MRUCH “ to go,” MLUCH “ to go,” GRUCH “ to steal,” GLUCH “ to

steal,” GLUNCH “to go,” AND gwi “to go.”

i c i ^ 1

i

Ihro tr: ^ain i szjgflci i i

W5{ QFVFi I
S> I XRlfa I XRI^ I STcU I 3v3! ^ I

c
I

Vi \ ^ C\ s

antia i
i SRiijfiT i i £ i i

I 5^ fTOJITH i i OTlf* i t vm i w i

€. Cv ^ % Cs O. X

No. 735.—Let there be sh in the room OF the s of the aphor-

istic (No. 732) verb stanbh (if the change be required by a due

cause thereof in an upasarga). Thus vyashtabhat (No. 363) “he

hindered,” astambhit (Nos. 95 and 96) “he injured.”

The verb yu (yun) “to bind” makes yundti or yunite (No.

657) “ he binds,” yotd “ he will bind.”

The verb knu (Icnun) “to sound” makes knundti or knunite

“ it sounds,” knavitd “ it will sound.”

The verb dri (drin) “to injure” makes drindti or drinite

« }je injures;” and dvu (drun) “to injure” makes drunati or drunxte

“ he injures.”

The verb pu (pun) means “ to purify.”
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qrftai 3^: 1 « 1 3 1
c°

1

*rsr«=i^^r1?!Mt-

jJN fafa 1^: i jnifa i 3^ 1 ufacii
1
gsr

3=Ri 1 I ?Rlfa 1 ^=ifa 1 I 15 I SH-
Ni s» 6 x e.

SJlfa I ?wit: *sRi: I cI^cTR I ?WKci: I TOfi I ^Rfll I

C\ ^

^ilfu 1 ^2<mam 1 ^ofa 1 1

No. 736.—When an affix with an indicatory 6 follows, let

A SHORT vowel be the substitute OF the twenty-four verbs pu, &c.,

viz pun, “
to purify,” lun “

to cut,” strin “ to spread over,” krin “to

scatter,” vrin “ to choose,” dhun “
to agitate,” sri “

to injure,” pfi “to

nourish,” vri “ to choose,” bhri
“
to nourish,” mri “to injure,” jri

“
to grow old,” jhri “ to grow old,” gkri “ to grow old,” mri “

to lead,’’

dhivri “
to be crooked,” kri “ to injure,” ri “ to go,” gri “ to sound,”

jyd “ to decay,” ri “
to injure,” li

“
to adhere,” vli “ to choose,”

AND pli “
to go.” Thus pundti or punite “ he purifies,” pavitd

“ he will purify.”

The verb Id (Itin) “ to cut” makes lunati and lunite “he

cuts.”

The verb stri (strin) “to cover,” makes strinati “he covers,”

By No. 690 (which debars No. 428) we have tastara “he covered,”

tastaratuh “ they two covered,” tastare “he covered,” staritu or

staritd (No. 654) “ he will cover,” striniyat or strinita “ he may

cover,” stiryat (Nos. 706 and 651) "may he cover.”

\ ^ I * I 8* I
vj ' '

!R^lT^lll%R<§T cJT% I

No. 737.—When the atmanepada affixes are employed,

then let it be optionally the augment of LIN and sich coming

after the verbs vri (vrin) “to serve” and vri (vrin) “to choose,”

and after what ends in long ri.

^ i 'o
\ ^ \ ^ l

o
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|ri ^ mvwjj i i i

*cii% i Rifa ^ i i =snErnRgTP[ i ?x-

mfow. I ^*5rlHg I I M TfSTST^ 198 1 I

rflf} I ^5RK I ^SjR I ^ I 91J | ^HITH 1 HOIfl I

6 ' *

t*cU* | SfcR I S[RfU I cKim \ 3^Tg7f£from | «l3Tc? I qft-

i gt% i i ^miRwiii i i *»p i *j«r

sfij^ \ 9? i i i ^thi i i fistic? i

\i \) x

I Wig I 31 3313^1 I 9^ I TJglfa * 1

5J3I1 • I

No. 738.—The long vowel is NOT the substitute (No. 654) for

the augment it after the verbs vrin or vrin, or what ends in long

ri, WHEN LIN FOLLOWS. Thus (No. 735) starishishta, or, by No.

581, the affixes being regarded as having an indicatory h, stirshi&h-

ta (No. 651) “may he cover,” and, by No. 655, there being no

prolongation of the augment it, when sick and the pcirasmaipada

affixes follow, astarit “ he covered,” astdrishtam “ they two covered,

ctstdrishuh “they covered,” astarishta or astirshta (No. 651) “he

covered.”

The verb bri (kriii) “to injure” makes hrindti (No. 736) or

hrinite “he injures,” chakdra or chahare (No. 653) “ he injured.”

The verb vri (vrin

)

“ to choose” makes vrindti or vrinite “ he

chooses,” vavdra or vavare “ he chose,” varitd or varitd (No. 645)

“ he will choose,” and, by No. 650, vuryat or varishishta or vur-

shishta, (No. 581) “ may he choose,” avdrit “ he chose,” avdrishtdm
“ they two chose,” cwcirishpi or avarishta (No. 654) or avurshta

“ he chose.”

The verb dhu (dhuii) “ to shake” makes dhunati (No. 736)

or dhunite “he shakes,” dhotd or dhavitd “he will shake,” adhdvit

or adhcivishta or adhoshta “he shook.”

The verb grah (graha) “to take” makes grihnati (No. 675)

or grifinite “he takes,” jagrdha or jagrihe “he took.”

<(hi: i ® i ^ i i

a ~~ : - =B
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^ g Me i xriTfn i *rgig i

No. 739.—The long vowel is the substitute of the augment

it placed after the verb grah “ to take/' containing only one

vowel, but not when lit FOLLOWS. Thus grahitd “ he will take,”

grihnatu “
let him take.”

w. snsr^ i ^ i \ i i

mm ^r: |t i 911*11 i 9fng i lining i

li^r 1 ^roiig 1 1 ^1% 1 ^rcngNi-

r\J^ I 3TC I ^ I f I I vw iqT*p} I <t£ I

^l^rnm I ^1*1 1 I ^l^JKlTfl I I ^R^IR I^ Si^ I ^0 I ^ifacU f WTm I I W I 5lin I

I ^ I I I I 3ftm I 3UrU I

I I ^IrT I

Tft asu^i: n

No. 740.—Let Banach be the substitute of &na (No. 730)
coming after A CONSONANT, when Hi follows. Thus grihancc

“do thou take,” grihydt or grahishuhta (No. 739) “ may he take,”

and, since the root ends in h, there being, by No. 500, no substitution

of vriddhi, agrahit “ he took,” agralnshtdm (No. 739) “ they two
took,” agrahishta “ he took,” agrahishdtdm “ they two took.”

The verb Jcush (Jcusha) “to extract” makes Icushndti “he ex-

tracts,” koshitd “ he will extract.”

The verb as (asa) “ to eat” makes asndti “ he eats,” dsa
“ he ate,” asitd “ he will eat,” asishyati “ he will eat,” asndtu “

let

him eat,” asdna (No. 740) “ do thou eat.”

The verb mush (musha)
“
to steal” makes moshitd “ he will

steal,” mushana (No. 740) “ do thou steal.”

The verb jhd “
to know” makes jajnau (No. 523) “ he knew.”

The verb vri (win) “to serve,” makes vrintte “ he serves
”

vavrishe (No. 514) “thou didst serve,” vavridhive “you served,”
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varitd or varita (No. 654) “he will serve,” avarishfa or avartshta

or avritd (No. 582) “ he served.”

So much for the 9th class of verbs,—“ lcri, &c.”

The 10th class of verbs consists of “ chur, &c

The verb chur (chura) means “to steal.”

i i

^ i a. i
Vi

nf^wh fore i ^ i 1 1 i

eaii i jjpSm jnj: i i i

3»mni3iti i i

No. 741.—The affix NICH is placed, without alteration of the

sense, after the words satya “truth” (which then takes the form

of satydpa as exhibited in the aphorism), PAgA “ a fetter,” RUPA

“colour,” VINA “a lute,” TULA “ cotton,” gLOKA “ celebration,”

SENa “ an army,” LOMAN “ the hair of the body,” TWACHA “ the

skin,” VARMAN “ mail,” VARNA “celebration,” and CHURNA “ pow-

der,” (all of which are then used as verbs) AND after the Verbs CHUR
“to steal,” &c. By No. 485, these verbs (having a light penult)

substitute guna for a simple vowel. By No. 502, words ending

with the affix nick are held to be verbal roots:—hence they take

the tense-affixes and conjugational affixes. Thus chur, by the

addition of nich and the rule No. 4S5, having become chori, and

this, by Nos. 419, 420, and 29, having become choraya, we have

chorayati “ he steals.”

ftlTW I ^ \ ^ I 9# I

^Rfacu i i %rciiwg i to i in TOifa

i totoi i i ztm i ’r i i

Ni N. C\ Si ^ '
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No. 742.— AnT> let the atmanepada affixes be employed after
what ends with nich (No. 741), when the fruit of the action goes

to the agent. Thus chorayate “ he steals (for his own use),” chord -

ydmascc, (No. 504) “he stole,” chordyitd “he will steal,” choryat

or chorayishishta “ may he steal.” When luh follows, then chan is

substituted for chli by No. 562
;
a short vowel is substituted for the

penult by No. 564; there is reduplication, by No. 565, since chan
follows; and the first consonant alone of the reduplicate is left (No.

428); and, finally, the vowel of the reduplicate being lengthened by

No. 568, we have achuchurat or achuchurdta “ he stole,”

The verb hatha “ to speak” rejects the final a by No. 505.

1 1 i n yo i

i i sRsjqfcj i wii-

^ i wire <3 1 m ^iszn^i i 3 i ircrajiN i

No. 743.—A substitute in the room of A vowel, caused by
something that follows, shall be regarded as that whose place it

takes, WHEN A RULE WOULD else TAKE EFFECT ON WHAT STANDS

ANTERIOR to the original vowel. So there the blank which, by

No. 505, takes the place of the final a of hatha (No. 742), being re-

garded as the a whose place it took (and the final consonant of the

root hebce seeming to be the penult)—the substitution of vriddhi

for the penult, by No. 489, (which would have given hath instead

of hath) does not take place, and we have Icathayati “he speaks.”

As there is elision of a vowel (by No. 505) there is no substitution

of a long vowel by No. 568, nor is the case like that when the affix

san follows, as spoken of in No. 566—-so that we have achakathat

(No. 565) “ he spoke.”

The verb gan(gana) “ to count” makes ganayaii “ he counts.”

I; ^ jub: i « i « i <to i

umamwisw Sr i i

i

Tft II
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No. 744<.—And let long i be the substitute of the reduplicate

of the verb GAN “ to count —by the “and” it is implied that the

substitute may be short a—when ni, followed by chan, follows.

Thus ajiganat or ajaganat “ he counted.”

So much for the 10th class of verbs—“ ckur, &c.”

The verbs “ that end in ni ” have next to be considered.

m^\: i

sRm
i \ i s i <18 i

iiraioi fwfsiFlirir: sum ruM i

No. 745.—In the case of any action, whatever thing the speak-

er ARBITRARILY chooses to speak of as such, shall be the AGENT or

nominative to the verb—(for example, in the. case of cooking, it is

equally allowable to say that “ the fire cooks,” or “ the cook cooks,”

or fl the fuel cooks”).

frareisrciT fys i 'M « i y y. i

srarafti tgsra: sKqqsTa i

No. 746.—Let that which is the mover thereof, i. e. of an

agent (No. 745), be called A CAUSE AND ALSO an agent.

^ i ^ i \ i ^ t

unrasRSniml swmSi wlifoi i na=ri ikafa
s

i

No. 747.

—

And when the operation of a causer, such as

the operation of directing, is to be expressed, let the affix nich (No.

741) come after a root. Thus, to express “ he causes to become,”

we have bhavayati.

i « i y i i

q^cK l 1 gl l

No. 748.-*—Let there be long % in the room of the u of the re- •

duplicate forming part of an inflective base (No. 152) followed by

san (No. 566), when a letter of the labial class follows, or a

0 - - a
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|

YAN, or the letter J

—

each qf these being followed by the vowel a.

Thus (the root bhu being reduplicated, and not the bhavi—else

there would be no u to operate upon) we have abibhavat “ he caused

to become.”

The verb shthd means “Jo stop.”

i « i 3 1 ^ 1

1

No. 749.—When ni follows, let puk be the augment of the

verbs Rl “ to go,” HRI “ to be ashamed,” VLI “ to choose,” Rl “ to

roar,” knuyi “to sound,” KSHMAY “ to shake,” AND of verbs end-

ing in long A. Thus sthdpayati “ he causes to stand.”

ftskf’rr 1 o 1 s 1 1

1

Jh l I *XZ I

No. 750.—When ni, followed by chan, follows, let short I be

the substitute OF the penult of the verb SHTHA fin the form

sthap—No. 749). Thus atishthipat “ he caused to stand.”

The verb ghat means “ to put together.”

fwt 1 3 1 « 1 1

TOejfai ^ I I 91^

'g i 'gqnm I I

vft wmrfarar ||

No. 751.—Let there be a SHORT vowel in the room OF (the

vowel, lengthened by nick, of) the verbs “ ghat, &c.” and “jhap, &c.”

|

WHICH (in the list of verbs) HAVE AN INDICATORY M. Thus ghata-

' yati “ he puts together.”

The verb jhap “
to know or inform” makes, in like manner,

1 jnapayati “ he informs,” ajijnapit (Nos. 566 and 567) “ he in-

formed.”

So much for the formation of those that end in ni .

The verbs “ that end in san” have next to be considered.

P ..
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i i

^t^t: m i ^ i ^ i « i

^fasswilT ^i^iRwsRSR^m *-h 3^miij i nz

31 311% i

No. 752.—The affix sun is optionally attached, in the

SENSE OF WISHING, AFTER A ROOT EXPRESSING THE ACT wished and

haying tee same agent OF the action as the wisher thereof.

As an example let path “ to read” be taken.

i ^ \\ i £ i

3 5 fgrfr-

3^7 I *3J=qci: I q13^13^1% mfeqfa I fall I

I 33135^1^ foil I T%37i: 33Fc3cli=^lH

33 : i giqiini^i^mfq i i

No. 753.—Of the first portion, containing a single vowel, of

what ends with SAN (No. 752) AND of what ends with YA& (No.

758), there are two
;
but, in the case of what begins with a vowel,

the reduplication is of the second portion (—as in No. 426). Short

i being substituted for the a in the reduplication, we have pipathi-

shati “ he wishes to read.”

Why do we (in No. 752) say “the act wished ? ” Witness

gamanenechchhati “ by going he wishes (to accomplish some-

thing)”—where the “going” is not the “act wished,” and the affix

san does not therefore apply.

Why do we say “ having the same agent ?” Witness sishyah

pathantwitichckhati guruh “ the teacher wishes that the pupils

should read,”— (where the wisher, and the agent of the action wished

are not the same).

By the employment of the expression “ optionally” (No. 752),

it is implied that the meaning may be expressed by a phrase also

(in those cases in which the formation of a desiderative verb by

means of the affix is allowable).

©
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1 When san follows, ghaslri (No. 595) is substituted for the

verb ad “ to eat.”

i ® i 8 i «<; i

r\: I I

i

No. 754.—Let there be t in the room of s, when an ardha-
dhatuka affix, beginning with s, follows. Thus jighxitsati (No.

753) “ he wishes to eat.” In consequence of No. 510, the augment

it is not applicable here.

^SVRjpiflt t i <H vO
'sreiniHi ?rai msisi sfa i

No. 755.

—

When san, beginning with a foal, (i. e. not preced-

ed by the augment it) follows, a long vowel shall be the substi-

tute OF verbs ending in A VOWEL, AND OF the verb HAN “ to strike,”

AND OF the verb gam “ to go ”—the substitute of the vowel roots

(viz. i, in, He, in).

1TO I ^ I \ \ <5 I

OTflirovnf?: o** fan i ’sfri i

T^SRlfe i

No. 756 .—After a verb ending in aniK, san, beginning with

A JHAL (i. e. without the augment it), shall be regarded as having

an indicatory k. Then, applying No. 706, (the vowel having be-

come long by No. 755) we may have chiHrshati “he wishes to

make.”

i « i ^ i ^ i

^ ^rirT i i

Xfr\ T: II

No. 757.—Let not it be the augment of SAN AFTER the verbs

GRAH “ to take,” guh “ to cover,” a'nd what ends in an ulc. Thus

bubMshati “ he wishes to become.”

..... — — a
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So much for verbs “ending in san.”
;

C

Verbs “ending in the affix yan ” are next to be considered.

i i

farareuhreii i ^ i ? i

^ 1

No. 758.

—

When the repetition of the act, or its in-

tensity, IS to be indicated, let YAN come AFTER A ROOT HAYING
A SINGLE VOWEL AND BEGINNING WITH A CONSONANT.

\ O \ 8 I ^ I

W3I3SS *1*31 Zlfe =g I^ \ sa

1 w wferoiN si mm i i i
^ O v> C\ C\

^IglSg 1

No. 759.—Let GUNA be tbe substitute of the reduplicate (No.

753), WHEN YAN FOLLOWS, OR even when A BLANK (luk No. 209) i

has been substituted for yan From its ending with what has an
j

indicatory n (No. 410), a verb with this affix takes the atmanepada

affixes. Thus bobhuyate “he is repeatedly or intensely,” bobhu-

yanchalcre
“ he was repeatedly,” abobkuyishta “ he was repeatedly.”

fasj ji%
1 ^ 1 9

| ^ i

m 5^ ^ rl ISiXrigqr^fK J
N. N ^

No. 760.—After a verb with the sense of motion, the affix :

yan gives always the sense of crookedness,—not of repetition •

of the action.

^Tsfei*: w \ a \

12*551*1: .1 sfsjfa i r
1

i X ^ ^
No. 761.—When yar>, or a blank substituted for it, follows, let

i

.
tliere be A long vowel in the room of a reduplicate syllable which has

|

NOT AN INDICATORY It. Thus vavrapjate “ he moves crookedly.”

3 .
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TOI TO: I { I 8 1 8£ I

itcsj usa i vtm \ wli

i 5iT5f5ri^i | i

No. 762.—There is elision of ya coming after a consonant,

when an drdhadhdtuka affix follows. Thus (when, for example,

the drdhadhdtuka affix dm follows) the first letter (of the syllable

ya) is elided in accordance with No. 88, and then the vowel is

elided by No. 505, giving vavrajdnoh'ikre “ he went crookedly,”

vdvrajitd “ he will go crookedly.”

% i « I 8 i <£® i

VJ

a^piT: i criich?* i

j
gfllrri^ I 5W#IrH I

‘ No. 763.

—

And when yah, or a blank substituted for it, fol-

lows, let RIK be the augment OF the reduplicate syllable of WHAT
root HAS Rl FOR its penult. Thus varivrityate “ he remains re-

peatedly,” vartvritdnohakre “ he remained repeatedly,” varivrititd

“ he will remain repeatedly.”

^ |
c

| «
|
^<» |

mN i =)dgpa?i i stoijs?} i

Xft ^SrmfsfiJIT II

No. 764.

—

And in the case of kshubh “ to tremble” (which,

as a verb of the 9th class, No. 730, becomes kshabhad), &C. there is

not the substitution of the cerebral n (notwithstanding No. 157).

Thus narinrityate “ he dances repeatedly.” (In accordance with

(No. 763.) we bave ]arigr%hyate “ he takes repeatedly.”

So much for the formation of “ what ends in yah

! The verbs “ that end with a blank substituted for yah ” have

next to be considered.

i i

^ \ ^ I 8 I I

a - " " a
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Hogg i ’SHiiiito-

sw i *rerei i aw: Hrgg^qH g^cgi-

^fgfrci^ i ^igresnigq i gmcgT^i^g: \ sRrniffi

No. 765.

—

And when the affix ach (No, 837) follows, there

may be elision OF YAN. By the “ and ” it is signified that this may
take place sometimes even without that affix :—and this is not the

result of anything, assigned as the cause thereof, (whereas, in the

other case, there was an assigned reason for the elision— viz. the

affix ach). This elision takes place first, as it is independent of

anything else (whereas the reduplication is dependent on the verb,

the affix, &c). Then, after that, through the force of the affix (which

remains, though the affix has been elided), since the verb is regarded

as ending in yah, there is reduplication (No. 753), and the appropri-

ate operations are to be performed on the reduplicate syllable. Since

the word (through No. 502) is regarded as a root, the tense-affixes

&c. are applicable to it. The parasmaipada affixes are employed

in accordance with No. 412. As we read, in No. 636, that verbs

with yah elided are to be regarded as belonging to the 2nd ‘class,

“ ad, &c.” we infer that there is to be elision of sap (No. 589).

3#T 3T I ^ \ ^ I £8 I

hot iHfi: i

giftfa fllHlHI * I ffa WZfa
faHTrHTrl I tingim I I I l

i ^iwgigsRR i toenmm i tofto i toilngfa i

to^Tlrl I I tocllrl 1 toclTn I \ |

\» S5 C\ N. C\ N. S> C\

I ^igwgirl I I l I

N \ Ct ^ SO

tonic! I toniclTH | ton: I toSTc! I tom^rim I

C\ X C\ X C\ X £\ x

tore: I JTlpOTIPI TQ^I resi I g#T gcfteqij Jim 5lTfar=n
C\ Si so \ N >4

T%rgfclT35R I 'Sltoto I 'SitoTcT I ^tocim I ^to^ I^ X Cv X x C\ x C\ X*

^tomnq i . . :
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tfk II

s 'J

No. 766.— Let it be optionally the augment of a sdrvadhd-

tuJcci affix distinguished by an indicatory p, commencing with a

consonant, and coming AFTER a verb with YAKT elided. The pro-

hibition (of guna) by No. 47-1 does not, in secular language, extend

to the case where yah is elided. This is inferred from the fact that

the form bobhutu in the Veda (in which guna is not substituted—

)

is one of those enumerated (in VII. 4. 65.—thus “bobhutu tetilcte

&c.,”) among the irregularities. Thus we have bobhaviti oxbobhoti

“ he is frequently,” bobhutah “they two are frequently,” substitut-

ing at for jh, by No. 645, as it is reduplicated, bobhuvati “they

are frequently,” bobhavdhchaldra or bobhavdmdsa “he was fre-

quently,” bobhavitd “he will be frequently,” bobhavishyati “he

will be frequently,” bobhavitu or bobhotu “
let him be frequently,”

bobhutat “may be be frequently,” bubhutdm “
let the two be fre-

quently,” bobhuvatu “let them be frequently,” bobhuhi “be thou

frequently,” bobhavani “let me be frequently,” abobhavit or abobhot

“they were frequently,” abobhutdm “they two were frequently,”

abobhavuh “they were frequently,” bobhuydt “he may be frequent-

ly,” bobhuydtam “they two may be frequently,” bobhuyuh “they

were frequently,” bobliuydt “ may he be frequently,” bobhuydstdm

“ may they two be frequently,” bobhuydsuh “ may they be fre-

quently.” According to No. 473, there is elision of sick. On the

alternative of there being the augment it from No. 766, there is

the augment vulc from No. 425, this debarring guna (No. 420) be-

cause it presents itself always, (whether guna is substituted or not

—and therefore, according to one of the maxims of the Grammar,

takes the precedence). Thus we have abubhuvit or abobhot “he

was frequently,” abobhutdm “they two were frequently,” abobhuvuh

they were frequently,” abobhavishyat “he would be frequently.”

So much for those “that end with a blank substituted for yah.”

The “nominal verbs” have next to be considered.

i i

I 9 I VI c
I

VJ S'*
R

.0
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ssi^Tis^unsra i

No. 767.—Let KYACH be optionally attached, in the sense of

wishing, AFTER a word with A CASE-AFFIX expressing the object

wished as connected with the wisher’s self— (as, for example, a

son,—when a man wishes to have a son of his own—not somebody

else’s son).

nqi wntfaqfew. i » i « i o? i

No. 768.—Let there be elision (luk)
OF A case-affix when

part of these two—viz. of a root and of a crude form (No. 135).

^ IA) I 8 1^ i

i iHisfcT i

N> S>

No. 769.

—

And when kyach (No. 767) follows, let % be tlie

substitute of a or a. Thus putriyccti “he wishes for a son of his

own.’'

*i: i ^ i 8 i Vi i

i srsrfa i tfa ^ i jfmih i Tjafn i

^ C\

I I T3[3jfn I

No. 770.

—

When Kya— i. e. kyach or kyan (No. 776)

—

fol-

lows, only what ends in N is considered a pada, and no other

word. So, the n of rajan being elided by No. 200, we have rdji-

yati “he wishes for a king.” Why do we say “only what ends in

n?” Witness vdchyati “he wishes for words,” (which would other-

wise, by No. 333, have changed the ch to Jc). By No. 651 the

vowel is lengthened in giryati “he wishes for words,” and puryati

“he wishes for a city but, since the lengthening directed by No.

651 applies only to a verbal root, it does not take place in the

example divyati “he wishes for heaven.”

I ^ I 8 I V I
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eneNiftifi i i

^nq: ' riw ^ i sfafacn i sfafemT i

No. 771.—When an drdhadhdtulca affix follows, there is op-

tionally elision or kya

—

i. e. of Jcyach and hjan—coming after a
consonaut. According to No. 88 the elision here is that of the y,

and a blank takes, the place of the a by No. 505. Since the blank

is regarded in the same light as that of which it took the place

(No. 163), there is no substitution of guna by No. 485—and we
have samidhitd or sumidhyita “he will wish for fuel."

^ I $ I ^ 1 <£ I

5F.Tnig I W*fej I I r^-
\ 'i s» >»

No. 772.

—

And under the same circumstances (No. 767),

k/myacu may be added. Thus putrahamyati “he wishes for a

son of his own,” putrakdmyita “he will wish for a son."

i ^ i \ i \° i

gqnmm ssm*n: «q=?ii3;reini i q'qfaqmfhN S» \ SI

iHtafh i fataijaiH I

No. 773.—Let byach, in the sense of treatment, come
AFTFR a word with a case affix denoting the object of COMPARISON.

Thus putny <ti chhdtram “he treats the pupil as a son," vishnu-

yxti dwijam “lie treats the Brahman as if he were Vishnu.

im 1 ^ 1 1

No. 774.—“The affix kWip should be Mentioned as cominÔ
OPTIONALLY AFTER PRONOUNS AND CRUDE NOUNS." Where the

word is a crude noun and not a pada, No. 300 applies, and we may
have hrishnati “he acts like Krishna,” swati “he acts like him-

self,” sasivau “he acted like himself.”

ftiVR%T: apfa i ^ i s uy i

Q
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:

sre: ^srm ifr qreiSi ^ i

fsfaswin ?3RR I *reRR l q^II qsiRfcl I

No. 775.—A long vowel shall be the substitute for the penult

OF what ends with A nasal, when kwip (No. 855) FOLLOWS, OR

an affix beginning with A-jhal and distinguished by an indica-

tory k or N". Thus iddmati “he acts like this one,” rdjdnati

“he acts like a king,” pathinati “it serves as a road.”

sfreui awni i $ i ^ i

I Sfigiq 5RJ^ SRgiq^ I

qiq qRUrSfcI fodi: I

•0 s*

No. 776.—The affix kyan, in the sense of exertion, comes

after the word kashta “pain,” with the 4th case-affix. Thus (the

case-affix being elided by No. 768, and the final lengthened by No.

518) we have kashtdyate “he is assiduous for trouble,” i. e. “he

is assiduous in the commission of sin.”

i ^ i y t yo i

w: 5Riq«i: c^iosi i qjsac qissidl i

1 X.

No. 777.—The affix kyan, in the sense of making, comes

After these words, as the object of the action—viz. !§abda

“sound,” VAIRA “heroism,” kalaha “strife,” ABHRA “a cloud,”

kanwa “ sin,” AND megha “a cloud.” Thus sabddyate “ he makes

a noise.”

cr 5RTifa cisreg %\n fare i

No. 778.—“In the sense of he DOES THAT, or HE SAYS

THAT,” the affix nick may be employed.

BTRqfesRIglnqii l aifaq^^Icdl fare

. r-

VLZ qi^lrqreg 3T I

?fa sinreifra: n

Cl
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No. 779.—“ The affix nick may come AFTER A crude NOUN,

WITH THE SENSE OF A VERB, IN AN INDEFINITE VARIETY OF WAYS,

AND it shall be like the affix ishtha (No. 1306).” In like man-

ner as, when ishthd is affixed, there is the masculine from (substi-

tuted for the feminine), the substitution of r (for ri), the elision of

the last vowel with what follows it (No. 52), the elision of the affixes

vin (No. 1281) and matup (No. 1268), the elision of what begins

with yan (as the r of the syllable ra in the word dura “far”), the

substitution of pra (for prlya
)
stha for (sthim) spha (for sphira)

&c. (see VI. 4. 157), and the denominotion bha (No-. 185)—just so

let there be also, when ni follows. Therefore, with the elision of

ah (i. e. of the last vowel—No. 52—), we may optionally have gha-

tay iti
“ he makes a jar,” or “ he calls it a jar.”

So much for the “ nominal verbs.”

The class of words called “ kandu, &c.” has next to- be consi-

dered.

i ssirgi^tr: t

ejurfrf^Htr i ^ l ^ i ^ l

qiilT VIIrlHil ford HSR 0in «si2 I aiH-Tir I
>0 N. V

I 1 I 1

cs C\

tft it

No. 780:—Let there be always yak after these roots—viz;

KANDU, &c.‘—without alteration of the sense.

Thus from the noun kandu “ the itch ” comes the verb kandu

(kandun), meaning “to itch or scratch.” Erorn this we have

kanduyati or kanduyate—and so on.

So much for “ kandu, &c.
,T

It is next to be considered under what circumstances the

atmanepada affixes fall to be employed.

I H u M I

Q- • »
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SJTCIrlTrElsi: I

No 781.—An dtmanepada affix is employed in denoting

THE AGENT, WHEN THE INTERCHANGE OF THE ACTION IS to be ex-

pressed. Thus vyatilunite “ he performs a cutting (of wood, &c.)

.

which was the appropriate office of another.”

si afsftnra«j: m i ? i i

i somsPrj i

No. 782.—An dtmanepada affix is not employed (notwith-

standing No. 781) AFTER WHAT verbs mean “ to go ” and “ to in-

jure.” Hence vyatigachclihanti “they go against each other,’’

vycitighnanti “they fight together.”

\\ I ^ l ^ l

faisrap* i

No. 783.—An dtmanepada affix is employed AFTFR the verb

vi£ “to enter,” coming after ni. Thus nivisate “he enters in.”

qfr^Ki: fw. ip s i i

uRsri^^ i md<ni?t i i

No. 784>.—Also After the verb KRf “to buy or sell,” coming

AFTER PARI, vi, OR Av. Thus parikHnite “ lie buys,” vikrinite
“ he sells,” avakrinite “ he buys.”

ftqURIT ii: i % i $ i vt i

l uranSl I

No. 785.—Also AFTER the verb Jl “ to conquer,” coming AF-

TER VI OR PARA. Thus vijayate “ he conquers,” parajayate “ he

conquers.”

^roqnfawi: l? i s i « i

slagfl i i aragfl i mifigSl i
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No 786.—Also AFTER the verb shtha “ to stand,” coming

after SAM, ava, pra, OR VI. Thus santishthate “ be stays with,”

avatishth'ite “ he waits patiently,” pratishthate “he sets forth,”

vitishthate
“

lie stands apart.”

i ^ i ^ i as i

No. 787.—Also' after the verb jna “to know” (preceded by

apa) in the sense OF denying. Thus satamapajdnite “he de-

nies (the debt of) a hundred (rupees).”

i ^ i ^ i i

qfw i ?Jf)Siqra=i sratw ?<qrS: i

No. 788.— And after (the verb jha “to know”) used (in

certain senses) as an intransitive. Thus sarpisho jantte “he en-

gages (in sacrifice) by means of clarified butter.”

’gjwSifkiraTfiw i i 3 i y y i

1

No. 789.—Also after (the verb char “to go”) coming after

SAM, and CONNECTED with a noun in THE 3rd CASE. Thus

rathena sancharate
“ he rides with (in) a chariot.”

1
1 ^ 1 1

3rfiT§rfi ^Trl 7^31 1

No. 790.—Let the aforesaid (employment of the dtmanepada

affixes) take place after the verb DA (dan) “
to give,” coming

after sam, and connected with a noun in the 3rd case, provided

this 3rd case have the sense of the 4th. Thus ddsya satiyach-

chhate Jcdmi “ the lover gives to the female slave.”

glqrj w. i \ i ^ \ i

fi] cirV
1

1

a-
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No. 791.—Let an dtmanepada affix come also after a verb

ending in the affix SAN (No. 752) in like manner AS it would come

after THAT verb itself WHICH STANDS before the affix nan. Thus

(as the verb edh “
to increase,”—No. 543—takes the dtmanepada

affixes, so does it when sail is added—-giving) edidhishate “ he

wishes to increase,”

\\ \ ^\\° \

q^T ^ fori I I

No. 792.—And after what ends in a consonant imme-

diately preceded by an ik, the affix sxn, beginning with a jhal (i. e.

not having the augment it), shall be regarded as having an indica-

tory k. Thus nivivikshate - 1 he will wish to enter."

si: i ^ 1 ^ 1 ^ i

i i ^ijqqj i

C\ > ss «\ '*

i q*3KH shift i

FcTi^Ft irpUSrgH I I ^ZIcHc^: I Sir!

H5R^ yiqm f^i'R I ^Z 5RTI1H I ¥p!I 5?R^ I

i 'srcfi iIrjt i hCt i

No. 793.—Let the dtmanepada affixes come after the verb

KRl “to make,” when it is used IN these SENSES, viz. “manifes-

tation,” “SARCASM,” “SERVICE,” “VIOLENCE,” “CHANGE,” “RE-

CITATION,” AND “ACTION TENDING TO EFFECT A DESIRED PUR-

POSE.”

By “manifestation” is here meant “informing against,”—thus

utkumte “ he informs against.” By “ sarcasm ” is meant “ revil-

ing” thus syeno vartilcamutkurute “the hawk reviles the quail.”

So, too, hariviupakurute “ he worships jfari :

”

—

paraddrdn pra-

Jcurute
“ he offers violence to another’s wife :

”

—

edhodakasyopas-

kurute “the wood gives a new quality to the water” (or “ hepre-
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pares the wood and the water for a sacrifice):”—Jcathah prakurute

“he recites stories :”—satan prakurute “ he distributes a hundred

(pieces of money, for the sake of merit).”

"Why do we say “ in these senses ?” Witness katan karoti “ he

makes a mat,”— (in which example an dtmanepada affix is not

employed.)

According to No. 718, the verb Ihuj takes the dtmanepada

affixes, when it does not mean “ to protect.” Thus odanan bhunkte
“ he eats boiled rice.” Why do we say “when it does not mean to

“protect?” Witness malnh blmnakti “ he protects the earth.”

So much for the application of the dtmanepada affixes.

The employment of the parasmaipada affixes is next to be

considered,

II

I I

ot: i ^ i ^ i

5Rr|^ ^^ *3?Tr? I I

No. 724.—Let the parasmaipada affixes come after the

verb kri “ to make,” coming after anu and para even when

the fruit of the action goes to the agent, and when the sense is that

of “ informing against, &c.” (No. 793). Thus anukaroti “ he imi-

tates," pardkaroti “ he does well.”

faqj \ \ I ^ I
Co

|

l I I

No. 795.—And after the verb kship, coming after ABHI,

PRAT i, AND ATI. The verb kship means " to throw.” The indica-

tory vowel of this root is circumflexly accented (No. 411 —so that,

but for this rule, we should have bad both padas in the case of)

abhiksliipati “ he throws oh,”
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rrr^:
\ \ \ ^\^\\
i

No. 796.—And after the verb VAHA “to hear,” coming AFTER

pra. Tims pravaluiti “
it (the river) flows.”

\ \ \

I

No 797.— And AFTER the verb MRISH “to hear,” coming AF-

TER pari. Thus parimrishafi “ he endures” or “ he forgives.”

W.
1 \ I 5 I ^ I

TIT sfikinm I rrjjrt i

S) \

No. 798.—And after the verb ram, coming after vi, a&, and
pari. The verb ram (ramu) means “ to sport.” Thus viramati
“ lie takes rest.”

W9 I \ I ^ 1
C8

I

tin q^HTOT ||

No. 799.—And after upa (the verb ram takes the paras-
maipada affixes). Thus ya'jnadattaviuparamati “ he causes

Yajuadatta to refrain.” This is an instance of a verb involving in

it the force of the affix ni (No. 747).

So much for the allotment of the padas.

The Impersonal and Passive forms have next to be considered.

i msraraniaiziT i

i \ i ^ i ^ i

No. 800,—Let an dtmanepada affix be the substitute of the
affix l (No. 405), when it denotes the action of the verb or the
object of the verb.
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*|3R l ^ I ^ I I

WT33WcnT%H I «Ioi: ^\ si

i amssnglT ^qi^Tr'J^JTZlWHT^

r^cj: i Tfi^raiMznaT fgcsn^ra^M

TSRr^g^^irwm: 1 rciv\ wm 1

1

C\

No. 801.—Let the affix YAK come after a root, when A SARVA-

DHATUKA affix follows, denoting the action or the object. The
“ action” is the force of the verb itself

;
and this is again marked by

the affix l (No. 405) when it has the sense of the action— i. e. when
the verb is used impersonally). In this case there is (substituted

for the l ) an affix of the “ lowest person,” because the verb is not

in agreement with either the pronoun “ 1” or “ Thou.”—Inasmuch

as the action denoted by the tense-affix is not of the nature of a

substance (to which the notions of duality or plurality might at-

tach), since there is here no notion of duality, &c., neither an affix

of the dual nor of the plural is to be employed, but hence neces-

sarily only one of the singular.

Thus twaya mayd anyaischa bhuyate “
it is become by thee,

by me, and by others”— (i. e. “ Thou beeomest,” “ I become,” and
“ others become,”)—and, again, babhuve (No. 432)

“
it was become.”

3T I ^ I « l ^ I

I f^3gT5U§f§: I HTfacTT I wfacIT I I

qfawt I «UrHR I I iqifiiqig I Uliwg I

No. 802.—When sya (No. 435), sich (No. 472), siyut (No.

555), or tasi (No. 435) follows if the action or the object

is TO BE understood by the affix (i. e. if the verb is impersonal

or passive), then, on the iufleetive base OF verbs which in their

O a
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ORIGINAL ENUNCIATION end in A VOWEL and on that OF the verbs

han, &c.—viz. HAN “ to kill,” grah “ to take,” and dri& “ to

see,”

—

THERE SHALL BE OPTIONALLY THE LIKE EFFECT AS IF

the affix CHIN HAD FOLLOWED, AND IT shall be the augment of

these affixes sya, &c. The augment it, here mentioned, is to be

applied on the alternative that the case is treated as if the affix

chin had followed— (not on the other alternative allowed by the

rule). The substitution of vriddhi follows from the case's being

treated as if chin (with an indicatory n— see No. 202—) had been

attached. Thus we have bhdvita or bhavita “ it will be become by

some one,” bhdvishyate or bhavishyate “ it will be become,” bhu-

yatam “ let it be become,” abhuyatu “ it was become,” bhavishish-

ta or bhavishishta “ may it be become,”

faw wjsipWt: i 3 i ^ \ H \

^ trc i i 'smifasgci i

v» ^ ss e\

c^tsri ^ i i i i

'o c\

l I ^^miqsrirnEl I i

Si C\ s. s

i i i i i

Q\

^^153 I tRlRciT I I iRiqfaril I

i i i 1 i

l 5T«facIT I 1 I I

vac\ 'ocn c\ c\

^f<^T^TgsR2JI3?si: I fijian: l Senior?! I ^TrTT |

^ciiTinaj^ i ^1^ i ^^ciiig i ^i^cumqicii^ i i

^ i 5c i 1 93 i sara?! i 1

I I I 5E?ftcII \ WHT I

i sreaft » 1 1

i 1

No. 803.—Let CHIN be the substitute of chli (No. 471), when
ta (No. 407) follows, denoting the action or the object. Thus
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abhdvi “it was become by some one,” abhavishyata (No. 802) or

abhavishyata “it would be become.”

Even a neuter verb (—a verb “ without an object,”—)
may,

through the force of a preposition in combination with it, become

active (—or “with an object).” For example— anubhiiyate dnan-

daschaitrena hoayd maydcha “pleasure is experienced by Chai-

tra, by thee, and by me:”—and then again anubhuyete “ the two

are perceived,” anubhuyante “ they are perceived,” twamanubhu-

yase “ thou art perceived,” ahavianubhuye “
I am perceived,”

antvctbhdvi “
it was perceived,” amvabhdvislidtdm or anivcibhavi-

sliatdm “ the two were perceived.” The affix iii (No. 747) being

elided by No. 563, we have bhdvyate “ it is caused to be,” bhdva-

ydnchalcre or bhdvaydnbabhuve or bhdvaydmase “
it was caused to

be.” When (according to No. 802) the case is regarded as if the

affix chin had followed, then the augment it is applied—giving

bhavitd “it will be caused to be,”—the elision of ni (No. 563) still

taking place, inasmuch as No. 802 in accordance with No. 599, is

regarded by No. 563 as not having taken effect. On the other al-

ternative allowed by No. 802, bhdvayitd “it will be caused to be,”

bhdvayisMshta “ may it be caused to be,” abhdvi “
it was caused to

be,” abhdvishdtdm or abhdvayishdtdm “ the two were caused to

be,” bubhushyate “
it is wished to be,” bubhushdnchalcre “ it was

wished to be,” bubliushita “ will be wished to be,” bubhushishyci-

te “ it will be wished to be,” bobhuyyati “it is repeatedly been,”

bobhuyishyate “it will be repeatedly been.”

The vowel of the root (shtu “to praise”) being lengthened by

No. 518, we have stuyate vishnuh “ Vishnu is praised :”

—

stavita

(No. 802) or stotd “ he will be praised,” stavishyate or stoshyate

“ be will be praised,” astavi “he was praised,” astdvishdtum or

astoshdtam “ the two were praised.”

The verb ri “ to go,” substituting guya by No. 533, makes

aryate “
it is gone.”

The verb smri “ to remember” makes smaryate “
it is re-

membered,” sasmare “it was remembered.”

These two verbs may be treated as if chin followed, and may

G a
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;

take the augment it, because, in No. S02, the expression “in the

original enunciation” is included, (and hence the fact that they end

in a consonant at the time when the augment it preseuts itself,

does not prevent their taking it). Thus dritd or arta it will be

gone,” smdritd or smarta “ it will be remembered.”

By No. 363, the nasal of the verb srans “to fall,” (which has

not an indicatory i) being elided, we have srasyate “ it is fallen

—but of a verb which, like nad (nadi) “
to be happy,” has an

indicatory i, the nasal is not elided, and we have nnndyate “ it is

been happy (by so and so)— i. e. so and so is happy.”

In the case of the verb yaj “to worship,” the substitution of

a vowel for the semi-vowel having taken place in accordance with No.

581, (the yah having an indicatory h) we have ijyate
“

it is wor-

shipped (by so aud so)— i. e. so and so worships.”

I I 8 I 88 I

3T I I cl^ I

No. 804.

—

When the affix yak (No. 801) comes after the

verb TAN “to extend,” then long d is optionally the substitute for

the final. Thus tdyate or tanyute “ it is extended.”

riqTSgmq ^
1 ^ I ^ t ^ I

SaicJ ^ 1 qixfa i

l I WVn I Z& I

s> '•

No. 805.—Let not chin be the substitute of chli after the

verb TAP “ to suffer,” when the sense is reflective, and when the

SENSE IS THAT OF EXPERIENCING REMORSE. Thus aniUCltaptcO pa-

pena “ remorse was experienced by the sinner.”

In the case of the verbs enumerated in No. 625, there is the

substitution of long I'—so that we have diycite “it is given,” dhiyate

“it is held,” dade “it was given.”

^i?ir I a I 3 I ?? i

1 1 1 1 1

Q .... - — ~ a
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No 806.—Let YUK be the augment of what ends in long A,

WHEN CHIN FOLLOWS, OR when a krit affix (No. 329), with an in

dicatoiy n or n. Thus (it being here optional, according to No.

802, to regard chin as following.) we have dayltd or data “it will

be given,” dayisMshta or da siskin “may it be given,” addyi “it

was given,” addyislidtdm “the two were given.”

The verb bhanj “ to break” makes Ihajyate (No. 363) “it

breaks.”

fafil I I 8
1 ^ I

3T I i Wlif I i

No. 807.

—

And of the verb bhanj “to break” the elision of

the n (No. 363) is optional, WHEN CHIN FOLLOWS. Thus abhdji or

abhariji “it broke.”

The verb l ilk
“
to gain” makes labhyate “

it is gained.”

i I i

NJ ^

No. 808.—The verb labh “
to gain” optionally takes the

augment ?mm, WHEN CHIN and NAMUL (No. 942) follow. Thus

alambhi or aldblii
“ was gained.”

So much on the subject of Impersonals and Passives (—or of

the “action” and the “object”).

The Reflective verb is next to be considered, where the object

becomes the agent.

I l

SRfjR ^ *hrr: l

No. 809.—When the object itself is wished to be spoken of as

the agent, the affix l, even in the case of verbs that have an

object (i. e. transitive verbs), stands for the agent or the action (and

not for the object).

O
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i ^ i \ \ co i

tom nsmto: srcii sfnmfa^ttT-

IUH I aJT!fm^q3I^^T%^I53: W I I

x \ S3 X

SiTgS I *NJlfa I I wit I famft 3>Tg^ I

vfa sfi4^<infism 11

No. 810.—The (£ denoting the) agent, when the action affect-

ing the agent is SIMILAR TO THE ACTION WHICH AFFECTS THE OB-o o

ject, is treated AS if it were (an l) denoting the object.

This direction implies the substitution (for the operations inci-

dent to a tense-affix, or l, denoting an agent) of all the operations,

(which fall to be performed when the tense-affix, or l, denotes the

object). Hence there shall be the affixing of yah (No. 801), the

employment of the atmanepada terminations (No. 800), the sub-

stitution of chin for chli (No. 803), and the treatment of the word

as directed in No. 802. Thus pachyate phalam “the fruit ripens

of itself,” hhidyate Mshtham “ the wood splits of itself,” apachi

(No. 803) “it ripened of itself,” ahhedi “
it split of itself.” As an

example where the tense-affix denotes the action (i. e. where the

verb is impersonal), take hhidyate Jcashthena “it is split (of itself)

by the wood—i. e. the wood splits.”

So much on the subject of Reflective verbs.

Some meanings of the Tenses, not previously specified, have

next to be considered.

I vRiTClS: 1

^ i ^ i ^ i ^ i

tonl i wts Rif^ slews: i ^
i

No. 811.—When a word implying “ recollection” is in

connection with it, a verb takes the affix LRIT (No. 44-0) with a

past signification. This sets aside lan (No. 456). The verb vas

a
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“to dwell” is thus employed in the following example :

—

smarasi

Icrishna gokule vatsyamah “ rememberest thou, Krishna, we were

dwelling (literally—wewilidwell—)at Gokula?” The construction is

the same when we employ budhyase “ dost thou know ?

—

chetayase

“ dost thou reflect ?”—and the like.

i * i ^ i US '

No. 812.—The aforesaid (No. 811) shall NOT apply IN connec-

tion with the particle yat. Thus abhijdndsi yad vane abhunjmahi
“ thou knowest how we did eat in the forest.”

32 w i $ i ^ i 1

fairswis: i asiin m nr-jigr: i

No. 813.

—

When the particle sma follows let lat (No. 406)

be employed. This debars lit (No. 423). Thus yajati sma
yudhishthirah “ Yudhishthira sacrificed.”

sRflTsraratw wwiit i 3 i ? i i

^ JlrEmi nfqcqiR ^
! Cs

«ii i i i ^inii m i 5551 utr
s>

um i w i 5ii i

No. 814.—The affixes which are employed when the sense is

that of present time may be optionally in like manner em-

ployed, when the sense is that of past or future time not remote

from the PRESENT. Thus, to the question “ when didst thou

come?”—it may be replied either ayam dgachchhami “
I come

now”—or dgamam “
I have come now?”—and, to the question

“when wilt thou go ?”—either esha gachchhdmi or gamishyami
“ I go, or I shall go, now.”

i ^ i ^ i WO
cit wn i foii i $w ^ *pr

inm\n i
i i fsHifa trains i fiifafa-

i \kva: jftmg i
,

0 .

—
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i i qsq% tiff-

i n^jfif! i skw^rr^i i

N \i SJ

^iigifi i ’srqig: snurc: i i

4^1 I f5R ^5R^igiq 3rf clcfiR I RI2R

qi^f l i^l^R l I

?ft SSfiKranfisqT ||

?fh m^swiisai srnjn n

No. 815 .—When condition and consequent are spoken of,

Lift (No. 459) may optionally be the affix. Thus “if lie were to

reverence (namet) Krishna, he would attain to (yaydt) felicity.’

This does not apply to the following :
—

“ he strikes— therefore

the other flees”—for it is meant that this shall apply only to what

is future. As stated in No. 459, lift implies “ commanding, direct-

ing, &c.” “Commanding” means “ordering”—one’s stimulating to

action some low person, such as a dependent—by saying, for exam-

ple, yajeta “let him worship.” “Directing” means enjoining

a duty—the moving of a daughter’s son, or the like, in regard

to such a matter as the eating of the food prepared at an

exequial rite—by saying, for example, iha bhunjita “let him eat

in this place.” “ Inviting” implies an acquiescence in one’s fol-

lowing his inclination—as when it is said (to some one inclined

to sit down somewhere) iha astta “
let your honour sit down

here.” “Expression of wish” here implies a respectful procedure

—(as when one says respectfully to a teacher) putram adhyapa-

yed bhavdn “ let your honour teach the boy.” “ Enquiring”

here refers to the determining on the propriety or impropriety of

anything—as kin bho ! vedain adlnyiya uta . tarkam “ how, then,

I pray you—shall I peruse the Veda ? or shall I study logic ?
”

“Asking for” means begging— as bho bhojanan labheya “ O may

I obtain (i. e. give me) food.” In like manner is lot (No. 441)

,
employed.

So much on the subject of the meanings of the tenses.

Thus is the discussion of “ what ends with a tense-affix” con-

cluded.
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I I

OF WORDS ENDING IN THE AFFIXES CALLED
KRIT.

wit: i ^ i ^ i ^ i

q^^j: i f<=^t i

No. 816.— As far as the end of the 3rd Lecture [reckoning

from the present aphorism], the affixes treated of are to be [un-

derstood as coming] after some verbal root. According to No.

329, the name of these affixes is hr it.

i s n i i

^TIcT f<R1 I

No. 817.—In this division of the grammar, where “ after some
verbal root” [see No. 816] is understood in every case, let an
affix which is [calculated] to debar a general one, NOT BEING OF
THE SAME FORM, optionally debar it

—

but NOT in those cases

which fall under the influence of No. 918 [for, in those cases, the

supersession is compulsory],

i ^ i \ i i

nssoj^ifarafi: f rzurai: i

No. 818.—Let the affixes treated of as far as the aphorism
at No. 835 [reckoning -from the present one] be called KRITYA.

sSHft i ^ t 8 i ts i

n$ i

No. 819.—A krit affix has the sense of an agent. This

rule having presented itself [the following one modifies it],

i s i « i s* i

WTqqwioiTSl 553.* I

S5

No. 820.—The affixes called KRITYA (No. 818), and the affix

kta (No. 866), and those that have the sense of khal (No.

933), may have only those two senses, viz.—act and object.
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:

freifjcqrater. i g i ^ i i

i sfacisiR ssrto f^qi i wre
s» N-

^ I ^fisg^nsfl^l m *lJqScclin I

No. 821.—Let these—viz. tavyat, tavya, and anIyar,

come after some verbal root. Thus edhitavyam (Nos. 436 and

433) or edhdniyan twayd “ thou must increase.” Here the sense

being that of the action itself [which is but one, and neither male

nor female], there is, from the nature of the case, a singular affix,

and the neuter gender is employed. [The case is otherwise with

the example following—viz.] chetavycch or chayaniyo dharmas-

twaya “ thou must gather merit.”

i i erhtrj hosto: i

No. 822.—“The affix kelimar should be enumerated in ad-

dition [to those enumerated in No. 821”]. Thus pxchelimd mdshdh

—that is to say, “kidney beans are to be cooked ”:—bhilelimah

saralah “ pines are to be split.” This affix denotes the object [alone

—and cannot be employed, like those enumerated in No. 821, to

denote also the action].

Hm US I

efifaTgurer i

siTfeisR i 9 i

I ^

i fan: i

i
c\ ^

No. 823.—The affixes called kritya (No. 818) and the affix

LYUT are diversely applicable. [That is to say] sometime they

are applied [where there was no express rule for their application]
;

sometimes they are not applied [in spite of an express rule for their

application]; sometimes they are optionally employed or not
;
and

somtimes there is some other result [licence permitted by the rule].
J

Q> - -- 1 e
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[According to the following verse from the grammar called the

Saraswata], “ Seeing that the application of certain rules is various,

they specify four kinds of varieties,” [viz. the four above-mentioned,

—among which the last of the four includes all the cases not includ-

ed in the other three]. For example

—

sndniyan chitrnam “pow-

der for bathing,” ddniyo viprah “a Brahman to whom a donation

is to be made.” [In the first of these examples the “ powder” is the

“ instrument ” (expressible by the 3rd case)
;
and in the second the

Brahman is the “recipient” (expressible by the 4th case) ;—so the

in both cases the affix is applied without any express rule—the ex-

press rule for its application (No. 821) having reference only to

“act” and “object” (No. 823)].

i ^ i ^ i i

Van i

No. 824.—The affix yat comes After [a root that end in] A

vowel. Thus cheya “ what is to be gathered."

1 1 1 » 1

i

am <rc qw smg i Stag i i

No. 825.— Let long f be the substitute of long a when the

affix YAT (No. 824) follows. Thus
(
[guna being substituted ‘by

No. 420) we have deya “ what is to be given,” gleya “ to be ex-

hausted.”

qipjqqra i $ i \ i i<= i

qqTrmsg'i'arai; i TOFtunqr?: i qiran i aratj i

No. 826.—Let the affix yat come after a root which ends in

A palatal preceded by short A. This debars the affix nyat (No

831), so that we have sapya “to be sworn,” labhya, “to be acquired.”

qsra i 9 i \ i v>« t

d
sera i

No. 827.—The affix kyap may come after these roots—viz.

I “ to go,” SHTU “ to praise,” SAS “ to govern,” VRI “ to choose,”

DRI “ to respect,” and JUSH “ to please.”

/&

9
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ftft aft HSR I t I \ I I

?<re: i syra: i sire ^gRigi i

No. 828.—Let tuk be the augment of a. short vowel, when
A KRIT affix, WITH AN INDICATORY P, follows. Thus itya “ to be

gone ”—from the root I “ to go ”], stutya “ to be praised.”

The verb sds means “ to govern.”

are

sire sswii 53151 S\f%Pi 5 1 rare: 1

lea:
1
^cn: 1 spj: i

No. 829.—Let short i be the substitute OF the penult of the

root £as “to instruct,” when the affix AN (No. 634) follows,

OR what affix begius with A CONSONANT and has an indicatory k or

n. Thus [from the roots mentioned in No. 827] we may have sishyct

“
to be instructed,” vritya “

to be chosen,” adritya “ to be honour-

ed,” jushyci “ to be served.”

jjiiftww
1 ^ 1 \ 1 1

1 jpa: 1

.No. 830.—Let the affix Icyap optionally come after the

root MRIJ “ to cleause.” Thus mrijya “
to be cleansed.”

\ ^ 1 \ 1 1

1 1 fizm i Wrq i

No. 831.—Let the affix NYAT come after what ends in ri or

ri or in A CONSONANT. Thus karyci “ to be made,” hdryu “
to be

taken,” dharya “to be held.”

=5%: a ft^tgr^r: 1 « 1 ^ 1 i

^i: $rs rai^isii?i ssifi ^ 1

No. 832.—Let there be substitution of A GUTTURAL in the

room OF CH AND of J, when an affix with an indicatory gh follows,

AND WHEN the affix NYAT (No. 831) FOLLOWS.

Jgstffi: I ® I ^ I U8 I

a
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gig: i i

No. 833.—Let vriddhi be the substitute of the ik (No. 1) of

MRIJ “ to cleanse,” when a sdrvadhdituka or an drdhadhdtuka affix

follows :—(No. 420). Thus (on the option allowed by No. 830)

mdrgya (No. 832) “ to be cleansed.”

^m ^ i ^ i

vft ifisrofer n

No 834.—The verb bhuj makes BEOJYA, WHEN THE SENSE IS

“ to be eaten,” but bhogya otherwise—[as when the sense is “to

be enjoyed ’
].

So much for the management of the prakrhja affixes.

^i5%r i
s i ^ i i

V s ' '
'

^

i sRriR i

No. 835.—These two affixes, NWUL AND trich, are placed

after verbal roots. According to No. 819, they have the sense of

of an “ agent.”

*ftn*rT%T 1 $ I ^ I ^ l

7J G? Sri: I 5RRf»: I SRm |

>» SS

No. 836.—In the room of yu and vu, there are ANA AND AKA.

Thus (nwul having been added to the root lcri “ to make,” by No.

835
;
and the n and l having been elided by Nos. 148, 5, and 7 ;

and

vriddhi being substituted according to Nos. 863 and 202, we have)

kdraka, and (with trich—No. 835—) leartri “a maker.”

srNrrfwif^wii i $ i \ 1

i

S3 ^

i : i ?nCi i ssum i i faiiiaisxiq i

No. 837.

—

After the verbs NAD (nadi) “ to be happy,” &c.,

there is the LYU
;
after the verbs grah “ to take,” &c., there

is NlNl ;
AND AFTER the verbs PACH “ to cook,” &c., there is ach.

’ - ~~
«
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Thus nand+ lyu [Nos. 497, 155, and 836,] nandana “ one who de-

lights,” janardana [from jana “ mankind ” and ardana deri-ved

in like manner from ard “
to pain ”] “ Vishnu—the subduer of

mankind,” lavana “
salt” [from lu “to cut”—where the substitution

of a cerebral n is an irregularity], Then again grah+ nini (No.

36)=grdhin “who takes,” sthdyin (No. 806) “ who stays,” and

mantrin “ who advises.” The class of verbs “pack, &c.” is one not

defiued by rule—[compare No. 53].

T’l'nrgroffan m; i ^ 1 1
1 ^ i

jjw: 5r: i a '-j: i jra: i i ran: i Rrc: i

No. 838.—There is the affix KA AFTER those verbs which
HAVE AN IK AS their PENULT, AND after JNA “ to know,” prI “to

please,” and kri “to throw.” Thus bulh'i (No. 155) “who
knows,” Icrisci

“ who is thin,” jna (No. 524) “ who knows,” priya

“ what please,” Icira (No. 706) “ who throws.”

^[<firiTO3I i ^ i ^ i ^ i

uw. i i

No. 839.

—

And \]ca—No. 838—shall come—] after a verb

ending in long a, when there is an upasarga (No. 47). Thus

prajha “ very wise,” sugla “ very weary ”—[a having been sub-

stituted for the ai of glai by No. 528].

5t% 3f>: i ^ 1 1 1 ^88 i

5}| ssaft as: a:: i 555 1

No. 840.—Let the affix KA come after the verb grah “ to take.”

when the agent so expressed denotes A HOUSE. Thus griha (No.

675) “ a house.”

1 ^ 1 ^ 1 ^ 1

1 SRTlfa qws&rc: |

No. 841.—The affix AN comes after a verbal root, WHEN THE

OBJECT is in composition with it. Thus Icumbha-Jcara “ one who

makes pots ”—i. e. “ a potter.”
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i ^ l ^ i ^ I

i ^13: 1 1 1 1

JtrenOT: i

No. 812.—The affix KA comes after a verb that ends in LONG

A, WHEN there is no upasarga (No. 47). The debars the an (No.

841)—and we have goda “who gives a cow,” dhanada “who gives

wealth,” and Jcambalada “ who gives a blanket.” Why “ when

there is no upasarga

?

” Witness gosanpraddya (No. 80G) “who

ceremoniously gives a cow.”

C\ »

1 niiy: 1 i

No. 843.—The affix KA comes AFTER MULAVIBHUJ, &C. Thus

mtilavibhuja “a car (which cuts the roots

—

e. g., of the grass, &c.

in its course).” This is a class of words [not enumerated under

any rule, but] to be recognised by the form [see No. 53]. Thus

mahidhra or leudhra “a mountain”—“what holds the earth”

—

(from dhri “ to hold”).

1 ^ 1 ^ 1 ^ 1

3^ 1 I

No. 844 .—Of the verb char “to go,” the affix is ta, when a

word in composition with it is in the locative case. Thus Jcuru-

chara “who goes among the Kurus.”

^ t ^ 1 ^ t V® »

1 1 1 i

No. 845.

—

And when the word in composition with it is bhik-

SHA “alms,” Sena “an army,” AND adaya “having taken,” (then

ta is the affix after char “to go”). Thus bhilcshachara “a beggar”

—

“ who goes for alms,”

—

senachara “one who goes with the army.”

The word adaya ends in lyap (No. 941):—from it we may have

addyachara “ who goes after having taken.”

?i^T 1 ^ 1 ^ 1 ^ 1

a
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fns3 vi 33: i ? i » i sc i

ffin-53: i 5)5133: i

No. 850.—The affix khach comes after the verb. VAD “to

speak,” WHEN PRIYA OR VA&A is the word in composition with it.
I

Thus priyanvada (No. 849) “who speaks kindly,” vamtivada
!

“ who professes submission.”

^ ^ i s? i ^ i ^ i

^ i w<poh: i

qfogrWTcJlH qRTgrrq^j: | 1

No. 851.

—

And let KHAg come after the verb mail “to think,”

when the word in composition with it is a word with a case-affix,

and WHEN it is EMPLOYED TO SIGNIFY THOUGHT WHEREOF THE

OBJECT is SELF. By the “and” it is meant that the affix nini (No.

856) may be employed in the same sense. Thus payditanmanya

or panditamdni “ who thinks himself learned.”

^whsfq i ? i » i o’j i

hRr fSHU cinq fera UoOUT W*K F37I I

No. 852.—These affixes—viz. manin, Jcivanip, vanip, and

vich are seen after other verbs ALSO [besides those ending in

a :,—see Panini III. 2. 74].

^ffu sfin 3 l ^ I
C

I

^ | 10 TlFttnm I FPOFil I qiclKc^T I

No. 853.—The augment it (No. 433) is not that of a Jcrit

affix, WHEN it BEGINS WITH A yaA The verb sn means “to iu-

jure.” [Adding to this the affix manin—No. 852—we have] su-

sarman “who destroys well” [e. g. destroys sin or ignorance]

[From the verb i “to go,” by addiug Jcivanip, we have] prdtarit-

ivan (No. 828) “who goes early.”

i ffi « i a? i

^qjri I fij^nur? fqsnqi I ^i?U 'sqqq-
\» X X £^ i i Rre i ^q Rq ftTOin i hz i xsi smqj i

X X X X X \ VJ \
0 8
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No. 854.

—

When the affixes vit (III. 2. 67) and van (No.

852) follow, let LONG A be substituted in the room OF A NASAL.

Thus (from the verb jet

n

“to bring forth,” vijdvan “who brings

forth,” and so, from the verb on (onri) “to send away,” civdvan

“who removes” (i. e. removes sin, &c.). The affix vich (No. 852),

with the verbs rush aud risk “to injure,” (guna being substituted

by No. 485—and the v elided by 330,) gives rosh aud resh “who
iujures.” In the same way, from gan “to reckon,” sujan “ who

reckons well.”

ftiq ^ i ^ | ^ i ^ |

'Siqjqfa I 1 1 sntsre I

No. 855.

—

And this also—viz. kwip—is seen [after a verb

—

see No. 816]. Thus [the whole affix disappearing through Nos.

155, 36, and 330,] we have ulchasrat (Nos. 363 and 287) “falling

from the pot,” parnadhwat “falling from the leaves,” vdhabhrat

“falling from a car.”

I ^ I s
I
-1C

I

aiira i 3ohhi4i i

No. 856.

—

When habit is to be expressed, the affix nini

comes after a verb, provided the word with a case affix in

composition with it does NOT MEAN A GENUS. Thus ushnabhojin

“who eats his meal hot.”

*w: i ^ i ^ i i

sim i aqWiauHl i

No. 857.—Let the affix nini come after the verb MAN “to

think,” when there is a word with a case-affix in composition with

it. Thus darsaniyamanin “who thinks himself handsome.”

i ^ i ^ i ^ i

aaaa^a gsa: i aiifsTOsni i

No. 858.

—

When an affix with an indicatory kh fol-

lows, (the short vowel, by VI. 3. 61, is the substitute of the word

in composition with the verb) provided it is NOT AN INDECLIN-

Q Q
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able. Thus kalinmanyd (No. 849) “who fancies herself the

goddess Kali”

cfj?;5! to: I 5 I ^ | I

No. 859.—The affix nini in the sense of agent comes After

the verb YAJ“to sacrifice” with the sense of past time, when the

word in composition is in the instrumental case. Thus soma-

ydjin “ who has sacrificed with the Soma juice,” agnishtomaydjin
“ who has sacrificed with a five days’ series of offerings.”

sift'! i ^ i ^ i <8 i

STOfa I m I I

No. 860.—The affix kwanip, in the sense of object, comes

AFTER the verb dri§ “ to see,” with a past signification. Thus

paradriswan “ who has seen across.”

TTsifir gfaasi: I ^ i ^ i <£«, i

i I *]*W-^ \ X S>

*ZH 1 *T5)f>c3T I

No. 861.—The affix kwanip comes after the verbs yudh
“
to fight,” AND kri “to make,” wnEN the word in composition

is RAJAN “a king.” Thus rajayudhivan (No. 200) “who has

caused the king to fight,” rajakritwan (No. 828) “ who has made

a king.”

^ i ^ 1 ^ i i

ssneai i i

No. 862.

—

And wnEN saha “ with” is the word in composi-

tion [No. 861 applies]. Thus sakayudhwan “ who has made to

fight with,” sahakritwan “ who has done anything along with

(another).”

^GrWJT 5W5: I 3 I ^ I <i'S i

o
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No. 863.

—

When the word in composition with it is IN the
locative CASE, let the affix da come AFTER JAN “to be produced”

—[whence jan, by No. 267, will become ja\

aft i ^ i ^ i i

i qTiiraa i i

o \ \ V

No. 864.

—

When a word with A krit affix is the last IN a

compound of the kiud called tatpurusha (No. 982), then the

elision of ni [the 7th case-affix of the singular—see No. 768—

]

need not take place—it being ti’eated DIVERSELY [

—

see No. 823—]

Thus sarasija (No. S63) or saroja (No. 126) “what is produced

in the lake,”— (i. e. a lotus).

^ I ^ I ^ I <£€ |

ism %c?%i i

No. 865.—And (No. 863 shall apply) when an upasarga is

in composition [with the verb jan “to be produced”], and WHEN
THE SENSE is simpy APPELLATIVE. Thus pmjd (No. 1341)—
of which let the sense be “a son” or “ people.” [The term here

being simply appellative and not descriptive cannot be explained

by giving the singnification of its component elements :—so the

author says “let the sense be,” &c.]

favr i ^ i ^ i ^ i

Hgnrai i

No. 866.—These two affixes,—viz. KTA and ktaVATU are call-

ed nishtha.

i ^ i ^ i i

i rf»:

f\k\h SiclK I 531% flqi I ^rl^Ul iq«o: I

\kwi ficigR faian: i

No. 867.—Let nishtha (No. 866) come after a vebal root

employed with the sense of past time. Of the two [affixes called

nishtha], Ida is employed, according to No. 820, only in the sense

^ - - m
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of the action and of the object; whilst Idavatu, accoording to No.

819, has the sense of the agent. Tims sndtan mayd “I bathed”

(— literally “ it was bathed by me”

—

*)
;
status twayd Vishnuh

“ Vishnu was praised by thee,” vjswan kritaydn vishnuli “ Vishnu

created all things.”

5?i: gfej ^ i
c

i ^ i 8^ i

faglrTO ^ I

i sM: i fas: i few. i

4. N

No. 868.—Let N be the substitute OF the T OF A NISHTHA (Nt o.

866) coming after n and d, and [let n be also the substitute]

OF the D OF the root that comes before the nishtha. Thus, from

sri “to injure” [which, by Nos. 706 and 651, becomes s/'?',]

we have sirna “injured;” and [from bhid and chhid] bhinnct
“ separated,” and chhinnci “cut.”

*IT?5T4^rj: I
C

| ^ | 8^ |

fagiri^i m i i i

No. 869.—Let n be the substitute of the < of a nishtha (No.

866) coming after a root in long a and beginning with a

CONJUNCT consonant CONTAINING A YAN. Thus [from drai “to

sleep,” which, by No. 528, becomes drdj\ we have drdna “
slept

and [from glai] gldna “
sad.”

I
c

| ^ | 88 i

i *ra: i wj: i

C\ n c\. ^

SGreinuij i

No. 870.

—

After the twenty-one roots “LU, &c.” (No. 736),

let it be as above [i. e. as directed in No. 868]. Thus lunn “cut.”

In the case of the root jyd “to decay,” according to No. 675, there

is the substitution of a vowel for the semi-vowel [which, by No.

283, absorbs the final].

to i $ I 8 i ^ i

aq wreroi as5?!® ara: i sTh: i

a o
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No. 871.—Let the long vowel be the substitute for what ends

with a vowel-substitute (No. 281) coming after A CONSONANT
which is part of the base.’ Thus jina (No. 870) “decayed.”

i
c

i
s

i i

w: i shifts : i

No. 872.

—

And after a root that has an indicatory o,

[the substitute for the t of a nishthd is ri]. Thus, from bhujo “ to

be crooked,” bhugna “crooked” and from tuoswi “
to increase”

[with the prefix ut\ uchchhuna “increased.”

®r: i
c I ^ i ^ i

fogies i w: •

No. 873.—Let 5. be [the substitute for the t of a nishthd]

AFTER the verb guSH “ to be dry.” Thus sushlca “ dry.”

5r: 1
c

1 ^ 1 ^ 1

qgr: i li gqgn 1

No. 874.—Let v be [the substitute for the t of a nishthd]

AFTER the verb pach “ to cook.” Thus pakwa “ cooked.”

The verb kshai means “ to wane.”

W I
c

| ^ | ^ |

1

No. 875.—Let M be [the substitute of the t of a nishthd] AFTER

the verb kshai “ to waste away.” Thus kshdma (No. 528)
“ emaciated.”

firarai %fe 1 1 1 » 1

I

s

?
1

1 mfari: i mfarisiR 1 fisizn* i

No. 876.

—

When a nishtha with the augment it follows
there is elision of ni (No. 747). Thus bhdvita “caused to be,”

bhavitavdn “ who caused to be.”

The verb drih means “ to injure.”

Q
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ss: i « i ^ i i

S?fa si^gfa PmioEfa i

C\

No. 877.—The verb drill “to injure” takes the anomalous

form DRIDHA, IN THE SENSE OF THICK AND OF STRONG.

i « i « i 8^ i

mil fafa I firm I

No. 878 .—Of the verb dha “to hold,” the substitute is HI,

when an affix, beginning with the letter t and having an indicatory

k, follows. Thus hita “ held.”

^ %i: i ® i 8 i 8$ i

sregsBW 31 ztx niSi fttFi i ^=an i 3fi: i

VS N N

No. 879.—Let DATR be the substitute OF the da called A GHU
(No. 662), when an affix, beginning with the letter t and having

an indicatory k, follows. A char being substituted [for the th by

No. 90], we have datta “ given.”

faz: ssunsu i 3 i » i i

No. 880.—The affix kanach is optionally the substitute OF

lit (No. 423).

ircpa i ^ i * i i

fas: sRT^iisr gj ^ci: i i ^rhu: i

\ C\ '

No. 181.—The affix kdnach AND kwasu are optionally the

substitutes of lit—[see No. 372—]. According to No. 409, the

affix kdnach is atmanepada [and can therefore be attached to

those roots only which take the atmanepada affixes—see No.

410]. Thus chakrana (No. 426) “did make.”

i
e i ^ i ^ i

«i5}Rrci p=ji: h*fi: i i

No. 882.

—

And there is the substitution of n in the room of a

root that ends in m, WHEN M and y follow. Thus [from the root

gam “ to go”] jaganwas “ did go.”

G
T

o
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=33: i ? i » i

W i

sHram^s qnFuivraroii 5i3 npii m r?i: i njgiig: i

ss 5® i

No. 883.—These two affixes Satri and Banach are optional-

ly the substitutes of lat (No. 406), when agreeing with what
ENDS NOT WITH THE FIRST case-affix. [As these affixes have an

indicatory s] the affixes sap, &c., (Nos. 418 and 419) are applicable.

Thus pachantah chaitran pasya “ behold Chaitra who is cooking

(for another).”

i ® i ^ i

I ^ TO I

TO013 i ig[3i: i

No. 884.—Let MUK be the augment of a base ending in a,

WHEN ANA (Nos. 883 and 409) follows. Thus pachamdnan
chaitran pasya “ behold Chaitra who is cooking (for himself).”

Since the term “ lat ” [in No. 883] might have been supplied

(No. 5) from No. 406 [which is the aphorism immediately pre-

ceding No. 883 in the order of the Ashtddhydyi—it is clear that

something is intended by the double citation—and this can be

nothing else except that No. 883 may apply] sometimes even when

the word is in concord with a nominative. Thus sail dwijah
“ who is a twice-born man.”

wj$w: i « I \ i ^ i

tn: ith! si i i ragR i

No. 885.—The affix vasu is optionally the substitute OF

&ATRI (No. 883) coming after the root VID “ to know.” Thus

viclat or vidwas “ who knows.”

flT SW I $ I ^ I ^ \

*rU I

0 o
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No. 886 .—Those two, viz. the affixes satri and Sdnctch (No.

883) are called SAT.

to i ^ \ $ i \s i

No. 887.—An affix called sat (No. 886) is optionally the

substitute OF LRIT (No. 440). Thus karishyantan or Icari-

shyamdnan pasya “ behold him about to make.”

1 S |
S

I I

fgiTiqfasgirai 5R%.^TOJi: 1

No. 888.—The affixes to be enunciated, reckoning from this

point AS far as kwip (No. 893) inclusive, are to be understood IN

THE SENSE OF AGENTS “HAYING SUCH A HABIT,” “HAVING SUCH

AND SUCH A NATURE,” AND “ HAVING SKILL IN SUCH AND SUCH

AN ACTION.”

*5 • * » * i wu
SK^t *3!=} I

No. 889.—The affix trin (—see No. 888). Thus karta Jcatdn
“ who makes mats.”

srerfirogHr^sss: i ^ i ^ i Vi'i i

No. 890.—The affix shakan comes after jalp “ to talk idly,”

bhiksh “ to seek alms,” kutt “ to cut,” lunth “ to steal,” and VRift

“ to serve.”

q: napra i ^ i ^ i i

arniieni?: <t <siih i sisq-ra: i sura: i

No. 891.—Let the letter SH being the initial OF AN Affix be

indicatory. Thus jalpaka (No. 890) “ a babbler,” vcoraka “pi-

tiable.”

's: i ^ i ^ i i

i 'srere: i i

so ^ O

G 0
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No. 892.—The affix u comes after [roots that have taken]

the affix san (No. 752), and aAasi “ to wish,” and bhiksh “ to

beg.” Thus childrshu (No. 753) “desirous of doing” asansu
“
desirous,” bhiksku “ a beggar.”

fan? i ^ i ^ i

i m: i
X.

No. 893.—The affix kwip (see No. 888) comes after the

verbs BHRAJ “ to shine,” BHAS “ to shine,” DHURV “ to injure,”

dyut “ to shine,” urj “ to be strong,” pri “ to fill,” JU “ to move

rapidly,” AND SHTU “ to praise” when it is preceded by the word

GRAVAN “ a stone.” Thus vibhraj “
splendid,” bhas “ light.”

*iwq: \i \ a \\\\
^ i i i ^ i

v: i i f : i i

No. 894.

—

After the letter R, let there be elision of the let-

ters chh and v, when Jcwi (i. e. kwip—No. 893) follows, or an

affix beginning with ajhal and having an indicatory Jc or n. Thus

[from dhurv we have] dfmr “ who injures,” and so vidyut “light-

ning,” uric “ strength,” and pur “ what fills.”

In the case of ju “ swift,” (according to the opinion of the

Mahabhdshya)
a long vowel is the substitute of ju “

to move rapid-

ly,” in consequence of the “ attraction” of the expression “ being

seen” in No. 852 (which, Patanjali holds, is wide enough to pro-

vide for all that the supplementary rule of Katydyana, No. 895,

refers to). [In the word] gravastut “ a stone-worshipper” (the t

comes from No. 828).

5H5R 1

No. 895.—“ When kwip follows, the long vowel is the sub-

stitute of vach “ to speak,” prachchh “ to ask," ayata-stu “ to

praise long,” KATA-PRU “ to move through a mat,” JU “ to move ra-

pidly,” and SRI “ to serve,” and there is no substitution of a

o:
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vowel for the semi-vowel (by No. 675).” Thus vdk “ the voice”

(the organ which speaks).

^ i ^ I 8 i K i

^ ^ 353 qnraitilT Jt

*^i!t ^ I y^gcflfa HI3 I ^TUri ^1-

Tn i ^ron^: i *3 srsb: i i ssralh tk sri: 1

C\ C\ ^

No. 896 .—And of chh with tuk (No. 120) and of v, res-

pectively, S and uth are the substitutes, when Jcivi follows, or A
NASAL, or what, beginning with a jhal, has an indicatory k or n.

Thus, from prichchhati “he asks,” prat (Nos. 165 and 334) “ who
asks,” dyatastu “ who praises long,” katapru “ a worm” (which

gets through mats)
;
the word ju has been mentioned (under No.

894) ;
sri “the goddess Lakshmi” (who serves Hari).

sfibi! i ? i

t 1 t
cs

? I

'*'*

5R1^: *3Tlcl I I

No. 897.—Let the affix shtran, with the sense of instru-

ment, come after the verbs dap “ to cut,” NI “to lead,” gAS “ to

hurt,” YU “ to join,” YUJ “ to join,” SHTU “ to praise,” TUD “ to in-

flict pain,” SHI “ to bind,” SHICH “ to sprinkle,” MIH “ to urine,”

PAT “ to fall,” daS “ to bite,” AND NAH “ to bind.” Thus datra
“ that with which one cuts” (e. g. a sickle).

q i « i * i « t

* r~
"* *

-s
'

i i i i ^rii^ i

I I I ^5*? I I I ^21 I

No. 898.

—

And the augment it (No. 433) is not that of these

ten affixes, viz. ti fi. e. Min or Mich), tun, shtran, tan, kthan,

KSI, SUCH, SARAN, KAN, and SA. Thus sastra (No, 897) “ a weap-

on,” yotra “ the tie that fastens the yoke,” yoktra “ the tie of the

yoke,” stotra
“ a panegyric,” tottra “ a goad,” setra “ a ligament,”

sektra
“ a sprinkling vessel,” medhra “ the penis,” pattra “ a vehi-
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cle,” datishtrd (No. 334) “alar tooth,” naddhri (Nos. 3S9 and

586) “ a thong.”

i 3 i » i i

I I I I 1 1

I

No. 890.—Let the affix ITRA come AFTER the verbs Rl “ to

go,” LU “to cut,” DHJ “to shake,” SHU “to bring forth,” KHAN
“ to dig,” SHAH “to bear,” and char “to go.” Thus avitra

“a rudder,” lavitra “ a sickle,” dhavitrcc “a fan” savitra “cause

of production,” khanitra “ a spade,” sahitra “ patience,” charitra

“ instituted observance,” or “ a narrative.”

gen tfsrrara \ $ i ^ i i

I

No. 900.—[The affix itra comes] after the verb pu “ to pu-

rify,” WHEN THE SENSE ISsimply APPELLATIVE [and not descriptive].

Thus pavitra “ the sacrificial thread.”

I ^mu^: i

Now of the affixes “ un, &c.”

1 i mg: i

mxmam i i Am: farm i i mylm
gnafaifi i i

No. 901.—Let the affix UN come after the verbs KRi“to

make,” VA “ to blow,” PA “ to drink,” ji “ to overcome,” mi “ to

scatter,” SHWAD “ to be pleasant to the taste,” sadh “ to accom-

plish,” AND AS “to pervade.” Thus kdru “an artisan,” vdyu
“ the wind,” pdyu “ the organ of excretion,” jdyu “ a drug” (which

“ overcomes disease”), mdyu “ the bile,” siuadu “ sweet,” sddhu

“who accomplishes the object of another”—hence “virtuous,”

asu “ quickly.”

<3<!!T^T I ^ I ^ I \ \
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cirlRFl ^|si ^ is: I WfilJi: I

° 'O C\

#91^ RrQUl^ HcK I

No. 902.—Let these affixes—viz. UN, &c., with the force of

the present [i. e. implying neither past time nor future], and with

a sense simply appellative [and not descriptive], be attached

diversely [—see No. 823—]. Some affixes, though there be no

express injunction regarding them, are to be inferred to belong to

this class. The maxim ip regard to the affixes “un, &c.” is this

—

that “when, in appellatives, we find the forms of verbal roots and

affixes coming after them,—then one may know, from the result [as

presented in the word], what are the indicatory letters [which the

affix must have possessed in order to produce the result].”

iro^ti feraim fspqrauiu? i
s i a

i
VJSJ’S'O s,

' ' '

feisnai qilpajcnij i ht=tt-

No. 903.—These two affixes—-viz. tumun AND NWUL are

placed after a verbal root, with the force of the future, when the

word in construction therewith is another verb [denoting an ac-

tion performed] FOR THE SAKE OF THE [future] ACTION. What
ends in tumun, since it ends in m, is indeclinable, according to

No. 400. Thus krishnan drashtun ydti or krishnan darsalco yati,

“he goes to see [—i. e. goes for the sake of seeing—] Krishna.”

rim I ^ l ^ I ^ |

No. 904.—The affix TUMUN may be applied, when the word in

construction is [not a verb—see No. 903—hilt] kala, samaya, or
vela, “time.” Thus lectio bhoktum, or samayo bhuktum, or veld bhok-

tum, “ time to eat”—or “ time for eating.”
‘

w i $ i ^ i tK >

fagrawroii viimsis! i gnu: i
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No. 905.—The affix ghan comes after a root, when the sense

OF the root is denoted as having attained to the completed state.

Thus pdlca (Nos. 489 and 832) “ maturity.”

sugfaii wnSt sij i

No. 906.—And the affix ghan [comes after a root], when the

sense is that of an appellative—the word being related [to

the verb from which its name is deduced—see No. 945—] but NOT

as agent.

sifsj =3 WI35RTW. I < I « I yo I

*sS3at<i: wig i un: i wai: fen i wowfenrafa

W- '

No. 907.—And when ghan (No. 906) follows, in the sense

OF STATE or instrument, there is elision of the n of the root ranj

“ to colour.” Thus raga “ passion” (—the instrument by which ob-

jects are coloured). Why in these two senses? Witness rahga “a

theatre”—the place in which the passions [are addressed],

sfi: i ^ i ^ i i

VV SR: I SqRRTCH ^SRUDR |

\

fasRTn: i 5R1R: i i

No. 908.—The affix ghan comes after the root chi “to gather,”

AND K IS the substitute OF THE INITIAL [ch], IN THESE TENSES—

viz. a DWELLING, a FUNERAL PILE, THE BODY, AND COLLECTION.

“Collection” means making a heap. Thus nilcaya “a dwelling,”

Jcdya “ a funeral pile” or “ the body,” gomayanikdya “ a heap of

cow-dung.”

i ^ i ^ 1

i

i i i

No. 909.

—

After a root ending in I or f, there is the affix

ACH. Thus chaya “ gathering,” jaya “ victory.”
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i *v. i nr. i urn. i mm i *\m i

nm„ i

No. 910.—After a root ending in Rl, OR in u or u, there is

the affix AP. Thus [from kri “
to scatter” Icara “ scattering,” from

gri “to swallow”] gam “poison,” [from yu “to join”] yava

“ barley,” (from shtu “
to praise”) stava “ praise,” (from lu “ to

cut”) lava “reaping,” (from pu to “ purify”) pava “ winnowing

(corn).”

errors i um: i rsj: i

No. 911.

—

“When the sense is that of ghan (Nos. 905,

&c.) the affix KA is directed to he employed.” Thus prastha

(No. 524) “ a certain measure,” vighna (Nos. 540 and 314) “an

obstacle.”

fia: far. i * i «: i

No. 912.—The affix ktri comes after that verb which has

AN INDICATORY DU.

gpln faaw i » i 8 I i

i <ira>nH i sam in \ \

STEcHW I

No. 913 .—Of the affix ktri (No. 912), map is always the

augment, when the sense is that of completion. Thus paktrima
“ what is ripe,” [and, from the root duvap\ uptrima (No. 584)

“sown— (as a field).”

i ^ i ^ i e<£ i

erjxi^ i i

No. 914.—After that verb which has an indicatory tu,

the affix athuch comes. Thus, from tuvepri “ to tremble,” vepathu
“ a trembling.”

i ^ i ^ i <£« i

33=3: i nigi i mi: i fm-i: i ns-i: i nsu: i

O
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No. 915.—The affix nan comes after the /erbs YAJ “ to wor-

ship,” yach “to ask for,” YAT “to strive,” VICHCHH “ to shine,”

prachchh “to ask.” and raksh “ to preserve.” Thus yajna “sa-

crifice,” ydchnd “ solicitation,” yatna “
effort,” visna (VI. 4. 19.),

lustre,” prasna “a question,” rakshna “protection.”

W! STfl I ^ I ^ I I

i

No. 916.—The affix NAN comes after the verb SWAP “ to

sleep.” Thus swapna “a dream.”

%r. fis: i ^ i ^ i <£^ i

sfa: i buffet: i

No. 917.—Let the affix ki come after a ghu (No. 662),

when AN upasarga [precedes it]. Thus [from dhd “ to have”]

pradhi “ the periphery of awheel,” and upadhi “fraud.”

fwf i ^ i ^ i <£« i

wra rag i laiijqsn?: i fft: i stfa: i

No. 918.—To express the action by a word IN the feminine,

the affix ktin is added. This supersedes ghan (No. 905). Thus

kriti “ action,” stuti
“
praise.”

Rgi^gfi^f: i^ i ^iwo: i i

i 3fa: i

C\ C\

No. 919.—“After verbs ending in Rf, and after the verbs LU
“ to cut,” &c. the affix ktin should be declared to 'be like a

nishtha (No. 866).” Hence (No. 868) there is the substitution of n
for the t in the examples ldrnni “ scattering,” luni “reaping,”

dhuni “agitation,” puni “destruction.”

H35115 Tgp3 I ^3rT I fa3<3 I I I

*33fa: i fa3fa: i ^i3ifi: i

No. 920.—“ The affix kwip comes after sanpat [i. e. after the

verb pad “ to go” with the pirefix sam], &c.” Thus saApat “
pros-

a
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perity,” vipat “ calamity,” apat “ calamity.” The affix Jdin also is

wished in this case, by Patanjali. Thus sanpatti, vipcitti, dpatti.

i ? i ? I tf-s I

Uft I

No. 921.—And these words—viz. UTI “preserving, sport,” yuti

“joining,” JUTI “velocity,” SATI “destruction,” HETI “a weapon,”

AND kIrti “fame,” are anomalous forms.

i^ia i
»»!

mb: i feu i
53f: i i i 3i: i n: i

e«W Cs

No. 922.—When an affix beginning with a nasal, or Javi

(i. e. kwip), or one beginning with a jhcd and having an indica-

tory It or n, follows, then uth ^substituted in the room OF THE

penultimate letter AND of the v of these words—viz. jwar “ to

have fever,” twar “ to hasten,” sriv “to go,” AY “ to protect,” and

MAV “ to blind.” Thus uti
“ preserving,” and, with the affix lavip,

jur “one who has fever,” tur “one who is quick,” sru “a sacrifi-

cial ladle,” u “a protector,” mu “ one who binds.”

I ^ I ^ I \°\ \

i

No. 923.—The form ichchha “ desire,” from ish “ to wish,”

is irregular.

^
| ^ I ^ \

Jloqui^wj: noqu: S7TrT 1 faqflUT IX s)

SRTJ3JT |

No. 924.

—

After verbs that end in AN affix, let there be

the affix A, the word being feminine.

Thus [after kri, by No. 756, has become childrsha “ to wish to

do,” the affix a is added by this rule, and elided by No. 505, and

then the feminine termination tdp (No. 1341) presents itself, so

~ -
Of
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that we have] chikirsha “ the desire to do,” putrakdmyd (No. 772)
“ desire of a son.”

jjtrg tsi: i ^ i 3 1 ^ 1

feroin: sirsra: 1 %st 1

No. 925.

—

And let the affix a come after that verb which

HAS A HEAVY vowel (No. 484) AND ends in A consonant, when

the word [to be formed] is feminine. Thus (— see No. 924—)
ihd

“
effort.”

1 $ 1 $ V 1® 1

TOiTOrurai?: 1 srkhii i ircmi i

No. 926.

—

After verbs ending in NT (No. 747) AND after as

“ to sit,” AND Sranth “ to loose,” there is the affix yuch— to

the exclusion of a (Nos. 924 and 925). Thus lcarana (No. 836)

“ the causing to do,” harcmd “ the causing to take.”

^r: 1 $ 1 ^ 1 \\a \

No. 927.—The affix kta is added, when the action is ex-

pressed—the word being IN THE NEUTER.

^
1 * 1 * 1w

tfanij 1 1

No. 928.

—

And the affix LYUT
[
is added under the circum-

stances stated in No. 927]. Thus hasitam or hasanam (No. 836)

“laughter.”

jf% nraa 1 3 1 ^ 1
\\c.

1

No. 929.—The affix GHA is added, when the word is [to be]

AN appellative, [the word being] GENERALLY IN THE MASCULINE.

\ i \ \ <£i\

Tgn^xi<3TritHSJ ^ 1 1

.Qo
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No. 930.

—

When the affix gha follows, a short vowel is

substituted in the room OF chhad “to cover” [in its form—No.

741

—

CHHADl] when DESTITUTE OF TWO OR MORE UPASAR-

GAS. Thus dautachckhada “the lip” [—that by which the teeth

are covered]. The word alcara “a mine” [is derived from kri “to

do ”—No. 929]. A mine is so named because men “work (dkur

-

vanti) in it.”

nqg
I ^ I ^ I \

I I

No. 931.

—

When there is the upasarga AVA, the affix GHAN

comes after the verbs TRI “ to cross” AND stri “ to spread.” Thus

avatara “the descent (or incarnation) of a deity,” avastdra “ a

screen round a tent.”

i $ i ^ i i

i aiigre;: i *ra: i

V V

No. 932.

—

And after a verb ending in A CONSONANT, there

is ghan to the exclusion of gha (No. 929). Thus [from ram “to

sport”] rdma “Rama”—i. e. in whom the devout delight; apa-

marga “that [plant] by which disease or the like is cleared away.”

^ i s i 3 i i

\» -3 S) CS V» N.

i §t>5FK: sfiti i i i i

No. 933.—The affix khal is added to a verb, when ishad and
dur AND su are combined with it IN the sense of unpleasantly

OR PLEASANTLY. According to No. 820, this affix appears only

when the sense is that of the action or the object. Thus— in the

sense of unpleasantly

—

dushkarah (VIII. 3. 41.) kato bhavatd “ a

mat is difficult for your honour to make
;

” and in the sense of pleas-

antly

—

ishatkara “that which is made by little at a time,” sukara

“ what is made with ease.”

wit i $ i ^ i i

O 1 o
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i wm i i mw: i^ Si

No. 934.

—

After a verb endiog in LONG a, there is the affix

yuch, to the exclusion of khal (No. 933). Thus ishatpdnah (No.

83G) somo bhavata “ the Soma-juice is to be drunk by you, Sir, by

little at a time,” dushpdna “difficult to be druuk,” supana “easy

to be drunk.”

w i 3 i s i \

Bf?roqT®iTTO<8^T^qii3$i: gji i 351 : i i

i qir^ii i raw i vn samri i

Hfcw^T: iIr^ i ^srh: i

No. 935.—According to the practice OF the ANdENTS, the

affix ktwa comes after a verb, when there are in combination with

it ALAN AND KHALU IN THE SENSE OF PROHIBITION. Thus, from

dd “to give,” which, by No. 879, substitutes dath, we have alan-

datwd “do not give” and, from pd “to drink,” which, by No. 625
;

substitutes long %, we have pitwa Ichalu “do not drink.” Why do

we say “when there are alan and Ichalu
?”

Witness md Icdrshit

(Nos. 469 and 475) “ let him not do.” Why do we say “in the

sense of prohibition ?” Witness alatikdra “decoration.”

WT*WS?i*$T: 5*NiT% 1^18 1^1

l T§c5fHc^IJ I jpi qir^T I

No. 936.

—

When the actions signified by two verbs have
the SAME agent, the affix ktwd comes after that verb which is

concerned ABOUT A TIME ANTERIOR to that of the other. Thus
sndtiod vrajati “ having bathed, he goes”— [i. e. he first bathes,

and afterwards goes]. The rule is not coufined to the case of two

verbs—thus bhuktwd pitied vrajati “having eaten and having

drunk, he goes.”

*1 isET i \ i ^ i i

Ui'g sun i ’liiircn i fail i f?==n i

0
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No. 937.—Let the affix ktwa, when with the augment IT, be

as if it had NOT an indicatory k— [i. e. there shall be the substitu-

tion of guna in spite of No. 467]. Thus [from si “to sleep”]

sayitiva “having slept.” Why do we say “when with the aug-

ment it ?
”

Witness kritwd “having done”— [where the augment

it—see No. 510— does not appear, and there is no substitution

of guna.']

^ \ % \ ^ \ \

I €nfar3I I fafOTT l I snq^lrl I

o
c

ss ^ N

«ffrlc3I I 1&: ffiSJ I Ililf^T I Nifl I ^rc?T I

H uw i HfSi i

No. 938.—Tbe affixes ktwa and SAN, having the augment it

are optionally regarded as possessing an indicatory k, when they,

come AFTER THAT verb WHICH has I, I, U, or U, AS its PENULT,

WHICH BEGINS WITH A CONSONANT, AND ends with A RAL [i e.

any consonant but y or v]. Thus dyutitivd or dyotitwd “ having

shone,” likhitwd or lekhitwa “having written.” Why do we say

“which has u or i as its penult?” Witness vartitwd “having

remained” [where the substitution of guna, through No. 937, is

compulsory]. Why after that which “ends with a rail” Witness

sevitwd “ having served” [where the root ends with v, which is not

a ral]. Why after that “ which begins with a consonant
?” Wit-

ness eshitwa “having gone.” Why “having the augment it ?”

Witness bhuktwd “having eaten”—[where, through the absence of

the augment, the case does not come within the scope of No.

937].

<3f^m 3T ro i & i y 'C i

3Isfi

:

ps ygi i i WRm i i

i i ficcii i

S3

No. 939.—Of ktwa coming after THAT root which has AN

indicatory U, it is optionally the augment. Thus [from samu

“ to be tranquil”] sCimitivd or idntwa (No. 775) “having been

O. Q
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I

~ -

tranquil,” [from diva “
to play ”] devitwd (No. 937) or dyutwd

(VI. 4. 19.) “having played.” The verb dhd “to hold” substi-

tutes (by No. 878) hi, giving hitwd “having held.”

srarlfca feli i s> I 8 I 8^ i

fScSI I WlrSII I

No. 940.

—

And of the verb ha “to abandon,” the substitute

is hi—[see No. 878]. Thus hitwd “ having abandoned.” But
[when ktwd comes] after hd “

to go,” we have hdtwd “ having

gone.”

^ ^ I 9 i ^ i

^31^: I I nfirq I

‘SRST I I I I

No. 941.

—

When the word is a compound, the first mem-

ber OF WHICH IS an indeclinable but NOT NAN, then LYAP is substi-

tuted in the room OF ktwa. Thus [when kri “to make” is com-

pounded with pra—No. 48

—

lyctp is substituted for ldwd; and, as

it succeeds—see No. 163—to the possession of the indicatory/c, we

have—from No. 828—the augment] talc—and so prakritya “having

commenced making.” Wbydowesay “but not nan ?” Witness

akritwa “not having made.” Why do we say “the first member
of which is an indeclinable ?” Witness paramakritwd “having

made permanent.”

3jif% ima si ^ i

\ C\ Si X

No. 942.

—

When reiteration is to be expressed, both ktwd

AND NAMUL [are admissible] in the case of an action’s being ante-

cedent [to another action—see No. 936.]

i
c

i \ I 8 i

cTiugiai ^ qjir^ Tgfc^ I

f ^ I faqq I

^c^il ^c^fT I qiq maq I i sqiq jqiqw i

o
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No. 943.—When continualness and succession are to be

expressed, let the word be doubled. There may be reiteration in

the case of words endiug with tense-affixes, and of those ending

i

with krit affixes which (—see No. 400—) are termed indeclinables.

Thus smaran smarari (No. 942) namati sivam “having repeatedly

remembered Siva, he bends,” smriticd smritwd “having repeatedly

remembered,” payati payam “having drunk repeatedly,” bhojan

Ihojam “having eaten repeatedly,” sravan sravam “having

heard repeatedly.”

oErafSITrf I I 1

I %cwmi I fagffl I fC^T

I

ift 11

No. 944.—When the words anyatha “otherwise,” evam
“so,” katham “how ?” AND ittham “thus,” are compounded with

the verb, then let namul come after krin “
to make,” if it be such

that ITS OMISSION WOULD BE UNOBJECTIONABLE—that is to say,

when, in consequence of the uon-significauce of the krin, it is not

worth employing. Thus anyathdlcaram, evankdram, or Icathan-

ledram, or itthanlcdraii bhunkte—“he eats otherwise—he eats so

—how does he eat ?—he eats thus,” Why do we say “if its omis-

sion would be unobjectionable?” Witness siro’nyatha kritwd

bhunkte “he eats, having turned his head aside”—[where the krin

could not be spared].

So much for the treatment of words ending with the krit

affixes.

I I

OF THE CASES.

H«WT
| ^ |

^ I 8<? I

TJ
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i hc^sr ain: i

mfriq^rafU^ ^<sZTmi^ ^ H2im i

Hifacris^ram^ i i =fre: i $sn: i s*jt: i i

i f\z: i i fisq i i 51% stiff: 1

sw gc?sT 1
1 |i 1

1

|

No. 945.—By
“ tbe sense of the crude-form” is meant that

'

meaning which is constantly present [with the word]. The word
“ only” is to be taken in connection with each term severally [in the

aphorism—the translation of which here follows— viz.] :—Let there
1

be THE FIRST case-affix, WHERE THE SENSE IS ONLY THAT OF THE
CRUDE-FORM, OR where there is the additional sense of gender
only, OR MEASURE only, OR NUMBER only. Thus—where the

sense is only that of the crude-form

—

uchchaih “aloft,” nichaih

“ below,” krishnah “ Krishna,” srih “the goddess Lakshmi,” jiia-
\

nam “knowledge;” where there is the additional sense of gender

only

—

tatah or tati or tatam “the bank of a river —where there

is the additional sense of measure only

—

drono •vnhih “rice—

a

drona (in measure);”—“number,” here means [grammatical]

number—[and the reason for this being specified in the rule is

j

this— that otherwise the word elect “one,” would not take su, nor

divi take au, nor bahu take j-ts—for an affix is never applied in

order to give a sense which is implied in the word—as singularity

is in eka, duality in dwi, and plurality in bahu]—so we have

ekah,
“ one,” dwau “two,” bahavah “many.”

^ i » i ^ I 80 i

jniBT i t i

No. 946.—And when the sense is that of addressing, the

first case-affix is employed. Thus he rdma (No. 153) “O Rama!’’

l ^ I 8 1 ac 1

feznjjfagrm srkcr i

No. 947.—Let that, related to the action, WHICH IT is IN-

TENDED SHOULD BE MOST AFFECTED by the act OF THE AGENT,

be called the object.
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ffifoi i ^ i ^ i ^ i

ww fgrfrai i sir «5ii?t i g sh3i§i

jreroi i iR: i ^pqy sRyci: i

No. 918.

—

When the object is not denoted [by the termi-

nation of the verb—i. e. when the verb does not agree with it], let

the SECOND case-affix be attached to the words. Thus Karin

bhajati “ he worships Hari,” where, not the object of worship,

but the agent is specified by the tense-affix tip—No. 419—].

But when the object, &c. is denoted by the termination of the

verb, [let the first case-affix be attached to the word]. Thus

harih sevyate “ Hari is served,”—[where the termination of the

verb—see No. 801—specifies the object :] and so too in laksh-

mya sevitah “served by Laksh mi,” [where—see Nos. 867 and 820

—the termination specifies the object].

N I ^ I 8 I I

No. 949.

—

And let that related to the action, which is not

“spoken of,” [see No. 950—] as coming under any of the special

relations of ‘ablation’ or the like [although it stands in such a

relation to the verb, and, if so “ spoken of,” must be put in the

ablative or the like,] be called object.

v* S X N

C N» ^

W*T l
N

v> X

rT3T ^T3Tf II
<1 «

*TT ^iRy i syRi zri^ cy<ram i fyqsay^iaR q'qRy i

JUTI^ 3*r3aycf I jyyjq i ny^sy^j

i i^UcyR^iffy i i iqyRcy
^ C\

6©
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Sir* I qUTfl I SflFf ®IT I

^naf i sti^ swerra i nmrasR
N) N

WC^ I I 3I?G I ^o5in? |

No. 950.—Let that be “not spoken of,” [as coming under the
! special relation of ‘ablation’ or the like—see No. 949—] which is

j

connected with the object OF the verbs DUH “to milk,” YACH “to

ask for,” pach “to cook,” DAND “to fine,” RUDH “to obstruct,”

PRACHCHH “to ask,” chi “to collect,” bru “to speak,” gAS “to

instruct,” JI “to conquer,” MANTH “to churn,” and MUSH “to

steal,”—and so too of ni “to lead,” hri “to take,” KRISH “to

drag,” and YAH “ to carry.”

Thus—“he milks the cow (for) milk,” “he asks the earth

(of) Bali,” “he cooks the raw rice (so that it becomes) boiled rice”

[—cf. “he cooks oatmeal into porridge”—]; “he fines the
j

Gargas a hundred (pieces of money),” “he shuts up the cow (in)

the cow-pen,” “he asks the boy (which is) the road,” “he gathers

fruit (from) the tree.” “he expounds virtue (to) the boy,” or

“teaches him virtue,” “he wins a hundred (from) Devadatta,” “he

churns out ambrosia (from) the ocean of milk,” “he steals a hun-

dred (from) Devadatta,” “he leads the goats (to) the village,” or

“takes them,” or “drags them.”

This term [viz. the term object as appropriated by the present

rule to something other than the direct object of the verb] is one

the reason for taking which is the sense of the verb—{so that the

rule is not confined to the verbs above enumerated, but applies
!

to others which have the same sense—], hence we may have balin

bhikshate vasudhan “ he begs (as well as yachati asks) the earth

(from) Bali,” “he talks of (bhashate), names (abhidhatte), tells

of (valcti) virtue (to) the boy,”—&c.

3OT5R I ^ I 8 l 8^ l

I

o '«
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No. 951.—Let that which is especially auxiliary in the

accomplishment of the action be called THE INSTRUMENT. The
term “agent,” as defined at No. 745, is applied to that which is.

spoken of as independent.

i » i s i

31^1 I

No. 952.—When the agent and the instrument are not

specified by the termination of the verb [i. e. when the verb is

not in agreement with them— [let the third case-affix be em-

ployed. Thus “ Bali was killed by Rama with an arrow.”

3R=a srhuj! nnfwtfa s i

No. 953.—He whom one wishes to connect with the
OBJECT of giving—[i. e. with the gift—shall] be called THE RECI-

PIENT.

g?j€i i ^ i ^ i ^3 i

iamn ni ?3ifn i

No. 954.—Let the fourth case-affix be employed, when the
sense is that of the recipient. Thus “ he gives a cow to the

Brahman.”

w i » i ? i |

qfaoi!t 'gnat i srS =w: i bsuwi: pqiiri i

i i troisasroimij i

hh: to i

No. 955.

—

And let the fourth case-affix be employed in con-

nection with [the forms of reverential address or religious invo-

cation] NAMAS, SWASTI, SWAHA, SWADHA; and with ALAM AND
VASHAT.

©
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;

Thus—“Salutation to Hari”—“ Prosperity to the people”

—

“An offering to Fire”— “ An offering to the manes.” The word

ctlam is here taken in the sense of “ sufficient for” or “ equal to"—

-

so that [the same construction is admissible with equivalent terms

—and we may say] “Hari is enough for (ulcim), or is the mastei

of (prabhu), or is a match for (samartha), or is able to overcome

(sakta), the Titans.”

\ \ \ U \ \

mi** cJ3*

mm i

No. 956.

—

When there is departure from a fixed point,

let it be called ABLATION. By “ departure” is meant “separation.”

When this is to be expressed, let that fixed point which is the li-

mit, denoted by a word dependent on the verb, be called (the

limit of) ablation.

reft i ^ i ^ i i

qiRRRIR I WFtTSSpITH qfim I frUTia? I

No. 957.—When [the word denotes that from which there

is] ABLATION (No. 956), let the fifth case-affix be employed.

Thus—“ he comes from the village,” “ he falls from a galloping

horse,” &c.

tnt i ^ i ^ i i

qiHSBtninqTifgii^sqifiR^: itosfrq mgr i

i sftqr siri?! i Tim: m<m \ i

No. 958.—Let the sixth case-affix be employed in the re-

maining cases—that is to say—where there is a sense, such as

the relation between property and its owner, different from that

of a word related to a verb, and from that of a crude word. Thus
“ the King’s man.”

bL - q
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[Here it may be observed that the application of the term Icd-

raJca is not co-extensive with that of the term case. The Icdraka

—as its etymology indicates—stands in a relation dependent on the

verb—whereas the sixth case provides further for such a relation as

that of one noun with another. With an eye to this, we have ren-

dered karuka “ that which is directly related to the action.”]

Moreover, when it is intended to speak only of the relation in

general [aud not of the special relation] of object and the like, the

sixth case-affix alone is employed. Thus “the conduct of the vir-

tuous,” “he knows clarified butter,” “he remembers his mother,”

“ he prepares the wood aud water for an oblation,” “ he adores the

two feet of Siva.”

i ^ i 8 i 8^ \

No. 959.—Let that which is related to the action as THE SITE

of the action, which action is located in this or that site by the

agent or object, be called the LOCATION.

[When we say “ he cooks in the house,” the site is determined

by the agent : —and when we say “ he cooks rice in a pot,” the

location is determined by the object.]

^ i ^ I ^ i ^ i

c3T3KlW*JT I I I I

C\

Tft n

No. 960.

—

And when the sense is that of location (No.

959), THE SEVENTH case-affix is employed. By the “ and" it is

meant that it is employed also after words meaning “far off” or

“ near.” A site is of three kinds—actually contiguous, figuratively

objective, and co-extensive. Thus (1) “he sits on (i. e. in contact

with) the mat,” or “he cooks rice in (i. e. which is actually con-

tained within) the pot (2) “ his desire is (bent) on salvation

—

Q a
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(i. e. is figuratively wrapt up in it as its object)
; (3)

“ Soul is in all”

(i. e. is co-extensive with the universe). “ Far from, or near, the

wood.”

So much for the sense of the case-affixes.

i hhih: i

OF COMPOUND WORDS.

miw. qw i

ch sms: i ^ ^
<o

I SRH^Rir: I SKflVJT-

?;sra^T ig^: i i

Jwqsism^T g^: i

No. 961.

—

Compounds are of five kinds. Here a compound
means an aggregation. That which is destitute of any peculiar

name, being “ merely a compound,” is the 1st kind. That called

Avyayibhdva (No. 966)—in which, for the most part, the sense of

the first of its elements is the main one (or the independent one

on which the other depends), is the 2nd kind. That called Tatpu-

rusha (No. 982)—in which, for the most part, the sense of the

last of its elements is the main one, is the 3rd kind. A subdivi-

sion of the Tatpurusha class is called Karmadharaya (No.

1002.) A subdivision of the Karmadharaya class is called Dwi-
gu (No. 983). That called Bahuvrihi (No. 1034)—in respect

whereof, for the most part, the sense of a different word is the

main one (to which the sense of the compound epithet is subordi-

nate) is the 4th kind. That called Dwandiva (No. 1054)—in

which, for the most part, the sense of both the one and the other

of its elements is a main one—(ueither being subordinate to the

other), is the 5th kind.

wi: i * i \ i ^ i
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Wa: g i

No. 962.—A rule which relates to complete WORDS [
—

•

and not to the roots and affixes out of which the words are con-

structed—]
is to be understood to apply only TO THOSE words the

senses OF which are connected. [For example—according to

No. 992, one noun may combine with another which is in the geni-

tive, so that for “a binder of books” we may substitute “a book-

binder —but it is necessary that the two words should be in con-

struction—for if we have the expression “ ignorant of books—a bind-

er of sheaves,” we cannot make a compound of “ books” and

“ binder”—the word “ binder” being here connected in sense, not

with “ books” but with “sheaves.”]

HT3; wiii w: i y i y i ^ i

qrcm: wfarcn loan: nif nma i

No. 963.—The word “ compound” is made the regulator of

the sense [and is therefore to be understood in each aphorism] from

this point as FAR AS the aphorism “ kadarah karmadhdmye”

(II. 2. 38).

gir l ^ i ^ i 8 i

m «wt ai ansa?} i snwratrj uti
N»N. No \ \>

q^j %rm: i i q ^ iira-

I rH wn flh I q<|^ C\ C\ C\ N.

«rl ^ I «rjq^: I WcTOSI ^lT%lfI fasNlcJ
C\ -o C\ C\ C\ C\ V

q^nqifi: I

C\

No. 964.—A word ending in a case-affix may optionally be

compounded with a word ending in A case-AFE*ix. Since that

which is a ‘ compound’ is, therefore, regarded as a crude word (No.

136), there is elision of case-affixes (No. 768). The conveying an

additional meaning [besides the literal meaning, or besides that

which resides in the separate portions of which it may be composed]

is the ‘function’ [of an expression]. There are five ‘functions’ [of

five different kinds of expression]—viz. those belonging to [what

0 —O
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ends with] a Jrrit affix (No. 329) or a taddkita affix (No. 1067),—to
J

a ‘compound’ (No. 961), to a ‘partial remainder’ (No. 115), and

to a verb that ends with sun or the like (No. 502). An expression

explanatory of the force of the ‘function’ is called its ‘analysis’ or

‘solution,’ and this is of two kinds—popular and technical. For

example, the explanation “purvin bhutali” is the popular solution,

and “purva+am, bhuta-\-su’ is the technical analysis, of the ex-

pression bhutupuvvah “formerly been” [which furnishes an ex-

ample of the rule, No. 961, under consideration]. In this example

the anomaly [— as regards placing the principal word first, instead

of the secondary term—see No. 969—]
of the word purva, is in

accordance with the example [of Panini] in the aphorism “bhuta-

purve chaat” (V. 3. 53).

snmi i qinSi f ci ciinsnfgs i

Tft USW II

No. 965.—[A word enters into] composition with iya “like,”

AND there is not elision OF the CASE-AFFIX. Thus vdyarthdvivLi

“ like a word and its meaning.”

So much for the first kind—that which is “ merely compound."

i ^oqahqioi: i

OF THE AVYAYFBHAVA OR INDECLINABLE
COMPOUND.

i * i ? 1 1

1

I SHF flrq^Gfiri I

N N \

No. 966.—The term avyayibhava

—

i. e. " the becoming an

indeclinable’’—is a regulating expression [to be understood in each

aphorism] as far as No. 982.

^ i ^
i ^ t 3 i

Q &
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infs is Sfwranaia sii Rrd i

nilmitsait i mwswfasiT st i i

i ft i% vr\ ftg^ i

No. 967 .—An indeclinable (No. 399) employed with the

SENSE OF A CASE-AFFIX, OR of NEAR TO, Or PROSPERITY, or ADVER-

SITY, or ABSENCE OF THE THING, Or DEPARTURE, Of NOT NOW, or the

PRODUCTION OF SOME SOUND, or AFTER, Of ACCORDING TO, or OR-

DER OF ARRANGEMENT, Or SIMULTANEOUSNESS, or LIKENESS, or

POSSESSION, or TOTALITY, or TERMINATION, is invariably compound-

ed with a word that ends with a case-affix.

For the most part, that which is invariably compound has no

corresponding expression made up of separate words :—or its ana-

lysis must, for the most part|b ) made in other words [than those

of which the compound itself consists],

[As an example of an “indeclinable” employed] with the sense

of a case-affix—suppose that the case stands thus— viz. hari+ hi+
a<Ud—[where the “indeclinable” adhi “upon” is to be employed

with the sense of the 7th case-affix hi we look forward],

i ^ i ^ i 8^ i

No. 968.

—

In a rule enjoiuing COMPOSITION, let THAT which

IS EXHIBITED WITH THE 1st case-affix [i. e. let the word which is

exhibited in the nominative] he called the UPASARJANA or “ secon-

dary.” [Thus the adhi, in the example under No. 967, being an “ in-

declinable,” is the upasarjana, because the term “ indeclinable,” in

No. 967, is in the 1st case].

qyw i * i » i i

oui sniisHH i mss nam: i urn\ \ N SJ

\ VJ SJ \

No. 969.—The upas arjana (No. 968) is to be placed first

in a compound. Hence [in the example proposed in No. 967] the

Q
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:

adhi [being the ‘ indeclinable’ which is exhibited with the first case-

affix in No. 967] is to be placed first—[thus adhi+hari+ ni].

Then (No. 768) there is elision of the case-affix—[leaving adhi+
hciri]. Then, seeing that what is partially altered (No. 181) does

not become something quite different,—since this [viz. the expres-

sion under consideration, after being partially altered by the elision

of the case-affix,] is still called a “ crude form,”—the case-affixes,

su, &c., again present themselves (—No. 140)— ;
and they are

again, finally, elided (No. 403) in consequence of this compound’8

being an ‘indeclinable,’ according to No. 402. Thus we have

adhihari “ upon Hari.”

| nT: itjqi: | clTWllcSfaiti-

TJH I

x,

No. 970.—And let an avyayibhava compound be neuter.

Thus, from gopd “ one who tends cows,” we have adhigopam (Nos.

269 and 971) “ on the cowherd.”

i ^ 1 8 1 cs i

^ r\w fli tIrt ^srai^Ri: i

No. 971.—There is not elision of the case-affix after an
AVYAYIBHAVA compound that ends IN A. In the room of it,—BUT
NOT IF it is the 5th case-affix,—there is the substitute AM.

l ^ I 8 I
C8

l

1 tang i

3r$«N i 5^59 1 1

mm ^ 1 rcrto 1

fOTK RR^ia^TRSRI I ^T^RTOTRST^HRTlfagi^TR

iwitSt: 1 zumug^Rg 1 ror^fj 1

frrsRer 1

&
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No. 972.—The change to am (No. 971) OF the 3rd and 7th

case-affixes coming after an Avyayilhdva compound that ends in

|
a, occurs diversely (—see No. 823). Thus upalcrishnam or

upakrishnena “near to Krishna;” [and, as further examples of

No. 967,] sumadram “ well (or prosperous) with the Madras,”

duryavanam “
ill with the Yavanas,” nirmalcshilcam “

free from

flies,” atihimam “on the departure of the cold weather,” ati-

nidram “ wakefully ;”—i. e. sleep being not now engaged in—
;

itihari “the exclamation ‘Hari’”—[thus vaishnavagrihe itihari

vartate “ in the house of the Vaishnava there is the cry of ‘ Hari,

Hari’”]— ;
anuvishnu "after Vishnu”— [i. e. following or wor-

shipping him]. The meanings intended by the word yathd, [which,

in the list at No. 967, has been rendered “ according to,”] are 'cor-

respondence,’ ‘severalty’ or ‘ succession,’ ‘ the not passing beyond

something,’ and ‘ likeness.’ Thus anurupam “ in a corresponding

manner,” pratyartham “ according to each several object or sig-

nification,” yathdsaJdi “according to one’s ability”—[i. e. not

going beyond one’s power],

’spsrafriig *= i s i
c?

i

m i it: tiik i

I snqci i ti^o:

l ^UUT Tjqfrf: l ^gcqqftfq^q i

No. 973.

—

In an Avyayibhava compound let sa be the sub-

stitute of saha, but not when the word in composition means a

portion of TIME. Thus sahari “ like Hari,” then again, anu-

jyeshtham (No. 967) “ in the order of seniority,” sachakram

“ simultaneously with the wheel” (—on its crushing, for exam-

ple, the head of the self-immolator), sasakhi “ like a friend,
”

saJcshatram “ as warriors ought,” satrinam “ even to the grass”

he eats—[i. e. the whole]—not leaving even a scrap— ,
sd-

gni “ as far as the chapter of fire [i. e. the whole Veda]”—he

reads.

I ^ I ^ I I
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m snsziff i *amsre i

^‘ISS 1 1

No. 974.

—

And WITH names of RIVERS a numeral may be

compounded. It is wished [by Patanjali] that this should refer

to their junction. Thus panchtgahgam “at the meeting of the

five rivers Ganges” [viz. near the Maddhavaniw ghat at Benares],

dwiyaviunam “ at the meeting of the two Yamuuas.”

riffm: i « i ^ i ^ i

No. 975.—The expression “ the affixes called TADDHITA”

(i. e.—see No. 1067—

“

relating or belonging to that” which is pri-

mitive—)
is the regulating expression [to be understood in all

the aphorisms] from this point to the end of Pcinini’s Fifth Lec-

ture.

’usgjibifg suHrefawi: i i 8 i t"® i

*9i<3 i sufiagq-

I JjfafaqTSW I

No. 976.—When the compound is an Avyayibhava, let (the

taddhita-affix—No. 975—)
tach (No. 148) come AFTER the words

Sarad, &c., as the final of the compound. Thus upaaaradam

(No. 971) “near the autumn,” pmtivipasam aloDg the river

Vipasa.”

5ITIZIT ^ 1 | f rQlTSf I

\ v-

No. 977.—“And jaras substituted in the room of jara

(No. 181 )”— [shall come under the head of “ 6arad, &c.”] Thus

upajarasam (No. 976) “when decay is near,”

—

&c.

I % \ 8 I I

No. 978.—And after that Avyayibhava which ends in AN,

let there be tach (No. 976).

SHFtffft i ^ I 8 I ^88 i
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I 3UTT51H I I

No. 979 .—When a TADDHiTA-affix (No. 975) follows, there

is elision OF the last vowel with what follows it (No. 51) of what

ends in N and is called a bha (No. 185). Thus [there is elision of

the an of rdjan “a king” and atman “the soul,” followed by the

taddhita-affix tach—see No. 976.—in virtue of the commencing of

which affix with a vowel these words then take the name of bha—
and we have] upardjam “under the king,” adhydtmam “over or !

in the spirit.”

iii8i i

*i3=ci an ana ri?=mjsanifliai25iai i 3<rhh 1

X O \ \

I

No. 980.—The taddhifa-nffix tach (No. 976) is optionally

placed after an Avyayibhava compound ending with A NEUTER

word that ends in an. Thus upacharmam or upacharma “near

the skin.”

W. I I 8 I W !

Tsussfam; ii

No. 981.—The taddhita-affix tach (No. 976) is optionally pla-

ced after an Avyayibhava compound that ends in A JHAY. Thus

upasamidham or upasamit (No. 165) “near firewood.”

So much for the Avyayibhava compounds.

I I

NJ

OF THE TATPURUSHA, OR COMPOUND THE CON-
STITUENTS OF WHICH ARE (GENERALLY)

IN DIFFERENT CASES.

fTOW. I ^ ^ I ^ I

© 9
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No. 982.—The term Tatpurusha [i. e. “his man”—the ex-

pression itself— see No. 992—being an example of the kind of com-

pound now to be treated of—]
is a regulating expression [to be

understood in each aphorism] as far as No. 1034.

i ^ i \ i ^ i

No. 983.

—

And the kind of compound called DwiGU (No. 1003)

is also called tatpurusha (No. 982).

I

qi i

farf: I I IrSTf? I

No. 984.—A word ending with the 2nd case-affix is optionally

compounded with the words &RITA “who has had recourse to/’

ATITA “who has surpassed,” PATITA “who has fallen upon,” GATA

“who has gone to,” atyasta “who has passed,” prapta “who has

reached,” AND apanna “who has reached,” when these are the

governing words and end with case-affixes. Thus krishnasrita

“who has had recourse to Krishna,” &c.

$<03^ | ^ I ^ | I

qHimsri ^ qi nnqn i

i *i|pHn?r§: i i i

N> S)

i ^f^Di 3U<n: i

No. 985.—A word ending with THE 3rd case-affix, as before

[—see No. 984— is compounded] optionally WITH WHAT DENOTES

THAT the QUALITY of which is instrumentally caused by the thing

signified by what ends with the 3rd case-affix, AND with the word

artha “wealth” [
—the wealth being caused by that denoted by

what ends with the 3rd case-affix]. Thus sahkulalchanda “a piece

cut by the nippers”—[where the cause of the piece being cut is

the nippers]— ;
dhdnyartha “wealth acquired by grain”—[where

the grain is the cause of the wealth]. Why do we say “caused by

a
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the thing signified, &c?” Witness alcshnd Icdnah “blind of an eye”

—[where the two words, cannot form a compound, because the eye

is not what makes the person blind],

am srfaw i ? n i ^ i

^ ht^ct i i

i f i ^Hfsra: i

No. 986.—[That which ends with] the 3rd case-affix, when it

denotes the agent or the instrument, as before [see No. 984

—

is compounded] diversely (No. 823) with what ends with A KRIT

affix. Thus haritrata “preserved by Hari,” nakhabhinna “ divid-

ed by the nails.” In the taking of krit [in the present rule] is

implied that of the same when a preposition (No. 222) or a word

directly related to the action (No. 958) precedes :—thus [the com-

bination is not obstructed, by the preposition nir, in the example]

nalchanirbhinna “quite divided by the nails.”

i ^ i v. i i

un rigTi^RT 'qgszM gi

i irom 5R i i nfrnfafifewra q^g: i

5? i mm i

No. 987.—A word ending with THE 4th case-affix, as before

[—see No. 984,-—is compounded optionally]wiTHwhatdenotesTHAT

WHICH is for THE purpose of what ends with the 4th case-affix

—

and so too with the words artha “ on account of,” BALI “ a sa-

crifice,” HITA “salutary,” SUKHA “pleasant,” AND RAKSHITA
“ kept.” Thus yupaddru “ wood for a stake.” By the expression

“ for the purpose thereof” the special relation of a material and its

modification alone is [by Patahjali] here held [to be intended].

Hence, in the case of such an expression as “ a vessel for washing,”

composition does not take place—for the washing is not a modified

form of the vessel, as a stake is a modified form of the wood which

it is made of.

SWOT
I f|51izn-

fi
- -©
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uni fro: i usnn: i igpira gu: i

i Tmi?TO i i JtrcfariPi i

C\ ^ \> N \

No. 988.—“With artha ‘on account of/ it should be

STATED THAT COMPOSITION takes place INVARIABLY, AND THAT

THE COMPOUND TAKES THE GENDER OF THAT WHICH IT QUALI-

FIES.” Thus dwijdrthah supah “broth for the Brahman,” dwij&rthd

yavaguh “ gruel for the Brahman,” dwijdrthan payah “ milk for

the Brahman.” [Examples of composition with the other words

enumerated in No. 987 are] bhutabali “ a sacrifice for [all] beings,”

gohita “ what is good for cows,” gosukha “ what is pleasant for

cows,” gorakshita “ what is kept for cows”—(as grass).

i ^ 1 1 1 i

i i

No. 989.—A word ending with THE 5th case-affix may be

compounded with the word BHAYA “ fear.” Thus chorabhaya
“ fear [by reason] of a thief.”

^tsfiTfsrl^rafi^nft! i ^ i ? l 3<C i

No. 990.—Words WITH THE SENSE OF STOKA “a little,” AN-

TIKA “near,” DURA “far,”

—

AND also the word KRICBCHHRA “pe-

nance,” [may be compounded] with what ends in kta (No. 867).

iwsir: i i ? i » i

n: i §Ki3T*Tci: i $raEi3i*ra: i

No. 991.—There is not elision OF the 5th case-affix No.

768) after words with the sense of stoka, &C. (No. 990), when

a word in composition with them follows. Thus stokdnmuJcta

“loosed from a little distance,” antikddagata “come from near,”

abhyasadagata “ come from studying,” duradagata “ come from

far,” krichchhrdddgata “ come with difficulty.”

<ref i ^ i ^ i
g

i
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No. 992.—A word ending with the 6th case-affix, as before,

[—see, No. 984—is optionally compounded] with what ends with

a case-affix. Thus rdjapurusha (No. 200) “the king’s man.”

[This example, with the demonstrative pronoun tat substituted

for the word rajan, gives the compound tatpurasha “
his man,”

which is token as the type and name of the class,—see No. 982.]

I ^ l ^ I ^ |

41 I t*gT<3RTSlU3T3: I SfiTTO I I

fan i n4wwin*i i

\ 5\ \

No. 993.—The words purva “ front,” APARA “near,” adhara
“lower,” AND UTTARA “upper.” are compounded WITH WHAT
[word signifies a thing that] HAS PARTS, PROVIDED that THE THING
having parts IS DISTINGUISHED numerically BY UNITY. This de-

bars No. 992 [which would have placed the words purva, &c. last

in the compound ;—whereas, being here exhibited in the nomina-

tive case—see No. 969—they take the precedence]. Thus purva-

kaya “ the front of the body,” aparakdya “ the back of the body.”

Why do we say “ provided it is the site of unity [i. e. provided

it be one] ?” Witness purvaschhatrdndm “the foremost of the

pupils”—[where composition does not take place, the pupils be-

ing more than one].
:

I ^ I ^ I ^ I

RfQ urag I W fqcq^qrx *%-

l

No. 994.—The word ARDHA, which, when it signifies exactly

equal parts (i. e. halves) is always neuter, as before [i. e. as di-

rected in No. 993—enters into composition]. Thus ardhapippali
“ a half of the pepper.”

fnvl': i » ii i 8» i

j3Rnj=ri thusrigm: ar>sin i 5iw§: i signing; i
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?f9TI5 I fgflTai T^rlTQTfSf-

n^m^ic? *3m^T in: i

No. 995.—A word ending with the 7th case-affix, as before

[i. e. as directed in No. 984—is optionally compounded] WITH the

Avords gAUNDA “ skilled,” &c. Thus akshasaunda “ skilled in dice”

—and so of others.

[It had been stated that words ending with the 2nd, 3rd, and

other case-affixes—see Nos. 984, 985, &c.,—may form compounds

with certain words specified in the aphorisms
;
but a greater lati-

tude is found necessary—so] on the ground of usage [in the works

of good authors] it is to be considered allowable to form compounds

out of words ending with the 3rd and other case-affixes, elsewhere

also [than where directed in the aphorisms], by disjoining the ex-

pressions 2nd, 3rd, &c. [from their appropriate aphorisms], and at-

taching them [to others].

TreraiH i ^ i \ \ i

C\ x C\ O 1

sjrezi: i ^ i i i

No. 996.—A word signifying a point of the compass OR a

NUMBER [enters iuto composition] when the sense is that of an

appellative.—The aphorism is intended to restrict the composi-

tion of such words to the case where the sense is that of an ap-

pellative. Thus purveshulcdmasamt “(the town of) Ishukamalami-

in-the-East,” saptarshayah “ the Seven-sages,” (i. e. the constella-

tion of the Great Bear). Hence not here—viz. in uitara vrikshah
“ northern trees,” pancha brahmanah “ five Brahmans.”

^ I ^ I ^ I \\ I

rn'grnS fw* ^ q*cK ^ qra* H-

JIHclrf I
^11^1X11 SHTCl 5!Ifi I

11HHN 3^13: I

No. 997.—In a case where the sense is that of A TADDHITA-

affix (No. 975), and when an additional member comes after

cr r - —
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the compound, and when an aggregate is to be expressed, then

a word signifying a point of the compass or a number, as before

[—see No. 996—becomes compounded]. Thus, when a compound
is formed out of the words purvasydn sdlaydh bhavah “ that

which is in the eastern hall,” [in which analytical exposition—see

No. 964—of the compound in question, the word bhava—see No.
998—serves to represent the force of a taddhita-affix—] the com-
pound having (—see No. 964—) reached the form of purvd+
sdld, [the feminine termination of the purvd is rejected— because

Patahjali declares that] “ the masculine state belongs to a prono-

minal, when exercising any of the five functions” [specified under

No. 964].

f^q^r^'anif i 8 i » i x^ \

sremgsrai st: caiswainm i

No. 998.—Let [the taddhita-affix—see No. 975—] na, with

the sense of “being,” &c., come after A word preceded by an-

other that signifies A point of the compass

—

provided the com-
pound is NOT an appellative. [Thus, from No. 997, we have
purvasdld -f- ha. ]

iifiphproi!: \ v i ^ i ^ i

No. 999.

—

Let vriddhi be substituted in the room of the
FIRST vowel OF THE VOWELS, WHEN TADDHITA-affixes FOLLOW,
having an indicatory n (No. 998). or n. The final vowel, more-

over, being elided by No. 260, we have paurvasdld “ who is in

the eastern hall”—(No. 997).

In the case of the Bahuvrihi compound (No. 1034) consisting

of three terms—signifying “ whose wealth is five cows”—[the rule

following applies].

No. 1000.—“ When an additional number comes after
(what would else be but optionally) A DWANDWA compound (No.

O Q
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1054)) OR A Tatpurusha (No. 982), the compounding is TO be spo-

ken OF AS INVARIABLE.”

nJ 8 |
cT^

|

*TTS^rlIH flr^^Tg5

^ 3*11*31^1 ^ ^ I U-

No. 1001.—Let (the taddhita-affix) tach be as the final of the

compound AFTER a Tatpurusha that ends with the word GO “ a

cow ”—but not when there is elision of the TADDHiTA-affix.

Thus panchagavadhana “whose wealth consists of five cows.”

mgw s^TfW<r. i ^ i ^ i 8^ i

No. 1002.—A Tatpurusha compound (No. 982) the case

OF each member of which is the same, is called Kakmadha-
RAYA (—i. e. “that which comprehends the object”—but why so

named does not seem to be anywhere explained).

i
i?

i i i ^ i

No. 1003.—Let a compound, the first member of which is

A NUMERAL, and which is of one of the three kinds specified in

No. 997, be called Dwigu

—

[the word dwigu itself—an instance of
*

this kind of compound—signifying “of the value of two cows].”

1*18 111

flmgic 51913 sib i

No. 1004.—An aggregate expressed by A Dwigu shall be like

one—i. e. shall be singular.

i

No. 1005.—When the sense is an aggregate, IT—a Dwigu or

a Dwandwa compound (No. 1054)—shall be A neuter. Thus

panchagavam “ an aggregate of five cows.”
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SfflsHfa3R*5N 5tf^ HN3 cl I ^T-
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siroa^: i

No. 1006.—The qualifier (or discriminator) [is compounded]

with the thing thereby qualified (or discriminated) DIVERSELY

(No. 823), as before [— i. e. as directed in No. 084]. Thus mlotpala
“ a blue lotus.” By taking, in the rule, the expression “ diversely”

it is meant that in some cases it is imperative to make a com-

pound—as in the case of krishnasarpa “a black snake,” and some-

times it is forbidden—thus rdmojamadagnyuh “Rarna (called also)

Jamadaguya” (as being the son of Jamadagni).”

'aqflRlfa STflTJJpHW i ^ l ^ i W i

sRsaicr: i

No. 1007.—Objects of comparison are compounded with

words denoting what is likeneO to them. Thus ghanasydma

“cloud-black”—[i. e. something black as a cloud],

ciTfiSEi: i vmm i

i i

No. 1008.—The elision of the second member in the com-

pounds Sakaparthiva, &c. should be stated.” Thus the word priya

“beloved” is elided in the example sakapdrthiva “the king of

the era”—i. e. the king beloved by (the people of) his era, devabrah-

mana “ a Brahman beloved by the gods.”

*p; i ^ I ^ I <(

«

^ SRT HT^r? I

S N) N-

No. 1009.—The indeclinable privative NAN, as before [i. e. as

directed in the foregoing rules—combines] with what ends with a

case affix.

®pi: i 3 i 9 1 03 i
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TO ^Tq 3rR;q^ I TOTO: I

No. 1010.—There is ELISION OF the N OF NAN (No. 1009),

when a word follows in composition with it. Thus abrdhmana
“ who is not a Brahman ”—(though a man).

fTCRT’pft I < I 3 I I

sq ^qfa tos: i

ss n. \>

No. 1011.—Let NUT be the augment OF a word beginning

with A vowel that comes, in composition, after THAT nan (No.

1010) ofwhich the n has been elided. Thus anaswa “ (an animal)

which is not a horse." But in such an expression as naikadhd
“ not at one time,” there is composition with the word na [i. e.

nan with its indicatory final dropped] in accordance with No. 964)

[‘ indeclinables ’ being regarded as if they had case-affixes, though

these have been elided—see Nos. 403 and 210].

f i ^ i ^ t i

l SRR^cr: q^q: l $pq: I

No. 1012.—The word ku (No. 399), those called gati (Nos.

222 and 1013), and pra, &C. (No. 48), are invariably compounded

with that with which they are connected in sense. Thus kupurusha
“ a paltry man."

i

3KTfcq i ^pRIfifq I qsq^Tfrq I sq*qt I

No. 1013.

—

And let the words uri (No. 399) “assent," AND

the like, AND those that end with chwi (No. 1332), and those

that end with DACH (No. 1338), when in composition with a verb,

be called gati (No. 222). Thus (No. 1012) urilcritya (No. 936)

“having promised,” sulclikritya “ having made white," patapatd-

kritya “having made a clattering," supurusha (No. 1012 and 48)

“ a good man.”
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i im ri win: i i

No. 1014.—“The words pra, &c. (No. 48), when the sense

IS that of GONE OR THE LIKE, combine WITH what ends with THE

1st case-affix.” Thus prachdrya “a hereditary teacher” (like Vasi-

shtha in the family of Rama).

TgcRuuT i i

No. 1015.—“The words ati, &o. (No. 48), when the thing

DENOTED is GONE BEYOND or the like, combine with what ends

with the 2nd case-affix.” Thus we may have, as the analysis of a

compound atikranto malam “ which has surpassed the necklace :

”

—

[but, in regard to the compound, some further considerations are

necessary].

i ^ i ^ I 88 i

fans araonfafliaisfi a ?t aw asifaaia: i
'o 'o C\

No. 1016.—And that which, in the analytical statement of the

sense of a compound, has ONE fixed CASE [whilst the word with it

is compounded may vary its case] is called upasarjana (No. 968),

but does not (necessarily) stand first (No. 969) [This furnishes

occasion for next rule],

i \ i ^ i i

JEcflHcSIllFci ^ cI2FrH3J

i €rifli5i: i

No. 1017.—Let a short vowel be the substitute OF a crude word

(No. 135) which ends with the word GO “a cow,” and' of that which

ends with what has as its termination A FEMININE affix (No. 1341),

when regarded as an upasarjana (No. 1016). Thus [the exam-

ple under No. 1015 becomes] atimala “exceeding tbe necklace

(in beauty).

i i i

\s ^
No. 1018.—“The words ava, &c. (No. 48), when the thing

DENOTED is CRIED OUT, &C., are compounded with what ends with

a
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the 3rd case-affix.” Thus avakokilti “what is announced by the

cuckoo.”—(e. g. the spring).

No. 1019.—“The words PARI, &c. (No. 48), WHEN THAT DE-

NOTED is weary, &c., are compounded with what ends with THE

4th case-affix.” Thus paryadhyayana “ weary of study.”

i sRi^msn htsrh

i

No. 1020.—The words nir, &c. (No. 48), when the thing

DENOTED IS GONE BEYOND, &c., are compounded with what ends

with the 5th case-affix.” Thus nishlcausambi “ who has gone

beyond Kausambi.”

qctrataij i ^ i ^ i ^ i

STWOIcEllSl mJcT Sol ^nqifgr

clgT^SR I

No. 1021.— Here [i. e. in the division of the Grammar refer-

ring to verbal roots] let the word, such as “pot” or the like, de-

noting that which, in virtue of its being a significate, is implied in

a term exhibited in the 7th case, such as karmani (No. 841), be

called upapada (No. 1022).

I ^ I ^ I I

SS^R RfS SSTS: I SR»j

5RTTrflf?f I RiS I ST SRR ScT I ST^

^llf? SflsWc^RHl^qiRS I STGeRR^mtT5RT <£Tg:

sw ni^i i an# i i sr^-

tTi I frST15 I

No. 1022 .—An upapada (No. 1021) is always compounded

with that with w'hich it is in construction—and the compound does

not end in A tense-affix. Thus kumbhakdra (No. 841 ), “one
who makes pots.” Why do we say “not in a tense-affix?” Wit-

© : o
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ness md bhavdn bhut “let not your Honour become”—where man
as having been exhibited, in No. 469, in 7th case, takes the

name of upapada [but is not compounded with bhut].

The compounding of a gati (No. 222) or a kdraka (No. 945),

or an upapacla (No. 1021) with what ends with a krit-affix is de-

clared to be effected before the case-affixes present themselves.

Thus we have vydghri “a tigress,” aswakriti “a female (e. g. cow

or the like) bought in exchange for a horse,” kachchhapi “ a she-

tortoise.” [The word vydghri is said to be derived from the root

ghrd “to sujell,” with the -prefixes vi and d, because the animal

“goes smelling about.” By Nos. 839 and 524, short a is found in

the room of the long d. Then, if the vi+ d -(- ghrd were not held

to have become a compound before the case-affixes present them-

selves, in forming the feminine we should have to follow No. 1341

instead of No. 1373—for we should be forming the feminine of a

verbal and not of a word denoting a genus. And so of the other

examples].

i a i
*«

i i

s» VJ

SaicT I

S3 N> NA Si
X

No. 1023.— Let the affix ach be the final OF the Tatpurusha
compound WHICH BEGINS WITH A NUMERAL OR AN INDECLINABLE

AND ENDS WITH antguli “an inch.” Thus dwyangulci (No. 260)
“ of the measure of two inches,” nirahgula “ exceeding in measure

the breadth of the fingers (of a hand).”

I % I 8 I
e>0

1

No. 1024.—And let the affix acli come after the word ratri

"night,” when it comes after ahan “a day,” sarva “all,” what
signifies a portion, and sankhyata “numbered,” and punya
“ holy.” By the “and” is meant that this is to hold also when the

compound “begins with a numeral or an indeclinable.”

The word ahan “ a day ” is taken, in this aphorism, with a

view to its entering into a Dwandwa compound—(No. 1054).
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^twiht: ^% i ^ 18 1^1
ITfl^T Wl<5[ | KIT^ltKT^: I

qkw. i wszitckh: i

No. 1025.—Divandwa (No. 1054) and Tatpurusha com-

pounds ending in ratra (i. e. ratri + ach—see No. 1024), AND
AHNA (Y. 4. 88.) and aha (Nos. 1027 and 979), appear IN the

masculine only. Thus ahordtrah (No. 395, in spite of No. 129,

taking effect as directed by Katyayana) “ day and night,” sarva-

rdtrah “the whole night,” sanlchydtardtrah “a night numbered (as

the 1st, 2d, 13th, &c.).”

m efiisw i i mnrj i

No. 1626.—“The word ratra ‘night,’ (No. 1025) preceded

in composition BY A numeral, is neuter.” Thus dwirdtram “a
space of two nights,” triratram “ a space of three nights.”

1 1 1 a i i

5fi3=?iTi3 i wwra: i

No. 1027.—The taddhita-affix tach comes after a Tatpuru-

sha compound (No. 982) that ends with the word rajan “a king,”

ahan “a day,” OR sakhi “a friend.” Thus paramarajah “a

supreme king.”

1 1 1 ? i i

i jisrtw^ i tohwi i

No 1028.—Let LONG a be the substitute (of the final) OF

MAHAT “great,” WHEN A WORD IN THE SAME CASE FOLLOWS, AND

when jatiyar (Y. 3. 69.) follows. Thus mahdrdjah (No. 1027)

‘‘a great king.” The word jatiyar means “kind:”—thus mahd-

jdtiyah
“ like the great.

I £ i ^ I ao i

nig I §1311 I wgipiufa: I

No. 1029.— Let long d be the substitute OF dwi “two” AND

ASHTAN “eight,” WHEN A NUMERAL FOLLOWS, but NOT WHEN the
|
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compound is A bahuvrihi (No. 1034), nor when aSIti “ eighty"

follows. Thus dwddasa “twelve” (2 + 10), ashtavinsati (No.

200) “ twenty-eight."

No. 1030.—The gender of a Dwandwa (No. 1054) or Tat-

PUKUSHA compound (No. 282) is LIKE that of the LAST word in

it. Thus kukkutamayuryavime “ those two (fem.) the cock and

the peahen,” mayurikukkutavimau “ those two (mas.) the pea-

hen and the cock,” ardhapippali “ the half of the pepper ” (which

is fem.—though ardha here—see No. 994—is neuter).

hiSt nijratfasR: i i ^ gpfi

srwR: i gmg: i fadfiTsnfcsj: i

\> '

No. 1031.—“This (dependence of the gender on that of the

last word—No. 1030—) does NOT hold in a Dwigu compound (No.

1003), nor in compounds THE FIRST member of which is PRAPTA

‘obtained,’ apanna ‘ obtained,’ ALAM ‘enough,’ and a gati (No.

1012).” Thus pahchakapalah puroddsah “ cakes soaked in butter

(and offered at a sacrifice) in a dish with five compartments ”—
[though kapdla is neuter], prdptaftvikah or dpannajivikah “ who
has obtained a livelihood”—[though jivika is fem.], alankumdrih

“who is a suitable match for the girl”—which, only by the pre-

sent rule, could be known to be a case justifying composition
;
(so

too, where a gati is the first member] nishkausambih “ (a man)

who has come out of Kausambi ” [though the name of the place

is feminine].

No. 1032.—The words ardharcha, &c. may be masculine

and neuter. Thus ardharcha or ardharcham “half a verse

wSt: % i ^ i 8 i ^ i

fl-.Hisn: ij{% a;® ^ so; i wg: i *r#|n i
Si ^ \

© 8
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(of Scripture).” In like manner [the following words may be

either masc. or neut., viz
]
dhwaja “ a flag,” tirtha “ a place of

pilgrimage,” sarira “ the body,” mandapa “ a shed,” pusha
“ pease-soup,” deha “ the body,” anlcusa “ a goad for an elephant,”

kalam “ajar,” paira “a vessel,” sutra “a thread,” &c.

i 133 1 m: srcrisr i\ N.

Tft aatw n

No. 1033.—(By common consent) the NEGTER is employed

when the application is general [i. e. when nothing is qualified

in particular by the word in question]. Thus mridu pachati “ he

cooks soft (anything in geueral that he does cook),” pratah lca-

maniymn “ in the morning it is pleasant ”— (i. e. things in gene-

ral are so).

So much for the Tatpurusha compounds.

1 stisTim: 1

OF THE BAHUVRIHI OR ATTRIBUTIVE COMPOUND.

w arf 1 ^ 1 ^ 1 ^ 1

No. 1034.—Let the rest be called Bahuvrihi. This is a

regulating expression [to be understood in each aphorism] as far as

No. 1054.

| ^ | ^ | |

sfiTt: •

No. 1035.—[A collection of] more words than one, in the

nominative, employed TO denote the same thing as another
word is optionally compounded :—this is a Bahuvrihi com-

pound (No. 1034).

snnhli 1 »
1 ^ 1 ay 1

O
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^ gif sarn i i

?w ^Tqq?ifjfasRi;qn^T ^fsTiii: i

No. 103G.—A word in the 7th case, and AN epithet shall

stand first IN a BaHUVrIhi compound. Thus kanthek&la “who
is black in the throat—(Siva).” [Had the noun not been in the 7th

case, the epithet must have come first—thus Icdlalcaptha “black-

throated ”]. From this we learn that a Bahuvrihi compound may
consist of words in different cases— [though No. 1035 speaks of

them as being all alike in the nominative].

I < I ^ K I

i c^sk: i

htSb^i i i ri^ 1

sai^T 1 tnruj^i iR: 1 mm 1

No. 1037.—There is not elision of the 7th case-affix AFTER

what ends in A consonant or short a, when the sense is that of

AN APPELLATIVE. Thus twachisdra “a bambu” (the pith, or

strength, of which is in its cuticle).

[Other examples of Bahuvrihi compounds ai’e] prdptodalco

gramah “a village at which the water has come,” udharatho,

nadwdn “an ox by which the car is borne,” upahritapasu rudrah

(No. 131) “Rudra, to whom cattle are offered (by being turned

loose),” uddhritaudand sthdili
“ a pot from which the boiled rice

has been taken out,” pitdmbaro harih “ Hari, whose garments

are yellow,” virapurushalco grdmah “ a village the men of which

are heroes.”

m ^irrcqa^m: 1 anfarnroi: 1

1

No. 1038.—“The OPTIONAL compounding OF what arises

FROM A VERBAL ROOT coming AFTER PRA &C. (No. 48), SHOULD

BE STATED, AND THE ELISION OF THE TERM SUBSEQUENT (—here

subsequent to the prefix).” Thus praparnah “ (a tree) of which

the leaves are all fallen ”—[the word patita being omitted in the

compound].

e
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«n ^iwcug^ra: i i

s> 'O

No. 1039.—“The compounding OP words SIGNIFYING ‘ WHAT
exists,’ coming after the negative nan (No. 1010), should be

STATED, AND THE OPTION ELISION OE THE SECOND OF THE

terms.” Thus avidyamanaputra or aputra “of whom there

exists not a child ”— (i. e. childless).

f^rar.

i ^ i s i sa i

fraiArfSI
si C\

KV ^ ri famtl ^ io ^ s> e\

i wj: i i fan i

qftiqpira: i

No. 1040.

—

When trereis not uisr after what is employed

in SPEAKING OF what is MASCULINE,

—

i. e. where there is the absence

of the feminine affix uh— (see No. 1376) the form of such a

FEMININE word becomes LIKE the MASCULINE, WHEN a FEMININE

word IN THE SOME CASE FOLLOWS (in the compound)—but NOT IF

this (word that follows) is an ordinal, or is the word PRIYA

“ beloved
”

&c.

[Thus—when we mean to speak of a man as having “ a brin-

dled cow ”—the two words chitra gauh being converted into an

epithet], paw becomes short, by No. 1017, [and then, by the

present rule, the chitra, which is
“ followed by a feminine word

in the same case ”—viz. by gauh—
,
becomes “ like the mascu-

line”—i. e. becomes chitra— so that we have] chitraguh “
(a man)

who has a brindled cow.” In like manner [from rupavati bhdrya

“a handsome wife ”] rupavadbharyah “who has a handsome wife.”

Why do we say “when there is not uh?” Witness vdmorubharyah

“one who has a wife with handsome thighs”—[where the feminine

affix uh—No. 1380—by which the final of the word uru “a thigh”

was lengthened, remains].

'sqq
l % i « 1

l

O 9
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**c? ^ctir^ p?^in nwpi^ifj ®n|s?t-

| sjj^nqjT q^m ZIIST *HHUT rli: SR^TW^T
*hb: i sdu hhboi n^g sdunumi: i Rr*j i

5fj^7T^rn3: i %rnjT% i

No. 1041.

—

When a feminine word ends with an affix giving

the sense of AN ordinal, let the affix ap be after the Bahuvrihi

compound (No. 1034) which ends therewith or with the word

pramani “ a witness.” Thus Jc.alydnipanchamd rdtrayah “
nights,

the fifth of which is auspicious,” stripramdnah “ having a woman

for witness or authority”—(asuit&c). Why do we say (in No. 1040)

"not if this is the word priya, &c.” ? Witness Icalyanipriyah “ whose

beloved is an honourable woman,” :—and so on.

ifttr i

*511^ I 3(1^3$va I tqpfg: I ^^1-

S^RT^fc? I

X

No. 1042.—Let the affix shach come After the words sakthi
“ the thigh” and akshi “ the eye” final IN A Bahuvrihi compound

and denoting a part of the body. Thus dirghasakthah “ whose

thighs are long,” jalajdkshi (No. 1348) “ lotus-eyed.” Why do we
say “ denoting a part of the body” ? Witness dirghasaldhi sakatam
“ a cart with long shafts/’ sthuldlcshd venuyashtih “ a bambu-staff

with large eyes”—[meaning the marks at the joints left on remov-

ing the twigs that grew there]. In this last example, as will be

stated in No. 1064, the affix is ach.

feBtwii q i a, i «
i tW i

Tgfipa; i fare: i

No. 1043.—Let the affix snA be placed after the word mur-
DHAN “ the head” coming after dwi “ two” or tri “ three.’’

Thus dwimurdhah • (No. 979) “ who has two heads,” trimxirdhah
“ who has three heads.”

w o
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&

=*l %W 1^18 1 ^0 I

*13 wig i *raara: i stfiSin: i

No. 1044.—And let the affix ap be placed after the word

LOMAN “ hair” coming after the word ANTAR “ within” OR yahis
“ without.” Thus antarlomah “ that (as a fur garment) of which

the hair is inside,” vahirlomcth “ that of which the hair is outside.”

qr?*?i i y i « i i

WOTiigRraFiisRmRin isnrawR hsj-o \

oqigmf! i vmwvuzw. fem \ i i

X X VS C\

No. 1045.—There is elision OF (the last last letter) of the word

PADA “ a foot,” employed as an object of comparison, but NOT

AFTER the words has'L'IN “ an elephant,” &c. Thus vydghrapdt
“ whose feet are like those of a tiger.” Why do we say “ not after

hastin, &c.” ? Witness hastipadah “ whose feet are like those of an

elephant,” kusulapddah “ whose feet are like large grain jars.”

1^18 1 \ti° I

lam: ssnn i Tgam i i

No. 1046.—Let there be elision of it (i. e. of the final of pdda
“ a foot”—No. 1045) preceded by A numeral and by su. Thus

clwipdt “ whose feet are two”— (i. e, a biped), supdt “ whose feet

are good.”

i a, i » i »8<= i

iiq: i
i ^ i

No. 1047.—Let there be elision (of the final) ofkakuda “the

palate” AFTER UT AND YI. Thus utlidkud “ who has a high

palate,” vikdlcud “ who has a wrongly formed palate.”

<3<Slf^HiqT I U, I 8 I I

mgsinsRci i sahfiifa;: i

Cv X ^

No. 1048. Aeter the word PURNA (the elision of the final

of kdkuda—No. 1047 takes place) OPTIONALLY. Thus purnakdlcud

or purnakdkudah
“ whose palate is complete.”
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i y i « I 1

No. 1049.—The forms suhrid and durhrid, with the

SENSE OF friend AND FOE [are the only forms admissible, wheth-

er you suppose them to be compounds of hrid or of hridaya “ the

heart”]. Thus suhrid “ whose heart is well-affected,” durhrid

“ whose heart is ill-affected.”

'TCiraftwi: cfiq i yj 8 i w i

No. 1050.—After the word URAS “ the breast,” &c. [when

final in a compound], let there be the affix KAP.

^ i
c

i ^ |
«C

|

g m i ^fri s: i zn-

i i

No. 1051.

—

And in the words kaska “who? who? &e.” sh

is the substitute of visarga coming after an in—but of another

(i. e. of visarga coming not after an in) there is s. Thus vyudho-

raskah “ whose chest is broad,” priyasarjpishhah “ to whom clari-

fied butter is pleasant.”

firer i ^ i ^ i i

i%gi=rt sifaili git fain i aw&in: i

No. 1052.—What ends with A NIShtha (No. 866) shall stand

first in a Bahuvrihi compound. Thus yulctayoga “ who is devoted

to devotion.”

SwiftHrar i y i 8 i ^8 i

lit: sr^t i i vicwor: i

ifa w'pff?: n

No. 1053.—The affix kap is optionally placed after the
remainder— i. e. after any Bahuvrihi compound in respect of

9©
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which no other affix is enjoined as the final of the compound
Thus mahdyasaskali or mahdyasds “ whose renown is great.”

So much for the Bahuvrihi Compounds.

1 1

OF THE DWANDWA OR AGGREGATIVE
COMPOUND.

I ^ I ^ I ^ I

1 wgm<5 iii ^t-

^ 1 r^^aTri 1

C\

No. 1054.—When a set of several words ending with case-

affixes stands in A relation expressible by “ and,” the set is

optionally made into a compound :—this is called Dwandwa “ doub-

ling” or “ coupling.” The meanings that may be indicated by

“ and” are “ community of reference,” “ collateral ness of reference,”

“mutual conjunction,” and “ lumping.” For exsumple^swaran

gurun cha bhajaswa “ reverence God and thy teacher”— here the

dependence, on one (and the same verb), of the mutually unrelated

set of more than one, is what we call “ community of reference.”

In the example bhilcshamata gdn chdnaya “ go for alms and bring

the cow,” the relation founded on the one or the other’s being con-

cerned in a collateral action—is what we call “ collateralness of

reference.” In these two cases composition does not take place,

because the words are not directly related to one another—(No.

962). In the exampledhuvakhadirau chhindhi “cleave (alike) the

Mimosa and the Grislea”—the relation of the two mixed up (in one

action of which they are spoken of as the joint object) is what we

call “mutual conjunction.” “Lumping” is aggregation (into a

neuter singular word)—as in the example sanjndparibhduham “an

appellative and a maxim of interpretation.”

Q.
-»
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TT5I^5rttf3<Sj tl’fl I
» I ? I 3!l

oj jjan&mis nt wifi i Tisii toisri: i

No. 1055.—In the words rajadanta and the like, let that

be put LAST which is (according to No. 969) proper to be placed

first. Thus rajadantah “ a chief of teeth” (i. e. an eye-tooth).

wtOThsu: i i i i

No. 1056.

—

u In regard to the words DHARMA AND THE LIKE,

there is NO fixed rule.” Thus arthadharmau or dharmdrthau

"wealth and virtue” or “virue and wealth,” &c.

ft i ^ i i ^ i

TT51 ^7Irl I I

C\ N.

No. 1057.—Tn a Dwandwa compound, let a word called GHI

(No. 190) stand first. Thus hariharau “Heri and Hara."

i ^ i ^ i ^ i

i’lf.wii i

No. 1058.—[And likewise—see No. 1057—] WHAT BEGINS

with a vowel and ends with short a. Thus teakrishnau “ the
Lord and Krishna.”

I ^ I ^ I ^8 I

|

No. 1059.—[And likewise—see No. 1057—] THAT WHICH HAS

fewer vowels. Thus sivakesavau “ Siva and Kesava.*’

fqmnmi i ^ i ^ i s>° i

BH! BtlWl RfU ST fiTOSl I iqfirr I BlatfarKt I

No. 1060.—The word PITRi “ father,” when spoken of ALONG
with matrt “ mother,” is optionally left alone. Thus pitarau
or matapitamu “ one’s parents.”
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I I SRmqiT^SR^ I ifa-

SRI^HTf^ I

No. 1061.

—

And A Dwandwa compound OF words signifying

members of living beings, AND players (or singers or dancers),

AND component PARTS OF AN ARMY, shall be singular. Thus pani -

pddamn “ the hand and foot/' mardangikapanavikam “players

on the mridanga and panava (kinds of drums),” rathikaswa-

roham “ the chariots and the cavalry.”

fWTVK
1 1 1 s i \°i i

i
t-ohi^u i graiFsrog i i QQmrc

fan i hii^kSt i

tft : n

No. 1062.

—

And after a Dwandwa compound, ending in

A PALATAL, or D, or SH, OR H, let there be the affix tach, when the

compound is a neuter aggregate. Thus vdktwacham “ the

organs of speech and of touch,” twaksrajam “ the skin and a

chaplet,” samidrishadam “Acacia-suma and a stone,” vdktwisham

“ eloquence and splendour,” chhatropdnaham “ umbrella and

shoes.” Why do we say “ when the compound is a neuter aggre-

gate ?” Witness prdvrHsaradau “the rains and the cold weather."

So much for the Dwandwa Compounds.

I TOQUrIT: I

OF THE AFFIXES WHICH COME AT THE
END OF COMPOUNDS.

I a, I 8 I '08 I
V*N Os

^ni<q?TO shtto i ^ ur vm-
m ^

^ i wi: i i m: i i

g i i i tousi: i totoi i

o
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No. 1063.—The affix a is the end-portion of a compound

which ends with RICH “ a verse (of Scripture),” PUR “ a city,”

AP “ water,” DHUR "a burthen,” PATHIN “a road”—but not of

that which ends with dhur when relating to AKSHA “ an axle-tree.”

Thus ardharcha “ half a verse (of Scripture),” vishnupura “the

city of Vishnu,” vimalapan sarah “ a lake the water of which is

pure,” rdjadhurd (No. 1311) “the king’s load (of government),”—

-

but, when relating to aksha,—akshadhuh “ the shafts attached to

the axle-tree,” dridhadhuralcshah “aa axle the shafts attached to

which are strong.” Then, again, sakhipathah “ the road of a friend,’’

ramyapatho desah, “ a place the road of which is pleasant.”

v> V V

No. 1061.—Let the affix ach come [in a compound] after

the word AKSHI, when it is NOT a synonyme of THE ORGAN OF VI-

SION. Thus gavalcsha “ a bull’s eye (a small window, so called).”

i % I 8 i
cy, i

oreli to: i

No. 1065.—[Let the affix ach come, in a compound] AFTER

ADHWAN “a road,” coming AFTER AN UPASARGA (No. 18). Thus

prddhwo rathah “a carriage that has got upon the road.”

* 1^18 1^1
usHmici trewi: gurereu ^ sr: i srci*n i ‘simisn i

Cv N s) V)

No. 1066.—[The taddhita affixes-^see No. 1027, &c.—] which

come at the end of compounds, shall not come after words coming

after what is intended for praise. Thus (in spite of No. 1027)

surdjan “ a good king,” atirajan “a pre-eminent king.”

So much for the affixes which come at the end of Compounds.
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i rifgm: i

OF WORDS ENDING WITH TADDHITA AFFIXES.

^I*IT \ s
\ \ \^ \

i niD5^i i

No. 1067.—(The taddhita affixes) on the alternative (of

their being employed at all), come after the word that is signi-

fied by) THE FIRST OF the WORDS IN CONSTRUCTION (in an apho-

rism). This applies to all the aphorisms as far as No. 1281*.

[N. B.—Primitive nouns having been formed from verbs by

adding the krit affixes—No. 816—, other nouns may again be

derived from the primitive nouns, to imply every possible relation

to the things, actions, or notions, which the primitives express. The

affixes forming these derivative nouns are called tad-dhitci because

the nouns denote something ‘relating or belonging to that' which

is primitive.]

I 8 I ^ l I

No. 1068 .—And let the affix an, in the senses of the various

affixes occurring antecedently (in the order of the Ashtddhyayi)

to No. 1203 come AFTER these

—

viz., aSwapati “a lord of horses,”

&C.

nfiphrerait: i « i ^ i i

raft wiPj ts gig: i sras-

I 1 Jiuoqfig I

No. 1069.

—

When a taddhita affix follows, with an indica-

tory n or n, let there be vriddhi in the room of the first vowel

among the vowels. Thus, to denote the offspring, &c. of (one of

the kings styled) Ahuapati, we may have dswapata (No. 1068).

So again, gdnapata “ the offspring, &c., of Ganapati (i. e. of

Qanesci).

'cr • "" " -Q
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I 8 I \ I |

np^isurTig^i^ l |rg; | 3!

wa5oa: i in^ujrq: i

No. 1070.—Let the affix NYA, in the senses of the various

affixes occurring antecedently to No. 1203, come AFTiCR the proper

names DITI, aditi, and aditya “the sun," and that which has

the word pati as its final member. Thus daitya “ a descend-

ant of Diti,” aditya “a descendant of Aditi,” or “(a descendant)

of the sun ,” prdjdpatya "a descendant of Prajapati.

i i iN*? i

No. 1071.

—

“After DEVA “a god,” let there be the affixes

yan and AN.” Thus daivya or daivot, “ divine.”

^ l SIT!*: I ^ i

No. 1072.—“Let there be elision OF the ti (No. 52) of va-

HIS “out,” AND let there be the affix yan.” Thus vdhya “ ex-

ternal.” And the affix ikale may be employed (which gives oc-

casion to the rule following).

fafrl ^ i « i ^ i i

915: wig 1 snsiss: 1

No. 1073.

—

And when it (the taddhita affix) has an indica-

tory k, let there be vriddhi in the room of the first vowel of the

vowels (in the word). Thus vdhika “ external.”

zm 1 JtrciioEufi; i i

No. 1074.—“ When an affix beginning with a vowel pre-

sents itself after the word go “a cow,” let the affix yat (be

substituted for it).” Thus “ what is descended (or procured, &c.)

from a cow” is expressed by gavya (No. 31).

<3<5[fsp3[J3T 1 8 i ? I cf l

^irs: 1 smrqifcfqiRKi^raT: noani: «

0
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No. 1075.—Let the affix AN come AFTER UTSA, &u. Thus
autsa “a descendant of Utsa.

So much for the affixes that convey the senses beginning with

“posterity” (No. 1077) and ending with “change” (No. 1195).

VJ V S'
i

No. 1076.— In the senses specified in the aphorisms reckoning

from this one AS FAR AS No. 1249, the two NAN and snan come

AFTER these two words STRl“a female” AND PUNS “ a male.”

Thus strciina “ female,” paunsna “ male.”

1 8 I ^ I |

m i

s>

No. 1077.—Let the affixes already mentioned, or to be men-

tioned, come optionally, in the sense of the offspring THEREOF,

after what word ending with the sixth case-affix, and having com-

pleted its junction [with whatever it may require to be compound-

ed with], is in grammatical relation thereto.

[N. B .—Were the affix applied to a word standing at the end

of a compound, before the word had completed its junction with

the other words in the compound, then such a rule as No. 1069

would not apply to the whole term, and the alteration directed

would fall upon the wrong letter.]

qfi: i tru: i i i i

No. 1078.—Let guna be in the room OF a bha (No. 185) end-

ing in u or u, when a taddhita affix follows. Thus aupagava (No.

1069) “a descendant of Upagu,” [and then, as examples of No-

qT —
. ..o
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1077] aswapata “a descendant of an A^wapati,” daitya “ a de-

scendant of Diti,” autsa “ a descendant of Utsa,” straina “ pro-

duced from a woman,” paunsna “ produced by a man.”

fqgygrT iNlT? ^JIcJ I

No. 1079.—Let what is spoken of as posterity, beginning

WITH GRANDSONS, be called GOTRA.

<!% 5)df I 8 I ^ I I

Bran: Jana i gq^tim^mraSnma: i

No. 1080.—When descendants, beginning with the

GRANDSON (No. 1079), are spoken of, let there be but ONE affix.

Thus aupctgava “ a descendant such as a grandson or still lower

descendant of Upagu”— [the word being the same as that—No.

1078—which denotes “ a son of Upagu”].

junfsaih i « i i

i unsj i znrw. \

No. 1081.—Let YAN be the affix AFTER GARGA AND THE LIKE,

when the sense is that of a descendant not nearer than a grandson

(No. 1079). Thus gargya “a grandson, or still lower descendant

of Garga,” vatsya “ a descendant of Vatsa.”

| ^ | 8 I <f8 I

H3J3|=rHT3Ri ^ clcfi^ Slfcii

* ci feraw i urn: i sirsi: i

VI N.

No. 1082.

—

And there is elision of these two, YAN (No. 1081)

AND an (No. 1075), being parts of what, ending with yan or an
has the sense of a descendant not nearer than a gi’andsoD (No.

1079), when the word [of itself, and not as part of a compound i

epithet dependent on another word] takes the plural,—but not in

the feminine. Thus gargdh “ the male descendants of Garga,”

vatsah “the male descendants of Vatsa.”

9
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g^ w i 8 i ^ i ^ i

3^7 t^tSt ^crsiiaT <=131^^3
^ \j

SSTcT I

X.

1083—But when one in A line of descent, beginning with

a father (and reckoning upwards), IS ALIVE, let the descendant of

a grandson or still lower descendant, beginning (therefore) with the

fourth (in the order of desceut) be called YUVAN [—and not gotra

No. 1079].

I 8 I \ I |

0\ ^

SHTTfSaT^rn^ HcSSl WTrl fejni r{ ?? 773-
C\ '»>»'*«

s^t i

No. 1081.

—

When a descendant of the description denoted by

yuvan (No. 1083) is spoken of, let the affix be attached only AF-

TER what already ends with au affix marking a DESCENDANT AS

LOW AT LEAST AS A GRANDSON :
—hut, IN THE FEMININE, the word

is NOT termed yuvan, [nor treated accordingly],

t8i^i \°\ i

TTH ST Sl^I rT^TrT ^ I

No. 1085.— And let phak come after what ends with yan
AND IN, signifying a descendant (No. 1075) at least as low as a

j

grandson, [when a further descendant of the description mention-

ed in No. 1083, is to be denoted].

HararetouF? \ v i

* 1 * i

UrSUT^: HiSJ ^ITZR 3*773 13 3r*27 |l7 S*77 fir

^ *57 : i 7m*a 7ti7S!27td: i 3raia*o: i

No. 1086.—Let there be ayan in the room of pha, ey in the

room OF DHA, IN in the room OF KHA, iy in the room of CHHA,

AND iy in the room OF GHA, being INITIALS OF AFFIXES. Thus
|

gdrgydyana (No. 1085) “a distant descendant of Garga,” dak-
j
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shdyana " a distant descendant of Daksha”—[Garga and Daksha
being alive, or some one intermediate between them aud the de-

scendants so named being alive],

W | 8 | ^ | <£^ |

i gira: i

No. 1087.—Let in, in the sense of a descendant, come after

what ends in short A. Thus ddlcshi (No. 260) “a descendant of

Daksha.”

sirfif^wra i « i » i tff i

No. 1088.— And after bahu, &c. [let 'in, No. 1087, come].

Thus bahavi (No. 1078) “ a descendant of Bahu,” auduloini “a
descendant of Uduloman.”

This is a class of words recognizable only by the form— (see

No. 53).

ft^T^TSST I 8 I \ \ ^8 |

Z? g TTI^ I *!H lac 1

III 1 wt: 1 jr^THfzi i ih^i i xNt: i ^
39: 1

No. 1089.— Let there be the affix an after vida, &c., in the
SENSE OF IMMEDIATE DESCENDANT (or SOn) AFTER those which are

NOT names of sanctified SAGES, but otherwise in the sense of a

descendant not nearer than a grandson (No. 1079). Thus vaida
“ the descendant (uot nearer than a grandson) of (the sanctified

sage) Vida,” which in the dual becomes vaidau, and in the plural

vidah (No. 1082) ;
then again pciutra “ a son’s son (i. e. a grand-

son/’—-dual pautrctu, plural pautrdh— (No. 1082 not applying to

this, because the derivation is not of the kind called gotra—No.

1079). In the same way dunhitra (No. 1069) “ a daughter's son,”

and the like.

fwf^wnsm 1 a 1 * 1 ^ 1

© .O
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i ita: i i

No. 1090.—Let the affix AN come AFTER glVA, &c., in the

sense of offspring. Thus saiva “ a descendant of Siva,” gdnga “ a

descendant of Ganga.”

18 1^1 \\S I

I cnfag: i Sfanftn: i *rotuai: i wr^r: i

Sfanwi: i i i i i

No. 1091.

—

And (the affix aw may come) after names of

sanctified sages, and of persons belonging to the ANDHAKA,

vrishni, and kuru race. It comes after the names of sages in

the examples vdsisktha “ a descendant of (the sage) Vasishtha,”

and vaisivamitra “ a descendant of Viswamitra,” after the An-
dhaJcas in swdphallta “ a descendant of Swaphalka, after the

Vrishnis in vasudeva “ the son of Vasudeva,” and after the Ku-
rus in ndJcula “ a descendant of Nakula,” and sahadtva “a de-

scendant of Sahadeva.”

c\t: i wotto i i i

si 'o s> sa

No. 1092.—Let u be the substitute of the word MATRI “ a

mother” preceded by A numeral, or by SAM, ORBHADRA
;
and let

there be the affix an. Thus dwaimdtura (No. 37) “ having a mother

and a step-mother”—(meaning Ganesa), shanmdtura “ having six

mothers”—(meaning Kartikeya who was brought up by the six

Krittikas), sddmdtura “ whose mother is good,” bhadramatura

“having an illustrious mother.”

55fi I 8 i ^ I i

1 I

No. 1093.

—

After words ending with feminine affixes (No.

1341), let there be the affix dhak (No. 1086). Thus vainateya,

I

“ the son of Vinata”—(meaning Garuda).

P„ " g
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j

^rar: ssfI* ^ i a i \ i \\i i

i asm: sr*&^ i

\

No. 1094.

—

And let kanina be the substitute of kanyA.

By the “and” the affixingofcm is indicated. Thus kanina “ the

son of an unmarried woman”—e. g. Vyasa or Karna.

nsraapT^ \ s \ \ \ \^ \

No. 1095.

—

After rajan and swaSura, let there be the

affix YAT.

*iin siifutsf i

No. 1096.—“ After rajan, only when it means the regal

caste,” (does the affix directed by No. 1095 come).

I i ^ I 8 I i

niti nfpai *ara g wia^aiii: i nsi*o: i

5|IcU^fa I5R^ 1

No. 1097.

—

And when a taddhita affix, beginning with y, fol-

lows, let AN (if the word ends in an) remain in its shape unalter-

ed, but NOT WHEN THE SENSE IS THAT OF ACTION OR STATE.

Thus rdjanya (Nos. 1095 and 1096) “a Kshatriya or man of the

regal caste” (whereas “the royal state of a king,” by No. 979,

would be rdjya). Why do we say, in No. 1096, “only when it

means the regal caste ?” [For the reply see the example under

the next rule].

w*i i i i « i i

nfraiwi qr i i 535a: 1

No. 1098.—Let an (at the end of a word) remain in its origi-

nal form (in spite of No. 979), when the affix an follows. Thus

rdjana “ the son of a king” (who need not have had a Kshatriya

j

mother, in which case he will not be of the Kshatriya race—see

No. 1097). Then, again, by, No. 1095, we have swasurya “the

son of a father-in-law.”

e ^ 4
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I « I % I |

gnu: I I I

No. 1099.—After kshatra, let there be the affix gha. Thus

kshatriya (Nos. 1086 and 260) "one of the caste of the Ksha-

tras.” This is the form of the derivative only when the caste is

spoken of— for otherwise the derivative is Icshdtri (No. 1087) “a

descendant of a Kshatra” (not necessarily by a Kshatra mother).

^oSITf^Wt^ I 8 I ^ I \8i 1

No. 1100.—After revati, &c., let there be thak.

3OT»: i ^ i ^ i I

ms? astaiito: i i

No. 1 1 01 .—Let IKA be the substitute OF THA coming (without

the intervention of any letter) after an inflective base (No. 152).

Thus raivatika “a descendant of Revati.”

SHq^SI^m I 8 i \ I |

i ni^gia: I

No. 1102.—Let there be AN, to denote progeny, AFTER A WORD
which, while it expresses a COUNTRY, expresses also a Ksha-
triya. Thus pdrichdla “ the descendant of the Kshatriya who
gave his name to the country of Pauchala.”

clS? JT^qcQel^ I

l]W I

No. 1103.—“ (Let the same affix—see No. 1102—
) AS when

the sense is that of progeny, when the sense is that of the KINGS

THEREOF, come AFTER the name of A COUNTRY OF THE SAME NAME
as A Kshatriya.” Thus pdrichdla “the king of the Kshatriyas

(or of the country) of Pauchala.”

l 1?R3: 1

Vi V

No. 11 0L—“ Let AN come AFTER puru.” Thus paurava “ a

descendant of Puru.”

O
'

- ' - B
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i qwsr: i

No. 1105.—“ Let DYAN come AFTER PANpu.” Thus pdndya
“ a descendant of Pandu.”

vwfMtr ’bt: i 8 1 1
1 w i

$rcsq: i i

No 1106.—Let there be nya after kuru and names begin-

ning WITH N (signifying both a country and its Kshatriya inhabi-

tants). Thus kauravytt (No. 1078) “a descendant of Kuru,” nai-

shadhya “ a descendant of Nishadha.”

?i i « i \ i I'oa i

wsHgtrensisurai: w: i

NS

No. 1107.—Let these, viz. the affixes ah, &c., be called TAD-
!

raja (No. 1027—i. e. “ the king thereof ”).

^ clc^l 51|r^ ^ g I

I ?c311T3 I

No. 1108.—There shall he elision of a tadrija (No. 1107)

affix, WHEN the meanings are MANY (i. e. when the word is plural)

i

WHEN BY THE WORD ITSELF [and not by the word standing as part

of a compound epithet dependent on another word] the plural is

taken—but NOT IN the FEMININE. Thus (as the plural of pahchdla

—No. 1103 we have) pahchaldh “the kings of Pauchala, or their

descendants.” And so of others.

WUcT I I IX ^ N> \

No. 1109.

—

After the word kamboja, there is elision of the

tadraja affix (No. 1107). Thus Kamboja “ the king of Kamboja,"

ltambojau “two kings of Kamboja.”

%Tn sirtfsajj i i to»: i Iusi: i jw: i
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No. 1110.—“ It should be said (in No. 1109) * after kam-

BOJA and the LIKE.’ ” Thus chola “ the king of Chola,” solca

“ the king of Scythia,” fcerala “ the king of Kerala,” y ivana “ the

king of Greece.”

So much for the subject of Patronymics (or for the division of

the Grammar where the words— “ in the sense of progeny”—exert

an influence—having to be supplied in each rule).

wn sn i ssmom aaai srean i

N N '

No. 1111.—Let an come after a word denoting A COLOUR, to

signify what is COLOURED thereby. Thus kashdya “ coloured of

a dull red”—as cloth.

siwo aura: i 8 i ^ i ^ i

*HJ WIFI I

\ x

No. 1112.—Let an come (after the name of an asterism) to

signify a time connected with the asterism.

i ifa-

w i

No. 1113.—“ It should be mentioned that there is

elision of the y, when an (No.1112) comes after the asterism

OFTISHYA or (as it is also called) PUSHYA.” Thus pauaha “ belong-

ing as a day—to the asterism Pushya”— (i. e. to the month of

December, in which month the moon is full in that asterism).

181^181
VJ

v

tlim faffed ^5 SRI^TSn^mfqtl*-

3^3 1

jbj : 1

No.1114.—There shall he elision (lup, No. 209,) of the

affix enjoined by the preceding aphorism (No. 1112), if NO SPECI-

FICATION is to be understood of an included portion of the time
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consisting of twenty-four hours (or sixty dandas). Thus adya

pushyah “ to-day belongs to the asterism Pushya”—(meaning by
“ to-day’’ neither the day-time in particular, nor the night-time in

particular, but both alike).

qran 8 i ^ i $ i

I RTR I

No. 1115.—Let an come after what ends with the 3rd case-

affix in the sense of seen—the thing seen by the one whose name
is in the 3rd case, being the sama-veda.. Thus vasiskthan sdma
“the (portion of the) Sanaa seen by (or revealed to) Vasishtha."

qffllqraqrftr i « i » i £ i
s s '

RTR I

No. 1116.—Let dyat and DYA come after the name VAMA-

DEVA (under the circumstances set forth in No. 1115). Thus vdma-
devya (No. 260) “ the (portion of the) Sama seen by Vamadeva.”

qfr?m or. i 8 i ^ i \° \

Jqqfc? I qi^I W. I

No. 1117.—The affix an comes (after a word in the 3rd case,

in the sense of surrounded—the thing so surrounded being a

CHARIOT. Thus vastra “ surrounded with cloth
”—e. g. a chariot.

\ 8 I ^ I I

srcit 3^ci: sirciq i

No. Ill 8.—The affix an comes after words denoting vessels,

to signify placed thereon. Thus sdrava “ placed on a shallow

dish”—as boiled rice.

W?* W. 18 1^1^1

ijlgq R^clT tflgl I

No. 1119.—Let an come after what ends with the 7th case-

affix, to denote what is PREPARED therein—if that which is so pre-

B 8
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pared be granular food. Thus bhrashtra “prepared in frying-

pans”— (as barley, &c).

msm i « i ^ i \

No. 1120.—An affix comes after the name of any deity,

when something is to be spoken of as HIS. Thus aindra “ belong-

ing to the deity India”—as butter (in an oblation), pdsupata “
be-

longing to Siva,” varhaspatya “ belonging to Vrihaspati.”

JjaRT^.t 8 1^1^1
SJ N

No. 1121.

—

After the name guKRA, there is the affix ghan.

Thus mkriya (Nos. 1120 and 1086)
“ belonging to Sukra”—as an

oblation of butter).

%iwra^r<n i 8 i ^ i i

IlKJ^ I

No. 1122.

—

After the name soma, there is the affix tyan.

Thus saumya (No. 1069) “belonging to the Moon”—(as an obla-

tion of butter).

! 8 i s
I 3? i

cUaSEI^ I ^cloEfiq I

No. 1123.

—

After yayu, ritu, pitri, and ushas, there is the

affix yat. Thus vdyavya “ belonging to the god of the winds,”

ritavya “belonging to the seasoos”—(as an oblation of butter).

^ W. 1^18 1^1

u^Tfi ^ i faoaH i

No. 1124.—The substitute OF SHORT Rl shall be Rift, when an

affix, beginning with y and not being a,L-rit (No. 329) nor a sdrva-

dhdtuka (No. 418), follows, or if chici (No. 1332) follows. Thus,
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by No. 260, we have pitrya (No. 1123) “belonging to the pro-

genitors,” ushasya “ belonging to the dawn”—(as butter offered

in oblation).

i « i ^ i ^ i

jqig: fqrfi niriini: i fig: fam facnnf : i

No. 1125.—The word pitriyya “a father’s brother,” mAtula
“ a mother’s brother,” MATAMAHA “a mother’s father,” AND PITAMA-

HA “a father's father,” are anomalously formed.

C\ ^

No. 1126.—An affix is added to a word, when the sense is a

COLLECTION thereof. Thus Icdka “ a collection of crows."

fwgif^wiTsqj i « i & i i

wgn i niwuitai snii mfwmij i ?§ wsuis aigh

jqgra fir i

No. 1127.—The affix AN comes after bhiksha “alms,” &c.

Thus bhaifcsha (No. 1 126) “ what is collected in the shape of alms,”

gdrbhina “ a collection of pregnant females.” In this example the

word
(
garbhvnii “a pregnant woman”) having been reduced to the

form of the masculine by the supplementary rule, that “the mas-

culine form of a bha (No. 185) is substituted, when a taddhita affix

follows without an indicatory dh” (the application of No. 979 is

debarred by the rule following).

\ i i « i \is i

'srcqcniisfci nfcui i eta ^fgci %\r\ ^ \

xraciN Srarin i

>» C\ V

No. 1128.

—

When the affix an follows, not in the sense
of offspring, the termination IN shall remain in its original shape.

Hence (in the case of gdrbhina, No. 1127) there is not elision of
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the last vowel and what follows it by No. 979. Then, again, (as

another example of No. 1127) we have (from yuvatx “a young

woman”) yauvata (No. 260) “a collection of youug women.”

18 I ^ l 8^ I

i *n*ciT i srcit i si^frii i

V vs

No. 1129.—The affix tal comes after gbama, jana, and
BANDHU. What ends in tal is feminine. Hence qramatd (No. 1341

)

“a collection of villages,” janata “a collection of persons,” bandhu-
ta “ a collection of relatives.”

SftfSETO I TTSIrlT I I

No. 1 130 .
—“It should be stated that this (affixing of tal—

No. 1129) takes place also after gaja and sahaya.” Thus ga-

jatd “a collection of elephants,” sahdyatd “a collection of allies.”

m: sr^t i i

No.. 1131.—“The affix kha comes after ahan ‘a day’ in the
sense of A sacrifice.” Thus ahina (No. 1086) “ a particular

sacrifice—one lasting a certain number of days.”

i « i
a

i «o i

No. 1132.—After things without consciousness, and
HASTI “ an elephant,” AND dhenu “ a milch cow,” there is the affix

THAK.

YXRtmma sr i * i $ m i
VJ VJ \ '

HI** 3*33 SR: I SItRSR* I tlfcfl-\ \ x x sa V

SR* I ^*SR* 1

v. V» V.

No. 1133.—Let Kbe the substituted of th after what ends
with is, OR us, or an uk, or t. Thus saktuka (No. 1132) “a
quantity of flour,” hdstika “a collection of elephants,” dhainulca
“ a collection of milch cows.”

i » i ^ i i
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No. 11 3-k—(Let an affix come after a word denoting some

subject of study) IN THE SENSE OF WHO HAS STUDIED THAT, Or

WHO UNDERSTANDS THAT.

* ^ q>r g i o i $ i $ i

U^RRcl^ITTWli TRS* ^ 115: fig fJTWIT i/St

No. 1135.—There is not vriddhi (by No. 1069) in the room

of what stands after the letters Y AND v, being the finals of

padas, but there are, before the two, respectively, the two

augments ai and au. Thus vaiydlcarana “ one who has studied,

or who knows, the grammar”—where the y of vyakarana “gram-

mar” is at the end of a pada, inasmuch as the prefix vi is one of

the Indeclinables—(No. 399).

swif^qr g* i « i ^ i i\ i

aw!*: i <i?5b: i fags;: i wnw-i: i

No. 1136.—After krama, &c., let there be the affix vun (in

the sense of “who knows the thing ”). Thus kramaJca (No. 836)
“ one who knows the order,” padaka “ one who knows the verses

(of the Veda),” sikshaka “ one who knows one of the six Vedangas,”

mdmdnsaka “ one who knows the Mimansa philosophy."

33! rraifcr I 8 I ^ I I

No. 1137.—(An affix is placed after a word expressive of any-

thing) in the sense of

—

that thing is IN this—the place TAK-

ING A name therefrom. Thus audumbara “a country in which

there are glomerous fig-trees.”

ffa | 8 i » I |

fulfil =wt} Srarrfi i

No. 1138.—In the sense of what is COMPLETED BY HIM (an

affix is placed after the person’s name). Thus kausambi “ the city

completed by Kusamba.”

9
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?rei firara: i a i ? i i

faghi 5icr: i

No. 1139.—When the sense is his dwelling-place, (an affix

is placed after the person’s name). Thus &nva “ the country of the

Sivis.”

I 8 l ^ I
©o

I

C\ V
No. 1140.— And when the sense is what is not FAR off

therefrom (an affix is placed after the name of a place). Thus

vaidisa “ what is not far off from the city Vidisa.”

'*

I ^ I ^ I ^ I

grai m \

s> x

No. 1141.—When a country is to be expressed, there is

elision (lap) of a “quadruply significant” affix— [i. e. of an affix

which conveys the senses specified in Nos. 1137, 1138, 1139,

and 1140].

*afq mi 1?! i

gfq i q^rani faqi^i *3^3:

q^rai: i qj*q i «i: i i i

No. 1142.

—

When there is elision by lup (No. 1141), the

gender and number remain AS in the original term. Thus

panchaldh “the country which is the dwelling-place of the Paiicha-

las,” Jcuravah “the country of the Kurus,” angdh “ the country of

the Angas,” bangdh “ the country of the Bangas,” kalingah “ the

country of the Kalingas.”

I 8 I ^ I |

i craiHmgroq w q*qn: i

No. 1143.—And after the words varana, &c. (elision takes

place as directed in No. 1142), The origination of this rule is for

the sake of what is not a country [like the words referred to in No.
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1142], Thus tarandh “the city [—not the country—]
not far

from the country of the Varanas.”

I 8 I ^ I ao. I

No. 1144.—The affix DMATUP comes after the words KUMUDA
“ a lotus,” nada “ a reed,” AND vetasa “ a ratan.”

wi: i
c

i ^ i
\o

|

m i i i

No. 1'45.— Let there be v in the room of the m of the affix

matu (No. 1144) after what ends in A jhay. Thus Jeamudwat

(No. 267) abounding in lotuses,” nadwat “ abounding in reeds."

I
C

I ^ I <5 I

usiWimg mm urn-

T{m VI I i

No. 1146.—Let there be v in the room of the m of the affix

MATU (No. 1144) coming AFTER a word the final of which is M OR

A or a, OR THE PENULTIMATE letter OF WHICH IS M OR A or a—but

NOT after the word YAVA “ barley,” &c. Thus vetaswat (Nos.

1144 and 267) “ abounding in ratans.”

I 8 I ^ I
cc

|

srgst: i

No. 1147.

—

After the words nada “a reed” and Sada

“ young grass,” there is the affix dwalach. Thus nacfwala (No.

267) “ abounding with reeds.”

fW3T 18 1^1 I

i

Tft 'wwfaflii: D
SI

No. 1148.

—

After the word giKHA “ a crest,” there is the

affix VALACH. Thus sikhdvala “crested (as a peacock).”

So much or the affixes “ quadruply significant ” (see No. 1141.)
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^ y» -O

jju^ ^qci i suoroi: w: i i*iqm?: 3^: 1 ^t3
m§T si$3t: i sra«2$ 1

^3^1 *W. I cl^J fasRI* fr^cK HTf ttolfaSRl*: I

No. 1149.— Let a meaning, other than those of which “pro-

geny ” (No. 1077) was the first mentioned and the quadruple

signification” (No. 1141) thelast.be called “ the remainder,”—and

IN that remainder of senses, too, let there be the affixes an, &C.

Thus chalcshusha “ visible ”— viz. colour, which is apprehended by

vision, srdvana “ audible ”— viz. sound, aupanishada “ treated

of in scripture”— viz. soul, ddrshada “ground on a stone”—viz

the flour of fried corn, chaturci “ ridden in by four persons ”— viz.

a kind of cart, chdturdasa “ who is seen on the fourteenth day of

the month ”—viz. a goblin.

The regulating influence of the expression “ in the remainder ’’

extends from this aphorism forward as far as that marked No. 1195.

1 8

1

^ i i

*i| 5iTriT3T *it|h: i i

No. 1150.—After the words rashtra “a country” and

AVARAPARA “ both banks,” there are respectively, the affixes GHA

and KHA. Thus rdshtriya (No. 1086) “ born, &c., in a country,”

avdraparina “ who or what goes or extends to both banks.”

iwicnifa i i

mfar: i urerareta: i

No. 1151.—“ It should be stated (in addition to what is

stated in No. 1150) what the affix may come after the word ava-

rapara (not only in the form in which it is there exhibited, but)

ALSO WHEN IT IS TAKEN SEPARATELY in pieces, AND when it is IN-

VERTED.” Thus avarina “ belonging to this bank of the river,”

paHna “ belonging to the other bank,” pardvarina “ belonging

to the other bank as well as to this.”

0 O
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There shall now be mentioned derivatives which end with

those affixes the first whereof is gha (No. 1 150) and the last where-

of are tyu and tyul (No. 1171), with specification of the original

terms (to which the application of those affixes is appropriate)
;
and

their varieties of meaning—such as “being produced therefrom,”

and the like—shall be mentioned
;
and also the declensional cases

in connection with which the affixes are appropriately applicable.

HWT5IW I 8 I ^ I I

i suram: i

No. 1152.

—

Aeter the word grama "a village,” let there be

the affix Y OR khan. Thus gramya or grdmina (No. 1086)
“ rustic.”

sRJlf^WJT 1 8 I ^ I <N> I

i i i

No. 1 153.—After the words nad! “a river,” &C., let there be

the affix dhak.” Thus nndeya (No. 1086) “ aquatic,” mdheya
“ earthen,” vdrdnaseya “ belonging to Benares.”

| 8 | ^ |
<c

|

giramirn: i <n»w?u: i §ki<u: i

No. 1154.—After the words dakshina, paSchat, and puras,

let there be the affix tyak. Thus dakshinatya “produced in the

south,” pdschdtya “ produced in the west,” paurastya “produced

in the east.”

i « i ^ i i

fgajjj i amij i smiTzrtj i i nHi'ajij i

No. 1155.—After dyu “the sky,” prach, apach, udach,

AND PRATICH, let there be the affix yat. Thus divya “
celestial,”

prachya “ eastern,” apachya “ southern,” udichya (No. 366) “ nor-

thern,” pratichya “ western,”

VWW ^ 18 1^1 \°S I

Q Q
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qg i ^nirg: i %%fq: i fifu: i

clcKoEJ: I rl^oEi: i

No. 1156.—Let there be the affix tyap after an indeclina-

ble—that is to say, however, only after amd “ together,” iha

“here,” hwa “where?” and (those that end in) tasi (No. 1286)

and tra (No. 1291). Thus amatya “ a minister,” ihatya “ produced

here,” Jcwatya “ produced where ?
” tatastya “ produced thence/’

tatratya “ produced there.”

i Hcu: i

•o

No. 1157.—“ Let tyap come after the indeclinable Ni IN the
SENSE of CONSTANTLY.” Thus nitya “eternal.”’

I ? l ^ I 05 I

No. 1158.—Let that whole word among the vowels of
which the first is a vriddhi be called vriddha.

<^T<0f5T ^ I \ I ^ 1 08 l

I

No. 1159.—And let tyad, &c., (No. 170) be called vriddha

(No. 1158).

18 1^1 \

i cisra: i

No. 1160.

—

After a word called vriddha (Nos. 1158 and

1159), let there be the affix chha. Thus sdliya (Nos. 1086 and 260)
“ belonging to a hall,” tadiya “ belonging to that.”

m i i i i

No. 1161.—“The appellation vriddha (No. 1158) is OPTION-

ALLY that OF A proper name (whether it have a vriddhi in its first

syllable or not).” Thus devadattiya (No. 1160) or daivadatta

“belonging to Devadatta.”

a
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jreif^«ra i a i » n ?c i

jtCtb: i

No. 1162.

—

And after the words gaha, &c., (there is the affix

chha—No. 1160). Thus gahiya “belonging to a cave.”

i qiiim i i ^q-
\ N) Si Si

aTm: i

No. 1163.

—

And after yushmad and asmad (No. 170),

OPTIONALLY let there be the affix KHAN. By the “and” it is

meant that the affix may be chha (No. 1 1 60) ;
and on the alterna-

tive, which is optional, the affix will be an. Thus (when the affix

chha is used) yushmadiya “what belongs to you two, or to all of

you," asnadiya “ what belongs to us.”

^ i SwuRta: i

*hgrisrN: i vm\*: i i

No. 1164.

—

When this affix, viz. khan (No. 1163), is added,

AND when AN is added, then YUSHMAKA AND ASMARA are the sub-

stitutes of yushmad and asmad. Thus yaushmakina “belonging

to you,” asmahina “ belonging to us,” (and so, too, with the

affix an) yaushmalca and asmdka.

Sci: I

fnq^: i ruqsfi: i vnwfci: i nwi: i- ^ r\ i

No. 1165.—In the room of yushmad and asmad
,
express-

ing ONE individual, there are TAVAKA AND MAMAKA, when the

affix khan or an follows. Thus tavakina or tavaka “belonging to

thee,” mamaldna or mdmaka “ belonging to me.” But when
the affix is chha (then the rule following applies).

TJ?E$TTTCq^P§[ I 'O I ^ l I

Q Q
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Hrug 3rN;q^ q

n*c?: i r^sm: i nafa: i cqrqq; i sn^q: i

SJ N>

No. 1166.—And when an affix follows, or a word in com-

position, the twa and ma are put in the room of those two (viz.

yushmad and asmad
)
as far as the to (i. e. in the room of yushm

and asm), when they signify a single individual. Thus twadiya
“ belonging to thee,” madiya “ belonging to me,” twatputra

“thy son,” matputra “my son.”

mxi i « i ^ i
c

i

i

No. 1167.

—

After the word MADHYA “the middle,” there is

the affix ma. Thus madhyama “ middlemost.”

sfiraTfS[ isi^i^i
i mfasjj i erarBftssn i

No. 1168.

—

After a -word expressive of time, there is the

affix than. Thus JcdliJca (No. 1101) “temporal,” masilca “month-

ly,” sdnvatsarilca “annual.”

’qoqqHT Ami i sirimimi: i
i

No. 1169.—“There is elision of the last vowel and what
follows IT OF INDECI^INABLES, IF ONLY they be entitled to the

name of bha (No. 185).” Thus (from prdtar) sdyanprdtika “be-

longing to evening and morning,” (and, from pimar,) paunahpuni-

lca
“ happening again and again.”

RT3q to: 18 1^1^1
Aliena: i

No. 1170.

—

After the word prAvrish “the rainy season,”

there is the affix ENYA. Thus pravrishenya “ what belongs to the

season of the rains.”

i 8
1 ^ i ^ i

0
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s» \s v»

Niseis: ^ i wicRu i frown i mi n*t
s3 >. \ \ m

fq Hqiry^ i mi^Rn i ni^Rn i '

No. 1171.

—

After the four, suyam, &c.—i. e. after sayam

“at eve,” Chiram “for a long time,” prahne “in the forenoon,”

PRAGE “at dawn,” AND after INDECLINABLES expressing time,

there are the affixes TYU AND TYUL, AND their augment TUT.

Thus, sayaritana (No. 836) “what is of the evening,” chiraMana

“lasting” or “delayed long.” In the case of prahne and prage

the termination in e (in spite of No. 768) is anomalous
;
and we

have prahnetana “what is of the forenoon,” and pragetana “what

is of the early morn.” (As an example of the rule applied to an

indeclinable expressing time, take) doshatuna “ belonging t.o the

night.”

sim: i 8 i q i ^ i

OTnren^i«nfi %rnSsui3&i i si? wn: i

S> S)

i oti: i ^tc^r: i i tiigs: i.skir-

mT ^iiri: i ^rarcwCtoi: i i

No. 1 172.—Let there be the affixes an, &c., and gha, &c., in

the sense of PRODUCED THEREIN, after what in the 7th case is in

grammatical relation (as the locality). Thus sraughna “ born in

Srughna,” autsa “born in Utsa,” rasktriya “born in a country,”

avaraparina (No. 1150) “born on this or the opposite bank:"

—

and so of others.

urns’? i si^i^i
spurns: i mifa*: i

No. 1173.

—

After pravrish “the rainy season” let there

be the affix thap (when the sense is that of “ produced in ”). This

debars enya (No. 1170).—Thus prdvrishilca (No. 1101) “produced

in the rainy season.”

nraro I 8 i $ I i

e
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fHrElcl l SSI HUHO Solfrl I STS?: I

vs ^

No. 1174.—[The affixes an, &c. may come] when the sense is

being much—but only after that denoting “ where.” Thus srau-

ghnci “what is much— i. e. what is abuudant—in Srughna.”

I 8 I ^ I 81, i

atraft i 5ia: i

si

No. 1175.—[The affixes an, &c. may come] when the sense is

adapted. Thus sraughna “ what is suited to the country of

Srughna.”

I 8 I ^ I 8^ I

i

X

No. 1176.

—

After the wordKO&A “cocoon of the silkworm”

let there be the affix dhan. Thus kauseya “
silken ”—clothes.

W I 8 I ^ I ¥$ I

Sis?: i w^r: i *ifjp: i

No. 1 177.—(The affixes an, &c. may come] when the sense is

who stays thebe. Thus sraughnc

i

“who stays in Srughna,'’

autsa “ who stays in Utsa,” rashtriya “who stays in a kingdom."

f^nif^r i 8 i ? i is i

i gian i

“belonging to a class.”

wfrwwrs i 8 i ^ i <j>j \

No. 1178.—After the word Dig, &c., let there be the affix

yat. Thus disya “ lying in a particular tract or quarter,” vargya

No. 1179 .—And after what denotes a part oe the body
(let there be the affix yat). Thus dantya “

dental,” kan\hya
“ guttural.”

©-
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It is wished (by Patahjali) that after the words adhyatman

" a minister of soul, " &c., there should be the affix than. Thus

ddhyatmika “ relating to one of the ministers of soul ” [as spoken

of in the Sanhya philosophy].

^ i 'a i ^ i I

Hbfa ^ i i *n-

No. 1180 .—And, after the words anuSatika “about a

hundred, ” &C., when an affix with an indicatory n or n or k comes,

let a vfiddhi be the substitute of the vowel in both members of

the compound. Thus—in those terms of the Sankhya— (from

adhideva “a presiding deity”) adhidaivika “ dependent on a pre-

siding deity,” (from adhilhuta the province of an organ” ddhi-

bhautilca “ having reference to the proviuce of an organ,” (from

ihaloka “the world here”) aihalaulcika “relating to this world.”

This is a class of words (see No. 53) the fact of a word's belong-

ing to which is known only from its form.

fsif 18 1^1^1
O

i i

No. 1181.—After the words jihwaMula And AftGULf, let

there be the affix CHHA. Thus jihwdmuliya (No. 1086) “residing:

in the root of the tongue,” anguliya " residing in the fingers.*

sraniaw I

No. 1182.—And after what ends with vaega (let there

be the affix chha). Thus kavargiya (No. 1086) “belonging to the

class of k”— (i. e'. a guttural letter—see No. 17).

?J?f \ 8 I ^ t W I

«rST3T»i?n i iiia: i

No. 1183.—[Let there be the affix an, &c.] when the sense is

WHAT hAs come thence. Thus sraughnct “what has come from
Srughna.”

©
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^nim: th^R^ifaqr: i

No. 1184.

—

After words denoting sources of REVENUE, let

there be the affix thak. Thus saulkasdlika (No. 1101) “what
is derived from the custom-house.”

8 | 3 | ^ |
* s '

i tirrmisi: i

No. 1185.—After words relating to learning and family

ORIGIN, let there be the affix vun. Thus auprfdhydyaJca (No. 836)
“ derived from a spiritual teacher,” paitdmahaha “ derived from

a grandfather.”

i 8 i 3 i c?i

smsm snsran i qi i wion i

N \

I i^3rlfj I

No. 1186.

—

After words denoting causes and men (viewed

as causes), there may be OPTIONALLY the affix rupya. Thus sama-

rupya “ what proceeds from a like cause.” On the other alterna-

tive, there is after this word the affix chhct, from No. 1162. Thus

samiyci (No. 1086). So, again, devadattarupya or daivadatta
“ what originates with Devadatta.”

x x

No. 1187.—And (under the circumstances specified in No.

1186) there may be the affix mayat. Thus sanxamaya “consist-

ing of the same,” devadattcimaya “
in the form of Devadatta.”

nwft I 8 I 3 I |

ttHsw: nnaP) inqni i

No. 1188.-^The affixes an, &c., may come when the sense is

what takes its rise. Thus haimavati “ which takes its rise in

the snowy range”—meaning the river Ganges.

.0
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frcr^fa qfagfi^r: 18191^1
wa 5ra: i 5^1 si 1

M
No. 1 1 89.—[The affixes an, &c., may come] when the meaning

is WHAT GOES THERETO—PROVIDED THIS BE A ROAD OR a MESSEN-

GER. Thus sraughna “that goes to Srughna”

—

i. e. the road to

Srughna or a messenger to Srughna.

arfnfownfa fira 1 8 1 » 1 1
A V '

No. 1 1 90.—[The affixes an, &c., may come] when the meaning

is the gate that faces. Thus sraughna “ which looks towards
Srughna”*—as one of the gates of Kanyakubja does.

wi T&\ 8 l ^ I CO 1

^rcfcsRafafrsi 1

No. 1191.—When the meaning is A book made IN SUBSERVI-

ENCE [to auy subject, then the affixes an, &c., may come after what

denotes that subject]. Thus sdrirakiya “psychological”—.meaning

a book made with reference to the incorporate soul.

%TS^I I 8 I ^ I I

^rai faculftrei 5i?j: 1

>0

No. 1192.—[The affixes an, &c., may come] when the meaning
it that this is his dwelling-place. Thus sraughna "an inhabi-

tant of Srughna.”

an i 8 i $ i \°\ i

tnfflspn 5ra rnwHinH i

No. 1193.—[The affixes an, &c., may come] when the meaning
is what was enounced by him. Thus 'pdy.iniya “ (the system of
grammar) enounced by Panini.”

r\^\ \ 8 \ ^ I *

i

Tfn IfmfiT: D
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No. 1194.—[The affixes an, &c., may come] when the meaning

is that THIS is HIS. Thus aupagava “which belongs to Upagu.”

So much for those affixes that convey the meanings referred to

under No. 1 1 49.

rua ftsfirc: i e i $ ny« i

No. 1195.—[The affix an, may come] when the meaning is A

MODIFICATION Or product THEREOF.

I fqSRR 'SireR: I

wispr: i rit^sr: i

No. 1196.—“ There is ELISION OF THE LAST VOWEL WITH WHAT
FOLLOWS IT OF the word A^MAN “a stone,’’ WHEN the meaning is

A product thereof”—(No. 1195). Thus asma “made of stone,”

[and then by No. 1195] bhdsmana “ made of ashes,” mdrttika
“ made of earth.” .

l RZKR3TgQ% 31 I RI^R I 5RT-

HW 31 I |

No. 1197.

—

And [the affix an, &c., may come] AFTER a word

denoting AN animal, and a deciduous PLANT, and a tree, when
the meaning is A PART. By the “and” it is meant that the sense

may be also a product—(No. 1195). Thus mdyura “ being part

of a peacock” or “made of a peacock” [—as a fan made of its

feathers], maurva “ of the S.mseviera zeylanica”—the stalk or

the ashes ,—paippala “ of the Pipal-tree.”

fif l^RROjq I

fsfiR 1 RT^: Rq: I 5il§IRRI^IE5TR l

No.'ll 98 .—In secular language let the affix ' mayat come

OPTIONALLY after any primitive IN THOSE TWO meanings-^ viz.

product (No. 1195) and part (No. 1 ’

97), WHEN neither food nor
clothing is spoken of. Thus asmamaya or (by No. 1098) asma-
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na “ made of stone.” Why do we say “when neither food nor
j

clothing is spoken of?” Witness maudga “ made of kidney-beans”

—as soup— [where the affix is an—not mayat]; and karpasa,
“ made of cotton”— as clothing.

ftaj efmtf^wt: i a i ? i i

SISIHUtl I

No. 1199.—[The affixing of mayat, which is optional in the

case of the words specified in No. 1198, takes place] INVARIABLY

AFTER WORDS THAT HAVE VRIDDHI IN THE FIRST SYLLABLE (No,.
:

1158), and after the words Sara “ a reed,” &c. Thus amramaya
“ consisting of mango-trees.”o o

(

Stag sfik isi^i i

No. 1200 .—And [there is the affix mayat] AFTER the word GO
“ a cow,” in the sense of its dung. Thus gomaya “ cow-dung.”'

5trqq%r^f5 1 8 I 3 1 l

1 qncnq 1

vfa 11

No. 1201.tt-After the words go “ a cow” and payas “ milk,” !

let there be the affix yat. Thus gavya (No. 31) “ being part of a

cow,” payasya “ made of milk.”

So much for the affixes that convey the meanings referred to

under No. 1068,

1 8 1 8 n i

figifTifJifi: nif 1

No 1202.— [In each aphorism] from this one FORWARD to No.

1218, the affix thak bears rule.

srafa fmTT

I%5r% cIT I

No. 1203.—[Let there be the affix thak, No. 1202] when the

sense is who plays, digs, conquers, or is conquered therewith

-9
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No. 1209.— [So, too—No. 1202—]
when we speak of him

WHO AIDS. Thus sdmrrjilcx “ who aids an assembly”—as a spec-

tator—[—as the French say—“qui assiste a”].

I 8 I 8 I i

. * _ _ * . ^
sisac sRnifi ^iiT53^: i ^ I

No. 1210.—[So, too—there is the affix thak as directed in No.

1202, after the words sabdcc “sound” and dardura “croaking,”]

when we speak of what makes a sound or a croaking. Thus

sdbdika “ what makes a sound,” d&rdurilca “ what makes a croak-

ing”

W I 8 1 8 I I

w&fi: i

No. 1211.— [So, too, there is the affix thak after the word

dhctrma “ duty”] when we speak of him WHO practises duty.

Thus dharmika “ dutiful.”

i i

No. 1212.

—

“It should be stated that the affix (No.

1211) comes also after the word adharma.” Thus ddharmika
“ undutiful.”

18 18 1^1

No. 1213.—[So, too—No. 1202—] when we speak of one

whose art is related thereto. Thus mdrdahgika “ a drummer”—
whose calliug is to sound the drum.

i 8 i 8 i yo |

No. 1214.—[So, too—No. 1202—] when we speak of one
whose weapon it is. Thus dsika “ a swordsman,” dhanushka “ a

bowman.” •

sitew I 8 I 8 i i

'anwrani siistreti i
C\ C\
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No. 121 5.—[So, too—No. 1202—] when we speak of one whose

HABIT is related thereto. Thus dpupika “ one whose habit is to

eat cakes.”

fast sisft 18 18 1®^!
Brass: i

Tf?i n

No. 1216.—[So, too—No. 1202

—

thalc comes after the word

ftikata “ neighbouring”] when we speak of one WHO DWELLS NEAR.

Thus naikatika “ living near”—for example, a beggar.

So much for the rules in which the affix {hale is understood.

18 18 1^1
fiw itrifflrqri: i

No. 1217.—[In each aphorism] from this one forward to

No, 1226, the affix yat bears rule.

1 8 1 8 1 ^ i

rw: i gw: i i

Ko, 1218.—[Let there be the affix yat—No. 1217—] when we

speak of WHAT REARS IT—the thing borne being A CAR, a YOKE, OR

a break. Thus rathya “a carriage-horse,'’ yugya “ bearing the

yoke,” prdmhgya “ being trained in a break,”

^il 3f%T 18 18 1®®!

*p: i ^itsr: i

No. 1219.

—

After dhur " a load,” let there be yat or dhak

Thus dhurya or dhaureya (No. 1086) “a beast of burden.”

t 8 i 8 i i

siieu ni5 5nai sisw i 333T 33^r: i wir mezi

tqjSCjri | fcl31D W3XI I 3U5UESI 1

U&v. I stani 9fn?i \ gwu i

Cv
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ATTAINABLE.” “ TO BE PUT TO DEATH,” “ TO
” “ EQUIVALENT TO,” “ MEASURED OUT,” AND “ EQUAL-

Tlius navya “ that can be crossed by a boat

—

No. 1220.—(Let yctt come) after the words nau “ a boat,”

VATAS “age,” DIIARMA “ meiit,” VISHA “poison,” MULA “a root”

MULA “something bought,” sIta “ a furrow,” AND TULA. “ a bal-

ance,” when the senses of the derivatives, respectively, are “TO be

CROSSED,” “LIKE,” “

BE BENT DOWN,

LY MEASURED.

water,” vayasya “one of like age,” dharmya (No. 260) “ attain-

able through merit,” vishyci
“
to be put to death by poison,”

mulyct “to be bent down from the root,” mulya “the price equiva-

lent to something bought,” sitya (No 260) “measured out by fur-

rows”—a field (ploughed), tulya meted by a balance so as to be

equal (to something else).”

aw wv: i « i « i <t«= i

sina sia: wcra: I 3W>ra: i i

N>

No. 1221.—(Let there be yat) when the sense is who is ex-

cellent in regard thereto. Thus sdmanya "conversant with

the Sama-Veda,” karmanya “fit for any act,” iaranyci “good for

refuge.”

W3T v i #l 8 l V'U
wn: i

tfa n

No. 1222.

—

After the word sabha “an assembly,” let there

be the affix YAT. Thus eabhyct (No. 620) “ an assessor.”

So much for the application of the affix yat (No. 1217).

i % i ^ i % i

sfilrlWoElri: HT5R I

No. 1223.—(In each aphorism) from this one FORWARD TO No.

1231, the affix CHHA bears rule.

3* I ^ I \ I ^ I

a
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3

J13?q I
N.

No. 1224.—After what ends in u or u, AND after the words

GO, &c., there be the affix YAT. This debars chha (No. 1223).

Thus sahkavya (No. 1078) “fit for a stake”—wood, gavya “suitable

for cows.”

^ i i i

No. 1225.—“ And nabha substituted for nabhi " the nave

of a wheel” (should be mentioned under No. 1224). Thus nabhya
“ suitable for the nave of a wheel”—as the axle, or the grease for

greasing it.

?hh fs?w 1 1 1 \ i y, i

ctri-il TfflT clc^IST I

No. 1226.—[Let there be chha] when we speak of what is

suitable FOR that. Thus vatsiya “ who is fit for (having the

charge of) calves”—as a cow-milker.

mkraw \*i \ \ \ i\
| I I

\ ^ ^

No. 1227.

—

After a word denoting A part OF THE BODY, let

there be the affix YAT. Thus dantya “ suitable for the teeth,”

kan\hya “suitable for the throat,” NASYA “ suitable for the nose.”

i % \ \ \ i i

No. 1228.

—

After the words atman, viswajana, and after

bhoga as the final term in a compound, let there be the affix

KHA.

^1^181 ^ i

IJ^T % Rfm ^ri: I If I 13333^11 I

su^inki: i

jfh ^t: yois^fa: n
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No. 1229.—These two words Atman “soul” and adhwan
“ a road.” when the affix kha follows, remaiu iu their primitive

form. Thus atmanina (Nos. 1228 and 1086) “suitable for one’s

self,” viswajaiuna “suitable for all men,” matrilhogina “ fit to

be possessed by the mother.”

Here the extent of the [application of the] affixes chha (No.

1223) and yat (No. 1217) is completed.

1 1 1 ^ i i

s> X

No. 1230.—[In each aphorism] from this one FORWARD TO

No. 1237, the affix THAN bears rule.

Fta sstan i % i \ i i

SJIcElT §RTrT SipfaSREI I mfejSRIJ I

No. 1231.—[Let there be the affix than—No. 1230—] when

we speak of what is bought therewith. Thus saptatilca (Nos.

260 and 1101) “bought with seventy,” prdsthika “bought for a

prastha “
[—i. e. for that measure of grain or the like],

TOWS \^ \ \\

i mrete: i

No. 1232.—When we speak of THE lord thereof, the affixes

an and an, respectively, come after the words sarvabhumi “ the

whole earth,” and prithivi “ the earth.” In accordance with No.

1180 [a vriddhi being the substitute of the vowel in both members

of the compound] we have sdrvabhauma (No. 1232) “the lord of

the whole earth,” parthiva “ a lord of the earth.”

fasm* 1 1 1 i y.<t i

^ foment i

No. 1233.—The following words, the sense of which has no

relation to their etymology, are anomalous—viz. pa:6kti “ a line,”

a.
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:

VINSati “twenty,” trinSat “thirty,” chatwarinSat “forty,” PAN-

CHAgAT “fifty,” SHASHTI “sixty,” SAPTATI “seventy,” AgHT
“ eighty,” NAVATI “ ninety,” AND &ATA “ a hundred.”

mj, t % i i

No. 1234.—[These may Ire than—as in No. 1231] when we
speak of one who deserves that. Thus swcutachchhutrika “who
deserves a white umbrella.”

^sgrf^r i % I ^ i I

h: i 5^: i ^idi: i g«i: \

No. 1235.

—

After the word DANDA “a fine,” &c. let there be

the affix YA. Thus dandya “deserving to be fined,” arghya “de-
serving worship,” vadhya “ deserving to be killed.”

I ^ I ^ | $<£ |

xfa ii

No. 1236.—[There may be than—as in No. 1231—] when we
speak of that is accomplished by means thereof. Thus ahni-

Jea
“
to be accomplished in a day ”— (a certain portion of reading)..

Thus far is the extent of the affix than (No. 1230).

mg fast hj, 1 1
1 W i

aTiNH i mm %ci foq i m
wrT i cfs: \

C\ N- s» N> o.

No. 1237.—Let the affix vati be added, when we speak of

what is like thereto—provided [the likeness have reference to]

an ACTION. Thus brdhmanavad (No. 390) adhite “he studies like

a Brahman.” Why do we say “provided the likeness have refer-

ence to an action ?
” Because this does not apply when the like-

ness has reference to a quality :—thus putrena tulyah sthulah

“large like (i. e. as large as) the son.”
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<r^ i ^ i \ i i

mrcraiiire Rsinsrc? si? ai^u : \ Rra: i

sa s> v no

No. 1238.—[The affix vati may be employed— as in No.

1237 when we speak of something as being] LIKE what is THERE-

IN OR THEREOF. Thus mathurdvat “like that in Mathura”

—

speaking of the rampart of Srughna; chaitravat “like those of

Chaitra”— speaking of Maitra’s cows.

wrwi%T \*{ \ \\ \%<£\

mK\ i rwi^i ^Tif^R i
csnsci

SRTSIR l

No 1239.—Let the affixes TWA AND TAL come [after a word

denoting anything] when we speak of THE NATURE (or genus)

THEREOF. By “nature” we mean that which differences [from

knowledge in general] the knowledge produced by [what is denot-

ed by] the primitive Thus yotwa “the nature of a cow” [—this

being that which renders special the knowledge produced by the

consideration of a cow, or which renders the knowledge different

from the knowledge produced by the consideration of anything

else than a cow]. What ends in twa is neuter.

^ cefm
| \ | ^ I I

^
s v •* ^

S5I0IR 1 I ^3[rn I I W^R I WU I

\ x ^ s> \ SJ

No. 1240.

—

And [in each aphorism] from this one forward AS

FAR AS the aphorism V. 1. 136, the affixes TWA and tal bear rule.

This rule is inteuded to secure admission [for these two affixes] not-

withstanding bars [in the shape of subsequent aphorisms directing

the employment of other affixes]. The word “and” [in the aphor-

ism] is intended to secure their admission notwithstanding the

affixes nan and snan [see No. 1079]. Thus “the nature of a fe-

male” may be expressed by either straiva, No. 1076 or stritwa or

stritd, and “the nature of a male” by paunsna, or pundwa, or

‘piuistd.

Ok
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Tflf?l3S[T I I \ I ^ I

No. 1241.

—

After tlie words PRiTnu “ large,” &c., there is op-

tionally the affix imanich. Tlie expression “optionally” is em-

ployed with the iutention of securing admission for the affixes

an. &c.

i i \ s \ \i\\

fg^ZHSJ I

No. 1242.— Let RA be the substitute OF ri, preceded BY a

CONSONANT and NOT LONG BY POSITION (No. 483).

!: i i I 8 i X'i'i i

zSin ?gRacR i 55iitf 1

xjsuwi^: nfam 1 qi^hq 1 1 uraN*? i

No. 1243.—Let there be elision OF the LAST VOWEL WITH

what follows it, when the affixes ishthan (Nor 1306), iman
(No. 1241) and {yasun (No 1310) follow. The change to ra

(directed by No. 1242) belongs only to the words prithu “ large,”

mridu, “soft,” bhrisci “much,” Jcrisa “thin,” dridha “strong,” and

parivridha “a superior.” Thus prathiman (Nos. 1241 and 1243)

or parthava “greatness,” mradimcm or mdrdava “softness.”

n • 1 1 m 1

=3ii3w=^ ttijpro 1 sjSwi 1 3i5J«j 1 3%m 1

No. 1244.

—

And the affix shyan may come after words de-

noting COLOURS, AND after the words DRIDHA “ strong,” &c. By
the “and ” it is meant that the affix imauich (No. 1241) may be

employed. Thus sauhlya or salcliman “ whiteness,” ddrdhya or

dradhiman (No. 1242) “firmness.”

vtfii \

^1313 1 51^ «I3: sra 31 1 1 1

'SHififwinTsxiij 1

0
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No. 1245.

—

And when actions are spoken of [shyan may
j

come] after words expressive of qualities, and after the words

BRAHMANA, &c. By the “and” it is meant th;«t this affix may be

employed when the nature (No. 1239) is spoken of. Thus jddya

or maudhya “ the nature or the conduct of an idiot,” brahmariya

“the nature or the conduct of a Brahman.” This class of words

(“biahmana, &c.”) is one the fact of a word’s belonging to which

is known only from the forms [met with in writers of authority

—

see No. 53].

i y, i \ i

i
s

No. 1246.

—

After the word SAKHI “a friend” there may be

the affix Y. Thus salchya “ friendship.”

I \ 1 ^ I ^ |

SRiqaq i wtofi i

No. 1247.

—

After the words Kapi “ a monkey” andjnati "a
kinsman” there may be the affix DHAK. Thus kdpsya (Nos. 1086

and 1073) “ the nature or conduct of a monkey,” jndteya “ affinity.”

iteiqcwj i i

s

No. 1248.—After words ending in pati, and after the word

PUROHITA “ a priest,” &c., there may be the affix YAK. Thus

sainapatya “ the duty of a general,” paurohitya “ the office of

a priest.”

So much for the province of the affixes nan and snan (No.

1077).

MTOPii I ^ | ^ | \ 1

Bglm W5R i

No. 1249.

—

When we speak of a place for grain, or a field

of it, there may be the affix KHAN. Thus maudgina (No. 1086)
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“ fit for kidney-beans”—meaning a place for storing them or field

for growing them.

i % > ^ i \ i

Stag i i

No. 1250.—(In the senses specified in No. 1249) the affix

JDHAK may come after the words VRIhi and &A.L1 “rice.” Thus

vraiheya or saleya “fit for rice ”—a field.

i \ i ^ i ^ i

No. 1251.— The word haiyastgavIna—an APPELLATIVE sig-

nifying “fresh butter”—is anomalous.

cT^SI r?TWf^T VR I I ^ I ^ I

hksrt: *3*nm i qfogri: i

i

No. 1252.—The affix ITACH may come AFTER the words tara-

KA “a star,” &c., when we speak of THAT WHEREOF THIS IS OB-

SERVED. Thus taralcita “starry”—{speaking of the sky, the stars

of which are observed], fandita “learned”-—[in whom pandd
“learning” is observed].

This class of words (“ tdralca, &c.”) is one the fact of a word’s

belonging to which is known only from the forms [met with in

writers of authority—see No. 53].

peiS iii^i i

smuunso i i i

No. 1253.—When we speak ofsomething as being of acertain

MEASURE, the affixes DWAYASACH, DAGHNACH AND MATRACH [may

come after that to which we remark its equality]. Thus urud-

wayasa, or urudaghna, or urumatra, “ as high as the thigh.”

qftfliw php i I I ^ i ^ i
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qRjqiqnq^r 3Tc|T*l I cIT^ I I

No. 1254.

—

When we speak of measure, let the affix vatup

come after the pronouns yad, tad, and etad. Thus yavat (No.

377) “as much as”— (i. e. “ the measure thereof being that which"

—), tavat “ so much,” etdvat “ thus much.” \

i y i ^ i 8& i

No. 1255.—The affix tayap may come after a NUMERAL
when [we speak of something as having that number of] parts.

Thus panchataya “having five parts.”

ftftwif i y i » i i

g[3Jq I lg[fl3q I ^3^ I ftcTOfl 1

No. 1256.—The affix ayach is optionally the substitute OF

TAYA (No. 1255) AFTER dwi “ two ” and TUI “three.” Thus

dwaya or dwitaya “ a couple,” traya or tritaya “ a triad.”

'WT^rm fmaw i y i ^ I 88 i

3HH0 I

No. 1257.

—

After the word ubha “both,” the affix ayach

acutely accented, shall always be employed (and never tayap—
No. 1256). Thus ubhaya “ the set of both.”

fug sz i y i ^ i
8c i

Cv

No. 1258.—Let DAT be the affix when we speak of the com-

pleter thereof. Thus eJcadaSa “ the eleventh ”

—

(i. e. the one

which, added to ten, completes the eleven).

i y i » i 8i i

nsrom: i <ifwi jam: i Mm i Mm: i

No. 1259.—Let MAT be the augment [of the affix dat—No.

1258—] after what numeral ends with the letter N AND is not
preceded BY another NUMERAL [i. e. not being at the end of

o
Z
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a compound numeral such as trayodasan “
thirteen ”]. Thus

panchama “ the fifth ” [the completer of the five]. Why do we
say “ ends with the letters?” Witness viiisa (No. 1260) “the
twentieth.”

ft ftsmfsft i « i « i i

Ptw fkm tjt i i

I PSRT3ST. •

No. 1260.—Let there be elision of the syllable TI of the word

VlNgATl “ twenty,” being a bha (No. 185), when an affix with
an indicatory D follows. Thus vmsa (No. 1258) “the twen-

tieth.” Why do we say (in No. 1259) “ not preceded by another

numeral ?
” Witness ekadasa “ the eleventh ”—[from eJcddasan

“ eleven ”].

qzsfift^ftq^grT i y i » i i

^13 i tot gw: pg: i sjufra: i eRiHqgwsiTc!

^3 i cRTfniirei: i i

\ 'O

No. 1261.—When dat (No. 1258) follows, let thuk be the

augment OF the words shash “ six,” kati “ how many ?,” ka-

TIPAYA “ several,” and chatur “
four.” Thus shashtka “ the

sixth ” [the completer of the six—] ;
katitha “ the which in order ?”

i. e. the first, second, or what ?] The word Jcatipaya [though not

a numeral and hence not falling under No. 1258] takes the affix

dat in consequence of this rule [which directs that this affix follow-

ing that word shall receive an augment]. Thus katpayatha “ the

one in order after several”— [i. e. the one in order after the second*

third, or the like indefinitely—]; chaturtha “the fourth.”

wfa: i 1 5j. I 4,8 i

stinrais: i sfti: jrSi f|wa: i

No. 1262.

—

After the word dwi “two” let the affix be TiYA k

This debars dat (No. 1258). Thus dwitiya “the second ’’—that

which completes the two.

? sf: y. i ^ i y y, i
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i

No. 1263.

—

And after the word tri “ three ” [let there be

Uya—No. 1254—]
and let a vowel be substituted for the semi-

vowel— [i. e. let there be the vowel ri in the room of the r]. Thus

tritiya (No. 283)
“ the third.’*

i a, i ^ t e=«
i

No. 1264.—The word Srotriyan is anomalously employed to

denote one who has studied the chhandas— i. e. the Scriptures.

Thus (the final n being indicatory) srotriya “a Brahman learned

in the Vedas.” As the word “ optionally ” is supplied [from V. 2.

77.] we may also have chhdndasa in the same sense.

i y i * i i

C\ Cs

No. 1265.—The affix ini may come after the word purva
“ former,” when we speak of one by whom something was former-

ly known (or the like). Thus purviri “ by whom something was

formerly known (or the like).”

1 1
» I

CO |

i

No. 1266.

—

And [the affix ini—No. 1265—] may come af-

ter the word PURVA with some [related word perfixed]. Thus

Icritapurvin “ who formerly made.”

i y i » I
c- i

fgl I I

No. 1267.

—

And [the affix ini—No. 1265—] may come AF-

TER the words ISHTA “ wished,” &c. Thus ishtin “ who wished,”

adhitin “ who studied.”

^ i n i ^ i <£« i

RWiseJiftfl-i qi=fi frim9 i
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No. 1268.—The affix MATUP may come after a word denoting

anything, when we speak of one WHOSE IT IS, or IN WHOM IT IS.

Thus gomat “ who has cows ” [as a man], or “ in which there are

cows ” [as a pasture].

yiRTOFrlF HWI l I f^srnqi I
* v. ^ \

No. 1269.—Words ENDING IN T and words ending in S are

called bha, when au affix with force of matup (No. 1268)

FOLLOWS. [Thus, in the example following, by No. 382, which

applies, in virtue of the word’s being a bha], a vowel is substituted

for the semi-vowel [of the word vidwas “a sage ”] and we have

vidushmat “ where there are sages.”

nnai Rfag: i ^Jii

vz: i fsu: i

No. 1270.—“The elision (lulc) of matup is wished [by

Patahjali] after words denoting qualities [when we speak of

one who possesses the quality].” Thus sukla “ in which there is

the quality of white”—as (white) cloth, lcrishna “in which

there is the quality of black.”

gsugfuww i \ i ^ i i

gsra: i gsiara i mraream ran i nrcnsts afo: iC\ C\ N XX X ^

I l I

No. 1271.—The affix lach [with the force of matup—No.

1268— ]
may optionally come after a word ending in long a

and denoting something that exists (as a member thereof) in a

living being. Thus chudala or chuddvat (No. 1245) “crested."

Why do we say “ that exists in a living being ? ” Witness silchdvat

“ crested ”—when it means “ a lamp ” [with its crest of flame].

As the affix lach can be employed only after what denotes “a mem-
ber or limb” of a living being, it cannot be employed in the follow-

ing case—viz.

—

medhdvat “ possessing intelligence.”

jprr: iJ* i ^ i v° i

Q
fi
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i sfara: i i uwifewi *?: i wh: i

jq-0 _ 1272 . After the words loman “hair of the body/’ &c.,

PAMAN “cutaneous eruption,” &c„ and PlCHCHHi “ rice-water,
"

&C., there may be the affixes gA, AN, AND ILACH. Thus—the affix

6a being placed after loman, &c., we may have lomasa (No. 200)

or (by No. 1268) lomavat “hairy;” and the affix na being placed

after pdman, tfee., we may have pamana scabby.

I \

No. 1273.—“[And the affix -na—No. 1272—may come] AF-

TER the word AFTGA ‘ the body,’—WHEN we speak of those whose

persons are BEAUTIFUL.” Thus adgand (No. 1341) “a woman.”

i i i frfcivi: l

I

No 1 274. “Short A may be the substitute of the word LAKSH-

MI 1 prosperity,’ AND [there is the affix wci], Thus laJcskma7ia

“ prosperous.”

The affix Hack [as stated in No. 1272] being optional after

picketed, &c., we may have pickckkila or pickckkavat “ broth of

rice-water.”

^ 1 1 1 $ i \°i i

3^1 <5^** 1

No. 1275.—The affix URACH may come AFTER the word

danta “ a tooth,” WHEN prominent teeth are connoted. Thus

dantura “ who possesses prominent teeth."

i S, i i 1

ghgei : i i

No 1276. After the word ke^a “hair” the affix va may

optionally come. Thus kesava or kesavat “ possessing [a fine

head of] hair.”
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No. 1277.—
“ [This affix

—

va—No. 1276]—is seen after

other words also.” Thus maniva “possessing a gem”—[one of

the serpents of Patala],

i i

No. 1278.—“[The affix va—No. 1276—may come] AFTER the

word ARNAS ‘ water/ and then there is ELISION of the final s.”

Thus arnava “ the ocean.”

sfawr i ^ i ^ i xw i

I I

No. 1279.

—

After words ending in short A there may be the

affixes ini and THAN [with the force of matup— No. 1268—

]

Thus dandin or dandilca (No. 1101) “having a staff.”

^tinf^Kra i \ i ^ i ^ i

angi stiffs: i

No. 1280.

—

And [tbe affixes mentioned in No. 1279 may
come] after the words vrihi “ rice,” &c. Thus vrihin or vrihika

“ having or bearing rice.”

i yi ^ i i

23^1^1 I I niuiqi 1 ^Tcfl I ^cfl I

No. 1281.

—

After words ending in AS, AND after maya “ illu-

sion,” AND medha “intelligence,” and SRAJ“a garland,” there

)nay be the affix vini. Thus yasaswin or yasaswat (No. 1268)
“ famous,” mdydvin “

illusive,” medhdvin “ intelligent,” sragwin

"wearing a garland.”

fiflfir: i x i i W i

I

No. 1282.—-After the word vach “ speech” there may be

the affix gmini. Thus vdgmin (No. 333) “ eloquent.”

^ i <i i ^ i i

.0
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Tfa ii

No. 1283.

—

After the words arSas “piles,” &c., there may
be the affix ACH. Thus arsasa “

afflicted with piles.” This is

a class of words, the words belonging to which are known only

by their forms—(No. 53).

So much for the affixes which have the same force as meetup—
(No. 1268).

Pwfk: \*i \ ^ \ \ \

i sqww: i

No. 1284.—Let the affixes that are spoken of from this aphor-

ism forward as far as Y. 3. 27. be called vibhakti.

The affixes spoken of henceforward leave to the words their

own denotation [—see No. 1287.—The rule No. 1067, the affixes

superintended by which produce epithets connoting the sense of

the primitive and denoting something else, extends no further than

this].

i i i ^ i
s

i

fan: mfa^ufaffaa^ i

No. 1285.—[The affixes mentioned under No. 1284 are to

come] AFTER the word KIM “ what ?” AND after a PRONOMINAL,

and bahu “much” but NOT after THOSE [of the pronominals—

No. 170—] of which the first is dwi “ two ” {jam—which is

among these—having been already specified]. This set of provi-

sions exercises an influence on each rule as far as V. 3. 27.

i ^ i ^ i § i

fanifawi^fa^ 3i Sam i

No. 1286.—-After the words 1dm, &c. (No. 1285) in the fifth

case let there be optionally the affix tasil.

q* ft%T: \ v i * i \

\> '
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f5RR: 1I§T ^ fcWWT I $?i: I SfiSHTcf I

No. 1287.—The substitute of Hm “ what ?” is Kir, when a

vibhaJdi (No. 1284) beginning with tbe letter T [called ti, in the

aphorism, for the sake of pronunciation] or h FOLLOWS. Thus

kutah (No. 1286) “ from what ?” or “ whence V’

X I 1 I ^ I ^ I

mis?*!© i i

No. ] 288.—The substitute of idam “ this" is ig, when one of

the affixes specified under No. 1284 follows. Thus itah (No. 1286)

“ from this” or “ hence.”

I % I $ I % I

i ^5RT?*n5iin i i i sfi: i

nn: i snfri: i i >

No. 1289.—The substitute of etad “ this,” when one of the

affixes specified under No. 1284 follows, is an. As it consists of

more than one letter, this substitute takes the place of the whole

term (No. 58). Thus atcth (Nos. 1286 and 200) “from this ” or

“hence,” [and, as further applications of No. 128-6, we have]

amutah (No. 386) “ hence,” yatah “ whence,” tatah “ thence,”

bahutah “from many,”—but as, after dwi, &c. (No. 1285), the

affix is not allowable, we can express “ from the two,” only by

dwdbhydm.

qsSfwwrt ^ i \ i ^ i < i

i <wfj: t i i sunn r

No. 1290 .—And the affix tasil may come after the two
words PARI “ around” AND ABHI “ against.” Thus paritah—mean-

ing “ all round,” and abhitah—meaning “ on both sides."

i ^ i ^ i »

I I I
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No. 1291.

—

After (the words kim, &c.,—No. 1285—in) the

seventh case let there be optionally the affix TRAL. Thus hutra

(No. 1287) “in what?” or “where?”; yatra (Nos. 213 and 300)

“ where,” bahutra “ in many places.”

t m i $ i w i

i i

No. 1292.

—

After IDAM “this” (in the 7th case) let there be

the affix HA. This debars tral (No. 1290). Thus iha (No. 1288)

“ here."

famiSrl I y, I ^ I ^ I

ST S3R I

No. 1293 .—After kim “what?” [in the 7th case] let there

be optionally ut.

wfh i « i » i ^ i

fan: i a i i^ 'O

No. 1294.—The substitute of kim “ what ?” WHEN the affix

AT (No. 1292) follows, is kwa. Thus kwa, in the same sense as

kutra (No. 1291), “ where ?
”

TTOwfrsfe i y i ? n s i

THT<^3Tr3RR S3 I S I I <#T

i cr n^fin i sfisbn: i t^RT Tiia: I ^ROTR I\ ^ S3 \» \

No. 1295— 1These affixes tasil (No. 1286), &c., are seen com-

ing after kim, &c. (No. 1285) ending with other case-affixes

ALSO besides the (No. 1286) and 7th (No. 1291). By the em-

ployment of the expression “ are seen” it is hinted that this may
take place [not on every occasion, but] only when in juxtaposition

with such a word as bhavat “your Honour.” Thus, employed in

the same sense as sa bhavan “ your Honour,” we see tato bhavan

and tatra bhavan; and, in the 2nd case, tato bhavantam and tatra

bhavantam. So too [when the word in juxtaposition is] dirghdyns

C. .a
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“ long-lived,” devdnam priya “ dear to the gods,” or ayuahmat
“ long-lived.”

«fii% 1 1 1 ^ I yi, l

^337^wj: ERisira oici i

No. 1296.—Let da come after saeva “all,” eka “one,”

ANYA “other,” KIM “what?”YAD “ which,” AND TAD “that,” in

the 7th case, when we speak of TIME.

ft i y i 5 i

5I§1 31 l 33TSPR 5Rl^ S5T I

51 I ^^751 I I 33T I I I 333 l

No. 1297.—The substitute, optionally, of saeva “all,” is

SA, WHEN an affix, of those specified under No. 1284, beginning

with the letter D, follows. Thus sadd (No. 1296) or sarvadd

“ at every time” or “always,” anyada “at another time,” kadd

“when V’ yadd “when,” tadd “ then.” Why “when we speak of

time" (No. 1296) ? Witness sarvatra [where, although the case is

the 7th, the affix is not dd, because the sense is] “ in every place"

or “ everywhere.”

f% |H i ^ i ^ i

^1337Wile? I

No. 1298.—After idam “this,” in the 7th case, let there be

the affix rhil.

war *3t: i a, i ^ i « i

5a nSi cti iqutt qismSt a nriftnift q? i

5R1^ 35rlfi I 5R1^ T
I fl ^ I

No. 1299.—Of -icZam “this” [when we speak of time'] the

substitutes are the two ETA AND it, when an affix, of those sped,

fied under No. 1284, beginning with the letter R OR beginning with

the letter TH, respectively, FOLLOWS. Thus etarhi “ at this time.”

Why “when we speak of time?” Witness iha [formed by No. 1292

when we mean] “ in this place" or “here.”

- Q
©.
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ssRsmii Pt’sraifmgTJj i y, i ^ i ^ i

srii i !S3i i nfi i agj i ait i ?!3i i
j

No. 130.0.

—

When we speak of time not of the current

DAY, the affix RHIL may be employed OPTIONALLY. Thus Jcarhi

(Nos. 297 aDd 260) or Jcadd (No. 1296) “when ?” yarhi or yada
“ when,’' tarhi or tadd “

then.”

i ^ i ^ i \ i

Sclft i

No. 1301 .—Of etad “this,” [when we speak of time], the

substitutes are the two eta and it, when an affix, of those specified

under No. 1284, beginning with the letter r or with the letter th,

respectively, follows. Thus etarhi “ at this time.”

91"U y i 3 I ^3 i

nsurciffiw: raHi!3«iW!3 i Fta aw i

No. 1302.—The affix thal may come after the words him,

&c., (No. 1285) WHEN we SPEAK OF a KIND, or manner, of being

Thus taihd “
so,” “ in that manner.”

i y i ^ i i

OT5ilJH3I3: I

No. 1303.

—

After the word idam “this” let there be the affix

THAMU. . The debars that (No. 1302).

cn=a?: I WI HoRRlII 31 4

No. 1304.—“It [viz., thamu—No. 1303] should be stated

to come after etad ‘
this’ also.” Thus ittham (Nos. 1299 and

1301) “thus,” “ in this manner.”

fifing i y i s i »y, i

Tft mftrcitoT: i

-

1 0
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No. 1305.

—

And after kim “what ?” [the affix thdmu—No.

1303—may come. Thus Icatham (No. 297) “how ?” “in what man-
ner?”

So much for the affixes specified under No. 1284.

| ^ \ ^ | ^ |

i i *ifag: i

No. 1306.—These two affixes, TAMAp AND ISHTHAN, come
after a word, the word retaining its denotation, when the sense is

differenced by excess. Thus ddhyatama “the richest”—“he who

—of these—is wealthy xar’ tZoxfiv or par excellence;” laghutama

or laghishtha (No. 1243) “the lightest."

i % i ^ i ^ i

rm\J ^Tr? I

No. 1307.

—

And AFTER what ends with a tense AFFIX, when

excess is to be connoted, let there be the affix tamap (No. 1306).

frccrm% w. i ^ 1 1
1 ^ i

No. 1338.—Let the two affixes [of the comparative and the

superlative degree, viz.] TARAP and tamap be called GHA.

i y i « i ^ i

fan g*^rna;in: sna g
Ssetospi i faring i i 3^™ i ^oirospr g i

i

No. 1309.

—

After kim “what ?” and what ends with the

letter e or with a tense-affix, and after an indeclinable, let

there be AMU AFTER an affix of the comparative or superlative

DEGREE—but NOT IF THE EXCESS BELONGS TO a SUBSTANCE. Thus

kintamdm “how excessively [it rains—or the like] ! " pachatita-

mam “he cooks surprisingly,” uchchaistamam “ most loftily of

loudly.” But when the excess belongs [not to an action, &c., but]

to a substance—uchchaistamas taruh “a most lofty tree."

9
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I ^ I ^ I ^ I

f^TRrROT W\\ I pi-

skuciis: i ^sn^Kfawi *13%^ i *refwi^ i

331^1: mwi: 5§?ki: i usuris: i

No. 1310.—These two affixes tarap and Iyasttn come after

what ends with a case-affix or a tense-affix, WHEN THE TERM IN

CONSTRUCTION with it is a DUAL, and there is excess in the one out

of the two, AND WHEN [to mark excess] the term in construction is

CONTRASTED [by the affix of the fifth case with the sense of “ than,"

II. 3. 42]. This debars the two former affixes (No. 1306). Thus

laghutara or laghiyas “the lighter—[the one of the two that

is light par excellence] ;
and so too when we speak of the North-

erns as being “ more clever” prdchyebhyah “ than the Easterns.”

irerera 3t: i % i ^ I i° i

igotii: tjVi: i

No. 1311.

—

Of the word pra&ASYA “excellent” let&RAbe the

substitute when ishthan (No. 1306) and iyasun (No. 1310) follow.

naafora i < i « i i

^grat^ra Hfc3i raw i $g: i ww i

No. 1312.—Let a word with a single vowel remain in its

ORIGINAL FORM when the affix ishthan or the like (No. 1311) fol-

lows. Thus sreshtha “ most excellent,” sreyas “ more excellent."

*r * in. i * i ^ »

irarensa ?gnfli: i wg: i

No. 1313.

—

And JYA may be the substitute of the word pra -

sasya (No. 1311) when the affixes ishthan and iyasun follow. Thus

jyeshtha “ the most excellent.”

i li a i V\° *

*ii§: qwi i saiuig i
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No. 1314.—Let long a be the substitute OF the affix iyasun

coming after jya (No. 1313). By No 88 the substitute takes

the place of the first letter only. Thus jydyas “ more excellent."

^ ?tr: i f i a I i

siii: ircaiRwretrani: wiagirrq i mu i

N C\ Cv

No. 1315.— Let there be elision of ima (No. 1 241) and iyasun

(No. 1310) coming AFTER the word BAHU “much,” AND let BHU be

the substitute of bahu. Thus bhuman “
multeity.”

fiiz ^ i i 8 i i^ ?gsa §Ttr: i ^fag: i

No. 1316.—Let there be elision OF (the first letter of) ish-

than (No. 1306) coming after the word bahu “ much,” and let

there be the augment YIT. Thus bhuyishtha “ most.”

i y i e i i

?gu^i: i i ^fag: i i

I r=lT%g: I cc^TST^ I

No. 1317.—Let there be elision of vin (No. 1281) and MATU
(No. 1268) when ishthan (No. 1306) and iyasun )No. 1310) fol-

low. Thus [from sragwin “ garlanded”] srajishtha “ most profuse-

ly decorated with garlands,” srajiyas
“ more profusely decorated

with garlands,” ttvachishtha “ having abundant skin or bark,"

twaclnyas “ having more skin.”

| ^ I ^ I |

i fagrcfi^r: i i^sfl^: i ra§|^ia: i

No. 1318.—The three affixes, kalpa, de^ya, AND DeSiyar,

may be employed when there is a slight Incompleteness

Thus vidwatkalpa “ who is somewhat less than a learned man”
—“an inferior scholar,”—and, in the same sense, vidwaddesya

and vidivaddesiya. [So too with a verb]

—

pachatikalpam “ he

cooks incompletely” or “he does not finish cooking."
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fawiir wit srrw <r i y i 9 t ^«= i
S» \ V) ^ '

vz: i sire: i tT35K^r: i w. fan iCv>0^>0>0 s> N.

sR^rn i

X.

No. 1319. Optionally bahuch [in the sense specified in

No. 1318] may come AFTER -what ends with a CASE-AFFIX—BUT

[instead of AFTER, let it stand] before. Thus bahupatu or

patulcalva “ almost clever”
—

“ clever minus a little.” Why do

we say “ after what ends with a case-affix ?” Because, with a verb,

we can have only such a form as pachatilcalpcim—see No. 1318.

•niftmiR 1 1 1 ? i i

^ nfafscufiirEici: nif i

No. 1320.—[In each aphorism] from this one FORWARD AS

FAR AS No. 1326, there is the influence of the affix KA.

j i i, i p l

hwr: 1

No. 1321.—Let akach come before the last vowel with

WHAT FOLLOWS it OF INDECLINABLES AND PRONOMINALS. This de-

bars ha (No. 1320).

i y, i ^ i i

i i i i

No. 1322.

—

When the thing is spoken of as unknown [then

let there be lea—No. 1320—-]. Thus asivaka “ the horse [of whom
is this] ?” uchchakaih “

[is it] high ?” nichaJcaih “ [is it] low V’

sarvahaih “ [was this agreed to] by all ?"

3if<*Fi i % i ^ i 'as i

s>

No. 1323.—When the thing is spoken of as contemptible

[then let there be ha—No. 1320—-]. Thus aswaha “ a sorry

horse.”

I
fifemtr finhwi i ^ i ^ i <f^ i

a ~ ~ ~~ a
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qicrci liwns: i n?rc: i cicrc: i

No. 1324.—Let the affix datarach come AFTER the words

KIM “ what ?” YAD “ which,” AND TAD “ that,” WHEN the point

in question is the DETERMINING OF THE ONE out OF two. Thus
Icatara “ which of the two ?”—which one is the follower of Vish-

nu ;—yatara “ of the two the one who,” tatara “ of the two

—that one.”

3T SfTftqfapSJ I ^ I ^ | ^ |

nrgii^TTrmi^ i ^nn\ uram mz: i

ufw: i Hrin: i i zrc>: i m: i

X

tfh mfjT^qr: n

No. 1325.

—

Optionally [after kim, &c.,—see No. 1324—]
there may be the affix DATAMACH [when the object is the deter-

mining of the oue] out OF MANY, THE QUESTION BEING THAT
OF caste. The restriction conveyed in the words “ the question

being that of caste” is objected to in “The Mine” (— i. e. in the
“ Great Commentary”—). Thus lcatama “ which of the num-
ber?”—which of you, Sirs, is the Brahman 1—yatama “of the set

the one who,” tatama “ of the set—that one.” The employment

of the term “ optionally” (in the aphorism) is for the sake of in-

dicating akach (No. 1321), which may be used in like manner.

Thus yaka “
of the set the one who,” saka “ of the set

—

that one.”

So much for the affixes spoken of under No. 1320.

*3 nfro8i 1 1 1 ^ i <r<C i

3R i ^ nfaffa: i smsi: i

No. 1326.—Let there be the affix lean, when we speak of

something which is like—this being an imitation. Thusaswa-
ka “ a figure like a horse”—[in wood or clay, or sketched on pa-

per, &c.].

o
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No. 1327.—“The affix fa may come AFTER ALL CRUDE

forms (No. 134)—these retaining their own sense.” Thus

asivaka “ a horse.”

JlUclfT Jlffl (TO Jlf?WT55f^ I

31 i Hfffwanawii i i Tgfrfi^ g 1

^uziT gg: | ’SiqtTOzi qsj I

No. 1828.—The affix MAYAT may be employed [after a word

denoting some substance] WHEN we require an EXPRESSION FOR

IT AS ABUNDANT. By “ abundant” we mean “ happening to be in

abundance,” and by its “ expression” we mean “ a declaring.”

[This word vachana—which has been rendered “ an expression"

in the aphorism—has two senses, for the affix with which it is for-

med—viz.] the affix lyut conveys the force both of the nature (see

Nos. 928 and 1239) and the site. In the former case [—i. e. taking

tatpralcritavachana to mean “ the mention of that as abundant”

—] we have annamaya “ abundance of grain apupamaya
“ abundance of flour —but in the second case [—i. e. taking it to

mean “that in which something is spoken of as abundant”—] we

have annamayo yajnah “ a sacrifice at which food is abundant,”

apupamayam parva “ a festival at which there is abundance of

flour.”

i a, i « i i

sroj i ra nra: i sNa: i
\ ^

No. 1329.

—

And after the words PRAJNA "
wise,” &c., [retain-

ing their denotation] there may be the affix AN. Thus prajna
“ wise”—simply

;
daivata [synonymous with devatd] “ a deity.”

i ^ i a i i

i : i

No. 1330.

—

Optionally after a word signifying much or
little, in a CASE dependent ON a verb (see No. 945) there may
be the affix &AS. Thus bahusah “ abundantly”—as where one

o_
•S3
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gives many”—and so alpasah “scantily”—[giving few—or to a

few only—&c].

waci: i ^gri: i nreici: i i ^ri: i

wifi: i

No. 1331.—“ The additional assertion should be made of

the affix TASl as coming atter the words adi ‘first’ &c.” [as well

as after words that are in the 5th case— see No. 1286—]. Thus

dditah “ at the first,” madhyatah “ in the middle,” antatah

“ finally,” prishthatah “ behind,” pdrswatah “ by the side of.”

This is a class of words those belonging to which are to be known

only from the forms met with in writings of authority— (see No.

53). Thus we meet with swaratah “ in respect of a vowel,” and

varnatah “ in respect of a letter”—[when speaking, for example, of

some error in orthography],

siwferaft f%: i y i « i i

ffa 51^38*1 I T^RTc^HT UWSlrgi Hfi^T

T^T ^JTcI I

No. 1332.—It should be stated that the “attainment” [spoken

of in this aphorism] is the attainment of becoming what the thing

previously was not. When something out of which something else

originates arrives at the state of being that very thing so produced,

the affix CHWI, without altering the sense, may optionally come,—
when the word denoting the modified thing as then existing

—

the

AGENT THAT HAS ATTAINED to the new state—is CONJOINED WITH

the verbs kri “ to make,” bh6 “ to become, AND as “ to be.”

Q UH ^ I

t f<*n: fi sjRTfa

No. 1333.—Let there be long i in the room of A or a when

the affix chwi (No. 1330) FOLLOWS.. Suppose that one who is not

black becomes black,—some one makes him so,—then we may ex-

1 1 1
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press it thus, krishnilcaroti
“ he blackens.” So too brahmibhavati

“ he becomes Brahma [as a saint when liberated from the trammels

of ignorance];” gangisydt “ may it become the Ganges—[this tri-

butary stream flowing]on to mingle therewith.”

^Tcilcq I : I T^qigrU

gi%: i

No. 1 334.—“ It should be stated that there is not the
CHANGE TO long I (—see No. 1333—)

in the case OF an INDECLIN-

ABLE WHEN the affix CHWI FOLLOWS.” Thus doshabhutam ahah
“the day become evening,” divabhuta ratrih “the night become

day.” ^
ftvrrai

ifi%«ra siiMh ?nirj srasfi i

No. 1335.—In a case where the affix chwi (No. 1332) might

be employed, the affix sati may optionally be need when the
totality of the change is to be suggested.

i
e

i ^ i ^ i

I

No. 1336.—There is not the change to the cerebral sh (see

No. 169) of the dental s OF the affix sati (No. 1335) nor of the s

which is initial IN a pada. Thus there is no change to sh in the

example dadhi sihchati “ he sprinkles curd nor in the example

[illustrative of No. 1335] agnisadbhavati “ the whole [weapon] is

in a blaze.”

% ^ i « I 8 i ^ i

snirj i i

No. 1337.

—

And when the affix chwi (No. 1332) follows

let there be a long vowel. Thus [from agni “
fire”] agnibhavati

“
it becomes fire.”

^ l 1 8
1 %«

i

G.
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U5EI rl^Ifl^ ^JTg f I

No. 1338.—[The expression in the aphorism—viz.—]
“ that of

which two vowels are the least”—the smallest number [of vowels]

—

but not less than that—means polysyllabic. After that which is

THE HALF OF SUch a POLYSYLLABIC Word, being THE IMITATIVE

NAME OF an INARTICULATE SOUND, let there be optionally the affix

dach—though NOT WHEN the word ITI FOLLOWS] —provided the

word be combined with the verbs kri, ihu, or as (No. 1332).

| sicfrr ~n i

No. 1339.—“ When the affix ddch (No. 1338) is to be direct-

ed to be employed, then there are two, or there is reduplication

of the word, variously” (see No. 823).

i frewrantdi: usrr: i
C\ x

rarei mm i ^sqa?Tg5R^0Tg fag i mm i fjsre-

fag i miwi \ 'ssrcfa fag i mzmizj m\fa \

fag i qfefa mfih i

Tfa n

No. 1340.—“ It should be stated that when the affix

DACH (No. 1338) comes after a reduplication (No. 118) which

occurs when dach follows (No. 1337), then the form of the sub-

sequent shall INVARIABLY be in the room both of the prior and

of the subsequent letters.” Hence [when we have patat +patat+
ddch+ lcaroti] the letter p is substituted in the room of the t [of

the first patat] and of the^) [of the reduplication], giving patapafd-

lcaroti
“ be makes a noise like patat, patat” [—the final t being

elided by VI. 1. 98, as in the words under No. 53]. Why do we

say “ after the imitative name of an inarticulate sound” (No. 1338)?

Witness drishat Jcaroti “ it makes (or turns to) stone.” Why do

we say “ after the half of that of which two vowels are the least.”

Witness §rat karoti “ he utters [the exclamation implying belief
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or reverence] srat." Why do we say “ at least ”
? [Because the rule

i

does apply if there be more, as well as when there are two]—thus

kharatakharatdkaroti “ he makes a sound like kharatat.” Why do

we say “ not if the word iti
‘ thus ’ follows

”
? Witness patiti karoti

“ he makes the sound called patat ” (VI. I. 98).

So much for the Taddhita affixes.

i i

NOW THE AFFIXES OF THE FEMININE.

18 1^18 1

^ UrJ ^oTlcc? €ilc^ 31 IJ

?STTcf 1 1 I ^^1 I t135RT I ufacRT l 51IS1T I

Ni C\

SrSI I ilST I I favUrll I flSJT I fcVUZ. I *TgT I

Seh I

No. 1341.—When that feminine nature is to be indicated

which may be predicated OF [the things denoted by] the words

AJA “ a goat, ” &c., AND WHAT ends IN short A, let there be the

affix tap. Thus [as an example of “ aja, &c.,” we have] ajd “ a

she-goat,” edakd “ a ewe,” aswd “ a mare,” chafalcd
“ a hen-spar-

row,” mushika (No. 1358) “a she-mouse,” bdld “a girl,” vatsa “a

she-calf,” hodd or mandd or vilata “ a young girl ” (in the lan-

' guage of the Vedas)
;
medhd “ understanding

;

” &c. Then [as

examples of what ends in a, without being included in the class

“ aja, &c.” we may have] gangd “ the Ganges,” sarvd “
all.”

sBigsfng i hsrJ! i i

No. 1342.—And after what, as a crude word, has an indica-
' TORY UK, let the feminine affix be nip. Thus [from bhavatri—

-

|

No. 883—in which the indicatory ri is an wfc,] bhavati (No. 398)

“ [a female] becoming,” pachanti “ cooking.”

3— — - ' -fr
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uf|3lT5 H335?* rlrf: f^ZJT I

5R^*I I =133 I 5T5I I 333 I I imSqi I S=^T I

^Ir^I I I I I | SlTT%5ft I

mfejsfii i ^igRisfiT i htcjsit i i

No. 1343.—In the feminine there shall be the affix nip after

what ends in short a, if it is not a subordinate term (No. 968) in a

compound, and if the affix with which it ends has an indicatory ^
or if the affix be DHA (No. 1093), or AN (No. 1077) or AN (No.

1075), or DWAYASACH (No. 1253), or daghnach (No. 1253), or

Matrach (No. 1253), or TAYAP (No. 1255), or than (No. 1202), or

than (No. 1230), or kan (No. 376), or kwarap (III. 2. 163)

Thus [to give an example of each in order] lcuruchari (No. 844)
“ who goes to the Kurus :

” and [as the words nada “ a river ” and

deva “ a god ” are written, in the list “pack, &c.”—see No. 837

—

with an indicatory t—thus] nadat and devat [we have] nadi “a

river ” and devi “ a goddess.” Then again

—

sauparneyi “ a female

descendant of Suparna,” aindri “a female descendant of Indra,”

autsi “ a female descendant of Utsa,” urxidwayasi, tirudaghni,

and urumdtH “ reaching to the thigh,” panchatayi “ of which the

parts are five,” dkshila “ a female dicer,” prasthilti “ containing

the measure of a prastha,” lavaniH “ elegant,” yddrisi “ such

like as,” iiwaH ‘‘ &mft”

I ^IUTT l |

I I cl^OT I ri^ I

No. 1344 .
—“In addition to the foregoing [enumerated in

No. 1343] there should have been THE enumeration of the affixes

NAN AND SNAN (No. 1077) AND IRAK (No. 1072) AND KHYUN (III.

2. 56), AND OF the words TARUNA and taluna ‘ a youth.’ ” Thus

straini “ female,” paunsni “ male,” salcUlci “ a female spear-

bearer,” ddhyankarani “ enriching,” taruni or taluni “ a young

woman."

a
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qspa I 8 t ^ l ^ I

I f^ I

No. 1345 . —And after what ends with the affix YA& (No.

1072) the feminine affix is nip-^- elision of the a having been made
(by No. 260).

SwilfTCI I I 8 I I

ss: to FifgriTORw ?mi |ia q? i mm i

No. 1346.—There is elision of the Y of a TADDHITA affix com-

ing AFTTER a CONSONANT, when long i follows. Thus (from gargya

gargi No. 1345) “a female descendant of Garga.”

m^r afirr. i«i \ i vo t

mfi qj a ^ rifgn: i

No. 1347.—In the opinion of the ancients [and hence only

optionally] there may be the affix shpha after what ends with the

affix yah (No. 1072), and it is to be regarded as a TADDHITA affix

— [so that they?7i—see No. 1086.—becomes dyan\

fafrKif^wra I 8 i ^ I 8^ i

giq I m’nioifl I TOW I mti I TOSfl I 'SR-
\ \

I I

No. 1348.

—

AND AFTER words ending with affixes WHICH HAVE
an INDICATORY SH, AND after the words GAURA “ brilliant,” &c.,

let the feminine affix be hisha. Thus gdrgydyani [—with the affix

shpha—No. 1347 “ a female descendant of Garga
;

” nartaki

[with shwun—III. I. 145] “ an actress
;
” gaari “ the brilliant

[goddess or Parvati|;” anatfuhi anaqiivahi “a cow.” This i3 a

class of words constituted by usage—see No. 53.

crafo JRW I 8 i ^ i i

HTOTOraim^isa^vslj i fire) i

No. 1349.—After a word ending in short a and expressive of

EARLY AGE let the feminine affix be hip. Thus kumarx “ a girl.”

0 a
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Wi: isi^i^i
1 Prara) i fVfi?n i ^wkt i

No. 1350.—After a dwigu compound (No. 983) ending in

short a let the feminine affix be nip. Thus triloki “ the aggregate

of the three worlds.” But we find triphald “ the three myroba-

lans,” because this is one of the words spoken of as “ aja, &c.”

(No. 1341).—

h sit I 8 I ^ I ^ |

1 urn t imt 1 Tiffrii 1 1

No. 1351.

—

After a word expressive of colour, ending in

a gravely accented vowel, and having the letter T as its penul-

timate letter, the word not being a subordinate in a compound,

the feminine affix is optionally nip, and the letter N is substituted

in the room of the t. Thus [from eta “ variegated ”] efd or eni,

[from rohita “red”] rohita or rohini.

aiflT *j<!npwrc I 8 I ^ I 88 I

51 I Jjjt I JJ3: I

No. 1352.—Optionally after what ends in short u, being

expressive of a quality, the feminine affix is nisK\. Thus [from
j

mridu “ soft ”} mridwi or [without a feminine affix] mfiduh. I

i 8 i ^ i 8^ i

eh i agi i a§: i

No. 1353 .—And after the words bahu “much,” &c., the

feminine affix is optionally nish. Thus bahwi or [without a femi-

nine affix] bahu.
\

i 1 i

No. 1354.—“ Aeter the vowel i of a krit affix, not ktin

(No. 918),” [the feminine affix is optionally niek]. Thus rdtri or

rdiri "night.”

QẐ » «
®
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i i sisfife: i

No. 1355.—“ Some say that the feminine affix msh may come

AFTER ANY WORD ending in i (No. 1354) IF it have NOT THE FORCE

OF the affix ktin.” Thus sakati or salcati
“ a cart.”

gfluiRPTOraw I 8 i ^ i «c i

31 HHP3BI TOIHIrl fellti SIHFt rffll I JflUW 5511» S> N. X

i

No. 1356.

—

When the name of a male is employed to denote

the female IN VIRTUE OF her [matrimonial] union with that

MALE, the feminine affix hish comes after it. Thus gopi “ the wife

of a gopa or cowherd.”

i Stunf^T i sisamfasRT i

No. 1357.—“But NOT AFTER the word PALAKA * a keeper’

[does hish come by No. 1356].” Thus gopalikd (No. 1358) “the

wife of a cow-keeper,” aswapalika “ the wife of a horse-keeper.”

HS|3F31T<1 Sfim qfwrj i -a I 5 I i

nraa^itri sBiri Tmiwasnszrairc: ^ 'am *m:\ \ Ci \ \>

itct * ^oi i i ERiK^i i ^jcj: i i nrEiaom

foti i *15rt i fan i siniTTsn^T iV T \» N. Si

No. 1358.—Let there be the vowel I in the room of the vowel

A coming before the letter K standing in an affix, when the

feminine affix AP FOLLOWS—PROVIDED that the feminine affix ap

does NOT come AFTER a CASE-AFFIX. |Thus [from sarvaka “ every”]

sarvika, [from hdraka “a maker”] kdrikd. Why do wo say “of

the vowel a” ? Witness naukd “ a boat.” Wby do we say “ stand-

ing in an affix” 1 Witness sakd [from Saha] “ who is able—[where

the k belongs to the verbal root]. Why do we say “ not after a

case-affix” 1 Witness bahuparivrdjahd nagari “ a city with many
religious mendicants”—[where the feminine affix is attached after

the case-affix had been elided, as explained under No. 964, inform-

ing the compound].

S
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^37i|^rngi i ^al t gsT i sscuui i

No. 1359.

—

“After the word surya ‘the Sun,’ the feminine

affix is CHAP, WHEN the GODDESS [his wife] is meant.” Thus surya

“the goddess who is the wife of the Sun.” Why “when the god-

dess is meant”? [See No. 1360.]

^ ^fi ^ i i i

C\ C\ \»

No. 1360.—“There is elision of the ya of the words surya
“ the sun” AND AGASTYA “ the saint Agastya,” WHEN the affix

CHHA (No. 1160) follows, AND when the feminine affix NI follows.”

Thus sun—meaning “ Kunti—the mortal bride of the Sun”—(see

No. 1359).

i « i \ I 8i |

^ i sdr i i mm \ ^rofj i

i ^t=it i

No. 1361.—Let ANUK be the augment of the proper names

INDRA, VARUNA, BBAVA, &ARVA, RUDRA, AND MRIDA, AND of the

words HIMA “snow,” aranya “a forest,” yava “barley,” YA-

VANA " Greek,” matula “ a maternal uncle,” and acharya “ a

spiritual preceptor;” and, at the same time, let the feminine affix

be msh. Thus indrdni “ the wife of Indra,” and so varundni,

bhavdni, saruani, mriddni.

if i ffw=Ti i iif i

No. 1362 .

—“Of the words hima ‘snow’ and aranya ‘a

forest’ [there is the augment dnuJc, as directed in No. 1361], in

the sense of greatness,” Thus himdni “ much snow,” aranydnt
“ a great forest.”

ncji|m i 3#T m\ 331^ I

No. 1363.—“ After the word yava ‘barley’ [the feminine

affix, as directed in No. 1361, comes] in the sense of FAULT.”

Thus yavdni “ bed barley.”

g
~

a
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i ngRi^i i

No. 1364.

—

“After the word yavana ‘Greek’ [the feminine

affix, as directed in No. 1361, comes] IN the sense of HAND-WRIT-

ING.” Thus yavandni “ the written character of the Greeks.”

mr^Tsi^T^KT=nsii i niri^Hi i niri^Ti i gqi^giai^T i

Si Si Si SJ

No. 1365 .

—“Of the words MATULA ‘a maternal uncle’ and

UPADHYAYA ‘a spiritual preceptor’ [when the feminine affix comes

—to express the wife thereof—] the augment ANUK (No. 1361) is

optional.” Thus mdtuldni or matuU (No. 1356) “the wife of a

maternal uncle,”— upadhydydni or upadhydyi “ the wife of a

spiritual preceptor.”

^T^mT3*!Irci ^ I I

No. 1366.—“ And there is not the CHANGE to the cerebral

N [—No.157—of the dental n of the augment anuk—No. 1361—

]

after the word ach'rYa ‘a spiritual preceptor.’ ” Thus achdry-

ani “ the wife of a spiritual preceptor.”

1 i i i gnm i

No. 1367.—“ After the words arya ‘a man of the Vaisya

class’ AND KSHATRIYA ‘ a man of the military class’ [the feminine

affix, with the augment directed in No. 1361 comes] optionally,

when the word retains its OWN sense [viz. that of a person be-

longing to the class]. Thus aryani or arya “ a female of the

Vaisya class," lcshatriyani or kshatriyd “ a female of the military

class.”

SRtmrJ I 8 i \ i Y '

° i
N S »

~

1 I I VRjfiTcU I

No. 1368 .
—After the word krita “ bought,” preceded by

the name of the means wherewith, the feminine affix is ntsh.

Thus vastrakriti
“ a female bought in exchange for cloth.” Some-

times it is not so. Thus dhanakritd “ a female purchased with

wealth.”

8 O
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I 8 I ^ I ^8 l

zi^ m i

sfiT^I 'SITH^T I WliiSIT I I I ^gqiitl-

*I^Icl }km I S*T^T I SHQ^RTr! \km I I\ x n)>» x x \a

No. 1369.

—

And the feminine affix nish comes optionally AF-

TER what ends with the name of a part of the body, when the

word is SUBORDINATE IN a compound (No. 968), moreover, not
HAYING a CONJUNCT for its penultimate letter. Thus atikesi

or atikesa “ surpassing the hair” [in beauty, &c.,—or reaching above

it—as deep water—]; chandramukhi or chandramulcha “moon-

faced.” Why do we say “not having a conjunct for its penulti-

mate letter”? Witness sugulpha “a female with handsome ancles.”

Why do we say subordinate in a compound”? Witness susikha

“ a handsome crest”—[where the sikha is not subordinate or epithe-

tical].

si i 8 i n ft i

#15 i i =?iif

i

TORI i

NJ

No. 1370.—The feminine affix is NOT nish (No. 1369) after

a word denoting a part of the body when it is of the class kroda

“the flank,” &c., NOR when the word is POLYSYLLABIC. Thus

kalyanakrodd “a female with handsome flanks.” This is a class

of words constituted by usage—(see No. 53). Of the case where

the word is polysyllabic we have an example in sujaghand “ a

female with handsome loins.

Shrub i 8 i \ i i

sj i

X
No. 1371.—The feminine affix is not nish (No. 1369) after

NAKHA “ the nose” AND MUKHA “ the mouth,” WHEN (the word at

the end of which they stand is) an APPELLATIVE [No. 1372],

Shruwi: i
c

i 8 i 5 i

a
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^ w. siig ^raisi q g nzRK-

s£ra*zi^ i i rkh<3t i *mn\ fan i fnsrmm sr?ut i

CS Ni \ N>

No. 1372.—Let there be a cerebral n in the room of a dental

n coming after a cause of such change (No. 157) standing in the

prior member of a compound word, when the word is an appel-

lative—but not if the letter G intervenes. Thus sunpcinakha

“ [the sister of Ravana—viz.] Surpanakha [—whose nails were like

winnowing baskets.]” Then [as another example of No. 1371

we may have] gauramulchd “ Fair-face.” Why [in No. 1371] do

we say “ when an appellative” ? Witness tdmramulchi Icanya “ a

copper-faced damsel.”

i » i \ i ^ i

SIITfRlfa ns ^ ferai rlFll I cl<jl I

X

sqai i ^3T i i enft: fag i wrsi i

I

fag i sraiSRT I ^iqvjig fag i gfam i

No. 1373.— Let the feminine affix be nish after that which

is expressive of a kind, and is NOT invariably feminine—more-

over

—

NOT having the letter Y for its penultimate letter. Thus
from \tata\ tat{ “

shore,” vrishali “ a woman of the servile tribe;”

Jcathi
M a woman of the class of Brahmans who read the Katha sec-

tion of the Rig Veda bahwrichi “
a woman of the class of Brah-

mans w,ho read the Rig Veda.” Why do we say “ expressive of a

kind”? Witness mundd “shaven”—[where the word expresses not a

kind but a quality—see Sdhitya Darpana §12 6. and d] Why
do we say “ not invariably feminine” ? Witness balalcd “ a crane”

—[supposed to breed without the male]. Why do we say “ not

having the letter y for its penultimate letter” ? Witness Jeshairiyd

“ a female Kshatriya.”

wn\ i gffixpT i xram: i jr*} i vg-ri

i nc*?T i
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No. 1374.—“ In the excluding [from No. 1373] of words
THAT HAVE letter Y AS the PENULTIMATE, there is not involved

the exclusion of [the following words which have a penultimate

y—viz.—]
GAVAYA “the Bos Gavaeus,” haya “ a horse,” mukaya

“ a sort of animal,” MATSYA “ a fish,” and MANUSHYA “ a iqan.” Thus

gavayi “ the female, of the Bos Gavaeus hayi “ a mare,” mukayi
“ a female mukaya,." By No. 1364 there is elision of the y of

manushya :—thus manushi “ a woman,”—and [according to Kata-

yana] there is elision of the y of matsya (though this word does

not end in a taddhita affix) when the feminine affix ni follows—so

that we have matsi “ a female fish.”

v?tT i « i ^ i ^ i

i ara't i

X

No. 1375.—“ After a word ending in short I, denoting a race

OF MEN, the feminine affix is nish. Thus ddkshi “ a female

Dakshi, or descendant of Daksba (No. 1087).”

SiW: I 8 I l I << I

vici fan i iXX
No. 1376.—After a word ending in short U, not having the

letter y as its penultimate letter, and being expressive of men, the

affix in the feminine is u£r. Thus kuru “ a female Kuru.” Why
do we say “ not having the letter y as its penultimate letter” ? Wit-

ness adhwaryu “ a woman of the class of Brahmans versed in the

Yajur Veda.”

i uf :
i

No. 1377.—“ And [as in No. 1376] after the word PAiifGU

“ lame,” Thus pangu “ (a female) lame.”

C\

No. 1378.—“And [in addition to the affixing of the feminine

affix un—No. 1376—] there is elision of the u and of the A OF
the word SwaSura ‘ a father-in-law.’” Thus iwasaru “a mother-

in-law.”

Q
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^rrcq^rqsi 18 1^1^1
un ci^Te^ i

qKWf: i

No. 1379.—Let un be the feminine affix after that com-

pound, ending in a crude word, OF which the latter member is

the word URU “ the thigh,” when the prior member of the com-

pound is a word expressing an object of comparison. Thus

karahhoru “ a female with thighs like the ulnar or tapering fleshy

side of the hand.”

i « n i
'0®

|

*HT<injTOfw i : i i :i : i

No. 1380.—And (tin shall be the feminine affix after the word

tiru “ the thigh” coming, in a compound,) after the words SANHITA

“joined,” Sapha “a hoof” lakshana, “a mark,” and yama
“ handsome,” &c. This aphorism is for the sake of cases where

there is no comparison (as there is in the cases to which No.

1379 refers). Thus sanhitorti “whose thighs are joined [—e. g.,

from obesity],” saphoru “ whose thighs are [put together] like

[the two] hoofs [on a cow’s foot],” lakshanorti “ whose thighs are

marked,” vamorti “ with handsome thighs.”

hhpotott i «
i \ i ^ i

*njf*qra^ l l

Ida i ar^ufi i

No. 1381.—Let Mn be the feminine affix After the word

gAR^GARAVA “a Sarngarava,” &c., and after what ends with

the letter a of the affix AN (No. 1075) when the word speaks

of a kind [not of a wife—No. 1356]. Thus sarhgaravi “a
Sarngarava woman,” vaicU [from vida, which, besides ending

with the affix an, as it is held to do when enumerated

in the list “ sdr'hgarava, &c.,” may end with the affix an
]
“ a

female descendant of Vida,” brdhmani “ a female of the sacerdotal

tribe.”

0
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I *?RT I

No. 1382.

—

“ And vriddhi is the substitute of t he words nri

and nara ‘a man’ [when the feminine affix nin—No. 1381—fol-

lows.” Thus nari “ a woman.”

I 8 i \ i a® i

ferai \h: sam i agfa: i

\i \ x \ sj

Tft II

No. 1383

—

After the word yuvan “young,” when it denotes

a female, let there be the affix TI. Thus yuvati “ a young

woman.”

So much for the affixes of the Feminine.

fell II

WITH II

This abridged Siddhanta Kaumudi, a help for those who

are engaged in other studies (and have therefore little leisure) and

for those also who are quite unacquainted with science, was made

by the illustrious Varadaraja. .
•

Here concludes the Laghu-siddhanta-kaumudi made by the

illustrious Varadaraja.

ii *ra|ig3T n

THE LAGHU KAUMUDI IS FINISHED.
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